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5. ABSTRACT
The housing sector in the UK and across the globe is constantly under pressure to deliver
enough affordable houses to meet the increasing demand. Offsite Manufacturing (OSM), a
modern method of construction, is considered to be a key aspect in meeting these demands
given its potential to increase efficiency and boost productivity. Although the use of OSM to
increase the supply of affordable and efficient homes is getting popular, the focus has been on
‘what’ methods of construction are used (i.e. whether implementing OSM or traditional
approach) rather than ‘how’ the alternative construction approach shall be done (i.e. choice of
OSM method to meet set objectives). There have been criticisms of the approaches used by
professionals implementing OSM methods as some of these approaches are non-structured and
these methods have been criticised for being similar to the conventional onsite methods with
little process gains. There are previous studies that have compared the performance of OSM
and other modern methods of construction with conventional methods of construction.
However, there is hardly any attempt nor quantitative evidence comparing the performance of
various competing OSM approaches (i.e. methods with standardised and non-standardised
processes) in order to support stakeholders in making an informed decision on choices of
methods. In pursuit of the research gap identified, this research aims to develop a proof-ofconcept knowledge-based process analysis tool that would enable OSM practitioners to
efficiently evaluate the performances of their choice of OSM methods to support informed
decision-making and continuous improvement.

To achieve this aim, an ontology knowledge modelling approach was adopted for leveraging
data and information sources with semantics, and an offsite production workflow (OPW)
ontology was developed to enable a detailed analysis of OSM production methods. The
research firstly undertook an extensive critical review of the OSM domain to identify the
existing OSM knowledge and how this knowledge can be formalised to aid communication in
the OSM domain. In addition, a separate review of process analysis methods and knowledgebased modelling methods was done concurrently to identify the suitable approach for analysing
and systemising OSM knowledge respectively. The lean manufacturing value system analysis
(VSA) approach was used for the analysis in this study using two units of analysis consisting
of an example of a typical non-standardised (i.e. static method of production) and standardised
(i.e. semi-automated method of production) OSM methods. The knowledge systematisation
v

was done using an ontology knowledge modelling approach to develop the process analysis
tool – OPW ontology. The OPW ontology was further evaluated by mapping a case of
lightweight steel frame modular house production to model a real-life context. A two-staged
validation approach was then implemented to test the ontology which consists of firstly an
internal validation of logic and consistency of the results and then an expert validation process
using an industry-approved set of criteria.

The result from the study revealed that the non-standardised ad-hoc OSM production method,
involving a significant amount of manual tasks, contributes little process improvement from
the conventional onsite method when using the metrics of process time and cost. In comparison
with the structured method e.g. semi-automated OSM production method, it is discovered that
the process cost and time are 82% and 77% more in the static method respectively based on a
like-to-like production schedule. The study also evaluates the root causes of process wastes,
accounting for non-value-added time and cost consumed. The results contribute to supporting
informed decision-making on the choices of OSM production methods for continuous
improvement.

The main contributions to knowledge and practice are as follows:
i.

The output of this research contributes to the body of literature on offsite concepts,
definition and classification, through the generic classification framework developed
for the OSM domain. This provides a means of supporting clear communication and
knowledge sharing in the domain and supports knowledge systematisation.

ii.

The approach used in this research, integrating the value system analysis (VSA) and
activity-based costing (ABC) methods for process analysis is a novel approach that
bridges that gaps with the use of the ABC method for generating detailed processrelated data to support cost/time-based analysis of OSM processes.

iii.

The developed generic process map which represents the OSM production process
captures activity sequences, resources and information flow within the process will help
in disseminating knowledge on OSM and improve best practices in the industry.

iv.

The developed process analysis tool (the OPW ontology) has been tested with a reallife OSM project and validated by domain experts to be a competent tool. The
knowledge structure and rules integrated into the OPW ontology have been published
vi

on the web for knowledge sharing and re-use. This tool can be adapted by OSM
practitioners to develop a company-specific tool that captures their specific business
processes, which can then support the evaluation of their processes to enable continuous
improvement.

Keywords: Activity-Based Costing (ABC), Cost Modelling, Value System Analysis (VSA),
Knowledge-based Engineering, Offsite Manufacturing (OSM), Ontology, Process Modelling,
Root Cause Analysis (RCA).
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1. CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background to Study
The steady decline of manual and skilled trades in the construction industry has increased the
recognition of offsite manufacturing (OSM), an aspect of Design for Manufacture and
Assembly (DfMA) methods as one way to boost productivity and performance. The idea of
improving efficiency in the construction industry by learning from other industries is not new
and has gained much significance lately. This is partly because the construction industry has
for a long time been associated with inefficiencies, which is argued to be mostly facilitated by
the traditional procurement and method of construction (Barbosa et al. 2017). A recent
government-commissioned report by Farmer (2016) has advised the industry to either
‘modernise or die’ while citing low productivity and predictability as some of the symptoms
of failure and poor performance by the industry. This together with the increasing expectations
of clients and end-users creates pressure and opportunities for the industry to improve.
Therefore, the adoption of advanced factory production systems such as those used in the car
manufacturing sector into the construction sector paves a new way for transferring expertise
between sectors (Gann 1996). Several attempts have been made with regards to knowledge
transfer with regards to the concept of customisation and mass production into the construction
of low-cost housing and this is being achieved through the implementation of off-site
manufacturing in construction. However, the decision to introduce new methods of
construction is a major challenge for construction professionals due to change resistance and
also because the knowledge required to make the decision is fragmented and partially owned
by individual experts on a case-by-case basis (Sabol 2008).

Offsite manufacturing (OSM) enables large aspects of the construction process to be carried
out in controlled environments, e.g. a factory environment where components are constructed
and assembled in a factory, then transported to the final point of use, usually the construction
site (Meiling et al. 2012a, Pan and Goodier 2012, Quale et al. 2012). The benefits of this
method have been widely studied to include reductions in construction time, increased quality,
low health and safety risks, low environmental impact, reduced whole-life cost, and a
consequent increase in predictability, productivity, whole-life performance and profitability
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(Blismas et al. 2006a, Pan et al. 2008, Pan and Goodier 2012). These benefits are argued to be
the outcome of process improvements from integrating concepts like lean manufacturing
(Pasquire and Connolly 2002) and DfMA which are synonymous with factory house building
methods (Gbadamosi et al. 2019) with the goal to optimise the production performance and
efficiency. The government and public sector in various nations, particularly those from the
developed countries have created various incentives to encourage cross-industry learning from
other industries such as automotive, aerospace, and manufacturing with focuses on developing
more efficient alternative construction methods through accommodating automation and
standardisation of processes (Pan and Sidwell 2011, Hairstans and Smith 2018). In the UK, for
instance, the government commissioned reports such as Latham (1994) and Egan (1998) have
previously identified the needs and barriers for technologically-driven innovations. Offsite
manufacturing (OSM) is seen as the approach to improve the products from the industry
(Cabinet Office 2011, HM Government 2013), and a requisite to changing the craft-based and
labour-intensive nature of the construction industry (Gibb and Isack 2003, Miles and
Whitehouse 2013). This pressure by the government also stems from the shortage in supply of
low-cost housing all over the UK (Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
2017). OSM is seen as a means to speed up housing production and is widely accepted as one
direction for the industry to meet the housing shortage and efficiency required (Venables et al.
2004, Miles and Whitehouse 2013).

However, although the use of offsite construction has been proven to be advantageous with a
significant number of publications on its potential improvements, its market uptake and
acceptance is still quite low in both developed and developing countries (Goulding et al. 2015).
Construction practitioners are still caught between the decision to use OSM or the conventional
method of construction, and the latter remains competitive and more accepted than the former.
The low uptake of OSM in the construction industry could perhaps be a result of limited
quantitative-based evidence on the process improvements achieved. This lack of evidence is
also a hindrance in determining the various types of OSM methods that could be used to achieve
specific objectives. While most of the benefits of using OSM are linked to process
improvements through lean manufacturing/production (Pasquire and Connolly 2002), it
appears to be generalised that these benefits can be achieved regardless of the approach to OSM
implemented, and there has been limited discourse on the implications/impacts of the choice
of OSM methods on the realisation of these associated process benefits.
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There are various approaches to building a house offsite ranging from the use of standardised
and non-standardised methods. Unlike onsite operations that focus predominately on the
organization of labour and materials, the planning of OSM is more complex involving the
organisation of various production line workflows, design configurations of different
workstation arrangements, different automated processes, and various levels of human
intervention (Zhang et al. 2016). However, the extent to which these factors are implemented
varies depending on the choice of OSM method used. OSM methods involving nonstandardised approaches have been criticised for merely replicating non-standardised practices
similar to conventional onsite methods, under an enclosed environment (Pasquire and Connolly
2002). On the other hand, more standardised OSM methods are encouraged due to perceived
higher efficiency achieved from the introduction of robotics systems in production,
transportation, and assembly. The implication for OSM practitioners is the varying amount of
risk and capital investment involved in these two competing OSM methods (i.e. standardised
and non-standardised methods), which is partly due to lack of uncertainty on demand (Lang et
al. 2016) amongst others.

There have been recognised efforts and contributions on developing decision support tools for
comparing methods of construction (Murtaza et al. 1993, Aldridge et al. 2001, Chen et al.
2010a, Pan and Goodier 2012, Pan et al. 2012). However, the techniques and tools developed
in these studies have only enabled qualitative or quantitative comparison between OSM and
the conventional construction method in parts. There is currently no documented evidence
relating to developing a decision support model to enable stakeholders in understanding the
process benefits between the various methods of OSM. This poses a key question around if the
process improvements associated with the OSM method are indeed practical regardless of the
approach for OSM selected (i.e. whether structured or non-structured). However, the data
needed for this level of assessment is not readily available in literature and is often based on
individual company approaches and processes. It is in view of this that this study proposes a
bespoke performance assessment model for OSM production methods that implicitly captures
information on low-level processes, thus enabling value evaluation in the process while being
easily accessible to construction practitioners for informed decision making.
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The use of Knowledge-based engineering (KBE) techniques and semantic models (ontologies),
in this regard, is particularly useful as it links data of many contexts. Ontologies are a wellestablished approach for leveraging data and information sources with semantics and have
track records of being efficient in knowledge capture and sharing (Lin et al. 2006). Their
capability in terms of enabling intelligent real-time and context-specific knowledge modelling
which would be useful in the OSM domain. Knowledge-based systems (KBS) are considered
suitable for solving problems that demand considerable expertise, judgment or rules of thumb
(Chau and Anson 2002) and could help with offsite manufacturing process modelling and
analysis. The knowledge-sharing process can be further enhanced through web technologies
where users can gain access to the captured/stored knowledge (Lin et al. 2006) about OSM
systems and methods. This approach will help obtain a realistic and holistic analysis of OSM
methods and support the decision-making process. This opportunity is what the research
intends to explore.

1.2 Problem Statement
The UK housing sector has been under pressure to increase low-cost housing delivery to
combat the housing shortage experienced and fix the ‘broken housing market’ (Shostak and
Houghton 2008, Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government 2017). There is a
persisting situation of demand for houses being greater than supply. In England for instance,
between 225,000 to 275,000 or more homes are needed per year to keep up with population
growth. However, only an average of 160,000 new homes is built each year on average since
1970 (Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government 2017). Given these persisting
issues, many governments (such as the UK government) have taken the initiative to raise
awareness that construction needs to be re-engineered to accommodate automation and
standardisation and use of alternative methods are being explored through OSM (Pan and
Sidwell 2011). However, despite the well-documented benefits of OSM, its uptake in the
construction industry has been very low (Pan et al. 2008, Pan and Goodier 2012) with a
reported 5% market share in the UK in 2009 (Taylor 2009). A slight increase of 6% was
reported in 2012 in the UK (Goulding et al. 2012a) and 7% by 2016 (KPMG 2016). A similar
market share or even lower was also noticed in other countries. For instance, as of 2014, the
market share of OSM in the US was 3% (Future Focus 2017). While the implementation of
OSM is increasing in recent years, it is not as rapid as would be expected given the widely
studied benefits of the OSM method.
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One major barrier to the use of the OSM method reported in past research studies remains the
lack of evidence-based benefits of the OSM method over the traditional approach (Blismas et
al. 2006a, Pan et al. 2008, Pan and Goodier 2012). However, a bulk of the research studies has
been done on the development of decision support tools in choosing between OSM and the
conventional onsite construction methods (e.g. Murtaza et al. 1993, Aldridge et al. 2001, Chen
et al. 2010a, Pan et al. 2012, Pan and Goodier 2012) to support the use of OSM. These research
studies have been successful in guiding the judgment on the implementation of OSM and could
perhaps have contributed to the slight increase in acceptance in the last decade. However,
despite these efforts, there are still other challenges inhibiting the use of OSM. For instance,
researchers have argued that OSM domain knowledge is fragmented and there is still a lack of
understanding/evidence of its holistic benefit compared to the significant capital investment
required to set up a manufacturing process (Blismas et al. 2006b, Blismas and Wakefield 2007,
Pan et al. 2008, Jabar et al. 2013), and the lack of in-depth understanding of the associated
business risks with the use of OSM (Luo et al. 2015) such as in cases of low demand or market
burst.

Generally, OSM is recognised for its superior process benefits compared to the conventional
onsite methods since OSM attempts to streamline and automate production in a controlled
factory environment while incorporating principles of lean manufacturing and its associated
process benefits. However, the methods to producing building elements and components offsite
can be generally categorised into two based on the level of standardisation involved – i.e.
standardised and non-standardised processes (Lawson et al. 2010). The latter is criticised for
providing very little improvement from the conventional onsite method (Pasquire and Connolly
2002, Zhang et al. 2020). Zhang et al. (2020) and Pasquire and Connolly (2002) in their studies
have reported non-standardised practices in OSM processes and emphasised the need for the
industry to avoid repeating ‘onsite practices under a roof’ if the benefits of implementing
DfMA and lean manufacturing are to be realised to ensure the profitability of OSM method
compared to the conventional onsite method.

Considering that the construction sector is dominated by private housing and more than threequarters of all recently completed houses are built for the private sector (GOV.UK 2020), it is
perhaps safe to argue that most current and prospective OSM practitioners are profit-based.
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These key stakeholders may thus be discouraged from adopting OSM due to the inability to
effectively determine the business risk with switching to OSM due to the unpredictable housing
market typified by the ‘boom and burst cycles’ (Lang et al. 2016). Their approach to
construction is described as operating on a speculative business model to mitigate the risk with
unpredictable market conditions thus allowing these stakeholders to respond well to the market
fluctuations (Lang et al. 2016). Unfortunately, OSM does not offer this flexibility as it most
times requires high capital investment to set up a production line, and running of factory space
regardless of demand and market conditions. Arguably, the choice of OSM method used may
increase or decrease this risk due to varying degrees of flexibility with the integration of
automation and standardisation. However, the extent of the risk impact is still unknown. For
instance, while non-standardised OSM methods might be able to allow for flexibility and low
capital investment similar to onsite practices, the level of efficiency from the process may be
compromised and productivity gains may be impacted. The latter is more concerning as the
implication to the OSM domain is that practitioners may struggle to remain competitive in the
volatile market especially in terms of the final cost of the product, which is a major factor in
decision making for choosing a construction method (Pasquire and Connolly 2002).

Although the governments in various countries have been encouraging the use of OSM over
the conventional onsite methods, the focus has been on ‘what’ is done (i.e. switching to OSM
from the conventional onsite method), with little attention paid to ‘how’ it is done (the method
of OSM to be used to achieve identified goals). Emphasis should be rather placed on the latter
since a large proportion of the benefits of using OSM is linked to the result of process
improvements realised through this method (Pasquire and Connolly 2002). This implies that
some practitioners implementing OSM may not be well aware of the inefficiencies in their
processes and the perception that OSM helps them attain better and more competitive products
may be flawed depending on how it is done. It is thus important for existing and/or potential
OSM practitioners to pay attention to their approaches and be able to evaluate their processes
in terms of their performance using certain metrics. The availability of a process analysis tool
could reduce the scepticism towards the use of OSM with sufficient information to support
practitioners in analysing their current or proposed processes and recognising areas of
inefficiencies and opportunities for improvements. However, the aspect has received little or
no attention from existing research studies.
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To develop such a tool, an in-depth understanding of various OSM production workflows and
processes is required. However, other challenges are surrounding this requirement due to the
nature of the required knowledge. To start with, there is a lack of consensus or coordinated
effort in regard to agreeing on what shall be included in its definition (Yunus and Yang 2012,
Baghchesaraei et al. 2015). The lack of consensus further compounds the issue of how to
appraise various OSM methods (Song et al. 2005, Blismas et al. 2006b, Pan et al. 2008,
Abdullah and Egbu 2010, Arif and Egbu 2010, Haron et al. 2015). Other issues reported
involves the unavailability of documented sources of information about modularisation
(Murtaza et al. 1993, Aldridge et al. 2001, Pasquire et al. 2005). Although there are a lot of
publications on OSM, the knowledge is not well-structured and is described as being
fragmented (Blismas and Wakefield 2007, Jabar et al. 2013). Lastly, this fragmentation perhaps
indicates that the knowledge on OSM processes may reside with individual companies and
practitioners and there is no consensus on what can be regarded as best practices for
benchmarking. These issues must be addressed in order to support systematisation of OSM
domain knowledge to support the development of the process evaluation tool.

The nature of the research problem and the knowledge gap can thus be divided into two major
aspects; (i) lack of a production process performance evaluation tool that allows comparison
of the various OSM production methods in terms of their process performance thus supporting
informed decision making on choices, (ii) the fragmented nature of OSM knowledge thus
posing challenges with systematisation of the domain knowledge to allow for the development
of a generic tool that can be adapted.

1.3 Research Questions
The preliminary review of existing literature on the subject and identification of gaps in
existing knowledge on OSM led to the following research questions that this research intends
to answer:
1. Is the current understanding and representation of the knowledge of OSM domain
accurate and how best can existing knowledge be modelled for accurate representation
and to support knowledge sharing and clear communication?
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2. What methods and approaches can be used to analysis OSM processes to provide
information and allow for value-based analysis of the processes to support accurate
decision-making on choices?
3. In what means can the knowledge of OSM processes be formalised and modelled for
the purpose of systemising and automating process analysis of OSM methods
considering the current data and information-driven advances in the construction
industry?
4. Are there major differences in the process performance when using non-standardised
and standardised OSM methods, and what are the major causes of any differences
observed?
5. What method can be used to validate the developed decision-support tool to test the
logic and to determine its fitness for purpose?

1.4 Research Aim, Objectives
1.4.1 Research Aim
In pursuit of the research gaps identified, this study aims to develop a proof-of-concept
knowledge-based process analysis tool that would enable OSM practitioners to efficiently
evaluate the performances of their processes to support informed decision-making and
continuous improvement.

1.3.2 Research Objectives
The following objectives will be used to pursue the research aim:
1. To examine the contemporary issues with existing knowledge of OSM and where
necessary to develop theoretical definitions and classifications to support better
understanding and communication in the OSM domain;
2. To apply industry-based approaches for analysing manufacturing processes and
determine a suitable approach for evaluating the performance of competing OSM
processes;
3. To investigate the use of knowledge acquisition and modelling methods and languages
and determine the best-suited approach to support formalisation and systematisation of
OSM knowledge in a tool to support objective (2);
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4. To assess the performance of competing OSM production methods using the tool
developed based on the outcome of objective (2) using an example of methods
involving non-standardised (i.e. static method) and standardised (semi-automated
method) processes;
5. To investigate the constraints in the performance of the OSM methods from objective
(4) and determine causes of these constraints to support informed decision and
continuous improvements;
6. To validate the developed tool and provide guidance/recommendations on the use and
application.

1.5 Research Justification
The research challenges with the implementation of OSM as identified in existing literature
include the lack of systemised knowledge for OSM compounded with the unavailability of
sufficient data to allow for such detailed evaluation of choices (Rahman et al. 2008). To
encourage the use and implementation of OSM in the construction industry, many aspects need
to be addressed. One aspect is the demand for offsite manufactured houses which must be
increased so that product prices are competitive with the conventional method and
manufacturers can find the business profitable given the level of capital investment involved.
Also, there is a need to create opportunities for knowledge retrieval and sharing in the domain
where existing and potential OSM practitioners are able to access the relevant information and
tools to evaluate their processes and understand how they are performing, and where
improvements are necessary. This will contribute to reducing the level of uncertainty and risk
in the business.

Therefore, a system that captures the knowledge of OSM processes and systems, and enables
analysis of choices will help in bridging the information accessibility gap and enable informed
decisions on the advantages and long-term value provided by this method of construction. OSM
process information is however as sensitive data that involves approaches used by individual
companies in gaining competitive advantage in the market, and this sort of data is not readily
available in published sources. Hence, the importance of developing an industry-based
approach and tool which will capture key aspects of OSM such as its systems, product,
manufacturing methods and processes, and associated process information such as cost drivers,
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resource requirement, cost and time consumption, etc. to be able to facilitate automation using
advanced intelligent process analysis.
This research study intends to develop a platform-independent semantically rich and formal
representation of OSM knowledge (including its systems, methods, processes, and products)
that is generic and reusable for OSM practitioners and capable of being adopted for specific
company needs, which will enable process analysis of OSM production methods and support
decision making on the use of competing methods.

1.6 Outline Research Methodology
The methodology adopted for this research has been carefully selected based on the research
problem and questions. A combination of qualitative and computational/analytic research
methods (i.e. case study, interviews, focus group workshops, and computer programming
method) are adopted. The research process was carried out in five major phases as outlined.
Phase 1: Literature Review Analysis
The first phase comprises a robust and systematic critical review of literature on key aspects
related to the research such as (i) offsite manufacturing OSM; (ii) lean manufacturing tools and
process modelling methods and techniques (iii) an overview of semi-formal knowledge
modelling method to represent the manufacturing processes of (iv) a general overview of
knowledge-based engineering (KBE) and the use of ontology for structuring domain
knowledge. This phase is critical to addressing the question of ‘what’ data is needed for process
analysis for OSM as well as ‘how’ the data is to be stored, retrieved and presented to end-users.
Phase 2: Conceptual model development
The second phase of the study involved the development of three major models from secondary
data obtained from the literature review: (i) a classification system for OSM to support
knowledge structuring in the ontology; (ii) development of a framework to support process
modelling and analysis for OSM production stage which would form the basis of an activitybased costing approach (iii) development of a framework to represent the architecture and
interactions of the systems in the knowledge retrieval process of the developed ontology. This
phase is crucial to help ensure that there is a structure to guide the data collection phase.
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Phase 3: Industrial visit and case study method for initial data collection to support the
developed conceptual models
In this phase, the conceptual models developed were further populated using observations and
expert input from a real-life selected offsite case. Additionally, this stage involved the
collection of primary data from targeted experts using series of semi-structured interviews and
focus group discussions. This was followed by a focus group discussion with other OSM
manufacturing companies in order to generalise the process model developed. The purpose of
the later stage is to ensure that the company-specific process can be refined into a more generic
process that captures common practices in the industry and provide for a reasonable level of
adaptability. The various qualitative data obtained during the discussion sessions were analysed
using content analysis in order to extract knowledge delivered from the sessions.
Phase 4: Ontology development stage
This stage featured a desktop study approach to model the data gathered in the knowledgebased system. Protégé ontology builder was selected for this purpose because it implements a
rich set of modelling structure of knowledge and allows for effective manipulation of the
ontology (Sivakumar and Arivoli 2011). Web-ontology language (OWL) was used in this study
as this is the supported language in the tool - Protégé. For the purpose of the analysis intended,
some estimating rules were modelled in the ontology using semantic rule-based language
(SWRL) to support reasoning in the ontology. Also, the ontology was checked for consistency
using the Pellet reasoner.
Phase 5: Testing, Validation, Modifications and final model development
A two-stage validation approach was adopted in this study. First, the ontology was tested with
a use-case of a real-life OSM project as an internal validation approach, and this was followed
by a second stage validation of the results by industry experts. This followed a modification
process to implement feedbacks from experts, and then the final model development that was
published on the web.

1.7 Research Scope
Given the nature of the research which is multidisciplinary and cuts across many facets, it is
necessary to define the scope and identify any limitation associated with the research strategy
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and data collection methods that may influence the findings from the study. Also, as the
research study is intended towards a proof-of-concept, its boundaries need to be defined.
The scope of this research is as follows:


Manufacturing/production stage: the study is limited to the production stage of OSM
methods of construction. The starting point of the data collected is from the point of
material delivery to work stations and the endpoint is the point of loading the finished
products onto the transport trolley or vehicle. The performance of the design stage and
onsite assembly processes are not included in the analysis and results of this research
study.



Product type: Although the developed OPW ontology (the tool) includes classifications
of various systems of OSM such as volumetric, panelised, hybrid methods. The
ontology has only been populated and tested with process data relating to the panelised
system of OSM and has this only been used in analysing this system of OSM.



Production process type: The ontology only contains information on two methods of
OSM production, the static and semi-automated methods representing typical examples
of non-standardised and standardised OSM methods respectively. Thus, for more
methods to be accommodated, actual data relating to the low-level shop floor activities
will have to be modelled into the ontology.

The implication of this is that the data obtained from the semantic model needs to be used with
caution bearing in mind that other factors may impact overall decision making. In a situation
where results obtained are in a close range, there may be a need to consider data outside of the
boundaries of this research to make a more informed decision. Also, there are only two units
of analysis currently that can be compared using the tool. However, as the ontology is
extendible, these can be covered in future works.

1.8 Structure and Content of Thesis
The thesis is subdivided into nine chapters which consist of an introductory chapter, three
literature review chapters cutting across the various discipline of knowledge applied in the
study, a chapter explaining the conceptual model development, a methodology chapter, a
chapter on the knowledge modelling and development, a chapter for the use case
implementation and validation, and finally a conclusion chapter. The contents in each of these
chapters are outlined below and illustrated in Figure 1.1.
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Chapter 1, Introduction: provides a background and context to the study by highlighting the
relevant knowledge and contributions in the OSM domain and the issues surrounding OSM
knowledge documentation. This leads to the identification of the research problems and the
research questions. An outline of the aim and objectives of the study are also in this chapter. A
justification for the research is provided and the main contributions are also highlighted.

Chapter 2, Review of Offsite Manufacturing (OSM): introduces the literature and historical
context of OSM and its practices in the construction industry of many countries. Also, the
issues of defining and classifying OSM to support knowledge modelling are reviewed.

Chapter 3, Review of process analysis methods and techniques: this chapter reviews the
methods of process analysis and the data required for analysis. The various types of cost
modelling methods that are used in the construction and manufacturing sectors were reviewed
and the suitability of each method for analysing OSM processes was critically evaluated.

Chapter 4, Review of knowledge-based modelling methods: the concept of knowledge
modelling was introduced and its application in different domains. This chapter reviews the
body of knowledge on informal, semi-formal and formal representation of domain knowledge
for better communication.

Chapter 5, Conceptual model development: three research frameworks were developed based
on the reviewed literature in previous chapters in order to guide the data collection processes
of the study. One of the frameworks represents the architecture of the proposed knowledgebased system, another presents the generic classification system to represent common
vocabularies and understanding in the OSM domain to guide the knowledge modelling process,
while the last framework illustrates the ABC approach to be used for analysing the process data
in the ontology.
Chapter 6, Research methodology: this chapter covers the philosophical underpinning that
guides the selection of the research method for this study while also examining the research
problems in detail in order to develop a suitable research strategy and design.
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Chapter 7, Computational modelling of OSM production process data: this chapter analyses
the data collected for the purpose of the modelling exercise. A semi-formal representation of
the OSM process data is developed, and this is further modelled formally using OWL to support
reasoning and analysis of the data. The rules developed in the ontology are presented and
explained in this chapter.

Chapter 8, Evaluation, Testing and Validation of ontology: this chapter presents the analysis
of the data modelled in the ontology using a use-case to test the model. A synthesis of the
findings from the USE CASE is presented while also linking back to existing literature. The
results of the two-stage validation are also presented in this chapter.

Chapter 9, Conclusion, Recommendations and Implication of research: Finally, a conclusion
was drawn from the overall research in the chapter and some recommendations for further
research were outlined. The practical implications of the research are also discussed.
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2. CHAPTER 2: TOWARDS MANUFACTURING IN
CONSTRUCTION – UNDERSTANDING OSM METHOD
OF CONSTRUCTION
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the relevant literature relating to the background of OSM implementation
in the AEC industry with the main focus on the UK construction industry. This is presented in
two parts, the first part reviews some of the contemporary issues relating to the construction
sector and provides some context on the need for cross-industry learning from manufacturing
to construction. The second part presents a thorough critical review and analysis of existing
knowledge in the OSM domain aimed at developing a generic formal knowledge representation
of accepted vocabularies used by domain experts. This chapter is aimed at addressing research
objective 1 by identifying common themes from literature and critically examining the body of
knowledge around the subject matter with the aim of using the information gathered to establish
the knowledge acquisition stage of the proposed process analysis tool for evaluating OSM
methods.

2.2 An overview of the construction industry and its peculiarities
The construction industries in many countries have for a long time been associated with
inefficiencies such as cost and time overruns. The UK construction industry for instance has
been characterised as low in productivity and lacking efficiency according to several reports
commissioned by the government such as Latham (1994) and Egan (1998). The improvement
over the years has been little as compared with that of other industries such as manufacturing
(Yitmen 2007) which perhaps recently initiated another government-commissioned report by
Farmer (2016) who emphasised that the industry should either ‘modernise or die’. The major
issues identified by Farmer (2016) are low productivity and predictability of the industry
together with failure and poor performance being experienced by clients and end-users. This
scenario poses a major challenge to the UK construction sector. For instance, the need for
improved performance by the industry has been documented in past studies as well as
identification of the major barriers to technologically-driven innovations which are lacking.
The industry generally is characterised as being slow at embracing new emerging innovative
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technologies (Yitmen 2007, Goulding et al. 2012a), thus sticking to its old inefficient ways of
production and building its products.

2.2.1 Global issues with the construction industry
The issues faced by the construction industry can be grouped into three major aspects: people;
processes and products (Baloi 2003, Gu and London 2010, Nadim and Goulding 2011) which
categorises the areas that need improvements and also contextualising construction-related
challenges.
2.2.1.1 People issues
‘People’ issue in construction is commonly attributed to culture, skills and knowledge
deficiencies. Culture and fragmentation is the most commonly mentioned issue associated with
the people aspect of construction challenges (Ofori 2000, Pheng and Leong 2000, Chan and
Tse 2003, Yitmen 2007, Ochieng and Price 2009). Construction by nature requires
multicultural team integration due to the diverse number of skills and specialties required to
successfully deliver a construction project. However, the traditional method of construction
supports stakeholders to work in silos thus leading to fragmentation and preventing adequate
communication and collaboration. This in turn inhibits the effectiveness of project delivery
although it has been reported that multicultural team integration results in a better performance
(Ochieng and Price 2009). The construction industry is also described as being resistant to
change and thus sticking to its old inefficient methods (Goulding et al. 2012b), construction
practitioners often fail to adapt and respond to their changing environment (e.g. the digital era)
and lose opportunities to integrate innovative practices in project delivery. This is despite the
increasing demands for a reform championed by major construction clients and stakeholders,
actuals changes have been limited. The various emerging modern methods of construction
(MMC) have thus placed great emphasis on breaking the silos and enabling integrated project
delivery although, the cultural mindset of the industry is still making change resistance
unavoidable (Yitmen 2007). Additionally, skill shortage as a result of less qualified workforce,
leadership, management inefficiencies and inadequate experience are some of the people
challenges faced in the industry (Assaf and Al-Hejji 2006, Nadim and Goulding 2011, Jarkas
and Bitar 2012). The skill issues faced by the industry are said to be as a result of less
qualification and upskilling of construction practitioners rather than with technology (Nadim
and Goulding 2011) as technology has been evolving rapidly while the industry is lagging in
terms of catching up.
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2.2.1.2 Process and technological issues
The traditional method of construction, which is still the most widely adopted method in the
industry by its nature, is labour intensive and involves a great percentage of on-site production
thus results in significant waste generation together with other associated risks (Baldwin et al.
2006). Such wastes and inefficiencies can be traced to the ‘craft’ based approach to production
that dominates the construction industry, whereas other sectors such as the manufacturing
industry, for instance, have embraced automation, modularisation, and mass customisation
(Vibaek 2014). This situation is deemed unacceptable as resource efficiency in the construction
industry has become a point of focus due to the challenges of resource scarcity facing the globe.
The aforementioned scenario has led to debates on attaining more sustainable practices towards
finite resources in the industry (Volk et al. 2014).
One major issue with the traditional craft-based method used in construction is its consequent
low productivity which is unable to meet the industry’s demand in most regions as a result of
congestions and increasing population. In spite of the continued pressure resulting from
increased housing demand, supply has unfortunately been relatively low (CIC 2013). Past
studies on productivity improvement (Lim and Alum 1995, Arditi and Mochtar 2000, Durdyev
and Mbachu 2011, Jarkas and Bitar 2012) have revealed the need for improvement in
construction process and techniques as a key solution. Also, compounding the issue with
inefficiency in traditional processes, the hazardous nature of construction processes both on the
environment and on its workers amplifies the need for better and safer processes (Baloi 2003).
The negative environmental impacts are evident, construction consumes on average 40% raw
stones and 25% virgin wood (Baloi 2003). Results from a survey conducted by Tam et al.
(2007) revealed that construction waste generation can be reduced up to 100% with the
adoption of prefabrication, Jaillon et al. (2009) result however reported a 52% potential waste
reduction thus indicating conflicts in results. Although it is well acknowledged that the use of
prefabricated elements indeed reduces construction waste generation significantly (such as
Jaillon and Poon 2008, Jaillon et al. 2009), realising a 100% waste reduction as claimed by
Tam et al. (2007) is somewhat optimistic. It is unclear what basis of measurement was adopted
by the survey and interview respondents to account for the disparities in their judgement, thus
implying elements of subjectivity. Nonetheless, this gives a notion of the significant waste
reduction that can be achieved using modern methods of construction as opposed to the
traditional method with the common theme being a reduction potential. Also, it is recorded
that the material production and construction phase of a building accounts for 60% of the life
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cycle (LC) energy consumption (Quale et al. 2012). This is of great concern and there is a need
to reduce the impacts associated with these phases of a building life cycle. In summary, the
awareness of alternative approaches and choices of techniques used in construction contributes
to the challenges faced in the industry.
2.2.1.3 Products issues
Time, cost, quality, and sustainability are commonly reported issues related to construction
products. The quality and sustainability of construction end products seem to be of greater
interest lately. While the people and process issues basically affect construction deliverables,
quality forms a larger part of this issue in the product category. The choices of techniques and
methods of construction affect the quality of the product and construction products are
criticised and describes as having low functionality (Yitmen 2007). The finished quality of the
products from onsite construction methods have been criticised as relatively low and requires
more time for snagging and defects checks as compared to manufactured products (Goodier
and Gibb 2005, Nadim and Goulding 2011). Another associated inefficiency with the onsite
method is the minimal control on product quality (Nadim and Goulding 2011).

2.2.2 The need for change
Having reviewed that problem facing the construction industry, it is apparent that the current
most widely adopted onsite production method presents a lot of challenges and there is a need
for improvements. A general initiative by governments in countries like the UK is the raising
of awareness that construction needs to be re-engineered to accommodate automation and
standardisation and use of alternative methods are being explored (Pan and Sidwell 2011). The
use of prefabricated products has thus been seen as a prerequisite to changing the craft-based
culture of the industry (Gibb and Isack 2003, Miles and Whitehouse 2013). There are
arguments that the implementation of mass customisation for housing units has great potential
to allow for greater flexibility and customer satisfaction in the construction sector (Leishman
and Warren 2006) and empowering this sector is one key solution to realising efficiency in the
industry. Also, the collective sustainability agenda of the government in most countries serves
as a strong drive for promoting innovative technologies in the industry and prefabrication is
regarded as one potential solution that should be revisited (Blismas et al. 2006b, Nahmens and
Ikuma 2012, Pan and Goodier 2012). Thus, applying manufacturing techniques in traditional
construction processes has been the talk of the industry in the present time.
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2.3 Towards Manufacturing in Construction
The idea of introducing manufacturing into construction gained more attention after the postEgan (1998) report on ‘Rethinking Construction’. The term ‘industrialisation’ in the
construction context is used to describe an interception between the manufacturing culture of
standardisation and construction craft-based culture in which prefabrication forms part of the
construction process (Vernikos et al. 2013). Standardisation is defined as the extensive use of
components, techniques, and methods in which regularities and repetitions are accommodated
(Gibb 2001). The idea of mutual learning across manufacturing and construction is to develop
a manufactured construction sector that is geared towards achieving the aim of improved
impact on physical conditions encountered on site (Gann 1996). In the manufacturing industry,
productions are undertaken in a controlled environment and the product in question is
standardised such that only slight variations occurs based on specific design requirements
(Vernikos et al. 2013), e.g. the production line for car manufacturing concept from Henry Ford
(Gann 1996). In the manufacturing sector, standardisation is a prerequisite to mass production.
For instance, in automotive manufacturing, whole life cycle analysis of a model is carried out
in order to enable the prediction of the cost and possible sales of a product before planning for
production on a large scale (Vernikos et al. 2013). The idea of standardisation has also been
implemented in the construction sector in parts as far back as 1914. This is associated with the
production of bricks and blocks. Brick/block is one of the oldest construction
materials/components that are traditionally produced on a large scale in a factory using batches
(Gann 1996). However, transferring such knowledge on a large scale to other building elements
and components has been very slow (Vernikos et al. 2013).

Learning from manufacturing into construction is to follow the manufacturing industry’s
culture of increasing productivity, quality, and obtaining economy of scale through mass
customisation. Thus resulting in an overall decrease in the unit cost of products (Fernándezsolís 2009). However, there are debates on the possibilities of effectively transferring the
concept of standardisation used in manufacturing into the construction of houses because
construction in its own right is a unique and complex sector thus makes buildings differ from
other manufactured products in several aspects. Gibb (2001) argued that buildings have a
longer lifecycle than cars, and standardisation and mass customisation are not easily achievable
as implemented for automobiles. It is further argued that houses are not cars and the myth of
obtaining maximum standardisation should be dispelled. The products of both sectors are
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different in that there are physical differences in houses and cars, and also, the organisational
aspect of delivery for both products makes a huge difference (Gann 1996). Houses as a product
are immobile with a high degree of complexity, require many distinct but interrelated
disciplines collaboration, involve a wide range of different component parts, vary in uniqueness
due to project context, and also usually more expensive than many other manufactured
products. Hence there are arguments that the extent to which new production processes can be
transferred is somewhat restricted (Gann 1996, Vernikos et al. 2013). Therefore, the transferred
techniques and solutions can be made to work effectively if they are being re-engineered to suit
construction practices. Simply moving construction off-site to a factory does not guarantee
expected results if the processes of construction itself are not properly re-engineered and
designed.

There are benefits and drawbacks to the concept of standardisation in construction processes
and products. However, the trade-offs should also be understood. One major trade-off in
adopting standardisation is associated with reduced flexibility experienced in product layouts.
Its reduced bespoke and customised designs may not satisfy the customers. According to Gann
(1996), the manufactured end products are often socially unacceptable because customers have
little choice in the designs. Construction by nature requires more flexibility in design which
can be achieved through customisation. Industrialised housing producers are investing
significantly in flexible designs to enable the provision of customisation to their customers
although, there is still reduced varieties for customers when compared to the bespoke on-site
construction method (Jonsson and Rudberg 2014). Therefore, there are still research
requirements into how to improve the delivery of pre-manufactured products in meeting
customer choices and at the same time realising production efficiency.

2.4 Offsite manufacturing (OSM) – an overview of the potential solution
Offsite manufacturing (OSM) is not a new concept to the construction industry, there are many
publications in existence that covers this method of construction, and its inception as reported
can be traced back to the era of the second world war (WWII) in 1945 (Finnimore 1989, Bottom
et al. 1996, Aldridge et al. 2001, Miles and Whitehouse 2013, Li et al. 2016). According to
literature on the historical context of OSM, the result of the war left a situation of severe
housing crisis and an urgent need for temporary housing solution (Miles and Whitehouse 2013)
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as majority were left homeless. This consequently resulted in an increase in housing demand
which unfortunately coincided with a shortage of skilled labour in the construction sector.
Following this, prefabricated building components such as slabs, beams, wall panels, roofing
systems, stairs, sanitary units, and many more were produced offsite to cope with the increased
demand experienced (Jaillon and Poon 2009). Also, the use of precast unit systems experienced
wide adoption in the early 50s with countries like the UK, US, Singapore, Denmark,
Netherlands, Germany, Sweden, Japan implementing the system for their large scale public
housing development schemes (Jaillon and Poon 2008, Li et al. 2016).

OSM is popularly referred to as a sustainable construction technology (Jaillon et al. 2009, Pan
and Sidwell 2011, Li et al. 2016). Offsite manufacturing is a process where the construction
process is carried out in a controlled environment (usually a factory) and then transported to a
construction site for installation (Nasereddin et al. 2007). The difference between the
conventional construction method and OSM is that in the former, resources and materials are
brought to the construction site where the building components are manufactured and
assembled whereas, in the latter, the construction is carried out in a factory and the units are
transported to the construction site for installation and finishing. The offsite method is thus a
promising technique that possesses great potential in reducing construction impact on the
environment (Quale et al. 2012). However, OSM is still experiencing low adoption in the
construction industry. So far, apparent observation gathered from various publications on OSM
shows a significant amount of issues inhibiting its wider acceptance in the construction industry
of various countries. These are based around the lack of consensus or coordinated effort with
regards to agreeing on what shall be included in its definition (Yunus and Yang 2012,
Baghchesaraei et al. 2015). The lack of consensus further compounds the issue of how to
appraise various OSM methods and compare them with traditional construction methods (Song
et al. 2005, Blismas et al. 2006b, Yitmen 2007, Pan et al. 2008, Abdullah and Egbu 2010, Arif
and Egbu 2010, Yunus and Yang 2012, Haron et al. 2015). Other issues reported involved the
unavailability of documented sources of information about modularisation (Murtaza et al.
1993, Aldridge et al. 2001, Pasquire et al. 2005).

One way of addressing these issues is to formally model the domain knowledge of OSM for
better communication and accessibility amongst practitioners. To facilitate systematisation of
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knowledge, it is essential to attain consensus on widely adopted and accepted terminologies
used in the domain and the taxonomies of this information to organise the knowledge for better
communication. The next few sections would review the domain knowledge relating to the
OSM method of construction in terms of its definition and classification.

2.4.1 Defining offsite manufacturing (OSM)
Offsite technologies embrace a number of innovative modern-day construction technologies.
Without prior awareness of the ideas and concepts of those technologies, it is difficult to
appreciate the terminology used in association. The terminology for the use of offsite
technologies in construction has been developed over years with regional preferences. For
instance, the terms ‘prefabrication’, ‘offsite construction’, ‘offsite manufacturing’, ‘offsite
production’ and ‘modern method of construction’ are predominantly used by UK researchers
(Gibb 1999, Gibb and Isack 2003, Jaillon and Poon 2008, Pan et al. 2012), whereas
‘industrialised building systems’, ‘industrialised housing system’, ‘offsite industrialisation’
and ‘system building’ are found in Malaysia (e.g. Roy et al., 2007; Abdullah and Egbu, 2009;
Mohd Kamar et al., 2011), Hong Kong and China (e.g. Zhang and Skitmore, 2012; Zhai, Reed
and Mills, 2014; Luo et al., 2015), and ‘Pre-assembly, Prefabrication, Modularisation, and
‘offsite fabrication’ are commonly used in the US (e.g. Song et al., 2005). Many of these terms
are generally considered interchangeable (e.g. Gibb and Isack, 2003; Jaillon and Poon, 2009;
Arif and Egbu, 2010; Pan and Sidwell, 2011).

Wong, et al. (2003), however, argue that the choice of the terms depends on the user experience
and understanding. Pan et al. (2012) grouped the terms by four affixes: (i) Pre (as in prefab,
prefabrication and preassembly), (ii) Building (as in industrialised building system and system
building), (iii) Offsite (as in offsite construction and offsite manufacturing), and (iv) Modern
methods (as in modern method of construction and modern method of house building).
Although there has been considerable effort in documenting the various definitions and facets
of OSM (such as Elnaas 2014), there is a lack of analysis and synthesis of the definitions to
recognise their commonalities and differences. It is also important to analyse the essential
elements in the definitions so as to reach a conclusion on what fits as OSM and what does not.
Table 2.1 shows the various definitions from different literature grouped in accordance with
Pan et al. (2012) affixes.
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Table 2.1: Definitions of terms
Category
‘Pre’

Term
Preassembly

Prefabrication

‘Building’

Industrialised
building system
(IBS)

System
(SB)

building

Industrialised
house
building
(IHB)
‘Offsite’

Offsite
industrialisation
(OI)
Offsite
construction
(OSC)
Offsite
manufacturing
(OSM)

Some key definitions
“a process of manufacturing and assembly of
building components in a factory environment prior
to transportation … for installation.”
“describe the manufacturing process of components
in a controlled environment … are assembled
together to form components parts for installation”
“a manufacturing process and transporting to a site
… to be erected or assembled.”
“… process of building components or full modules
in … a factory environment….”
“… a manufacturing process, generally taking place
at a specialized facility and involves joining different
materials to form a component part of the final
installation”
“The manufacture of housing components offsite in a
factory setting”
“… a manufacturing and preassembly process in
which joining of materials to form a component part
takes place at a specified facility”
“… a construction process that involves the use of
standardised mass produced building components in
a factory or onsite, transported and assembled into a
structure using appropriate machinery”
“… it requires the integration of smaller components
and subsystems into an overall process/product with a
full utilisation of industrialised production,
transportation, and assembly techniques”
“…adopts the concept of mass production of building
components in a controlled environment either onsite
or offsite”
“… is used for describing a strategically different
process- and product-oriented alternative to
traditional project-oriented house-building methods
and principles”
“… a process of moving construction operations
traditionally undertaken onsite to a manufacturing
environment prior to final installation in required
position”
“… the creation of the built environment in a factory
environment such that part of the construction process
…
“…a process that requires a higher percentage of the
value-adding activities being carried out offsite (in a
controlled environment) with just installation and
finishing done onsite.”
“… a unique mix of general construction procedures
integrated into a production flow line ...”
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Source
(Gibb and Isack
2003)
(Jaillon
and
Poon 2009)
(Baghchesaraei
et al. 2015)
(Richard 2005)
(Jaillon
and
Poon 2008)

(Steinhardt et
al. 2014)
(Chiang et al.
2006)
(Musa
2015)

et

al.

(Roy
2007)

et

al.

(Kamar et al.
2011)
(Lessing et al.
2015)

(Zhai
2014)

(Mtech
2007)

et

al.

Group

(Jonsson
and
Rudberg 2014)

(Nasereddin et
al. 2007)

‘Modern
methods’

Offsite
manufacturing
(OSM),
offsite
construction
(OSC) and offsite
fabrication (OSF)
Modern method of
house building
Modern method of
construction
(MMC)

“collectively used to describe a method of production
and delivery through factory manufacture and
assembly”

(Miles
and
Whitehouse
2013)

“manufacture of homes in factories with potential
benefits”
“as a description of new products, techniques and
technologies in construction”

(Post 2003)

“… industrialisation as the use of advanced
technology (mechanical tools, computerised systems)
in a continuous process to improve efficiency in terms
of standardisation, modularisation and mass
production”

(Miles
and
Whitehouse
2013)
(Girmscheid
and Scheublin
2010)

Observing from Table 2.1, the definitions seem to focus on either the nature of the finished
product or outcome that is obtained (Roy et al. 2007, Musa et al. 2015, Li et al. 2016), the
process of carrying out the construction (Kamar et al. 2011, Zhai et al. 2014, Lessing et al.
2015), or both (Miles and Whitehouse 2013, Baghchesaraei et al. 2015, Lessing et al. 2015).
The common concept found in a number of definitions from the Pre and Offsite groups is the
adoption of a manufacturing process, in which part of the production as components are
assembled in a controlled working environment. The Building group contains the same
fundamental concept together with standardisation or mass production as an additional element
in the definitions, which arguably is a major contribution of the “higher percentage of the valueadding activities” in Jonsson and Rudberg (2014). The Modern methods group appears not
limited to methods that integrate a manufacturing process and thus are more inclusive as
alternative methods to traditional construction. (McKay 2010, Tennant et al. 2012, Kolo et al.
2014). For instance, some Modern methods techniques are used in conjunction with onsite work
hence forming a hybrid systems construction without any manufacturing process involved (e.g.
Arbizzani and Civiero 2013), which cannot be classified to be under the Offsite or Pre group.
Thus, the other three groups can be considered as a sub-set of Modern methods, and hence this
study does not consider Modern methods to be interchangeable with the other three groups.

Based on the comparison in Table 2.1, it is established that OSM terminologies in the Pre,
Building, and Offsite categories can be used interchangeably. However, the term ‘modern
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methods’ is a broader term, which using the definition for OSM will not be considered
satisfactory. OSM used in this research is thus described as:
‘a value creation process of the built environment involving a combination of
conventional construction procedures and manufacturing processes in which
components for construction are produced in a controlled environment, and are
transported and installed in the final position onsite.’
It is important to note that the controlled environment referred to in the above definition is not
limited to activities outside of a construction site. In the situation where a site is big enough to
accommodate a factory or yard for production purposes, the production process can actually
be onsite as seen in (Young et al. 2015). Nevertheless, the finished components are required to
be transported and installed to the final positions disregarding whether the production process
is onsite or offsite. Also, the definition follows that of Jonsson and Rudberg (2014) in capturing
“value-adding” as the main rationale for offsite manufacturing processes in contrast to the
counterpart of conventional onsite processes. It is thus implied that value can be added through
the adoption of standardisation, mass customisation, and lean methodology which are concepts
applied in manufacturing processes.

2.4.2 Taxonomy of offsite manufacturing (OSM)
Similar to the variations found in the definitions for OSM, there is also a lack of consensus on
ways to classify OSM methods and systems. This section attempts to review these
classifications with the aim of developing a common understanding that potentially serves as
the basis for structuring OSM knowledge to address the issue of fragmentation and lack of
consensus in communication.
There are various sources of information on OSM types, systems, and methods in the
construction sector. The majority of these can be obtained in published literature from
researchers in the domain. There are also industry sources such as standards used by
professional bodies in construction. However, the approach to identifying and classifying OSM
observed is not consistent and this makes it challenging to develop formal and systemised
knowledge for various purposes such as process analysis. A critical review of the documented
knowledge in the domain will be conducted with the objective of addressing the knowledge
fragmentation issue.
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2.4.2.1 Review and analysis of OSM classification systems – based on past literature
Table 2.2 summarises the OSM taxonomy established from previous literature. One general
acknowledged classification for OSM adopted by most researchers (Gibb 2001, Gibb and Isack
2003, Jaillon and Poon 2009, Arif and Egbu 2010, Quale et al. 2012) is the subdivision of
offsite manufacturing based on product orientation – generic types according to the geometric
shape, assembly approach, extent of offsite operation, and state of completion of the product.
Table 2.2: OSM taxonomy according to existing literature
Group
Product
orientatio
n

Classification
a. Whole
building/modul
ar

Definition
…make up the actual
structure and fabric of the
building. They enclose
usable spaces and may be
fully finished or partly
finished

Examples
Retail outlets, office
blocks, and motels,
concrete multistorey modular units.

b. Volumetric preassembly

Three-dimensional building
parts that enclose a usable
space. Installed onsite within
independent structural
frames and do not
independently form the
building itself.

Toilet pods, plant
room units, kitchen
spaces, stair shaft
and building service
risers and lifts,
shower rooms etc.

c. Non-volumetric
pre-assembly

Two-dimensional building
components that do not
enclose a usable space. May
include several other subassemblies that constitute
part of a building.

Pipework assembly,
wall panels,
structural sections
such as slabs, beams,
columns etc.

d. Component
manufacture &
sub-assemblies

Factory manufactured items
that are manufactured offsite
and will no way be
considered for onsite
production.

Bricks, tiles,
windows, lighting,
door furniture etc.

a. Volumetric
systems

Three-dimensional
volumetric building units

b. Panelised
systems,

Two-dimensional building
components

c. Hybrid systems

A mix of two or more subcategories and usually a
combination of the
volumetric and panelised
sub-categories

d. Sub-assemblies
and component
systems

Small factory-manufactured
items

Bricks, tiles,
windows, lighting,
door furniture etc.

e. Modular

Whole house building

Retail shops, whole
residential houses
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Source
(Gibb 1999,
Arif and
Egbu 2010,
Quale et al.
2012)

(Abosoad et
al. 2009)
e.g. Slabs

a. Panel systems
(open & closed)

Two-dimensional building
components

b. Volumetric
systems

Three-dimensional
volumetric building units

Kitchen, bath

d. Hybrid systems
(semivolumetric)

A mix of volumetric and
panel systems sub-categories

Brick/block

e. Sub-assemblies
and components
a. Construction
materials

Small factory-manufactured
items
Standard building materials
for construction

b. Components

Low-level pre-cut or
assembled components

Trusses, doors

c. Panels

Structural elements defining
space

Walls

d. Pods

Volumetric units added to
existing structure

Bathroom pods

e. Modular

Volumetric units, joined
onsite to form house

Part-house

f. Complete

Whole houses including
multiple rooms and fittings.
Factory-produced items not
counted as full systems

Whole house

b. Volumetric

Factory-produced 3D units
that enclose usable space

Bathroom pods,
plant rooms, lift
shafts

c. Panelised

Factory-produced flat panel
units assembled onsite to
produce the 3D structure.

d. Modular

Preassembled volumetric
units that jointly form the
whole building

(Hashemi
and Hadjri
2014),
(Hashemi
2015)

c. Pods

a. Sub-assembly
components

Timber or bricks

Floor cassette, roof
cassette

(Steinhardt
et al. 2014)

(Abanda et
al. 2017)

Hotel modules

e. Site-based
f. Hybrid
a. Frame system
(pre-cast or
steel)

b. Panelised
system

A combination of volumetric
and the panelised units
Load bearing components

Tunnel form,
aircrete
precast concrete
framing,
prefabricated timber
framing system and
steel framing system

2D components

c. Onsite
fabrication

Roof truss,
balconies, staircases,
toilets, lift chambers
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(Kamar et al.
2011)(Kama
r et al. 2011)

d. Sub-assembly
and components
e. Blockwork
system
f.

Hybrid System

A mix of two or more subcategories
3D modules systems

Modular
type

Location
of
productio
n

g. Volumetric and
modular system
a. Pure modular

b. Hybrid modular

Combination of onsite and
offsite methods which
allows customisation and is
associated with a higher
requirement for coordination

c. Onsite modular

Pre-manufacture of modules
onsite thus accommodating
greater flexibility in terms of
transportation
Involves transferring
building operations from site
to factory

a. Offsite
production

b. Onsite
production

Market
sub-sector

Do not accommodate
changes, design is
predetermined thus renders
the client fully obliged to
accepting the available
design options

(Doran and
Giannakis
2011)

(Bari et al.
2012,
Mostafa et
al. 2016)

Involve casting structural
building elements at the site
before erecting to its actual
location

a. Complete
structures
(permanent or
reloadable)

Relocatable
volumetric units,
Permanent
volumetric units

b. Structural
elements and
systems

Foundation
Substructure
Superstructure
Building envelope
Building services
Preassembled civil
engineering
structures
Special structures

(Mtech
Group 2007)

c. Civil
engineering

Productio
n process

d. Special
a. Static
production

Module is manufactured
in one position, and
materials, services, and
personnel
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(Lawson et
al. 2010)

are brought to the module

Geometry
and
configurat
ion

b.

Linear
production

Manufacturing process
is sequential, and is carried
out in a discrete number
of individual stages that are
analogous to automotive
production lines

c.

Semiautomated
linear
production

Based on the same principles
of conventional linear
production as non-automated
lines, but tend to have more
dedicated stages.

a.

Factory
production

Features moving assembly
lines with different stations

b.

Workshop
production

Small open-plan buildings
where products are moved
between material and
workers and modules are
assembled without being
moved
Load-bearing structures that
transfer vertical and/or
lateral load.

a. Linear or
skeleton

(Duncheva
and Bradley
2016)

Beams and columns
system,

b. Planar systems

Structures where load are
distributed through large
floor and wall panels

Panelised systemsslab, floors

c. Box systems

Structures that do not
support vertical loads itself
Load-bearing structures that
transfer vertical and/or
lateral load to the
foundation.

Three-dimensional
modules
Include beams and
columns

b. Panel systems

Refer to structures that carry
load through slabs (i.e. floor)
and wall panels

Slabs (i.e. floor) and
wall panels

c. Box systems

Structures that do not
support vertical load itself
but rather depend upon the
panel systems to carry their
load and also provide lateral
stability.
Structures that carry the
loads through their beams
and girders to columns and
the ground

Kitchen and
bathroom pods

a. Frame systems

a. Frame or post
and beam
system

b. Panel system
(2D structural
elements)

Structures where load are
distributed through large
floor and wall panels.

c. Box system (3D
elements)

Systems that employ threedimensional modules for the
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(Warszawski
1999)

(Badir et al.
2002)

(Roy et al.
2007)
(Thanoon et
al. 2003)

a. Frame

Others

fabrication of habitable
units, which are capable of
withstanding load from
various directions due to
their internal stability.
Load bearing components,

b. Panel

2D components ideal for
façade application whether
straight, curved or angled.

c.
a.
b.
c.

3D modules systems

d.
e.
f.
g.

Cell
Frame system
Panel system
Onsite
fabrication
Sub-assembly
and components
Blockwork
system
Hybrid system
Volumetric /
Modular system

(Baghchesar
aei et al.
2015)

Musa et al.,
(2015)

This type of classification was first suggested by Gibb (1999) with four groups identified,
namely: whole building/modular, volumetric pre-assembly, non-volumetric pre-assembly, and
component manufacture & sub-assemblies (see Table 2.2). Although widely recognised and
accepted, Gibb’s classification seems incomplete as other researchers (e.g., Abosoad et al.,
2009; Hashemi and Hadjri, 2014) have identified similar product-oriented classification that
incorporates panelised and hybrid systems products, which deviates from Gibb’s (1999)
classification. Inconsistencies are noticed in the various classifications. For instance, pods are
considered as an independent type from volumetric systems according to Hashemi and Hadjri
(2014) and Steinhardt et al. (2014) but the type is well within Gibb’s definition for the
volumetric sub-category as pods are three-dimensional volumetric building parts (Gibb 2001).

Perhaps, the type ‘modular’ is most confusing. For instance, Steinhardt et al. (2014) used the
term ‘modular’ to refer to a level of prefabrication in a 6-level progressing continuum of a
prefabricated house, from materials for a house (Level 1) to a complete house (Level 6) while
other studies such as Arif and Egbu (2010), Gibb (1999), Mtech Group (2007) and Quale et al.
(2012) consider ‘modular’ as a type of whole building offsite method. Also, Doran and
Giannakis (2011) used the term ‘modular’ instead of offsite construction and sub-divided it
according to (i) pure modular, (ii) hybrid modular, and (iii) onsite modular depending on the
level and type of onsite activities. Their classification distinguishes onsite or offsite works
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involved in using a modular method, with more attention to the design and construction
approaches but little attention to the type of products or state of completion of a building.
Furthermore, the location of production is used by Bari et al, (2012) and Mostafa et al. (2016)
in their classification.

In a survey study to evaluate the UK offsite construction market commissioned by BuildOffsite
_ a UK industry-wide campaigning organisation that promotes the uptake of offsite techniques,
Mtech Group (2007) classified offsite according to the market sub-sectors including (i)
complete structures (i.e., for permanent or reloadable volumetric units), (ii) structural elements
and systems (i.e., for foundation, substructure, superstructure, building envelope or building
services), (iii) civil engineering (i.e. for pre-assembled civil engineering structures) and (iv)
special (i.e. for special structures or project specific offsite construction). Recognising the lack
of common definitions and the arbitrary nature in classifying offsite construction, the suggested
sub-sectors clearly follow the lineage of product-oriented classification such as Gibb’s (1999)
with slightly different groupings.

Another product aspect that has been used for classification is according to its geometry and
configuration. For instance, researchers have come up with a classification for industrialised
building systems (IBS) based on the geometry and configuration of framing components
regardless of their enclosing materials. Warszawski (1999) gives IBS classification as (i) linear
or skeleton (as in beams and columns) systems, (ii) planar systems (panelised systems), and
(iii) three-dimensional or box systems. Similar classifications are used by Badir et al. (2002)
for precast concrete IBS and Roy et al. (2007) for housing. There is, however, a major doubt
about this type of classification in terms of its completeness and practicality. According to
Thanoon et al., (2003), some new innovative systems could not be classified under this
categorisation, such an example is the interlocking load-bearing blocks, which do not fall into
any of the three categories. Additionally, Lawson et al. (2010) classified OSM according to
various production processes as static production, linear production, and semi-automated linear
production depending on the design of the production line while Duncheva and Bradley (2016)
termed the processes as: factory and workshop production. Both classifications are similar in
definitions but Lawson et al. (2010) classification give room for a combination of both with
their semi-automated linear production category.
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The critical review reveals that there is no single previous classification of OSM that covers all
the properties and characteristics of the components, materials, complete products, and
processes relating to OSM. The lack of a generic and standard classification may perhaps
explain the fragmentation in the domain knowledge of OSM. For instance, according to Kamar
et al. (2011), the blockwork system sub-category is being separated from components and subassemblies even though most definitions of sub-assembles insinuates that blockwork is an
example of this category. Also, Baghchesaraei et al. (2015) in their recent study argued that
prefabrication should be divided according to criteria such as materials, methods, and structural
configuration. However, their classification can only be grouped under structural/geometrical
configuration. Similarly, Musa et al., (2015) also argued that the classification of IBS should
be based on three criteria – materials, process, and systems however their classification does
not reflect enough the categories they proposed.

2.4.2.2 Review and analysis of OSM classification systems – based on the UK construction
industry standards
Apart from the attempts by researchers in previous studies to classify OSM, some standard
classification systems have also been developed in the UK construction sector for classifying
OSM for different purposes, e.g. for design and building information modelling such as (i)
Uniclass 2015 classification system and (ii) Industry Foundation Classes respectively. These
classification systems are reviewed and compared to the existing taxonomies in literature
materials.
(1) Uniclass 2015 is a classification system used to represent the construction sector in the UK.
The classification system is aimed at providing a structured library of materials and product
models, and project information (Afsari and Eastman 2016). It provides an information
structure that is useful for categorising information for costing, briefing, preparation of
specification documents, and layering of CAD drawings (Delany 2015).

For off-site products, the top level of classification under Uniclass 2015 is ‘Entity’, which is a
discrete unit such as a building, bridge, or tunnel (Delany 2015). The information for this suite
according to the Uniclass can be broken down further into ‘Elements’, ‘Systems’ and
‘Products’ according to the level of granularity. An element can be made up of a system or a
collection of systems and a system is composed of individual products. For instance, the
element ‘wall’ for a building can be composed of two systems, masonry wall systems, and
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prefabricated metal wall systems. Masonry wall systems will typically include a collection of
insulation, blockwork, brickwork, and wall finishes whereas prefabricated metal wall systems
may include a collection of metal studs, metal joists, plasterboard, insulation, and wall finishes.
The products for the prefabricated metal wall systems may include aluminium, hardwood, light
steel frames (LSF) etc. In Uniclass 2015, prefabricated systems and product are not
independently classified, rather they are listed together across each element group thus making
it difficult to extract a holistic product list if a fully prefabricated building is involved. As a
result, efforts were made to identify instances of prefabricated systems in the element groups
Frames (group 20) and Walls (group 25) as an example for the review (Table 2.3).

Table 2.3: Example of Uniclass 2015 classification for prefabricated frames and walls
(Source: NBS 2015)
Group
20

Element/Code
Frames (EF20_10)

25

Walls (EF_25_10)

Systems/Codes
Prefabricated framed and panelled structures
(Ss_20_10_60)
Prefabricated room systems
(Ss_20_10_65)
Composite pods
(Ss_20_10_65_15)
Concrete pods
(Ss_20_10_65_17)
Prefabricated metal wall systems
(Ss_25_12_85_60)
Prefabricated glass block wall systems
(Ss_25_13_33_64)

Based on the classification, panelled offsite structure and room systems are classified under the
group element frames, which do not follow the trend and definitions previously examined in
the literature (section 2.4.2.1). The review of literature materials describes frame offsite
systems as load-bearing structures that transfer vertical loads (Badir et al. 2002, Kamar et al.
2011), which in their case can be prefabricated columns or beams. Thus, a prefabricated room
or pod system (i.e. volumetric) does not qualify under the frames group element. Also, a wall
being a two-dimensional system is normally classified as a panelised system of OSM whereas
it is classified differently from panels in Uniclass 2015. If classifications are a means of
grouping things with similar characteristics, then a prefabricated metal-framed wall system is
more likely a branch of panelised elements. Also, there is no classification for whole-house
offsite systems, which is a typical product category different from a room unit volumetric
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system (Gibb 1999) as reviewed earlier. To conclude, it is challenging to consistently evaluate
OSM options with the use Uniclass 2015’s classification.

(2) Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) was first developed to serve as a standard format for
data exchange in the AEC industry. It is a high-level object-oriented data model for all types
of AEC projects that gives a hierarchical structure of different aspects ranging from building,
geometry properties, materials properties, organisations, and many more (Froese 2003). IFC
classification is used to arrange the objects of common characteristics or purposes
(buildingSMART 2016). IFC classifies object models and allows different classification
systems to be referenced (Grani 2016) in a situation where there is a need to adopt a specific
classification system or where IFC does not include enough information of properties and
attributes of an object (Grani 2016). The latest standard is IFC4 Addendum 2, which was
published in 2016 (buildingSMART 2016). IFC classifies building element as IfcElementType
when populating values for export (IfcExportAs) between different applications and systems.
The group ifcSharedBuildingElements (Table 2.4) represents the high-level categories of
building elements used to represent the architectural design of a building according to IFC4.

IFC4 group element, however, does not include provisions for prefabricated systems such as
volumetric units (e.g. pods, room units) and whole-building systems. Also, prefabricated panel
systems are not specifically categorised. This is perhaps because the data exchange format (i.e.
IFC) has been mainly driven by the need of designers who are traditionally not trained to design
with the use of OSM. Thus, the data structure in IFC emulates the traditional approach to
element classification and attribute assertions. This is a major concern to use IFC as a basis for
sharing information of prefabricated elements as it may result in a lot of inconsistency and
incompleteness regarding the information created and shared.
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Table 2.4: Example of IFC4 Add2 building element classification (Source:
buildingSMART 2016)
Group

Type

IFC Shared Building Elements

IfcBeamTypeEnum
IfcBuildingElementProxyTypeEnum
IfcBuildingSystemTypeEnum
IfcChimneyTypeEnum
IfcColumnTypeEnum
IfcConnectionTypeEnum
IfcCoveringTypeEnum
IfcCurtainWallTypeEnum
IfcDoorTypeEnum
IfcDoorTypeOperationEnum
IfcMemberTypeEnum
IfcPlateTypeEnum
IfcRailingTypeEnum
IfcRampFlightTypeEnum
IfcRampTypeEnum
IfcRoofTypeEnum
IfcShadingDeviceTypeEnum
IfcSlabTypeEnum
IfcStairFlightTypeEnum
IfcStairTypeEnum
IfcWallTypeEnum
IfcWindowTypeEnum
IfcWindowTypePartitioningEnum

2.4.2.3 Review and analysis of classification system: Professional body standards - New rules
of measurement (NRM)
The New Rules of Measurement (NRM) are documents issued by the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS) to serve as a standard set of measurement rules to be applied for
the quantification of building works in the UK.
The RICS new rules of measurement for cost estimating 1 (NRM 1) based on UK convention
classifies prefabricated building units into three major groups for early-stage cost estimation
(RICS 2012a):


Complete buildings – Complete or substantially complete self-finished building
superstructures of proprietary modular construction, largely prefabricated.
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Building units – Complete or substantially complete modular room units of proprietary
construction largely prefabricated and manufactured offsite, for incorporation into
buildings.



Pods – Bathroom, toilet, and shower pods supplied as completed units manufactured
offsite.

Similarly, RICS new rules of measurement 2 (NRM 2) further breaks down this classification
(see Table 2.5) for the purpose of obtaining detailed measurements for tendering (RICS 2012b).
Table 2.5: NRM 2 prefabricated building classification
Group
Product

Classification
Component

Prefabricated structures

Definition
Used to describe prefabricated
proprietary components that are not
adequately covered by the other work
sections
Used to refer to complete or
substantially complete building
elements of proprietary construction,
largely prefabricated

Prefabricated building
units

Used to refer to complete or
substantially complete room units,
usually of proprietary construction, for
incorporation into buildings, structures

Prefabricated building

These are complete or substantially
complete building superstructures of
proprietary construction, largely
prefabricated.

Examples

Roofs.
External walls.
Internal walls/partitions.
Floors.
Stairs.
Bridges.
Masts.
Toilet/bathroom units.
Soundproof rooms.
Cold rooms.
Spray booths.
Kiosks.

These classifications are similar to those in previous literature materials classified according to
products such as Gibb (1999). For example, although the phraseology is different,
‘prefabricated building’ in the NRM’s classification is similar to the ‘whole building’ by Gibb.
Similarly, ‘prefabricated building units’ is almost the same as the ‘volumetric unit’ (see section
2.4.2.1). However, according to NRM 2, the unit of measurement for the purpose of cost
estimating is to enumerate the products (counting in numbers). The cost is thus estimated
according to a unit rate based on the number of units. This is less detailed than the approach
laid down if the same product was to be constructed in the conventional construction method.
This method arguably is not detailed enough to account for how OSM systems are produced
and assembled, and the different considerations according to the interaction of various systems.
In terms of cost estimation, using the conventional method of establishing cost variables for
offsite has evidently resulted in many issues of cost underestimation thus leading to project
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cost overrun (Blismas et al. 2006b). A better approach needs to consider systems, materials,
processes and structural configuration (Baghchesaraei et al. 2015, Musa et al. 2015). Other
cost considerations include the influence of the production methods, assembly approach, work
sequence, the location of production, and the type of workforce used, etc.

2.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter makes a case for the use of OSM in the construction sector by examining some of
the issues associated with traditional methods of construction around three facets: people,
process, and product. It covers discussions on how OSM as a method of construction presents
a solution to some of these issues and the OSM method was critically reviewed. Also, the
chapter examines some of the issues associated with OSM as a method of construction. It was
determined that OSM domain knowledge in the AEC industry is still a work-in-progress with
many inconsistencies, duplications and lack of formalisation. This makes it challenging to
systemise the knowledge for facilitating other tasks, such as retrieving knowledge for process
analysis, cost modelling, time modelling, and analysis, risk management, etc. This perhaps
contributes to the scepticism in the use of OSM and why the knowledge lies with individual
organisations with limited standardisation across practitioners. There is a need for more concise
taxonomies and classifications for the purpose of encouraging knowledge sharing, access, and
re-use. This will serve as a major step to obtaining an adequate analysis of the various types of
OSM and consequently, allowing a fair comparison with alternative methods of construction.
The next chapter will review the approaches, techniques, and methods used in monitoring
process improvement in the manufacturing sector and how process analysis has been used in
supporting informed decision-making and continuous improvements.
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3. CHAPTER 3: CROSS-INDUSTRY LEARNING
BETWEEN CONSTRUCTION AND MANUFACTURING
– PROCESS ANALYSIS APPROACHES
3.1 Introduction
Having looked into the existing issues with the use of OSM in the construction sector, the
unavailability of structured information to support systemitisation of OSM domain knowledge
for facilitating various tasks to support decision making on using OSM is a major aspect. Given
that OSM is a borrowed concept inspired by practices in other sectors that have been successful
in integrating more efficient processes in their product development stage, there is, therefore,
a need to understand and examine how these sectors have successfully advanced their processes
in a bid to support cross-industry learning into the construction sector especially the OSM
domain.
In this chapter, the use of lean philosophy/principle in the construction industry and how this
has been applied in process improvements is reviewed, this is linked to the various approaches
for process analysis and modelling that are suitable to support informed decision-making on
OSM methods. Also, an evaluation of the sort of data to be used for modelling similar to that
used in the manufacturing industry to ensure accurate information on the comparison of the
various OSM methods is examined. This part is aimed at fulfilling research objective 2 relating
to the investigation of process analysis and evaluation methods and techniques best suited for
assessing the various OSM methods.

3.2 Overview of Lean Principle and Philosophy
Toyota car manufacturing company has moved the industrialisation in the manufacturing
industry forward since the 1940s by introducing the lean concept to address issues of material
shortage, human resources and financial issues after World War II (Melton 2005, Abdulmalek
and Rajgopal 2007, Wahab et al. 2013). Lean Manufacturing also used interchangeably with
Lean Production or Lean Thinking is a system that originated from the Toyota production
system (TPS) (Wilson 2010). The term ‘lean’ is used to denote ‘less’ of resources. Lean
manufacturing aims to minimise process waste and maximise value by meeting service
demands with minimal inventory. The concept of lean production systems (also known as lean
manufacturing) has been used widely in the manufacturing sector and has been adopted in the
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construction sector as “lean construction” − a concept to reduce and eliminate hidden wastes
(including both physical and non-physical wastes) in the construction processes (Nikakhtar et
al. 2015).

OSM methods provide opportunities to exploit lean production systems. According to Pasquire
and Connolly (2002), a significant proportion of the benefits achieved from implementing
OSM is the outcome of process improvements from implementing lean manufacturing in a
factory environment. Several offsite manufacturing companies embed the lean concept in their
processes as an element for continuous improvement (CI) (Meiling et al. 2012b), of which
optimisation of the design and construction processes by taking into account the manufacturing
approaches is one core approach (Gbadamosi et al. 2019). This often involves different levels
of automation to be implemented through the use of OSM to improve efficiency and
productivity (Zhang et al. 2016), including the introduction of robotics systems in production,
transportation, and assembly. However, while the offsite approach is continuously developing
and advancing, there is little documented knowledge of the performance of the various
competing OSM methods previously reviewed (see section 2.4). The OSM domain will benefit
from learning from the other sectors in terms of their processes and approaches to gaining
competitive advantage to support its successful implementation in the construction sector.
There is a need to take a process view in order to establish and quantify improvements in the
product development practices of OSM (Barber et al. 2003) to support informed decisions on
the various available choices.

3.2.1 Process Analysis using lean philosophy
The lean philosophy/concept is an initiative that has been used in major manufacturing and
automotive companies in improving their competitiveness in the global market through running
a more streamlined process focused on reducing cost and eliminating waste (Rahani and
Muhammad 2012). The concept is supported by a set of tools and techniques used in enhancing
process improvement and increasing value. The process analysis aspect of lean manufacturing
is aimed at minimising process waste and maximising value by meeting service demands with
minimal inventory. Process waste in this regard is anything in addition to the minimum
requirement for a business operation to function, i.e. minimum amount of equipment, materials,
manpower that are vital to production.
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Previous literature suggested that there are five major aspects of minimisation: material,
investment, inventory, space, and people (Wilson 2010), and process waste can be classified
into seven categories as summarised in Table 3.1 (Melton 2005, Naufal et al. 2012, Wahab et
al. 2013, Nikakhtar et al. 2015). Wahab et al. (2013) argued that there should be an additional
waste reduction aspect about people’s ability not being used fully, thus an additional category
of “unused or underused talent” is added to Table 3.1. Traditional mass production line, known
as the ‘push system’, contains standardised parts that are processed following a station-bystation plan. This can lead to an unsynchronised flow of processes and often, overproduction
as a result (Wilson 2010). Lean manufacturing method, on the contrary, implements a ‘pull
system’ with only one piece flowing at a time. By implementing a balanced and synchronised
operation, helps to reduce the 8 types of process waste and prevents inventory build-up as the
process can flow smoothly.
Table 3.1: Different types of process waste in manufacturing processes
Type

Description

Overproduction

Production of excess product thus
leading to other types of waste such as
the need to store, transport, inventory
and rework on the waste.





Result of making products too early
Products that cannot be sold due to defect
Imbalanced production process

Workers being ideal for whatever
reasons either on a short or long term
not adding value to customer.



Short term waiting as a result of unbalanced
line
Long term waiting results from this like
waiting due to machine failure
Intermediate product waiting for processing
Large amount of work in progress (WIP)
inventory

(OP)

Waiting
(W)

Example of cause





Transportation
(T)

Over-processing
(P)

Movement
(M)

Inventory
(I)

Defect

Moving parts around between
processing steps, production lines and
shipping products to end consumers.




Moving pallets of intermediate products
within the factory or between/to site
Movement of materials continuously before
final destination

Processes/steps in product development
beyond the need of customers.






Over specification
Overdesign
Iterative design
Poor and inefficient processing equipment

Unnecessary and non-value adding
movement of people. Active workers
looking busy does not equate to adding
value to product or process.




Looking for tools or materials
Inefficient workstation design

Intermediate storage of products, raw
materials, equipment, tools, etc.




Queued batches of materials waiting to be
used
Warehouse/site inventory not translating to
sales.




Error in design
Error in processing

Producing defective work requiring
additional work or generating scrap
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(D)

Un/Under
Talent
(UT)

used

leading to a waste of material,
manpower and machine processing time
and overall a loss of production unit.




Miscommunication
Omission

More people involved in the job than
necessary and not leveraging potentials
of workers to the optimum






Uneven work distribution
Unchallenged employees
Wrong staff to task
Wasteful admin task

Process waste can also be classified according to (i) waste generated from non-value adding
activities (NVA), and (ii) unavoidable waste generated due to the nature of work, e.g. indirect
work (Nikakhtar et al. 2015, Lee et al. 2012). The latter is unavoidable due to product quality,
health and safety, or customer’s specific requirements. Thus, they are necessary non-value
adding activities (NNVA). For an activity carried out in a process to be considered valueadding (VA), three criteria must be fulfilled: (i) it must physically transform the product a step
further, (ii) customer must be willing to pay for the change, and (iii) it must be correctly done
with no need for rework (Wilson 2010).

The quantification of these process waste often relates to determining the resources consumed
(in relation to cost, time, carbon footprint, etc.) in the product development stage and analysing
what proportions falls into the three categories – VA, NVA, NNVA. This concept has also been
applied to construction processes. Previous researchers in the construction domain have studied
the process waste involved in various traditional onsite construction activities. For instance,
Lee et al. (2012) analysed the process waste in relation to time spent in an onsite steel erection
process for a university building and recorded 56.93% NVA activities. Mossman (2009) also
reported 56-65% NVA, 30-35% NNVA and only 5-10% value-adding (VA) activities in the
traditional construction process. Similarly, it was reported that the time spent by workers on
productive activities in the traditional construction method is only 30% of the overall
construction time on average (Forsberg and Saukkoriipi 2007). However, published studies
that analyse process wastes in the OSM production workflow as compared with those of
traditional methods are lacking.

3.2.2 Lean based tools and techniques used in process analysis
In practice, the application and implementation of lean philosophy rely on the use of a set of
tools that assist in the identification and steady elimination of process waste (Abdulmalek and
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Rajgopal 2007, Rahman et al. 2013, Sundar et al. 2014). There are various tools and techniques
used in supporting lean production and are often interrelated and sometimes have similar
objectives in identifying or eliminating process wastes or non-value adding activities. These
tools have become widely used in management practices. Table 3.2 highlights examples of the
major tools used and the lean aspects they address including waste, inventory, quantity, quality,
people and process controls.
For instance, value system analysis (VSA) and 5whys method are used for analysing the
processes and identifying sources of waste whereas total quality management (TQM), just in
time (JIT), Kanban and 5S are often used as a corrective tool to eliminate the waste.
Table 3.2: Tools for implementing lean manufacturing

A signalling system for implementing JIT
production which is used for visual signal to
support flow by pulling products as required by
customers





5S
Housekeepin
g

A set of techniques beginning with the letter ‘S’:
sort, set to order, shine, standardise, and sustain.
Focuses on workplace housekeeping improvement
through practices that facilitates organisation and
standardisation of work procedures.

5Whys of
Lean

Used for root cause analysis for identifying where
“muda” (waste) is located throughout the process
asking why the problem exist

Kaizen

The term means continuous process improvement
(CI) which is a management driven effort to
cultural change by continuously improving the
process in a series of small steps.

Jidoka

Deals with the cultural aspect of manufacturing
regarding the use of manpower and machines. This
lies with efficient use of people for unique tasks
that can efficiently perform (such as problem
solving) and the use of machines for repetitive
tasks (such as quality control).
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Process
Control

Kanban

Control



People



Control

A concept of supplying the exact amount of
resources needed at the exact quantity, in the exact
time and at the exact location of need. It is a tool to
control the level of inventory and regulate
production

Quantity
Control

Just In Time
(JIT)

Control

Description

Inventory

Tool

Quality/

Waste Control

Aspects











Poke Yoke

This term translates to resistant to error and a
means of Zero Quality Control (ZQC) system used
as an error proofing technique

SMED/OTE
D

Means ‘Single Minute Exchange of Die’ or ‘One
Touch Exchange of Die’, a technique used to
reduce set-up time during tool change over in a
production line thus resulting into better
management of lead time

Total Quality
Management
(TQM)

A CI system involving participative management
based on customer’s needs.

Value Stream
Mapping
(VSM) or
Value Stream
Analysis
(VSA)

Used to define values stream for each activity
comprising of Value-added (VA) and Non Valueadded (NVA) activities in the process

Cellular
Manufacturi
ng

A tool for smoothing the process by defining
facility grouping required to produce product with
minimum time (processing, waiting and
transportation).



















3.2.3 Process analysis techniques – cost and time modelling
The volatile and competitive business climate is continuously forcing organisations to deliver
better value by producing low-cost and high-quality products to meet the needs of their
customers (Roy et al. 2011). Product cost is one of the major factors in decision-making and
can serve as an evaluation criterion. According to Xu et al. (2011), the process of cost
estimation in construction is one of the most important aspects of any construction project as
it contributes to the success of production and delivery of functional needs. Cost criteria stand
as one major criterion and economic factor that influences competitiveness in any industry and
influences decision making at the inception/early stage of a project.

The highly competitive nature of the construction industry has increased the drive for seeking
meaningful and detailed cost estimation both at the early development and detailed stage of a
project as this sometimes often determines the success in winning or losing a project (Gunduz
et al. 2011). Therefore, companies are constantly in need of evaluating their processes to
accommodate an increased level of flexibility and innovativeness at a reduced cost (Roy et al.
2011, Xu et al. 2011). There are various methods and models for generating the cost of a
product. The suitability of each model is often dependent on the type of project, the information
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required for completing the cost estimate, and the field of application. Particularly in the
construction field, the use of these cost models could be a question of what phase the project
is and what data is available at that point in time (Gunaydın and Dogan 2004). In order to
analyse the performance of a process in terms of cost and time, various sectors have adopted
different models and the level of details involved varies with the modelling method. As the
intention is to analyse and categorise process waste, it is necessary to carry out a thorough
review on the available methods used in construction and other sectors to determine the most
suitabele approach for modelling the cost of OSM processes to suit the objectives of this study.

3.3 Categories of cost modelling and forecasting techniques
There have been various documented attempts to classify cost modelling methods (Table 3.3).
The classification by Datta and Roy (2009) identified three major classifications of cost
modelling methods. According to these experts, cost models can be obtained using the (i)
analogous, (ii) bottom-up, and (iii) parametric methods. Another classification is given by Xu
et al. (2011) which includes four methods as (i) intuitive methods, (ii) parametric techniques,
(iii) variant-based models and (iv) generative cost estimating. Also, some researchers like
Duverlie and Castelain (1999)

and Ben-Arieh and Qian (2003) have also given the

classification as (i) intuitive; (ii) analytical; (iii) parametric and (iv) analogical.

The analogous method according to Datta and Roy (2009) is known to be a top-down approach
in which cost estimate is derived by comparing the present to the past and has been applied in
both manufacturing and construction sectors at the early product development stages. This
method has many names such as the variant-based costing method as in Xu et al. (2011)
classification and analogical method according to Duverlie and Castelain (1999) and Ben-Arieh
and Qian (2003). Examples of these methods can be found in standard forms of measurement
used in the construction industry using the functional unit method or superficial area method
of cost estimating as explained in the New Rules of Measurement 1 (RICS 2012a). The
challenge with the method is the availability of historical cases and its accuracy would be in
question in the case of new products as it does not reflect accurate advancement in technology
or change in materials. The need for consideration of extra parameters is termed as complexity
in making allowances for differences in the products (Hueber et al. 2016).
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Table 3.3: Cost Modelling Categories
Source
(Datta and
Roy 2009)

(Xu et al.
2011)

Classification


Analogous
method



Bottom-up
method



Parametric
method



Intuitive
method
Parametric
techniques,



(Duverlie and
Castelain
1999) and
(Ben-Arieh
and Qian
2003))

(Niazi and Dai
2006)



Variantbased
model



Generative
cost
estimating



Intuitive



Analytical



Parametric



Analogical



Quantitative



Qualitative

Definition
Also known as the traditional method of
cost estimating adopts comparison by
evaluating similarities and differences
with other past projects in terms of
various aspects such as their functions,
geometry/configurations or spatial
arrangements in estimating cost.
A detailed model that generates cost
through the aggregation of material
quantities, labour time and rates as well
as machine rates which leads to an
estimation of direct cost. Indirect cost
are estimated through percentage
allocations.
Involves the use of mathematical
representations and algorithms to derive
cost estimates.

Based on simple mathematical relations
with certain parameters (cost drivers).
Mathematical correlations and statistical
analysis are used to derive equations for
cost estimates.
It is done by comparing similarities and
differences with other projects or
previously manufactured products in
order to derive cost estimates
The models are created by modelling the
consumption of resources used in the
product manufacturing stages in detail.
Based on past experience of the cost
estimator and results are wholly based on
the estimator’s knowledge and abilities.

Based on comparing similarities to other
products to generate cost estimates.
This method requires detailed analysis to
generate cost estimate. Cost is calculated
analytically by summing up elementary
units for the whole life cycle of a
product.
This method is subjective and majorly
based on comparison with previously
manufactured products to understand and
identify similarities.
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Example
Functional unit
Superficial floor area.

Elemental-based
method
Activity-based-costing
(ABC) technique

Regression analysis,
fuzzy logic and neutral
networks
Case-based reasoning,
expert systems etc.
Neural networks

Functional unit
Superficial floor area.

Elemental-based
method
Activity-based-costing
(ABC) technique
Case-based reasoning,
expert systems etc.
Elemental-based
method
Activity-based-costing
(ABC) technique
Multiple
regression analysis
Artificial neural
network (ANN)
Functional unit
Superficial floor area.
Parametric
Analytical

Analogical
Intuitive

Another category is the bottom-up approach according to Datta and Roy (2009). As the name
implies, a lower level of granularity starting from estimating the components is used to derive
the cost of the whole product. Another name for this is found in Ben-Arieh and Qian (2003),
named the analytical method, or the generative method based on Xu et al. (2011). The problem
with this method is that it is highly data-intensive and time-consuming due to the estimates
being based on individual component cost value (Caputo and Pelagagge 2005). Additionally,
it requires the use of detailed design and grounded knowledge of the production process
(Hueber et al. 2016) hence considered not very suitable for early-stage estimation. However, it
presents the advantage of communicating major cost drivers as a breakdown of how the cost is
distributed is well presented and gives room for adjustments where necessary. This method
arguably is the best suited in situations such as changes in process, technology, and new design
of products.

The parametric approach, also known as the feature-based method is another category of cost
modelling methods (Duverlie and Castelain 1999, Ben-Arieh and Qian 2003, Datta and Roy
2009). This method is built based on a series of Cost Estimate Relationship (CER) of various
variables, (cost drivers) and a mathematical constant to model a specific situation that defines
the product. This method is particularly useful in the early development stage of projects due
to its simplicity and quickness in generating estimates without a great deal of data (Gunduz et
al. 2011). The last category is the intuitive method which is highly subjective and relies solely
on experience of the estimator. Another name for this method is expert judgement (EJ) (Roy et
al. 2011). There are limitations to this method and the accuracy of the method is dependent on
the knowledge and abilities of the estimator, this makes it non-repeatable for a third party
(Hueber et al. 2016).

However, these previous classifications lack a more detailed level of distinction and may not
be suitable to fit all available modelling techniques where some models are a combination of
one or two of these categories. Perhaps this is better addressed in Niazi and Dai (2006) method
using a 2 category classification namely the quantitative and qualitative cost modelling
methods. Their classification is comprehensive yet broad and provides the opportunity to
follow some taxonomies in classifying cost models (Figure 3.1) previously reviewed methods
such as the parametric and analytical methods which require some form of computational
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analysis falls into the quantitative category while the more subjective method such as intuitive
and analogical methods are grouped under the qualitative methods. The quantitative method
has been proven to give more accurate result compared to the quantitative method due to the
disadvantage with the latter in case of unavailability of data/cases or lack of experience (Niazi
and Dai 2006).

Cost Modelling Methods
Quantitative

Analogical Techniques
Neural
Network
Model
Regression
Analysis

Qualitative

Intuitive Techniques
Decision
Support
Systems (DSS)

Case-Based
Reasoning
(CBR)

Analytical Techniques

Parametric
Techniques

Activity-Based
Costing (ABC)

Expert
Systems

Feature-Based
Techniques

Fuzzy-Logic
Approach

ToleranceBased
Techniques

Rule-based
Systems

Break-Down
Techniques
Operation-Based
Techniques

Figure 3.1: Classification of cost modelling techniques (source: Niazi and Dai 2006)

However, it is imperative to state that no method is superior to the order as methods are usually
selected depending on context. For instance, some methods work best at the early
conceptual/development stage of a project where the interest and priority are to determine a
rough estimate of the possible project cost. While other methods will be better off at the detailed
design stage or product development stage where breakdown analysis of cost is of interest.
Next is to review further into the various techniques in these categories and their evolvement
over time as used in the various sectors.
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3.4 Analysis of cost modelling techniques – Historical progression
The prediction of project cost received great interest during the early 1970s to the late 1980s
in the construction industry because of the need for more accurate estimation due to the capital
value of construction projects and the level of uncertainties involved. Although few models
were already in existence before this time, the early cost models were criticised for being less
value-driven because of their failure to account for future uncertainties in construction and
inability to generate reliable cost estimates. Consequently, it has been a common practice to
classify cost models used in the construction sector into different generations based on their
time of acceptance and implementation (Khosrowshahi and Kaka 1996, Yaman and Tas 2007).
Accordingly, the historical development of cost estimating techniques/tools have progressed
from three stages in the construction industry: first, second and third generations (Figure 3.3).

Secong Generation
(Early - Late 1970s)

• ElementalBased method
• Activity-Based
Costing method
First Generation
(1950-1960)

Fourth Genaration
(Late 1980s)

• Probabilistic
methods Monte Carlo
Simulation

• Parametric
method Regression
Analysis

• Network-Based
approach
• Expert Systems

Third Generation
(Early 1980s)

Figure 3.3: Progression of Cost Modelling Methods in Construction Industry

3.4.1 First Generation Cost Modelling Techniques
The first generation tools experienced wide usage from the 1950s until the end of the 1960s
and are based majorly on building functional elemental cost analysis approaches. Examples
include the elemental-based and activity-based costing models.
3.4.1.1 Elemental-Based Costing (EBC) Method
The elemental-based costing (EBC) method also known as the resource-based costing approach
of estimation involves a detailed breakdown cost estimation following a quantity take-off. Cost
estimates are generated based on quantities of materials usually measured in units, squares,
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cubes, or rather building envelope (Gunaydın and Dogan 2004). The total cost is usually
calculated by summing up each units, squares or cubes by the unit or cubic rates and
considering other allowances. Also in the RBC method, there are different levels of analysis
and cost is calculated by breaking down the building into elements or sub-elements and
obtaining the unit cost of each (Ogunlana 1989). This method is still the most widely used
method of generating cost estimates in the construction industry and has been identified as the
most established technique (Khosrowshahi and Kaka 1996). As a result of its wide acceptance,
this method is what is found in most construction estimation books/guides such as the African
Association of Quantity Surveyors (AAQS 2016) guide on building works cost analysis, RICS
(2012b) guide on cost analysis and benchmarking such as the NRM 2 and many more.

However, despite its wide usage in the industry, the RBC method faces certain criticisms, a
major of which is its lack of detailed consideration of risk and uncertainties which arguably
makes it inaccurate in generating real-life cost estimates (Akintoye and Fitzgerald 2000). Also,
the EBC method is not suitable for the early developmental stage and practically impossible to
develop an accurate estimate at the conceptual stage of a project. Despite the criticism, this
method is still experiencing wide usage and is observed to be what is mostly adopted by the
popular cost estimating software. As an advancement, the computerised method of using the
traditional model of estimation has subtly incorporated sensitivity analysis that allows a more
realistic range of cost value to be picked from (Akintoye and Fitzgerald 2000).

3.4.1.2 Activity-Based Costing (ABC)
This method is has been around for a long time and has experienced wide acceptance mostly
in the manufacturing industry. Compared to the elemental-based method, the ABC method has
experienced fewer applications in the construction sector. The idea behind the ABC is that
product development consumes activities and each activity consumes resources. Hence,
allocating overhead costs accurately to value-added activities results in cost-efficiency. The
total cost of a project is therefore calculated by adding the cost of materials to the cost of all
value-adding activities used to produce it (Gunasekaran and Sarhadi 1998). To elaborate on
this, the idea that product consumes activities and activities also, in turn, consumes resources,
allows resource consumption to be traced to each activity so as to calculate the cost of each
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activity (Ayachit et al. 2014, Gurcanli et al. 2015). The number of unit activities in the product
development stage is summed up to generate cost estimates.

The ABC method presents an advancement to the RBC method in terms of its advantage of
identifying major cost centres. In other sectors such as manufacturing, petroleum and
automobile, there has been a change from RBC to the ABC method because of the distortion
experienced with using the RBC method and the lack of process view (Gurcanli et al. 2015).
ABC is a method that associates cost to business activities in a manufacturing process by
tracing cost to activities performed in the product development stage (Gurcanli et al. 2015).
Also, this method is argued to be more accurate or perhaps to improve the accuracy of the cost
data due to its ability to accurately trace cost/unit of products (Kim and Ballard 2001, Tsai et
al. 2014). Its adoption presents an opportunity for identifying value-adding and non-value
adding activities, and eliminating activities that consume resources but do not add value.
However, the reported applications of ABC method in the construction industry are limited
with little documented evidence. Few instances of practical application documneted incudes
the work of Staub-french et al. (2002) involving the development of a generic process for
feature-driven activity-based costing for product model that relates resources, activities,
activity productivity and estimator’s rationale to regular cost. Ayachit et al. (2014) also
developed a means of applying ABC technique to optimise construction cost and schedule by
recognising value and non-value adding activities while Tang et al. (2015) in their paper
proposed a method of construction cost management based on activity-based costing.
However, both these first-generation models (RBC and ABC) have limitations in the aspect of
cost prediction (Khosrowshahi and Kaka 1996). This led to the development of other tools to
fill this gap in the early 70s.

3.4.2 Second Generation Cost Modelling Techniques
The second-generation tools widely used in the 1970s are based on statistical and probabilistic
approaches such as the regression analysis method.
3.4.2.1 Regression Analysis
Statistical based approaches to cost estimation are dated back to the 1970s (Kim et al. 2003),
the use of linear regression and multiple regression analysis are powerful approaches to
estimating and achieving reliability. These techniques use historical data to obtain a linear
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relationship between the cost of past cases and current cases, hence relationships between
certain selected variables are used in the forecasting of a new project (Niazi and Dai 2006).
The regression model is built based on statistical relationships using equations from
mathematical formula comprising of three data types (i) technical specifications; (ii)
relationships connecting data to some intermediate or final variables (iii) constants (Duverlie
and Castelain 1999). Regression models have experienced wide acceptance in estimating earlystage cost in the construction field. Some applications are found in early-stage estimation for
light rail transit (Gunduz et al. 2011). This method is useful in terms of speed of execution and
they are considerably accurate. However, one of its major criticism is that it is like a “black
box” method (Duverlie and Castelain 1999) that generates cost without users understanding
the processes and origin of the estimates. Also, it has been criticised for its inability in providing
an accurate estimate in the case of non-linear relationships consisting of a varying number of
inputs and outputs (Kim et al. 2003, Gunduz et al. 2011).
Overall, the second-generation approaches although good at prediction and have a good
reputation in terms of accuracy, are regarded as being over-simplistic of the problem and
undermine the role of many variable cost drivers that influences project cost (Khosrowshahi
and Kaka 1996).

3.4.3 Third Generation Cost Modelling Techniques
Third-generation cost modelling tools used for construction projects experienced usage at the
beginning of the 1980s. These techniques are based on simulations and risk models and are
initiated as the field of project management continues to expand in the sector. The need for
analysing risk and uncertainties as part of project management led to a shift from traditional
costing methods (RBC/EBC) to more value-based analysis to suit the nature of construction
projects. Examples of this generation costing technique is the network-based and knowledgebased approaches.
3.4.3.1 Probabilistic/Simulation methods
Risk analysis has gained more interest in the field of project management. One reason is
because of cost and time overrun usually experienced with construction projects having used
the single value estimation models. Single-value estimation approaches are also argued to be
deficient in helping estimators understand the potential risk associated with construction cost
(Chau 1995). Monte Carlo simulation eradicates or at the least significantly reduces the risk
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associated with cost estimates. In essence, the range estimating approach can be described as a
decision support technique, which is an adjunct to traditional estimating. Estimators determine
the minimum, most likely, and maximum possible cost (Chou et al. 2009) and also the
probability of exceeding the ‘most likely’ estimate thus avoiding the case of a single value
estimate characterised with other methods. The use of range estimating provides information
on the probability of a cost overrun, on how large the overrun can be, and on what to do to
eliminate or reduce cost overrun risk, including how much contingency to add to the estimate
in order to reduce any residual risk to an acceptable level (Akintoye and Fitzgerald 2000). Some
examples of previous studies on Monte Carlo simulation include Chau (1995) that investigated
the validity of these models for construction cost estimation. Chou et al. (2009) used Monte
Carlo simulation (MCS) methods to develop a probabilistic cost estimation for highway bridge
replacement projects. Also, Chou (2011) proposed a stochastic process of generating accurate
cost range estimates using MCS. Generally, simulation methods using MCS are mostly based
on the assumption of triangular distribution. However, the assumption of triangular distribution
is argued to likely result in overestimation thus rendering the estimate invalid (Chau 1995).

3.4.4 Fourth Generation Cost Modelling Techniques
More novel approaches have since arrived after the simulation method as a result of the
implementation of artificial intelligence and its implementation into cost modelling. Artificial
intelligence (AI) approaches such as artificial neural networks (ANN), expert systems (ES) and
case-based reasoning (CBR) models have been investigated since the late 1980s.
3.4.4.1 Network-based approach
During the 90s, another approach to cost estimation through the application of neural networks
(NNs) experienced acceptance in predicting construction cost (Kim and Shim 2014). The
development of computer software and artificial intelligence (AI) has changed the concepts of
cost estimation by incorporating a novel approach that produces very accurate results as well
as reducing the time for estimation. These are intelligent systems that simulate the learning
process of a human brain (Kim and Shim 2014) and the accuracy of these systems are argued
to be superior to regression analysis (Smith and Mason 1996, Niazi and Dai 2006, Kim and
Shim 2014). NNs are used for cost forecasting and are able to predict future cost by learning
from past projects and provide generalised solutions for future practices (Elhag and
Boussabaine 1998). NN is similar to the regression model because it can deal with non-linearity
cases. NNs are also designed for a specific number of input and corresponding outputs, these
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values are however not restricted which serves as an advantage for the NN models (Kim and
Shim 2014). According to Niazi and Dai (2006), NNs are trained to store knowledge and
suggest answers to questions, this system is also capable of inferring answers to questions they
have not seen before and drawing a conclusion therefore very useful under uncertainties.

The use of artificial neural networks (ANN) for cost estimation is often commonly used in the
manufacturing industry and has experienced limited application in construction. However,
attempts have been made to apply it to construction cost estimation. Gunaydın and Dogan
(2004) developed a NN model to estimate square meter cost of structural systems of buildings
during the early project phase and their results proved that this model can provide up to 93%
accurate estimate. Adeli and Wu (1998) also applied the concept of regularisation NN to
estimate the cost of construction projects using reinforced concrete pavement as an example.
The use of NN has also experienced application in the highway construction sector (Sodikov
2005). Other applications at the early stage of construction projects are also reported such as
Arafa and Alqedra (2011) and Elhag and Boussabaine (1998) in the studies developed an ANN
system for costing construction projects. These researchers from their work have reported a
common benefit of ANN which is efficiency and reliability when compared to other models.
Nonetheless, this method also faced criticism close to the probabilistic regression approach in
terms of transparency. According to Kim et al. (2003), one shortfall of this method is the
difficulty and time it consumes in learning the process hence why it is regarded as a black-box
approach.

3.4.4.2 Case-based Reasoning (CBR)
CBR is a technique that makes use of information contained in past cases (i.e. previous
projects) to generate cost estimates. The best matching example similar to the project at hand
is determined to cost the new project (Niazi and Dai 2006). Information on previous projects
is usually stored in a database and the characteristics that match the specification of the new
project (based on percentage similarity score) while taking note of changes in systems. Simple
calculations through interpolations of data from previous similar cases are used and expert
judgement is used to determine possible variations. A case-based reasoner hence works based
on experience by adopting solutions from other similar older projects with some adjustments
to suit the current problem called case adaptation (Kim et al. 2003, Ji et al. 2011). The newly
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generated solution is then retained as part of the database and the trend continues. As a result
of being based on historical data, this method reduces the need to design from scratch however,
mostly only accurate in the conceptual stage of a project.

CBR has experienced wide acceptance and application in construction and is still currently
being used by researchers to find solutions to costing construction projects. Ji et al. (2011)
developed a case adaptation method for estimating construction cost with the CBR method.
CBR systems have been applied to various real-life cases cost estimation, it has been applied
with the concept of genetic algorithm to accurate weight value assignment. Kim and Shim
(2014) proposed a hybrid CBR system featuring genetic algorithm (GA) for predicting the
construction cost of high-rise buildings at the preliminary design stage. Ji et al. (2011) also
developed a CBR cost estimate model for building projects using a Euclidean distance concept
and genetic algorithms. CBR is argued to be efficient and reliable because of their possibility
of reasoning and ability to call on the intuition, the judgement, and the habits of the expert, to
obtain a result or decision (Duverlie and Castelain 1999) while also functioning on a
transparent manner. However, the need for sufficient historical data makes it limited when
considering new systems with insufficient data.

3.4.4.3 Knowledge-based models
Similar to the ANN and CBR approach is the use of knowledge-based models. These systems
are supported with AI thus reducing the estimating time while increasing the accuracy of cost
estimates. A Knowledge-based system (KBS) is an intelligent system that applies artificial
intelligence (AI) to facilitate reasoning in utilising expert knowledge in solving problems. The
knowledge-based models are known to be very useful in evaluating alternatives (Niazi and Dai
2006), and assist cost estimators in making a better judgement. Examples of these models are
expert systems, rule-based systems, and fuzzy logic approach. Information is stored to contain
different fractions of the product and processes, and relationships are applied through rules to
insinuate actions to be taken for decision support. Expert systems are built up from rules or
instructions which usually are executed one at a time to arrive at an answer.

Similar to other cost models, there are limitations to using ES. ES is criticised as only being
applicable when theories and knowledge about a system are established such that formalisation
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of the knowledge in form of rules is possible (Duverlie and Castelain 1999). The rules
development is also considered complex and impossible when the area of application is weakly
theorised. However, compared to the other two methods – ANN and regression model – which
both require historical data, expert systems are considered advantageous because they can be
used for newer innovative technologies or resources with less historical data availability
(Caputo and Pelagagge 2005). In order to select a suitable modelling method to be used in
generating cost values to support process analysis for OSM, it is necessary to determine the
granularity desired and the type of information intended to be retrieved from the modelling
method. The next section will review the data sets and variables that makes up the cost of an
OSM product to support decision making on a suitable method to suit the objective of this
study.

3.5 Data Set for modelling: Identifying cost drivers
In using any cost estimating model, being able to identify respective cost drivers is crucial.
Cost drivers are factors that drive cost up. Therefore, the cost of a product can be reduced by
changing its cost drivers. These variables vary from product to product depending on the nature
of the project, field/sector, etc., and are what feeds into cost models to generate overall cost
values. There is a considerable difference in the factors considered when generating cost
estimates for construction projects which also may depend on the construction method and
techniques used. The next few sections will look into the differences based on the traditional
method and OSM.

3.5.1 Traditional construction processes and associated cost drivers
The understanding of how building features affect its cost is a very crucial aspect of
construction cost estimation (Staub-french et al. 2002). In the conventional method of
construction, the most common method is to generate total cost is based on elemental
breakdown using unit quantities in form of the bottom-up approach and summing up to arrive
at a total estimate. This is often referred to as the standard estimating procedure in construction
and establishment of cost drivers are majorly materials, labour, equipment, subcontractors cost
while factoring in allowance for overhead and profit (Akintoye and Fitzgerald 2000).
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Another way of grouping cost drivers is into direct and indirect cost or fixed and variable cost
(Carr 1989). Direct costs of construction projects are costs that are physically traceable to
activities performed while the indirect cost (also known as overheads) are those that cannot be
traced to any construction activity however are considered in estimates. The UK standard
method of measurement as detailed in NRM 1 and 2 (RICS 2012a, 2012b) adopts the format
of considering plant, material, labour, subcontractors, and overhead in developing estimates.
This is an industry-wide standard in which materials, labour and plants/equipment are classified
under direct labour, while subcontractors and other overhead costs (e.g. cost of running the
business) are grouped under indirect cost.

According to NRM 1 standard on detailed estimation (RICS 2012a), for a typical building
project using the conventional onsite method of construction, the following aspects would be
considered in the cost estimate: (i) facilitating work, (ii) substructure (iii) superstructure (iv)
internal finishes (v) fittings, furniture and equipment (vi) services (vii) external works (viii)
main contractor’s preliminaries (ix) main contractor’s overheads and profits. The challenge is
that there is no transparency in terms of other cost drivers such as cost of transportation and
storage, which would be considered to be part of the overhead cost. Therefore, arguably using
this method is unsuitable with some new methods of construction especially where
manufacturing of the building element offsite is involved.

3.5.2 OSM and associated cost drivers
In comparison to the conventional construction method, the cost drivers when using OSM as a
construction method are arguably considerably different because of the nature of construction
and its similarity to manufacturing. Logically, the category/level of offsite implementation in
terms of automation and standardisation determines the cost driver that will be associated.
However, the explicit identification of these cost drivers has fallen short in majority of offsite
research. Little has been documented to differentiate cost factors in the OSM method from the
conventional method consequently resulting in misconception or miscalculation when deriving
cost estimates for OSM.
Few publications have tried to consider the cost drivers of using OSM. In comparing the cost
of using precast concrete technique to the cast insitu method, Baldwin et al. (2006) grouped
the cost drivers of precast (a form of OSM) as:
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i.

Material cost – includes raw materials, formwork/moulds and finishes;

ii.

Manufacturing

cost

–

comprises

of

labour,

concrete

pouring,

quality

control/supervision;
iii.

Storage cost – for offsite storage facilities in a factory or yard;

iv.

Transportation cost – including delivery and protection for transported components;

v.

Installation cost – such as the cost for providing special lifting equipment like cranes
and hoist;

vi.

Inspection cost – which includes the cost of offsite and onsite inspection and testing.

Pasquire et al. (2005) also developed a toolkit in form of a CD-ROM named IMMPREST in
which they described in detail what should be considered in measuring cost, risk and benefit
of using prefabrication by studying offsite construction works in form of case studies. Figure
3.4 summarises the various drivers considered in their toolkit.

Material Cost

Labour Cost
Plant Cost
Access Cost
Complex
Construction Cost

• Basic Materials plus fittings and finishes
• Extra over structural materials
• Special packaging
• Waste
• Manufacture (offsite) labour
• Construction/installation onsite labour
• Comission and testing
• Small plant and equipment
• Large plant
• Acess to enabling works
• Tansport cost
• Rectification and rework
• Work stoppage/intefernce/productivity loss
• Testing cost
• Production changeover cost (usually for bespoke designs)

Figure 3.4: Factors to consider when measuring manufacturing cost (Adapted from
Pasquire et al. (2005))

Notably, both lists of cost drivers have independently outlined transportation, storage,
installation, and inspection cost which is different from what is considered for the onsite
method of construction (see section 3.5.1). These factors would normally go into the
overhead/preliminary section with the conventional onsite method, however, are of great
significance in the offsite method thus arguably rendering the use of the traditional estimation
method inadequate for OSM. However, the breakdown according to Pasquire et al. (2005) and
Baldwin et al. (2006) are not exhaustive and mostly focused on the direct cost associated with
OSM process. It is unclear where other head office overheads would be embedded using their
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categories. Given that OSM is a method adopted from manufacturing and the processes
involved varies to a different extent based on standardisation and automation (see section
2.4.2), it will be plausible to learn from manufacturing cost estimation approaches while taking
note of construction peculiarities as this will be a positive step towards obtaining a more
accurate representation of OSM cost.

3.5.3 Learning from manufacturing – A comparison of cost drivers/variables
Techniques used in cost estimation are sometimes specific to some sectors e.g. aerospace,
automotive, construction, telecommunications, oil and gas, shipbuilding, and many more
(Niazi and Dai 2006). Most industries have developed cost models to suit their processes. Thus
given the similarity of OSM to manufacturing processes, learning from these sectors may
present a good chance of addressing the issues with OSM cost modelling thus enabling accurate
process analysis and comparison of various competing OSM methods. Both OSM and
manufacturing concepts are built on production processes using a line factory production of
components (e.g. for automobiles) which perhaps could pave way for cross-sectorial learning.
In manufacturing, production/machining cost is usually a priority at the early design stage in
order to inform decision-making on the viability of the design and allow for alternative
solutions to be explored where cost is over budget. To achieve this, most manufacturers make
use of concurrent engineering (CE) philosophies where design and manufacturing are parallel
such that communication occurs between designers and manufacturers to understand how a
design can be achieved (Jong 2002).

Xu et al. (2011) group cost drivers in the manufacturing industry into (1) design cost (2)
manufacturing cost (3) operating cost (4) disposal cost. Design costs are referred to as nonrecurring costs at the design stage of a project which leads to the production of design drawings
ready to be transferred to the manufacturing stage. The design costs usually include a planned
and unplanned cost, the planned cost being the initial estimate for the design process (human
effort required to completer the design) and the unplanned being as a result of rework (Xu et
al. 2011). The manufacturing cost incorporates the cost of (i) product (ii) process (iii) personnel
used in the product development stage (Staub-french et al. 2002). The operating cost constitutes
cost incurred during usage of a product such as electricity consumption, fuel usage,
maintenance, etc. This is a very important aspect of manufacturing as it increases product
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competitive advantage, unlike the construction industry where a significant focus is placed on
project initial capital cost. According to Xu et al. (2011), limited data availability often restricts
the prediction of operating cost. Disposal cost is the final aspect in cost engineering for
manufacturing processes, industrial applications are argued to have given more attention to the
disposal aspect of a product right from the design process in terms of recycling,
remanufacturing and reuse. Hence based on Xu et al. (2011), manufacturing cost can be
represented as:
Manufacturing cost = material cost + machining cost + assembly cost

While the material costs are calculated based on product geometry, machining and assembly
cost are usually based on process planning (Xu et al. 2011) i.e. activity-based as per the work
rate with respect to construction. Manufacturing cost is argued to be majorly determined by the
shape, complexity, precision and tooling process of a supposed product (Ou-Yang and Lin
1997). Another cost driver is identified by Jung (2002) who classified manufacturing cost as
comprising of cost drivers such as materials, labour, machining and overheads. Jung (2002)
separated labour cost from machining cost compared to Xu et al. (2011). Also, both of these
classifications have not accounted for transportation, storage, and access cost. Perhaps because
manufactured products are considerably smaller in size than buildings and all the production
and assembly processes are finished off in the factory. This is not the case for OSM since onsite
assembly is a major aspect and getting the elements to the final destination is crucial.

Studies in cost modelling for manufacturing have documented a great use of the ABC and
feature-based methods because of its benefit in allowing transparency in overhead cost
allocation (Ozbayrak et al. 2004). Examples of these as studies like Ong (1995) developed an
ABC approach to estimating the manufacturing cost for printed circuit board (PCB) assembly.
Ozbayrak et al. (2004) developed an ABC method to estimate manufacturing and product cost
in an advanced manufacturing system. Ou-Yang and Lin (1997) also proposed a feature-based
approach to estimating manufacturing cost based on the product shape and precision. BenArieh and Qian (2003) also developed an ABC method for the design and development stage
of a product. It is argued that the ABC method gives an indication of what activity incurs higher
cost than the other. This presents an approach for analysing processes and provides an
opportunity for alternative designs to be made with the informed decision.
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Jung (2002) argued that the machining cost is proportional to the machining time. Thus the
shape characteristic of a product determines the machining process/technique required (e.g.
turning operation, milling, drilling etc.). Considering the level of automation involved in OSM
method, keeping the machining cost low would be of great interest and may present a way to
maintain competitive advantage for offsite manufactures as a result of benefiting from the
process view and cutting down non-value adding activities. Also, the overhead cost in a
manufacturing industry is reported to be between 20 to 40 percent by Raz and Elnathan (1999),
this cost has gone up to 30 to 50 percent in a recent report by Lou et al. (2017), thus making
overhead cost allocation another critical aspect of manufacturing cost per unit of products.
Since construction activities are being moved to a factory environment, it is apparent that
overhead costs could pose great concern for OSM method as well and the ability to trace this
accurately would be a major chance for improvement.

3.6 Synthesis of cost and time modelling methods: Which method for
OSM?
Having reviewed the various cost modelling methods to determine which one is best suited for
generating process analysis data for OSM methods, it is apparent that newer generation cost
modelling approaches are mostly based on predictions and/or rely heavily on historical data.
Also, these methods are mainly suitable for early-stage estimates and predictions, thus lacking
detailed information necessary for a bottom-up analysis. Both the RBC and ABC methods are
suitable for generating estimates in the product development stage. The RBC method is most
widely used in the construction sector for estimating the cost of projects. This also forms the
basis of the rules of measurement outlined in the standard methods of measurement by
professional organisations (for instance the UK RICS). This is partly because of the goal of the
estimating process, which is largely focused on deriving the cost of a project either through
determining the cost of each building element as detailed in NRM 1 (RICS 2012a) or work
sections/trades as detailed in NRM 2 (RICS 2012b). However, the sort of data generated from
the cost modelling process in the RBC method is not suitable for evaluating the process
involved in the product development stage.
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Although the ABC method is rarely used elsewhere in the construction sector, there seems to
be a strong case for using the ABC method for OSM methods since one of the major
motivations for using OSM is related to the process benefit associated with the manufacturing
process. The ABC method seems more suited in terms of the level of data that can be generated
relating to a process and because it provides more accurate cost information by tracing cost to
activities performed in developing a product (Ben-Arieh and Qian 2003, Lou et al. 2017).
Compared to the RBC method that allows distortion of cost as a result of the arbitrary allocation
of overhead cost (Kim and Ballard 2002, Carli and Canavari 2013), the ABC method measures
the cost and performance of cost objects (manufactured products) and gives accurate and more
traceable cost information. Therefore, more suitable as a method for evaluating processes and
supporting decision-making on optimisation of a production process.

ABC also performs better in supporting analysis of a process given the opportunity for
classifying activities as either value-adding or non-value adding (Gunasekaran and Sarhadi
1998, Ben-Arieh and Qian 2003) so that there is the possibility of eliminating or reducing the
non-value adding activities that consume resources. This is well suited in facilitating process
waste calculation using the lean principle of waste categorisation (see section 3.2.1). Thus,
decision-makers are presented with more in-depth information that encourages corrective
actions and enhanced profitability (Carli and Canavari 2013).

3.6.1 Implementation of Activity-Based Costing (ABC) method for tracing product cost
To implement ABC, generally, two stages are followed: the first stage involves assigning
resource cost to various activities in the production process using the resource cost drivers. The
second stage is where the activities are then linked to the cost object using the activities cost
drivers (Tsai et al. 2014). ABC accounts for the manufacturing cost of a product by attributing
direct or indirect cost to cost drivers thus avoiding a situation of cost compensation (Lou et al.
2017) where some products consuming more overhead are under-priced and other products
consequently been overpriced to get a balance. ABC method also recognises that not all
activities and resource consumption rates are proportional to the number of units produced (Raz
and Elnathan 1999). Therefore, activity cost drivers occur at different levels due to various
activities needing them. These cost drivers are classified according to Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Categories of cost drives for ABC method
Levels of activities
Unit

Batch

Product

Facility

Characteristics

Example

Resources consumed on activities
performed on each unit of product
changes
Resources consumed on activities that
relate to a group of product units. The
cost of batch activities varies with the
number of batches not the number of
units.
Product supporting costs that benefits all
units of a product

e.g. product inspection
and testing for each
unit
e.g. cost of purchasing
raw materials or
transportation to site
for a construction
project
e.g. design, planning
and control cost of a
product
e.g. cost of
depreciation, property
taxes, insurance of
facility

Resources consumed on activities that
cannot be tracked to individual products.

Source
(Lere 2000)

(Lere 2000)

(Raz and
Elnathan
1999)
(Raz and
Elnathan
1999)

Various challenges of the ABC method have been reported in previous studies. The major
shortfall of the ABC method is the additional time and expenses required in implementing the
method and obtaining information needed for analysis (Ben-Arieh and Qian 2003, Akyol et al.
2007, Rundora et al. 2013). This results in manufacturers avoiding this method of costing
despite its established benefits. A conclusion by Akyol et al. (2007) is that the ABC method
should be avoided when the traditional method gives a close estimate due to the time, effort
and data required in implementing the ABC method. Also, Almeida and Cunha (2017) in their
study concluded that the implementation of the ABC method requires gathering a wide set of
information with a high level of detail in order to be useful for the purpose intended. Similarly,
Ayachit et al. (2014) acknowledged that the rate of implementation of ABC is low in
construction which could be perhaps due to the time and data requirement of the method.

However, without evaluating the activities in production and assembly as required in the ABC
methods, organisations will miss the chance for continuous improvement of their processes.
The most critical aspect of using ABC is arguably not only how close or far the estimate
obtained is with the traditional methods as suggested by Akyol et al. (2007), but rather the
potential opportunities provided by the data collected through the ABC method. Advancement
in technology and the digital era has however helped improve efficiency in many aspects
through the use of expert systems (ES) such as those implemented using the knowledge-based
cost modelling methods. To encourage the application of this method in OSM process analysis,
it would be plausible to investigate how the rich data set required for ABC implementation can
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be modelled in an ES and automated to support analysis and decision making. Also, given the
increasing digitisation of the construction industry and the improvement in data interoperability
with approaches like Building Information Modelling (BIM), there is an opportunity to explore
the linked-data concept with web technologies for facilitating sharing and reuse of knowledge
to encourage OSM implementation (Ayinla et al. 2019). This potential development is rather
new and has not been well covered in past literature and would be explored in the next chapter.

3.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents a critical review and analysis of approaches to process analysis used in
other sectors and how this relates to OSM methods of construction. The application of lean
manufacturing concepts in process analysis is examined alongside the tools and techniques
used in supporting its application. Also, the data set required to facilitate analysis of OSM
processes is examined by comparing construction approaches to manufacturing methods. It
was determined that the ABC modelling method is best suited for modelling cost-related
process information for OSM given the detailed level of information that could be obtained
about involved processes. Other methods such as the RBC and prediction models are deemed
unsuitable as a modelling method for evaluating and optimising the product development stage
when using OSM methods.
The next chapter will look into the use of knowledge-based modelling methods for the
formalisation and systematisation of OSM knowledge. This is required to facilitate the
integration of the ABC and the lean-based process analysis methods for monitoring process
improvement and supporting informed decision-making for continuous improvements.
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4. CHAPTER 4: A KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPROACH TO
SYSTEMATISATION OF OSM KNOWLEDGE
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter provided an overview of process analysis techniques based on lean
philosophy and also historical context on cost modelling methods for generating process data
from a sector-based perspective. It is clear from the review that the traditional RBC method
does not provide sufficient accountability for the level of detail required for process analysis.
The ABC method was proven to bridge this gap and has been proposed for OSM. In this
chapter, the use of AI through knowledge-based modelling to facilitate systematisation of OSM
domain knowledge so as to enable automated process analysis and reasoning on knowledge
will be investigated. Representing OSM knowledge in a structured way presents potential in
facilitating sharing and reuse of such knowledge for various purposes such as process analysis,
cost and time modelling, etc. The application of knowledge-based engineering to support leanbased process analysis based on the principle of ABC would be explored. A review and analysis
on knowledge modelling standards both in a semi-formal and formal representation to capture
OSM domain knowledge will thus be explored. This chapter is intended for addressing research
objectives 3 relating to investigating the available knowledge modelling and acquisition
methods and selecting a suitable one for the development of the proposed tool for OSM process
analysis.

4.2 Understanding knowledge-based systems (KBS)
A knowledge-based system (KBS) is a platform/database used for knowledge management that
represents the expertise of a domain in order to support problem-solving and decision making
(Milton 2008, Motawa and Almarshad 2013). A domain represents the content of a specialised
field whose knowledge is represented. Knowledge bases serve as background support systems
for KBS where the latter are computer applications that are used to store knowledge for
problem-solving logic as the underlying mechanisms with reasoners, similar to a human expert,
in order to generate answers from a dedicated knowledge base (La Rocca 2012).
The process of transferring knowledge from humans to a computer system involved a number
of principles and tools. Since the mid-60s a number of methods have been used for knowledge
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transfer and have evolved over time starting with search engines to the more recent
CommonKADS methodology (Figure 4.1).
General purpose
search engines
(GPS)

Structured methods
e.g. KADS

First generation
rule-based systems
e.g MYCIN and
XYCON

Mature
methodologies e.g.
CommonKADS

Figure 4.1: Development of knowledge systems over time (Source: Schreiber et al. 2001)

KBSs are also referred to as expert systems (ES) which mimic the reasoning process of a human
expert to develop solutions for a given problem (Shadbolt and Milton 1999, Milton 2008).
Although, both KBS and ES are mostly used interchangeably by many researchers in the field
(Formoso 1991, Shadbolt and Milton 1999, Milton 2008), some few others have distinguished
KBS from ES (Liao 2004) on the basis that KBS contains a deep knowledge of a field while
ES contains more generic knowledge. The important aspect of any knowledge modelling is to
be able to facilitate sharing and reuse of knowledge in a domain (Cutting-Decelle et al. 2007).
This is made possible by storing the domain knowledge in a formalised/structured format that
can be easily understood and processed by the reasoning mechanisms to provide solutions to a
problem. Schreiber et al. (2001) describe knowledge systems as an offspring of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) which are developed to aid human problem-solving. Their benefits include a
quicker decision-making process; increased productivity of workers; increased quality of
decision-making for designers and organisations which would be of great interest to the OSM
domain. Such knowledge is represented firstly in an informal way such as the use of framesbased systems (hierarchical/flow chart grouping) which are then transformed into a formal
machine-readable representation using a rule-based approach (IF-THEN) to support reasoning
(La Rocca 2012).

KBSs have experienced wide acceptance in many fields. However, has also encountered some
challenges when applied in the engineering field. This is because engineering in general,
especially the aerospace and automotive fields requires the development of complex hardware
for their design and the common rule-based systems are incapable of translating engineering
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design knowledge - characterised by involving computations and arbitrarily complex data
processing activities - into formal rules as a core requirement (La Rocca 2012). Usually, these
tasks are performed using computer-aided design (CAD) systems and computer-aided analysis
(CAA) tools. Hence, the need to incorporate the abilities of CAD tools with the reasoning
techniques of KBS. This resulted in the emergence of the knowledge-based engineering (KBE)
field. KBE, therefore, is rather seen as a knowledge modelling system than a transfer system.
KBE is more a sophisticated technique in that it is capable of dealing with repetitive
engineering design tasks while producing similar results for a given problem for every attempt.

4.3 Knowledge-based engineering (KBE) - Definition and concepts
In the engineering domain, the need to capture and reuse knowledge of complex engineering
processes in order to achieve greater efficiency attracted researchers into the field of artificial
intelligence (Verhagen et al. 2010) thus resulting in the development of knowledge-based
engineering (KBE) systems. KBE is categorised as a subset of KBS. While KBS are expert
systems used to store knowledge (such as a database) to replicate human problem-solving
skills, KBEs are specially designed for the engineering field, provided with geometry capability
(as that of CAD systems) and engineering knowledge to help with engineering design (Lovett
et al. 2000). Engineering fields such as aerospace, automotive, manufacturing, and
shipbuilding have adopted KBE to automate repetition in design to save time and cost
especially in the automation of certain tasks like analysis, design, manufacturing, production
and costing (Milton 2008, La Rocca 2012). Similarly, KBE has been applied in the construction
sector to some extent to facilitate knowledge digitisation in the areas of prefabricated façade
(Montali et al. 2018), the development of network knowledge maps for construction projects
to manage tacit and explicit construction related knowledge between project stakeholders (Lin
et al. 2006) and many more.

In the early eighties, knowledge engineering was viewed as a transfer process of human
knowledge into a knowledge base because of the common belief that the required knowledge
for a KBS is already in existence and thus just needs to be collected and stored (Studer et al.
1998). According to Studer et al. (1998), the knowledge capture process takes the form of
interviews with experts on some specific problem-solving tasks for each project. The extracted
knowledge is then used to generate some rules to help understand how to carry out these tasks.
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The application of this in supporting process analysis based on lean and ABC methods would
be useful in addressing some of the challenges reported by researchers (Ben-Arieh and Qian
2003, Akyol et al. 2007, Rundora et al. 2013) concerning time consumptions and volume of
data required.

The stages of KBE include knowledge identification; acquisition; and codification. This
involves the formalisation by using special languages to model the knowledge in the KBE
systems (La Rocca 2012). KBE applications undergo a coding process using programming
languages that allows modelling of domain knowledge, the common modelling methods that
predominate the field of knowledge acquisition being: (a) the problem-solving methods and (b)
the domain ontology method. The problem-solving methods (e.g. rule-based) involve
identifying the sequence of actions required to complete a given task within a domain, while
the ontology method involves creating a vocabulary of representational terms whose definition
has been agreed upon are used to model knowledge in a machine-readable format (Chan and
Johnstonb 1996). Although KBE is mostly used in developing design capabilities, its
application has been extended to product specification and costing (Lovett et al. 2000). The
costing capability of KBE systems in terms of developing comprehensive estimates and
quotations for products has also experienced usage in the building construction industry with
a significant number of software built to automate design/analysis and costing processes. The
use of ontology as a KBE tool is a potential technology that supports rapid design and
production based on modular design in the industry (Verhagen et al. 2010) and has proven
useful in developing a solution to offsite construction cost modelling. The next sections would
explore formal, informal knowledge modelling methods for the implementation of KBE
systems in order to facilitate automation of the process analysis aspects of OSM methods based
on ABC and lean principles.

4.4 Informal and semi-formal knowledge modelling for KBS – Methods
and techniques
Based on the literature analysis presented in chapter 3, it is clear that in order to carry out a
detailed process analysis of OSM methods based on the lean waste categorisation approach and
the ABC method, there is a need for a comprehensive knowledge of products (parts, and
subassemblies), the various direct activities involved in the product development stage, the
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resources consumed by those activities and any supporting activities used to realise the
objectives. This requires capturing information and raw knowledge of the process. However,
this knowledge has to be modelled and formalised in order to support automation and reasoning
by a KBE system, the first stage to this is using informal modelling languages to represent the
process in order to facilitate analysis of such process. Informal or semi-formal models can be
used as high-level knowledge representation languages that can be used in developing
knowledge systems (Schwitter 2010). Such models usually are built with natural languages
that are easy to read by humans and can sometimes be translated automatically into formal
representations to support automated reasoning. One way of using these models is in business
process modelling (BPM) or enterprise modelling (EM).

Process mapping/modelling is a systematic approach to documenting the activities of a process.
It is recognised for its ability to facilitate a shared understanding of the process (Aguilar-Savén
2004, Akasah et al. 2010). Process modelling has experienced rising acceptance in modernday businesses and is mostly used for improvement, re-engineering, IT implementation
initiatives, and software development (Nurcan et al. 2005, Adamides and Karacapilidis 2006,
Doomun and Jungum 2008, Shi et al. 2008). The use of business process modelling techniques
in the past focused on enabling a common understanding and analysis of a product/service
development process of an organisation. Organisations are described as a set of business
processes, that can be improved using business process modelling (BPM) and re-engineering
approaches (Melão and Pidd 2000). The objective of modelling business processes is to link
production procedures with an organisation’s business goals and objectives (Gunasekaran and
Kobu 2002) in order to enable analysis and improvement. There are various process modelling
techniques for informal or semiformal capturing of the knowledge in a process and these
techniques will be analysed in the next section.

4.4.1 Review of Process Modelling languages
A process is defined as a group of interrelated activities that produces an output that is greater
than the input through one or more transformations - these could be physical, transactional,
locational or informational (Karhu 2000). Process modelling on the other hand is a means of
systematically describing the activities in a process, their relationships and information flow.
It helps to understand the best way to perform a task by describing the operational performance
of the tasks that produce an output (Nurcan et al. 2005). The requirement for a suitable
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modelling technique and method to represent an organisational process or product development
process in a manner that accurately represents important aspects necessitates the need to
critically review available tools for process modelling. There are various tools developed for
modelling business processes which usually are designed to focus on a defined viewpoint from
one or a combination of aspects such as functional, information, organisation or behavioural
aspects in a process. Some of the popular methods used in process modelling in past studies
include Flow charts, Unified Modelling Language (UML), Data Flow Diagrams (DFD),
Business Process Mapping Notation (BPMN), and Integrated Definition (IDEF).

Both UML and IDEF are a family of methods that allows modelling of different aspects of an
enterprise system. IDEF originated in the 70s by the US Air Force program for Integrated
Computer-Aided Manufacturing (ICAM) to increase manufacturing productivity (ChengLeong et al. 1999). The IDEF family comprises of methods ranging from IDEF0 to IDEF14
used for various system representation as: IDEF0 (for business activity and functional
modelling), IDEF1 (for information modelling), IDEF1X (for data modelling), IDEF2 (system
dynamic modelling), IDEF3 (for process flow modelling), IDEF4 (Object-oriented design),
IDEF5 (Ontology description capture) etc.
UML is another modelling language which is an object-oriented language that covers both
conceptual aspects (such as business processes and system functions) and concrete aspects
(such as programming and software components) (Aguilar-Savén 2004). The UML family of
languages consist of nine different representation/methods: Class Diagram (to describe the
structure of a system); Object Diagram (to represent object combination of a class diagram);
Activity Diagram (describe the activities of a system); State Chart Diagram (expresses the state
of a system); Use Case Diagram (illustrate the relationship between various use cases);
Component Diagram (describes the components of a software); Collaboration Diagram
(describes the collaboration between various sets of objects); Sequence Diagram (represents
the sequence of messages sent amongst objects), and Deployment Diagram (represents and
describes the hardware within a software system).

Table 4.1 presents the definition and features of each of the informal/semi-formal modelling
methods. According to Akasah et al. (2010), each method has a specific scope for which it has
been designed for and the choice of methodology depends on the objective of the modelling
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activity. It is therefore important to understand the criteria for selecting the most suitable
method. Researchers (e.g. Ijomah and Childe 2007, Waissi et al. 2015) previously have come
up with various frameworks for evaluating and selecting process mapping tools. The choice
depends on the criteria as summarised in Table 4.2.
Table 4.1: Definition and description of process modelling methods
Technique

Description

Features/representations

Flow chart

Represents a formalised graphical sequence
of activities in a process while capturing
movements, delays, and decision points.

Consist of connecting boxes and
arrows denoting tasks, sequence, and
decision points

Unified Modelling
Language (UML) -

An object-oriented language used for
specifying, visualising and constricting the
structure of a system and its relationship.

Consist of connecting boxes to
represent activities, arrows for
sequence, and nodes for start, end and
decision points.

A graphic network of symbols showing data
flows, data stores, data processes,

A rounded rectangle to represent
process, a straight lines with incoming
arrows for input data flow and a
straight lines with outgoing arrows for
output data flows

Activity Diagram
Data flow diagram
(DFD)

and data sources and destinations for an
information system
Integrated
Definition
(IDEF0)
Business Process
Mapping Notation
(BPMN)

A structural modelling technique, which is
used for developing a graphical
representation of the processes in an
organisation

A box notation represents functions
(activities) while the arrows represent
the interfaces including the input,
output, control and mechanism

A graphical representation technique that
adopts a visual model to show the sequential
flow of activities. It uses a flow chart
technique with graphical objects
representing activities and flow controls.

There are four types of element
namely the actor, processes,
connections, and artefacts

Table 4.2: Criteria for process modelling method selection
Key Requirements
Accuracy

Correctness of representation of the process to match the purpose intended

Ease of understanding

Ability to be easily learnt and used by non-experts (i.e. by the intended
audience)

Flexibility

Easy to modify for creating specific organisational based models from
generic models

Adaptability
Standardised

Precise rules and notations, standardised syntax and semantics

Scalable

Ability to support different level of details and decomposition;

Desired Features
Programmable

Ability to be integrated into other applications to support implementation.

Complete

Various functionalities

Comprehensibility

Meaningful and easily understood function to support communication
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For this study, some key requirements are crucial to fulfilling the objectives of the study.
Firstly, the ability to accurately represent the production process of OSM is important for
preventing erroneous analysis. Also, given that finite level details of the OSM processes is
required for ABC modelling, different level of composition that can be linked together is
needed to avoid a cumbersome model. Ease of understanding of the modelling language is
important in order to engage industry practitioners/experts during the knowledge acquisition
stage and to enable communication. Flexibility and adaptability are also crucial for any
mapping notations selected so as to allow for a generic model to be adapted to suit specific
needs of organisations. Finally, standardisation of the syntax and semantics of modelling
method helps to achieve other purposes of structured easy to understand, use and modify
process model. As noted by Voss et al. (2013), the process mapping notations used influence
the comprehensibility of the process. Table 4.3 highlights how each of the methods meets the
criteria identified in Table 4.2.
Table 4.3: Process modelling methods features, benefits and drawbacks
Features/
Characteristics

Flow chart

Data flow
diagram
(DFD)

Unified
Modelling
Language
(UML)

Integrated
Definition 0
(IDEF0)

Accuracy

Only represent
simple
processes

Focuses on
information/data
flow and weak
in representing
activities

Cannot model
the actors
performing
the activities
i.e. resources

Able to
represent
activities and
resources
needed

Cannot model
decisions points
in the process

Supports
iterations,
concurrency
of activities
and timing

Tend to be
misinterpreted
as a sequential
process

Cannot be
used to model
the actors
performing the
activities i.e.
resources

Ease of use and
understanding

Standardisation

Models highlevel processes
and can only
represent
sequential
activities
Easy to use
and understand
and simple
representations

Nonstandardised
symbols

Does not
support
modelling of
timing
information of
the processes.

Supports
iterations,
concurrency of
activities and
timing

Does not
contain
information on
timing

Easy for simple
processes but
cumbersome
and difficult to
translate for
large systems

Easy to
understand
with simple
notations

Varying
symbols that
can be easily
confused.

Standardised
notation
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Business
Process
Mapping
Notation
(BPMN)
Able to
represent
activities and
resources
required

Fairly simple
modelling
using graphics
and text. Can
be complicated
for large
processes.
Strict
modelling rules
with
standardised

Similar to flow
chart notation
and easily
understood

Standardised
notation and
semantics

Flexibility and
adaptability

Scalability

Programmability
and Integration

High-level
processes and
difficult to
describe
complex
processes
Do not support
decomposition
and
breakdown of
activities

Better for highlevel processes
and difficult to
describe
complex
processes
Supports
decompositions
and levels

High-level
processes and
difficult to
describe
complex
processes
Do not
support
decomposition
and
breakdown of
activities

No
intelligence
and does not
integrate with
other
applications

No intelligence
and does not
integrate with
other
applications

Can be
integrated to
automate the
production of
software

notation and
semantics
Easy to modify
and adaptable
to varying
situations and
conditions.
Supports
hierarchy and
structure and
useful for
decomposition
and linking of
activities
Standardised
notations that
are
interoperable
with IT tools
such as
software
support for
business
process
simulations.

Easy to modify
and adaptable
to varying
situations and
conditions.
Supports
hierarchy and
structure and
useful for
decomposition
and linking of
activities
Standardised
notations with
software
support for
business
process
simulations.

4.4.2 Comparative analysis of informal modelling methods for knowledge capturing
According to Table 4.3, all the identified techniques/languages can be used to capture processbased information in a human-readable form using various text and visuals. However, UML,
IDEF0 and BPMN languages can also be used to generate formal representations that are
machine-readable and processable. Both IDEF0 and BPMN fit well into the criteria required
for the study. The choice then is to select one of these methods. The representation of IDEF0
and BPMN are illustrated in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. The activity boxes in IDEF0 are referred
to as ICOM (Input, Control, Output and Mechanism) and the arrows are used to represent the
flow of activities (Kim et al. 2003). This provides a detailed representation of various
processes. However, there are some criticisms identified by researchers such as its lack of the
ability to model iterative activities, and information generated and used by activities (Voss et
al. 2013). Also, IDEF0 can be complex to understand and easily misinterpreted to be a finishto-start process despite not being part of the IDEF0 concept (Karhu 2000). As illustrated in
Figure 4.2, the ability to express iterative processes and sequential processes is not well
represented in IDEF0 which is of importance in determining the time of activity for some
process analysis aspects such as cost estimation.
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Control
Condition to perform
the activity

Control 1
Control 2
Control 3

Output
Input 1
Input 2
Input 3

Input
Elements or data to
be transformed by
the activity

Result to feed into
next activity

Activity 1

Activity 2

A0

A0

Resource 1
Resource 2
Resource 3

Mechanism
Means of performing
the activity

Figure 4.2: Concept of IDEF0 process modelling representation

BPMN modelling language has the benefit of communicating processes and can be used to fill
some of these gaps. BPMN as shown in Figure 4.3 can be used to describe activities and their
information flow, such as the actors involved, their role, the activities they perform, decision
points, the events within the process. BPMN has a notation for representing iterative activities,
allowing the use of swim lanes to categorise activities such as showing an actor’s role in a
system and representing different sectors of an organisation that forms part of the whole

Actor 3

process.

Condition 3

Activity 4
End

Intermediate time
triggered
Event
Decomposable activity with sub-

Actor 2

activities that are sequential

Activity 1

Gateway

Condition 2

Activity 3

Start

End

Actor 1

Message Flow

Condition 1

Activity 2
End

Data/Information

Figure 4.3: Concept of BPMN process modelling representation
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It can be concluded that BPMN gives better clarity and is more advanced in its explanatory
power in modelling a process. The latest trend of construction process modelling studies mostly
adopts BPMN method (e.g. Persson et al. 2009, Kenley et al. 2012, Nawari 2012, Xu et al.
2020). Also, BPMN method was used to develop the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) data
exchange format, which is a standard form of exchange used in the AEC industry
(buidingSMART 2007, Voss et al. 2013). This could be a reason why it is gaining popularity
for its application. However, these languages are semi-formal models and do not provide
sufficient semantics for supporting computational reasoning which is needed in KBE systems
for generating new knowledge through reasoning on existing knowledge. This necessitates
further development of the informal/semi-formal model into a formal representation and would
be explored in the next section.

4.5 Overview of formal knowledge modelling and representation methods
Formal languages contain well-defined syntax used for knowledge representation that is
unambiguous and is capable of supporting automated computational reasoning (Schwitter
2010). The issue with the previously identified process modelling methods is that the different
representations may have problems when shared across different platforms due to nonformalised syntax, axioms and semantics (Trehan et al. 2015). The use of platform-neutral
formal modelling languages enables semantic interoperability across the different languages
and is achieved using ontology-based applications. Ontologies are essential parts of
applications in which knowledge plays a key role. Ontologies are developed in AI to facilitate
knowledge sharing and reuse and have been popular in the field of knowledge management,
knowledge engineering, information systems and many more (Corcho and Gómez-Pérez
2000a, Fensel 2000).
4.5.1 Ontology - Definitions and concepts
The former KBSs are built on the basis of several different hardware platforms and
programming languages that operate and communicate using formal knowledge
representations. The locally-based nature of these applications inhibits knowledge exchange
and easy accessibility (Gruber 1995) thus presenting many technical challenges. The act of
knowledge representation through the use of ontologies has thus emerged as an advanced
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solution in the field of knowledge representation and sharing due to ontologies being platformindependent.
The word ontology is a term in philosophy meaning ‘theory of existence’ and a branch of
metaphysics used to describe a science of a being (Guizzardi 2007). However, the term
ontology in computer and information science is used to describe a domain of knowledge with
respect to artificial intelligence (Mizoguchi and Ikeda 1998, Cutting-Decelle et al. 2007). It
represents a unique form of knowledge representation in a particular domain which is
facilitated by a computer process (Abanda et al. 2017). The most widely accepted definition of
ontology as observed in literature is one given by Gruber (1995) in which ontology is defined
as the act of ‘formally’ representing ‘explicit’ knowledge based on a shared
‘conceptualization’. The keywords in Gruber’s definition being ‘formal’, ‘explicit’ and
conceptualisation’. Gruber (1995) defined conceptualization as an abstract simplified view of
a representation that is applied to every KBS either implicitly or explicitly. Rezgui et al. (2010)
gave an extension of the definition of conceptualisation as a socially constructed model based
on shared experience of a group of people due to engagements with each other. An ontology is
said to be ‘explicit’ in that the terms and concepts used in the ontology are explicitly (clearly)
defined and spelt out. The ‘formal’ clause usually attached to ontology definition is explained
by the characteristics of an ontology being machine-readable or processable.

The purpose of ontologies is for knowledge sharing and their role to help formalise the shared
world view (idea or knowledge) of a domain necessitates a certain degree of independence. As
a result, their uniqueness lies in their relative independence of any particular application (Spyns
et al. 2002) and helps to establish agreement about the knowledge output for a variety of
knowledge sharing activities/platforms (Gruber 1995). This knowledge can be easily accessible
to different computer systems and repositories thus allowing shared use of knowledge content
between systems which is an advancement in the use of locally-based knowledge repositories
(Milton 2008). One major characteristic about ontologies is that they are designed to focus on
a particular domain (discipline or subject area), as such, different ontologies are developed for
different communities. However, designed such that each community can communicate with
each other to allow collaboration. Enabling domain knowledge reuse has however been one
challenge sought to be sorted out in recent ontology researches i.e. the integration of several
existing ontologies to build another or a larger one.
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According to Corcho and Gómez-Pérez (2000b), domain knowledge can be described and
formalised using five components: concepts, relations, functions, axioms and instances.
1. Concepts can be used to represent abstract or concrete elements of a system and they
are represented in taxonomies to show hierarchy/decompositions and inheritance
relationships.
2. Relations in an ontology ate used to represent the type of interaction between different
concepts of a domain.
3. Axioms serve as a means to model constraints, verification of information and
generating new information.
4. Instances are used to represent the elements of a concept.
There are various languages developed for logically representing and expressing these
components for modelling the knowledge of a domain. An ontology language must have the
ability to specify vocabulary and formally define such data for inferencing and to support
automated reasoning (Pulido et al. 2006). However, the degree of formality implemented in
capturing knowledge varies depending on the language used ranging from natural language to
logical formalisms (Horrocks 2002). These languages will be discussed and reviewed in the
next section.

4.5.2 Review of formal languages and representations for ontology development
Over the years, there have been various formal languages developed for representing domain
ontologies. These are subdivided into two groups: traditional ontology languages such as
Ontolingua, CycL, KIF, OKBC, OCML, FLogic, LOOM; and web-based ontology languages
such as OIL, OWL, XML, RDF, OML, SHOE, XOL etc. According to Corcho and GómezPérez (2000b), the role of ontology languages falls into two categories: (i) to provide semantics
(meaning) of information contained in a document (ii) used as a formal exchange language for
ontologies. The choice of modelling language majorly lies in its expressivity and ability to
provide the users with a modelling syntax (language symbols/characters) to express concepts
relevant to their domain (Guizzardi 2007).
The traditional ontology languages are based on 3 principles in representing knowledge: (i)
First-order predicate logic languages (ii) Frame-based languages (iii) Description logics
languages (Fensel 2000).
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4.5.2.1 Traditional - First-order predicate logic languages
Ontology languages such as CycL and KIF falls into this category. The language syntax for
CycL is based on first-order predicate calculus containing vocabularies such as numbers,
constants, strings, variables and non-atomic terms. The Knowledge Interchange Framework
(KIF) is another first-order predicate logic language that is a format developed for enabling
knowledge exchange between different systems and for exchanging ontologies (Pulido et al.
2006). KIF contains four categories of vocabulary for expressing a domain – object, functions,
relations and axioms. However, CycL provides richer modelling primitives than KIF since KIF
is originally designed as an exchange format whereas CycL is a modelling language (Fensel
2000).
4.5.2.2 Traditional - Frame-based languages
The frame-based and object-oriented languages take a different approach from the first-order
logic methods. They are based around the modelling primitives of classes (also known as the
frames) which have certain properties also known as attributed (Fensel 2000). Ontolingua,
Frame logic (FLogic) and OCML are examples of languages in this category. Ontolingua is a
KIF based language that is built on frame-based approach. Ontolingua provides an extension
of KIF by using additional syntax. KIF, an interchange format offers more expressivity than
frame ontology, however, more tedious to use for specifying ontologies (Corcho and GómezPérez 2000b). Ontolingua is another ontology representation and sharing language that takes
the form of frame-like representations made up of representations such as classes, objects,
functions, relations, and axioms. Flogic is an integration of first-order predicate calculus and
frame-based approach comprising of a dedicative system that works on the theory of predicate
calculus and structural inheritance (Pulido et al. 2006).
4.5.2.3 Traditional - Description logics based languages
Description logic (DL) also known as terminological logic is a powerful knowledge
representation (KR) language that evolved from semantic networks and frames (Corcho and
Gómez-Pérez 2000b). DL describes knowledge in form of concepts and roles and the major
modelling primitives are concepts and individuals expressions allowing mathematical
expressions of which enables reasoning and automatic derivation of new taxonomies (Pulido
et al. 2006). Some implemented languages in this category include LOOM, KL-ONE etc.
LOOM is a high-level programming language used for developing intelligent applications such
as expert systems. It offers an integration of frame-based and rule-based logic for modelling
objects and relationships and specifying constraints (Corcho and Gómez-Pérez 2000b).
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4.5.2.4 Web-based ontology language
The second category of ontology languages are the web-based languages that are used to
facilitate knowledge and information exchange on the web. Languages that are web standard
compatible also fall into this category. Given the growing importance and contribution of the
World Wide Web (WWW) in knowledge sharing, languages need to be developed with
consideration of the web. The first generation web was based largely on handwritten HTML
pages while the second generation web (current web) has moved to machine-generated HTML
pages (Horrocks 2002) that are mainly only human processable. The previous languages used
on the web (WWW) faced problems of interoperability with solutions limited to a single
application (Djurić et al. 2005). The introduction of XML allowed for sharing data of common
ground with interoperable syntax however lacks semantics (meaning) of the data it describes.
XML is a tag-based language describing a tree structure for describing document structures
(Fensel 2000). Information coded in XML format is easily readable to humans hence ontology
languages specified in XML can be read and understood easily by humans (Corcho and GómezPérez 2000a). The evolution of the third generation web known as the Semantic Web has been
developing in recent times to allow for machine-understandable data described by ontologies
to allow for meaningful representation of knowledge (Gómez-Pérez and Corcho 2002, Djurić
et al. 2005).

Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a standard built on top of XML to solve the issue
of semantics. The purpose of RDF is to provide a mechanism for specifying semantics for XML
based data (Corcho and Gómez-Pérez 2000b). In the RDF Schema (RDFS) model,
interrelationships among resources are identified by declaring properties and attributes and can
be used to generate entity-relationship diagrams (Djurić et al. 2005). Although RDF and RDFS
allow for the semantics of data to be represented, it still falls short of the expressivity required
for enabling reasoning compared to full predicate languages such as KIF and CycL. A RDF(S)
based ontology can be easily used to define concepts, relations and instances however, due to
RDF being a primitive language, it lacks representation of functions and axioms (Corcho and
Gómez-Pérez 2000b, Horrocks 2002). For a domain to be described in greater detail, a richer
set of modelling primitives of ontology languages that can be mapped to descriptive logic (DL)
are needed to enable reasoning is needed. Languages such as OIL, DAML and OWL have been
developed to fill the gaps to externs RDF(S) and provide a richer set of modelling primitives.
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OIL is an acronym of Ontology Interchange Language, a standard for both describing and
exchanging ontologies. It provides a combination of frame-based and description logic
ontologies which supports automated reasoning by describing concepts, relations, functions,
and axioms (Pulido et al. 2006). However, with some drawbacks such as its inability to define
default value cannot be used to define instances (Corcho and Gómez-Pérez 2000a). DAML is
a US Government initiative at providing a foundation for the semantic generation web. It
consists of an ontology language and a language for including constraints and rules to support
inferencing (Pulido et al. 2006). DAML is an extension of XML and RDF with the latest release
being DAML+OIL. DAML+OIL provides a rich set of machine-readable and understandable
ontologies due to its well-defined semantics and axiomatic specification. Both languages
(DAML and OIL) are designed such that they can be mapped onto a rich and expressive DL to
provide formal semantics and understanding of reasoning problems (Horrocks and Sattler
2001). However, these languages have some restrictions in dealing with concrete datatypes
(numbers and strings) (Horrocks and Sattler 2001).

Web Ontology Language (OWL) is the latest semantic markup language for publishing and
sharing ontologies on the WWW whose formal semantics are based on DL (frame-based and
semantic networks) (Golbreich 2004). Its major goal is to provide a common language for
ontology representation for the semantic web hence, priority is given to extensibility,
modification and interoperability (Djurić et al. 2005). OWL is a vocabulary extension of RDF
which is derived from a combination of DAML+OIL merging the efforts in these two
languages and provides greater power for expressing semantics which includes specifying
conjunctions, disjunction, quantifiable variables etc. (Pulido et al. 2006). Given that OWL is a
semantic web initiated language, the Open World Assumption (OWA) is used, translating that
“if a proposition cannot be proven to be true with the current knowledge, the system cannot
declare this proposition as false” (Fortineau et al. 2012) since the web deals with unlimited
knowledge resources. OWL supports calculations and reasoning to carry out logical
inferencing. However, its drawbacks include the trade-off between efficiency and ease of use
(Pulido et al. 2006). This issue has been addressed by introducing three sets of sublanguages
options with different levels of expressivity: OWL Full (with maximum expressiveness and
syntactic freedom however with less ease of computational expressions), OWL DL (which is
based on description logic and enables the maximal amount of expressiveness and allows for
computational expressions infinite time) and OWL Lite (to support classification and hierarchy
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as a simple starting point in providing taxonomies). This gives users the choice of selecting a
version based on their need and modelling objectives. OWL DL is the most widely used OWL
subset language for industrial application (Fortineau et al. 2012) as it allows for automatic
deductions and reasoning such as tasks like checking satisfiability, subsumption and
instantiation (Golbreich 2004).

4.5.3 Review of reasoning and rule languages for ontology development
Most industries are data-driven and generate a large amount of information. This has
necessitated the need for automated intelligent information systems able to make inferences
with the information. Reasoning in an ontology allows inferencing on a stored knowledge to
provide a new construct. Depending on the expressivity of language selected for building an
ontology, the ontology should allow for inferencing by making deductions about classes,
instances and properties with the help of inference engines (Fortineau et al. 2012). Ontology
can be used for reasoning and computational modelling with the help of rules. Rule extensions
for languages such as RuleML, SWRL, Metalog and RIF has been developed with the goal of
sharing and processing rule with different rule engines.

RuleML is a format for describing and sharing rules on the WWW. RuleML stands for Rule
Markup Language is developed based on an international initiative for standardising inference
rules – Rule Markup Initiative (Golbreich 2004). It is based on XML schema and the main aim
is to define a standard rule that covers different categories of rules (Golbreich 2004). Another
language by the W3C and also one of the most prominent ones is the Semantic Web Rule
Language (SWRL) to extend OWL DL (Brockmans et al. 2006). SWRL is used to define rules
as part of an ontology as an additional expression and it is built based on a combination of
OWL-DL and OWL-Lite sublanguages, the Unary/Binary Datalog subset of RuleML
(O’Connor et al. 2005). Users can write rules with SWRL expressed in terms of OWL concept,
properties and individuals thus allowing reasoning on OWL instances/individuals and the rules
are saved as part of the ontology. However, SWRL has some drawbacks such as difficulty in
dealing with complex rules such as one with numbered predicates and containing a more
complex combination of atoms (O’Connor et al. 2005) and unable to replace existing
knowledge in an ontology (Fortineau et al. 2012).
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Other rule languages include RIF and OCL. RIF (Rule Interchange Format) is another standard
rule language for the semantic web which is based on RDF and OWL similar to RuleML. With
the several rule languages being developed and their heterogeneity, it is necessary to ensure
interaction between them thus RIF was developed as an interchange format to address this need
(Ma and Wang 2012). RIF is recognised by the W3C as an interchange format for facilitating
sharing of rules between different languages in the semantic web (Ma and Wang 2012). RIF
offer two dialects namely: logic-based dialects RIF-BLD (based on first-order logic) and
dialects for rules with actions RIF-PRD (designed for production system rules) (Kifer 2008).
Object Constraint Language (OCL) can be used to describe additional constraints about objects
and also has the ability to check coherency between models (Fortineau et al. 2012). OCL is
based on Closed World Assumption (CWA) thus suitable for industry-specific purposes with
finite information. The language provides a high level of expressivity with limited restrictions
thus its drawback lies in the lack of decidability of the reasoning task.

4.6 Applications of ontologies for knowledge formalisation in construction
While the availability of data has been a challenge in analysing OSM processes (Aldridge et
al. 2001, Pasquire et al. 2005, Chen et al. 2010b), the inability of computer systems and
applications to communicate is arguably a compounding factor to the issue. According to Xu
et al. (2011), access to product and manufacturing information is very crucial in order to enable
timely and accurate performance of various process-related tasks such as cost estimation. This
can be easily achieved using a shared conceptual model through an ontology that enables the
sharing and managing of common knowledge. There have been various works done in
developing formal ontologies to support communication in the construction sector. El-Diraby
et al. (2005) worked on developing a domain ontology for the construction sector by
developing a consistent semantic representation of construction knowledge. Zhang et al. (2015)
also developed a construction safety ontology for enabling enquiry of safety knowledge for
better accessibility.

Xu et al. (2011) emphasised the importance of ontology application in manufacturing cost
estimation due to its accuracy for future research work. Also, Abanda et al. (2017) in their
research emphasised the urgent need for an open-access catalogue that is free for users and
easily accessible by most Building Information Modelling (BIM) software applications.
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Previous studies (Wu et al. 2014, Abanda et al. 2017) have shown that BIM software
applications for cost estimation and quantity take-off (e.g. Navisworks, Autodesk QTO,
Synchro, Vico Office, CostX, Solibri etc) faces challenges of inadequate communication
because these tools have their independent library of standard measurements which usually is
not transferable nor exchangeable with other software (Abanda et al. 2017). This lack of
interoperability between software is identified as one key reason why the use of BIM in cost
estimation is low.
In assessing the benefits of different construction processes, cost is a major factor considered.
However, the lack of sufficient and easily accessible data in supporting analysis has been a
challenge. The use of ontologies provides a great opportunity in addressing these needs and
may perhaps account for the recent increase in the use of ontologies for supporting various
needs such as cost estimation. While the development of ontologies for cost estimation has
gained interest in the construction industry, there is still a need for more work to be done on
incorporating some reasoning in the estimation process to support decision-making (Staubfrench et al. 2002, Abanda et al. 2011, 2017).

4.6.1 Existing ontology in construction domain – Related work in developing a
construction cost estimation ontology
Some researchers (Staub-french et al. 2002, Abanda et al. 2011, 2017, Nepal et al. 2013, Lee
et al. 2014) have done some work in developing ontologies to perform various aspects of
construction cost estimation. Staub-french et al. (2002) looked into developing an ontology to
capture cost estimators’ rationale for relating product and cost information. The developed
ontology in question is said to represent the features of building product models that are
important to estimators and the reasoning of the estimator on how these features affect
construction activities, resources, and productivity rates when calculating the cost of a
construction project. Their research motivation was to improve the richness of cost estimation
process which common cost estimating software are lacking. The developed ontology was thus
to create a common vocabulary of representing design conditions that impacts on project cost.

Lee et al. (2014) also proposed and developed an ontology to automate the process of searching
for information regarding work items during cost estimation. Their rationale as reported is a
result of the incompetency of cost estimating tools in automatically inferring and assigning
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work items. Although their study is with a limited scope and focuses only on tiling work, it
demonstrates how ontologies can be used in reasoning to support cost estimation. Nepal et al.
(2013) developed an ontology-based feature modelling approach to counter the challenge
experienced in extracting construction-specific information from BIM models by automating
the process through queries of the BIM model in an ontology. In another research, Abanda et
al. (2011) worked on the development of an ontology application for modelling construction
labour cost information to facilitate decision making through modelling a domain ontology of
concepts and relationships which was, in turn, facilitated using query rules to estimate labour
cost. Liu, Li, et al. (2016) also proposed a semantic ontology-based approach to obtaining
construction quantity take-off from a BIM model to support cost estimation. However, the
ontology developed is only restricted to material quantity take-off from the BIM model while
leaving out some other cost drivers in the actual project lifecycle cost.

On analysing these various works on the application of ontology for construction cost
estimation, a major similarity observed is the implementation of rules in the ontology to
facilitate reasoning for retrieving useful information which would normally be somewhat
challenging to obtain from an ordinary BIM model. Also, in order to develop these ontologies,
these researchers have invested some time in formalising the domain knowledge relating to
cost estimation although the developments have mostly only focused on specific work aspects
in construction (e.g. labour cost, tiling). The few studies which covered the development of
ontology-based cost estimation for almost all construction work packages (Liu, Li, et al. 2016,
Abanda et al. 2017) have adopted existing standard rules of measurements for cost estimating
in developing the ontology structure since these standards are generally accepted as guidelines
in the industry. For instance, Abanda et al. (2017) looked into the development of ontologybased cost estimation based on New Rules of Measurement (NRM) standards in the UK
construction industry. Perhaps their intention was to satisfy the ‘formality’ clause in the
ontology definition since NRM can be regarded as a common understanding and consensus in
the construction industry for cost estimating. Similarly, Liu, Lu, et al. (2016) adopted the
Chinese national specification for cost estimation code (GB 50500 speciﬁcation) for bill of
quantities (BoQ) as their reference specification in the development of an ontology to support
construction cost estimation. They have integrated automated reasoning using certain
construction conditions to enhance the reasoning process. The rationale of these researchers
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being to develop independent catalogue that can be used by different software and also to
facilitate uniformity.

Although these researchers have covered great aspects of ontology-based cost estimation for
construction, they have mostly focused on the onsite construction methods. There has been
limited work published on the development of ontologies for offsite construction cost
estimation for facilitating process analysis and informed decision-making. Also, there are
limitations in the current classifications of the OSM domain with various inconsistencies as
observed from the review in chapter 2. This needs to be addressed in order to enable
formalisation of the estimating process using an ontology. In summary, much of the focus has
been on the application of ontologies for cost estimation of the onsite construction methods
and the development of platform-independent cost modelling systems for OSM is yet to be
properly explored. This study will look into the approach to enabling the development of an
ontology, based on the ABC modelling method specifically tailored to suit the analysis of
various OSM methods.

4.6.2 Existing ontologies in OSM domain – Review of related work on ontology
development for OSM
The review of existing literature in the OSM domain was conducted to reuse terminologies and
existing knowledge classification. The review also considered the possibility of extending
some of the existing ontologies relevant to the research problem. Ontologies such as ifcOWL
ontology generated from the IFC standards (Pauwels and Terkaj 2016), Building Topology
Ontology (BOT) (Holten and Ferdinand 2020) describing the topology of buildings, and
Building Product Ontology (BPO) (Wagner and Uwe 2019) for describing building products,
are very useful for modelling the AEC domain information in a Linked Building Data format.
However, BOT and BPO ontologies were purposely implemented as lightweight ontologies to
promote reuse and do not include specific DfMA concepts for offsite manufacturing which is
a challenge. Also, El-Gohary and El-Diraby (2015) developed the Construction PRO-cess
Ontology (IC-PRO-Onto), a domain ontology for representing construction and infrastructure
process knowledge by capturing the most fundamental concepts in the domain. Given this,
some of the high-level terminologies from the IC-PRO-Onto such as ‘Process’, ‘Sub-Process’,
‘Activity’, etc. will be considered for reuse. However, as no ontology is all-inclusive, other
process related terminologies to suit the objectives of the study will be investigated.
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Similarly, while MASON (Lemaignan et al. 2006) provides the core concepts of
manufacturing, extending it to include the complexities and depth of analysis of buildings, and,
more so, offsite buildings, creates a substantial challenge with redundancy and complexity. It
is necessary that any extension of an ontology leads to a result that is lightweight, efficient, and
conceptually coherent, in order to support adoption and implementation. As argued by Kalemi
et al. (Kalemi et al. 2020), ontologies in complex domains that attempt to be all-inclusive often
are not optimal for purpose: a prominent example in construction is the development of BOT
as a way of addressing ifcOWL’s complexity. This supports the notion that there is no “perfect”
ontology and no “optimum” classifications or concept hierarchies (El-Gohary and El-Diraby
2015).

4.7 Analysis of knowledge representation languages for modelling OSM
domain knowledge
Based on the review of informal, semi-formal and formal knowledge modelling methods, it is
evident that a careful selection of modelling method to meet the objectives of the modelling
exercise needs to be undertaken. The use of object-oriented languages both formal and semiformal is useful in providing a foundation for visualising the knowledge-based system. For the
purpose of this study, the production process of OSM methods needs to be captured in order to
facilitate detailed analysis of the process while also automating these tasks. BPMN, UML and
IDEF0 languages are informal/semi-formal modelling methods where knowledge captured can
be converted into a formal one suitable for modelling in the KBS. These languages can be used
to generate computer-readable and executable models, it supports the modelling of objectoriented software systems (Kim et al. 2003). BPMN given its ease of use and advanced
expressiveness is more suitable for capturing the activities of the production line of various
OSM methods. However, there is also a need to design and visualise the structure of the
proposed KBS systems before formal modelling in an ontology. UML class diagram is one of
such languages which is used in modelling the structure and design of software systems in
order to allow for analysis of the functionality (Hause 2006) and mainly used for specifying a
software system which mainly serves to specify, visualise, construct and document the artefacts
of a system (Hause 2006). A combination of BPMN and UML would be applied in this study.
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In terms of formal modelling of OSM knowledge to support automated process analysis. One
of the important decisions required of any ontology developer is the choice of language and
the decision is majorly influenced by the expressiveness of a language and the inference
mechanism supported by the ontology language (Corcho et al. 2003). Web-based ontology
languages such as DALM, OIL. OWL offers standards for sharing and publishing ontologies
in the WWW. However, OWL offers greater expressiveness and machine interpretability
through the provision of additional vocabularies along with its usual formal semantics by
combining the expressive power of DAML+OIL (W3C 2004). OWL-DL also offers the level
of inferencing needed for building cost estimating rules to support automated reasoning in the
ontology. Therefore, OWL is considered suitable to support the modelling of the OSM
ontology and its expressiveness is especially critical for linking the concepts of OSM product
which in many cases are interlinked, however, still independent on their own.

4.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter provides a critical review of informal, semiformal and formal knowledge
representation standards used in supporting the development of KBSs. A critical analysis of
informal/semiformal modelling methods of knowledge modelling was done and languages
such as BPMN, IDEF0 and UML meets most of the selection criteria relating to the objectives
of the study. However, a combination of BPMN and UML will be adopted for the study given
the richness of the language and ease of communication. OWL-DL presents the most suitable
formal language for ontology development and also supports the rule language SWRL hence
will give the level of expressiveness needed for the development of the knowledge-based
process analysis model capable of generating various data from a process such as cost and time.
The next chapter will provide details on the development of a research framework representing
the high-level structure of knowledge based on existing taxonomies from the literature review
presented in chapter 2, and also the ABC model to be adopted in this study based on the review
from chapter 3. Additionally, a conceptual model will be presented which is intended to
represent the architecture of the KBS to be developed in this study.
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5. CHAPTER 5: RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND
CONCEPTUAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT
5.1 Introduction
An extensive review of the concepts related to the study’s purpose of developing an automated
knowledge-based process analysis system for OSM methods has been covered in the previous
chapters. In this chapter, a synthesis of the knowledge gathered from literature review will be
carried out in order to develop the research framework to be used to guide the data collection
phase for the offsite production workflow (OPW) ontology. Given that ontologies are supposed
to represent a shared conceptualisation of the knowledge in a domain, the reuse of existing
taxonomies and classification systems is necessary for fulfilling this criterion. However, OSM
knowledge is still in the developing stage and yet to reach a general consensual classification
approach for its products and processes. In this chapter, a conceptual framework of OSM
classification system will be developed based on the review of literature and existing standards
in the construction industry from Chapter 2. This will be used as the major taxonomies to form
the foundation for the knowledge modelling in the OPW ontology. Another framework will be
developed to represent the process modelling structure for implementing the ABC method for
OSM based on the review from Chapter 3 and would form the basis of the rules in the OPW
ontology. Lastly, a conceptual model will be presented which will represent the architecture
and system interactions of the proposed KBS (OPW ontology) to be developed in this study.

5.2 Generic classification system for OSM – A framework
The literature review from Chapter 3 revealed the differences in the classifications and
taxonomies used of OSM systems and methods. By synthesizing the data retrieved from
previous studies for the purpose of comparing evidence to generate a new construct, it is
established that various factors influence how OSM is classified. This includes materials type,
production methods, product types and sizes, and structural configuration. By observing the
various classifications closely, it is determined in this study that these factors can be grouped
under three high-level concepts which are (i) based on the product (ii) based on process (iii)
based on people (Figure 5.1). The classification system in Figure 5.1 summarises the different
approaches previously reviewed and should help achieve consistency in terms of the use of
agreed vocabularies/terminologies and also to enhance communication.
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This classification framework is based on existing knowledge of OSM and aggregating the
knowledge to eliminate duplications and inconsistencies. One major advantage of classifying
in this approach is the ability to make the classification robust enough and suitable for different
purposes. For instance, the knowledge of OSM may be needed for various purposes such as
cost estimating of OSM components, process analysis, risk management, scheduling,
production sequence planning, and many others. OSM-related keywords have been used in the
definitions and classifications due to the rationale behind the development of structured
knowledge. The aim is to use a set of approved vocabularies by the experts in the field in order
to aid communication which is also a requirement for ontology developments to avoid
unnecessary creation of new terms. This framework will be used to guide the data collection
phase of the study. A further explanation of the categories in the framework is outlined in
sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3.
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Figure 5.1: Generic Classification of OSM Domain

5.2.1 Product-based classification
The product-based classification for OSM is according to the characteristics and types of the
end/finished product of an offsite manufacturing process, which include: the types of
prefabricated elements, component materials, geometry and sector of work for a product (Table
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5.1). This classification is useful for identifying types of offsite manufactured products and
grouping them for specific purposes. For instance, the product-based classification will be
useful for elemental costing purposes to attribute properties to each offsite element or
component. As an example, a prefabricated product typically has a material type, geometry
and also fall under a specific work sub-sector (e.g. a panelised offsite product made from timber
has a plane geometry, and can either be grouped as a structural element – e.g. load-bearing
wall, or building envelope – e.g. curtain walls). Accordingly, the knowledge of offsite products
is enriched by defining the relationships between the various properties and the influence on
the final cost of such a building element. In this case, the taxonomies in this group will help in
estimating the resource cost of activities in the ABC model and for attributing estimating rules
based on different attributes of each OSM element or component.

Table 5.1: Definition of concepts in the product-based classification
Class
Prefabricated
Products

Subclass
Components and
sub-assemblies
Frames

Panelised

Wall panels, floors
panels etc.

Hybrid

Roofs

Volumetric

Toilet pods, plant
room units, kitchen
spaces, stair shaft and
building service risers
and lifts, shower
rooms etc.
Retail outlets (shops
and stores), office
blocks and motels

Whole building

Work sub-sector

Instances
Bricks, tiles, window,
lighting, door
furniture etc.
Beams, columns,
bracings etc.

Structural

Building services
Building envelope

Finishes

Columns, beams,
foundations, walls
etc.
Pods, Lifts, plant
room etc.
Façade systems, roof
systems
Plaster, paints etc.
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Description
Factory manufactured items that are
produced offsite and certainly not
considered for onsite production.
Load-bearing structures that transfer
vertical and/or lateral load to the
foundation.
Two-dimensional building components
that do not enclose a usable space and
may include several other sub-assemblies
that constitute part of a building.
A mix of two or more sub-categories and
usually a combination of the volumetric
and panelised sub-categories.
Three-dimensional building parts that
enclose a usable space but do not
independently form a building itself.

They enclose usable spaces and make up
the actual structure and fabric of the
building. Usually a low rise complete
building which may be fully finished or
partly finished
Primary physical parts of a building

Systems installed in buildings to enhance
functionality
The exterior of a building which serves as
physical separator between the interior
and exterior of a building
The final surface of a building element

Geometry and
configuration

Special structures

Unique structures e.g.
stadia

Frame system
Planar system

Beams and columns
Slab, floors, wall
panels etc.
Kitchen and
bathroom pods etc.
Lightweight steel etc.

Box system
Materials

Steel
Concrete (precast)

Self-compacting
concrete, lightweight
concrete etc.

Timber

Bamboo, Oak,
plywood, softwood
etc.
Fibre-reinforced
polymer (FRP), PVC
polyester etc.

Composite

Structures that require engineering
creativity and specialist design, analysis
and construction
Load-bearing structures
Two-dimensional components that may be
straight, curved or angled
Three-dimensional modules that do not
support vertical loads itself.
A metal part containing iron as a primary
material
Comprising of a mixture of cement,
aggregate and water where components
are manufactured in a central plant and
later brought to the building site for
assembly.
Wood suitable for engineering purposes.

Comprising two or more
constituent materials with significantly
different physical or chemical properties

5.2.2 Process-based classification
OSM can also be classified based on its processes including the procurement process (i.e. the
sequence of design to production and whether the design approach attempts to integrate the
ease of manufacture and efficiency of assembly or to address conventional construction design
concerns), the assembly process (i.e. the extent in which manufactured components are
complete for assembly) or production process (i.e. the methods employed in producing the
manufactured components such as the use of innovative technologies and amount of
skilled/unskilled labour required) (Table 5.2). For instance, an OSM project can be procured
via a traditional design-bid-build approach where the subcontractor or specialist contractor
undertakes production in a way similar to the onsite approach (i.e. static production method).
Alternatively, production can be carried out sequentially on a line with the use of robotics
stationed at strategic points to hasten the process (i.e. an automated linear production). In a
situation where the advantages of modularisation are more desirable, all components can be
factory manufactured with only the assembly done onsite (i.e. pure prefab). Describing OSM
in this manner is advantageous for purposes such as planning and scheduling of the production
and assembly processes. The understanding of the activities related to each production method
is necessary when using the ABC method for generating data on processes. Hence, the
knowledge related to this category of OSM classification will be modelled in the OPW
ontology to facilitate reasoning on the impact of the choice of OSM production method on cost.
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Table 5.2: Definition of terms in the process-based classification
Class
Procurement
process

Instances
Traditional – design-bidbuild
Design and build - DFMA

Management Contracting
Construction Management

Production
process

Static

Linear
Semi-automated linear

Automated linear
Assembly
process

Pure prefab

Hybrid prefab

Partial prefab

Description
Where the client appoints consultants to design the
development and then a contractor to construct the works,
the contractor has little or no influence on the design.
A single contractor to design and build the work and the
contractor has a say in the design process. The contractors
have little or no influence on the design.
A management contractor contracts and manages the
work to other work contractors to construct the work.
A construction manager to serve as a representative of the
client in coordinating all work contracts and other trade
contractors
A process where prefabricated elements are
manufactured in one position, and materials, services,
and personnel are brought to the fabrication point.
Production process is sequential and carried out in a
discrete number of individual stages.
Based on the same principles of conventional linear
production as non-automated lines, but tend to have more
dedicated stages
Linear production with sequential stages that are
automated
All activities carried out in a controlled environment
(either offsite or onsite) with only assembly and
installation done onsite.
Comprising of both onsite and offsite prefabricated
components assembled together. For instance, an onsite
factory-produced element joined together with an offsite
purchased structural element to make a complete
structure.
A mix of offsite factory-produced components and onsite
cast insitu components.

5.2.3 People-based classification
This category provides information on the degree of prefabrication and category of workforce
required for offsite product manufacture i.e. whether products are manufactured/assembled
using onsite or offsite labour, or a combination of both (Table 5.3). The choice of
production/assembly process influences the type/characteristics of the workforce required. If a
higher degree of prefabrication is sought, the amount of work that needs to be finished off in
the factory will be higher and thus, require more onsite activities and workforce, and a few
workforces onsite for just assembly. This classification system may be used in carrying out
tasks such as risk assessment or health and safety analysis both onsite and offsite, as well as
generating onsite/offsite labour cost for offsite manufactured products. In this case, the
categories of workers needed for the production, information such as their skills, wages, etc
would be modelled under this classification in the OPW ontology in order to trace labour
consumption to activities performed in any OSM production method.
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Table 5.3: Definition of terms in the people-based classification
Class
People

Instances
Offsite operatives

Onsite workers

Onsite-offsite
workers

Description
Involves transferring building operations from site to factory
using factory located personnel which could range from
skilled operatives to casual workers, production managers
and supervisors etc.
Involves the production of building elements at the site
before erecting to its actual location using site-based
personnel. This includes crane operators, installation
operative, site managers etc.
Involves a mix of both offsite and onsite production and
assembly team. This may include support staff in charge of
overseeing both onsite and offsite works such as operation
manager, etc.

5.3 Framework for lean based ABC modelling for OSM methods
A comparison of the cost drivers used in construction and manufacturing sectors has been
analysed in Chapter 3, and how these relate to the OSM method of construction (see section
3.5). According to Xu et al. (2011), the cost drivers for a manufacturing process can be
categorised into material cost, machining/production cost and assembly cost. This however
does not reflect some critical aspects of the OSM method. Factors such as transportation,
storage, packaging, etc. are major contributors that determine the final cost of a building and
have been identified by researchers (e.g. Baldwin et al. 2006 and Pasquire et al. 2005) in the
construction field. Learning from these research studies, a conceptual framework to represent
the cost drivers for the OSM method in line with the ABC method is illustrated in (Figure 5.2).
However, the labour cost relating to the production and assembly of the products are separated
into direct and support costs so as to allow for the breakdown of the cost into value-adding,
non-value adding and necessary non-value-adding aspects of the process based on the lean
technique for process analysis.
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Figure 5.2: Cost drivers for OSM DfMA house

Also, previous studies have outlined best practices on steps to follow in using the ABC method
for modelling the cost of a process. Since ABC is mostly used in tracing and allocating
overhead cost in of activities, some researchers in the manufacturing sector (Akyol et al. 2007,
Kim 2017, Lou et al. 2017) are of the opinion that direct material and direct labour cost can be
easily calculated and there is no need for assigning these costs. Other researchers (e.g. Kim and
Ballard 2001) who have implemented ABC in the construction sector are of the opinion that
direct labour cost needs to be covered in the scope of ABC for construction processes in order
to be able to capture non-value-adding activities embedded in the direct labour hours.
Otherwise, the opportunity for continuous improvement through the identification of areas of
profit/loss, or waste reduction may be missed.

The recommendation by Kim and Ballard (2001) will be implemented in this study. Figure 5.3
illustrates the framework for assigning and determining the production cost of the DfMA
product that will be implemented in this study. The cost for OSM methods will be divided into
material cost and process cost (relating to the activities involved in the process). The cost of
any OSM product will thus be determined by summing up the cost of direct material and the
cost of each activity consumed (such as VA, NVA and/or NNVA activities). Figure 5.3
represents the basis for setting the rules in the OPW ontology to implement the ABC modelling
method. The direct material cost can be easily traced to the individual cost objects (e.g. walls,
floors etc). However, the indirect cost needs to be assigned to the products.
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Figure 5.3: Framework for ABC modelling OSM production process

5.4 Conceptual model for the proposed OSM process workflow (OPW)
ontology
Lastly, a conceptual model is developed to represent the system architecture and interactions
of the proposed tool (the OPW ontology). The review conducted in Chapter 4 concluded that
the use of the ontology language OWL for knowledge modelling offers better expressivity and
flexibility thus enabling the richness of the semantics of the knowledge to be modelled. The
ontology development tool Protégé has been selected for the modelling exercise for this study
(see section 6.7.2) and this tool supports OWL and SWRL.
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Figure 5.4: Conceptual model representing the architecture of the OPW ontology

5.5 Chapter Summary
Two conceptual frameworks and one conceptual model have been developed in this chapter to
help in fulfilling the overall goal of the study which is the development of a process analysis
tool for analysing OSM methods. The first framework is a classification system for OSM which
covers aspects such as the product delivered using OSM, the various processes involved in the
OSM method and the categorisation of the workforce required to complete an OSM project.
This classification system would serve as the basis for structuring the knowledge in the
proposed OPW ontology. The second framework captured the major cost drivers in the OSM
method required for modelling the cost of the production process based on the ABC method.
This framework will be used to guide the rule development in the OPW ontology n order to
automate the analysis of the activities involved in various OSM methods. Lastly, a conceptual
model is presented which represents the architecture and interactions of the proposed tool and
the sources of data that will be used to generate results from the tool. Since this study is only
limited to the production phase of a DfMA/OSM project, aspects such as design and assembly
are not included in the model. The next stage is to develop a research design in fulling the
objectives of the study and the next chapter will provide some analysis and justifications on
the research methodology and strategy chosen for this study.
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6. CHAPTER 6: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, two conceptual frameworks were presented to serve as a foundation
for building the knowledge in the proposed ontology. These frameworks need to be further
expanded and developed to enable a low-level analysis of OSM processes and this will be done
through the collection of additional data. Therefore, in this chapter, a suitable research design
will be examined to enable an empirical investigation of the research problems for the purpose
of realising the objectives of the study. Choosing a research methodology is most times
dependent on what type of questions are posed in the research (Yin 2009). This chapter will
start by systematically analysing the research problem in order to identify a suitable
methodological strategy for carrying out observations. Also, since academic research is directly
or indirectly underpinned by a philosophical assumption underlying the research process
(Ahmed et al. 2016), attempts will be made to explain the philosophical standpoint of the study
and how the objectives and research questions match with the strategies that have been selected.
The following sub-sections are discussed: an analysis of the research problem and strategies
used to address the problems, an overview of the research strategy used for developing the
informal/semiformal knowledge model, and finally, an outline of the methodology selected for
formal computational knowledge modelling in the ontology.

6.2 Research Philosophical Position
Philosophical views are used to denote certain assumptions and beliefs that guide a person’s
understanding of nature (the existence of a being) and building knowledge of such nature
(Schuh and Barab 2008). A paradigm is defined as a set of perceptions and beliefs held by a
discipline that guides their approach to discovering and questioning (Neuman 2014, Fellows
and Liu 2015). This guides the common saying that “questions of methods are secondary to
questions of paradigm” (Guba and Lincoln 1994) as the beliefs of individual researchers often
influence their choice of methodology selection in approaching a research problem (Creswell
2009). The basic beliefs of a research paradigm are categorised into three fundamental
questions which enable a paradigm to be analysed. These are the ontological, epistemological
and methodological questions that guide a research enquiry (Guba and Lincoln 1994). An
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illustration of how these three aspects inform the research process is shown in Figure 6.1.
named the research ‘onion’ by Saunders et al. (2009).
The first question usually asked in a research enquiry development is the ontological
assumption about the nature of reality. This is followed by the epistemological assumptions of
how to build the knowledge around such reality, and lastly, the methodological assumptions in
selecting suitable methods for investigating the reality (Morgan 2007). The ontological and
epistemological beliefs and assumptions are considered essentials in any research as the guide
and inform all subsequent research activities (Fellows and Liu 2015).

Research Philosophy:
Positivism, Interpretivism,
Realism, Pragmatism

Research Approach:
Inductive, Deductive or Abductive

Research Stretegy:
Surveys, Case study, Action
reserach, Grounded theory etc

Choices:
Mixed method, Single
method

Time horizon:
Longitudinal or Crosssectional
Data collection
and analysis
techniques:
Observartions,
Interviews,
Questionnaire
etc

Figure 6.1: Research process (Adapted from Saunder et al. 2009)

Ontology is used to refer to the theory and existence of a being (nature) and the nature of reality
(Guba and Lincoln 1994). Ontological questions are asked to ascertain what exists in a real
world and the characteristics (physical and abstract structure) of such existence (Willis 2007,
Schuh and Barab 2008). Epistemology on the other hand refers to the theories of knowledge,
the nature of such knowledge and how it is possessed by individuals (Giacobbi et al. 2005).
This is associated with how knowledge can be created, acquired and communicated between
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people (Willis, 2007, Scotland, 2012). An individual’s epistemological stance hence represents
how he/she chooses to understand the existence of a being.

In this study, the nature of the reality (ontological question) with regards to OSM is that the
knowledge relating to OSM processes are fragmented, and based on individual company’s
approaches thereby inhibiting a wider acceptance due to lack of structured data to support
decision making on the various competing OSM methods. A proposed solution is to systemise
such knowledge to allow for consensus in the process of modelling OSM knowledge to enable
data retrieval for support analysis of the processes involved. Therefore, the approach to
understanding this reality will be guided by the epistemological stance taken in the study.
Generally, epistemological concepts are viewed from two main perspectives, which are the
positivist and interpretivist positions (Bryman 2012). A positivist adopts the objective
epistemological standpoint with the belief that a reality can be measured and understood
without any human intervention thus, avoiding subjectivity and supporting a natural science
approach where emphasis is laid on objectivity. The interpretivist position is leaned towards
an individualised and context-specific view of knowledge where a reality is constructed
through social interaction with the environment (Giacobbi et al. 2005). An interpretivist
advocates for an emphatic understanding of situations hence, judgements are considered
subjective (Creswell 2009). Both philosophical underpinnings are usually matched with the
quantitative and qualitative data collection methods respectively.

However, more recently the pragmatist and critical realist philosophical positions have
emerged and have been widely held by researchers. The pragmatic position argues that a
continuum holds between the dichotomous views of the positivist and interpretivist positions.
A pragmatist believes that knowledge acquisition is not a single straightforward procedure and
thus should not be committed to a single laid out philosophy but rather based on what works
which could mean a combination of suitable methods, techniques and procedures that matches
the research problem (Creswell 2009). This is referred to as a ‘pluralistic’ method by Giacobbi
et al. (2005). The pragmatic approach to research is perceived as a means of finding practical
solutions to contemporary problems with the belief that there is no single reality thus opting
for theories and methods deemed suitable given a particular context (Giacobbi et al. 2005). The
realist position on the other hand holds the position that a reality exists (an external reality)
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independent of the researcher’s mind (Sobh and Perry 2006). A realist, therefore, acknowledges
the real world and a person’s view of it. Thus, the view of the reality can be relative in time.
Therefore, a realist research approach believes results to be contextual and the aim is to develop
a ‘family of answers’ that covers different contexts of a reality through triangulation of
different methods (Sobh and Perry 2006).

In order to gain an understanding of how to systemise OSM knowledge to allow for automated
reasoning on such knowledge for process analysis and retrieval of process data, the realist
epistemological position which holds that there is an external reality and allows for the method
chosen to fit the subject matter has been selected for the study. The research paradigm adopted
for the study is inspired by the research problem and questions which necessitates an
understanding of the subject in its context. Hence, the author holds a realist position which is
considered to be somewhat in the middle as opposed to the extreme ends of the positivist and
interpretivist positions. Owing to this, a combination of different methods (mostly qualitative)
with the combination of various data collection techniques deemed suitable at a point in time
is used in this study.

6.3 Research Approach
Based on Figure 6.1, the next stage after having selected a philosophical standpoint is to
implement a research approach. A research approach can be defined as the path of conscious
scientific reasoning to knowledge acquisition (Spens and Kovács 2006) and the structure of a
research study depends on the approach taken (Awuzie and McDermott 2017). Accordingly,
there are three approaches to carrying out a research study and the acquisition of knowledge:
deductive, inductive and abductive methods. These three methods follow different paths for
acquiring knowledge about a phenomenon, however, with the same goal of advancing
knowledge.

6.3.1 Deductive Approach
This approach involves moving from general to specific. This approach is intended for testing
an existing theory, it commences with a generalisation (an established theory) and the
researcher seeks to determine if the theory applies to a specific instance (Spens and Kovács
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2006). Hence, why this is called a theory-testing approach. The deductive method stems from
a positivist philosophical world view from applied science thus empirical testing of such
theories is required in order to avoid bias due to researchers’ interference (Hyde 2000).

Theory

Hypothesis

Testing

Confirmation

(Established knowledge)

Figure 6.2: Deductive Research Process
The deductive methods start from a strong theory with the aim to test if the theory applies to a
specific instance through empirical research. The theoretical framework is thus built-in form
of a hypothesis and then testing and observation before reaching a conclusion to corroborate
or falsify the theory as illustrated in Figure 6.2 (Spens and Kovács 2006).

6.3.2 Inductive Approach
The inductive method takes the opposite form of a deductive method and approaches reasoning
from a specific case to a general theory i.e. from facts to theory thus named a theory-building
approach (Hyde 2000). This method is a theory development process in which a researcher
starts from observing specific aspects with the aim of arriving at a generalisation about the
phenomenon being investigated (Spens and Kovács 2006). A collection of observations is
usually required in order to arrive at such generalisation. Prior knowledge of literature is not
required to commence the investigation, instead, the phenomenon is observed leading to the
formulation of a hypothesis which is then used to develop a theory through logical
argumentation as illustrated in Figure 6.3 (Spens and Kovács 2006). This method thus takes
the interpretivist philosophical position with the researcher’s mind open to different
possibilities of results from the investigation (Hyde 2000).

Theory
(New knowledge)

Hypothesis

Pattern

Figure 6.3: Inductive Research Process
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Observation

6.3.3 Abductive Approach
The researchers in support of the abductive approach are of the opinion that research is neither
purely inductive nor purely deductive (Spens and Kovács 2006), thus the researcher takes the
approach of reasoning from effect to cause (i.e. explanation). This method of reasoning and
acquiring knowledge may have two or more starting points such as an observation or a
deliberate application of theory to explain a phenomenon (Spens and Kovács 2006) by
engaging back and forth between theory and data with the aim to extend an existing theory or
the develop a new one (Awuzie and McDermott 2017). The researcher thus initiates a creative
iterative process by systematically combining theoretical and empirical findings (or matching
framework) (Dubois and Gadde 1999) believe that previous theoretical knowledge plays an
important role although may not be able to explain the phenomenon entirely, as illustrated in
Figure 6.4.
A researcher using this method may borrow theories from other disciplines to explain specific
issues thus, conducting the research in an overlapping manner in order to suggest new theories.
Theoretical
framework

Theory
(Established
Knowledge)

Observations

Theory Matching

Hypothesis

Testing

New
knowledge

Figure 6.4: Abductive Research Process (Adapted from Spens and Kovacs 2005)

The realist position taken in this study favours the abductive reasoning approach which
combines the inductive and deductive approaches by gaining insights to create new conceptual
possibilities (Creswell 2009). This approach would help gain insight by using existing
knowledge in the field and observations of OSM processes to generate new knowledge on how
OSM process modelling should be approached. Therefore, the conceptual frameworks will be
modified with results from the empirical findings and also from theoretical insight gained
during the research process (Hyde 2000). The next sections outline and discuss the research
strategies and research design for gathering information and collecting data, also highlights the
methods for analysing the data.
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6.4 Research Strategy
The next stage after determining the philosophical standpoint and the research approach is to
develop a strategy for the research (see Figure 6.1). A research strategy outlines the approach
that will be taken to answer the research questions and how the methodology will be
implemented (Yin 2009). According to Schell (1992), research design requires a choice of
research strategy, and the research approach is determined by classifying the research questions
(Yin 2009, Soiferman 2010). Neuman (2014) has argued that the strategy for conducting a
research study varies with regards to if the study is primarily qualitative, quantitative or a mix
of both. Since this study is stemmed from a realist point of view, the research has been planned
to include a combination of methods depending on the need and context at each point in the
study in order to support triangulation of results and richer interpretation of the reality.
Figure 6.5 illustrates a flow chart of the research strategy/plan for this study which has guided
the research design and the selection of methods, tools and techniques. For this study, the
research questions have been used to guide the development of strategies with each research
question matched with a suitable strategy as deemed appropriate to allow for answers to be
obtained and will be outlined in the following sections.
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Figure 6.5: Research strategy flow chart

6.4.1 Strategy for Research Question 1
Q1: Is the current understanding and representation of the knowledge of OSM domain accurate and
how best can existing knowledge be modelled for accurate representation and to support knowledge
sharing and clear communication?
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Due to the nature of this research question, the abductive reasoning approach was used and two
strategies have been identified that will best provide the answers sought after. A critical
analysis of existing literature was conducted in order to understand the historical context of
OSM and identify the existing understanding of OSM in the construction industry including
how OSM is be defined and existing classifications of the method. The rationale is to
synthesise this knowledge for the development of a conceptual classification framework that
was used as the basis for formalising OSM knowledge in an ontology. At this stage, a deductive
reasoning approach was used to generate the conceptual classification framework based on
previously established facts from literature about OSM. A top-down approach was adopted
moving from the general knowledge to the specific in establishing what knowledge exists in
the domain (Elo and Kyngäs 2008, Soiferman 2010). However, the OSM classification from
literature is too high-level and unsuitable for facilitating detailed process analysis of the
activities in various OSM methods. Therefore, a bottom-up approach using an inductive
reasoning method was adopted for expanding the classification through primary data
collection. This allowed for the classifications to be explored more specifically while
expanding on the data obtained from the literature review with real-life data.

6.4.2 Strategy for Research Question 2
Q2: In what means and approach can OSM processes be analysed to provide information and allow
for value-based analysis of the processes to support accurate decision-making on choices?

The analysis of existing knowledge on OSM has identified the lack of a structured approach in
analysing choices as one of the critical aspects inhibiting decision-making and impacting the
implementation of OSM. Also, it has been determined that OSM processes are considerably
different from traditional methods and thus have different cost drivers. Therefore, a deductive
approach was used to answer this question by conducting a critical review to investigate and
analyse suitable methods that suit OSM process analysis to support informed decision-making.
Also, since OSM is based on manufacturing concepts with similar processes, the opportunity
to learn from some other industries (manufacturing industry) on how manufacturing processes
are analysed was explored. A conceptual framework on OSM cost drivers based on the ABC
method was developed. An inductive approach was then be used to refine the framework using
expert input.
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6.4.3 Strategy for Research Question 3
Q3: In what means can the knowledge of OSM processes be formalised and modelled for the purpose
of systemising and automating process analysis of OSM methods considering the current data and
information-driven advances in the construction industry?

Given the volume of data required to carry out the ABC modelling and the lean based value
system analysis methods, the analysis of current literature has identified the use of knowledgebased modelling tools and techniques as a useful means for facilitating knowledge capture,
formalisation, and sharing using experts systems to facilitate automated reasoning. Therefore,
a deductive approach is used to critically analyse the existing literature on informal, semiformal
and formal knowledge modelling methods in order to determine a suitable one for use in this
study for systematising OSM knowledge for automated and structured process analysis.

6.4.4 Strategy for Research Question 4
Q4: Are there major differences in the process performance when using non-standardised and
standardised OSM methods, and what are the major causes of any differences observed?

The inductive research approach is used to provide answers to this question. A case-study
design combining the use of observations, interviews, focus group discussion and document
analysis was used to develop a semi-formal process model to represent the different OSM
processes which were then formalised in an ontology to facilitate automated reasoning for
retrieving data to support the process analysis of OSM methods. A desktop study approach was
used in modelling the knowledge by capturing concepts, properties and relationships of the key
OSM domain knowledge relating to their processes in order to develop the proof-of-concept
OPW ontology. Therefore, data from the OPW ontology can be used to determine the answers
to this question.

6.4.5 Strategy for Research Question 5
Q5: What method can be used to validate the developed decision-support tool to test the logic and to
determine its fitness for purpose?

In order to answer this question, a two-stage validation method was used: internal logic and
expert validation. The first method of validation involved testing the logic of the ontology. The
developed OPW ontology was tested using a use-case of an actual OSM project. Various rules
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were invoked in order to generate results on OSM processes and products such as product type,
product cost, product information, production process sequences, VA, NVA and NNVA data,
etc. The second method of validation is via expert review where experts from the OSM domain
examined the results from the OPW ontology for content validation.

6.5 Research Gap Identification
The realist philosophical standpoint taken in the research necessitates the need to understand
the real world that exists outside of the researcher's mind. The external reality here is what
other experts in the field have researched on the topic with the purpose of creating a conceptual
model/framework to serve as a foundation in building knowledge around the subject. The
deductive approach was thus used to explore existing knowledge about OSM and to identify
gaps in knowledge. The literature review, in this case, was done not only to determine the
knowledge gaps but also to build a conceptual knowledge model. The scope of the review was
designed to cover three major aspects believed to be key in addressing the research objectives:
(i) background and context of offsite manufacturing; (ii) process analysis methods and cost
modelling models and techniques (iii) knowledge modelling methods and techniques. These
are considered critical in addressing the question of ‘what’ data is needed for process analysis
of OSM methods, as well as ‘how’ the data will be acquired, stored, retrieved and
communicated between domain experts.

6.5.1 Literature Search Approach
The literature review in this study was conducted through four stages as illustrated in Figure
6.6: planning, screening and extraction, knowledge model development, and documentation.
Stage 1: Planning
In conducting the literature review a search method was adopted to gather relevant publications
on the subject area. Firstly, some relevant keywords were identified to aid an initial rigorous
search of articles from construction-related journals using the electronic database –
ScienceDirect. Supplementary searches were also carried out using other popular academic
databases including Google Scholar, ASCE Library, Wiley, IEEE and Scopus. To include
literature of OSM regarding its applications in practice, relevant government publications,
industry standards and guidelines for OSM were also gathered. Literature on KBS and KBE
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was also included in the search especially publications from the W3C and Stanford university
where protégé was developed.

Stage1: Planning

Background reading on subject

Identify keywords and database

Searching databases (electronic)

Corporate bodies
e.g. (CIC)

Government reports
and guidelines

Academic
databases

Industry Standards

Dated?

Stage2: Screening
and Extraction

Criteria and credibility assessment
questions

Related scope?
Peer reviewed
journal?

Gathering of relevant articles

Knowledge extraction

Cost modelling methods
techniques

OSM definition and
classification

Stage3:
Conceptual Model
development

Stage4:
Documentation

Informal/semiformal
knowledge modelling

Research gap identification
Synthesis and conceptual model
development

Writing

Figure 6.6: Literature search strategy
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Formal modelling
methods and languages

Stage 2: Screening and extraction
The initial keyword search generated thousands of articles which were very tedious to examine
as a result of broad scope and the presence of several duplications from different searches. A
screening exercise was thus conducted to narrow the scope, each article retrieved was skimmed
through to examine their suitability to the analysis of the individual subjects. The selection
criteria include aspects such as (i) the credibility of such publications i.e. whether they are
published in a peer-reviewed journal or at least examined through a peer-review process, or
widely recognised for industrial reports and textbooks and (ii) the date of publication and its
relevance in establishing theory (iii) the type of article and the scope.
Stage 3: Conceptual model development
Having reviewed the selected publication, the gaps in knowledge were identified and
conceptual frameworks of OSM classification and ABC modelling for OSM production
process were developed to allow for further exploration with a suitable research methodology.
The gaps identified guided the research design on what techniques and tools are suitable in
exploring the gap area. The next sections will explore the data collection methods in detail.

6.6 Research Design
Research design is used to refer to the practical choices with regards to how the research is
implemented. It involves the arrangements and plans set out by the researcher on how to
approach the research (Ahmed et al. 2016). According to Yin (2009), the research design
process usually follows the research strategy. This research sets out to enable a low-level
detailed analysis of OSM processes. Given the nature of the data needed for this research, there
is a need for in-depth study of different OSM processes so as to collect the primary data needed
for the computation modelling in both the formal and semi-formal knowledge modelling
methods. Thus, the research is broken down into two major aspects: Case study research and
computational modelling, and research design for these stages will be examined in the
following sections.
6.6.1 – Case Study Research
Case study research is defined as a form of research inquiry that requires researchers to closely
observe/investigate a phenomenon in its real-life context (Schell 1992, Yin 2009). A case study
research method allows an in-depth exploration of different perspectives into complex and
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unique issues in their real-life context (Zainal 2007, Thomas 2011). Thus, helping to answer
the how and why questions i.e. questions of a process (Hyde 2000). According to Thomas
(2011), for a case study to constitute a research work, two elements must be involved: (i) the
subject – a phenomenon that provides the analytical frame and (ii) the object – the analytical
focus that serves as a means of placing the case into a focus that develops as the case proceeds
i.e. thing to be explained (analytical frame). The ‘case’ is also known as a ‘unit of analysis’,
which defines the subject in a case study research (Baxter and Jack 2008). In this study, the
subject (i.e. unit of analysis) are the various OSM production processes to be studied i.e. ‘case’,
while the object involves the study of the performance of the processes that will be used to
contextualise the various production process.

A combination of data collection methods can be used in this research method. A case study
can be designed to include both quantitative and qualitative data to explain the process and
outcome of a studied phenomenon through the use of multiple sources of evidence (Zainal
2007). Due to the nature of some of the research questions in this study, some parts of the
answers are not readily available in existing literature and other published sources and are most
likely to be acquired through studying the situation in its real-life context. The study requires
an in-depth analysis of processes, which is heavily data reliant. The presence of data silos,
typically existing in the context of construction businesses, creates complexity in the modelling
processes. Therefore, a case study method was considered the best match for the research
problem and questions and was chosen for this study.

6.6.2 Case study research method – Embedded single case design
There are two types of case study design: multiple and single case study designs. A single case
study involves the use of only one case while a multiple case study involves a combination of
two or more cases that are used to build a theory about a phenomenon. There is a general
opinion that multiple case studies increase explanatory power than a single case study and
researchers have suggested that using multiple methods provides more reliable evidence
(Zainal 2007). However, other researchers (e.g. Hyde 2000) have pointed to the trade-off
involved in each choice i.e. multiple cases result in more breadth than depth when the same
resources are used. Also, Yin (1994) argued that the single case study approach is better for
creating high-quality theory, and better when the aim is to shed light on a single setting
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(Sarvimaki 2017). A single case study can also involve different units of analysis which is
commonly referred to as the embedded single case study design (Yin 2009). A single case study
with embedded units gives the researcher ability to investigate subunits within a large case and
to explore and analyse data within the case study.

For this study, a single case study design has been selected as a means to conduct the
exploratory research required. The standpoint is that given the nature of data required to build
the knowledge model, it is more important to obtain rich content in place of the breath that can
be obtained in multiple case designs. The depth required can thus only be reasonably achieved
with a single case design. Moreover, the challenges with the use of OSM is that manufacturing
layout and techniques do vary significantly from organisation to organisation and also
influenced by other factors such as the material, product, or system of OSM adopted. Thus,
using multiple case studies of different OSM cases will be complicated and may result in the
capturing of only general high-level concepts which do not provide the rich set of data sought
for this study. Additionally, the study is aimed at providing a ‘proof-of-concept’ for the use of
knowledge-based systems in facilitating accurate representation and analysis of OSM
processes while integrating the ABC and value analysis methods. Given this, the selection of a
‘common case’ serves a revelatory purpose of uncovering information and providing insight
into the OSM processes that would otherwise be inaccessible due to the sensitivity of such data.
Also, this common case can provide applicable data on other OSM methods and techniques if
the context fits within (Sarvimaki 2017). Finally, given that the purpose of the research is to
develop a proof-of-concept ontology model for OSM processes, some case study researchers
(Yin 2009) are of the view that it takes only one case to prove or disprove that the research
theory is achievable.

Another criticism faced by single case study design is the lack of cross-case analysis. However,
the embedded unit of analysis design can be used to address this issue (Schell 1992, Yin 1994).
This study intends to describe as well as explore the different production processes of OSM in
order to observe their performance to support decision-making in selecting OSM methods.
Therefore, there are different independent units to be studied leading to an embedded case,
with the unit of analysis being the different production processes. According to Baxter and Jack
(1990), the ability to analyse sub-units incorporated in a larger case separately and to analyse
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the case globally presents a great advantage in relating the results and validating the study.
Therefore, the selected case must be able to provide data from multiple sources of evidence
rather than multiple cases. In this study, two units of analysis (cases) were used in building the
OPW ontology. These cases include two methods of OSM production, the static and semiautomated production processes serving as an embedded units of analysis.

Finally, case study research is criticised for not being able to provide generalizable results.
While the basis for generalisation in the quantitative method is statistical generalisation, the
qualitative approach takes the analytical generalisation method where the researcher’s goal is
to expand and generalise to theories and not to a population (Hyde 2000). The aim of analytical
generalisation is to generalise a particular set of results to a broader context which is to draw
broad inferences from the study that can be transferred to other contexts based on the degree
of similarity between the two contexts (Flick 2014). The selected case will have the ability to
support analytical generalisation where patterns and processes within the case can be used to
capture lessons learned for general use of the wider industry (Yin 2016). Therefore, if the
selected case proves the hypothesis correct, the theory becomes a means of identifying other
cases in which the result is generalizable (Yin 2009). In relation to this study, other methods
of OSM can be modelled since the knowledge structure in the ontology has been partly
developed based on existing knowledge in the domain. Also, the knowledge model is flexible
in that it can be specifically customised by including context specific data capturing individual
manufacturer’s methods, processes and products. Thus, analytical generalisation is possible.

6.6.3 Case selection – Purposive sampling method
Sampling in research is the process of determining which case, person, material or group will
be involved in a research study (Flick 2007). Sampling in qualitative research is not tailored
towards a formal selection of a representative part of an assumed population but rather a setup of deliberately selected case(s) for studying a phenomenon of interest (Flick 2007).
According to Nicholls (2017), qualitative sampling is more focused on quality rather than
quantity thus, researchers focus mainly on getting a rich in-depth description of the phenomena
under study. Therefore, selecting a case from which we can learn most, and can spend the most
time in terms of accessibility is critical (Denzin and Lincoln 2000).
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The purposive sampling method which allows researchers to select units/cases considered to
be best suited for the research objectives and questions (Bryman 2012) was adopted for the
study. The sample case study used in this study was deliberately selected to allow for detailed
exploration and understanding of the phenomenon based on the research questions. Criteria for
choosing the sample include (i) availability of different units of analysis - in terms of the
production process involved (ii) experience of the manufacturing team (iii) data accessibility
in terms of proper documentation of past projects and ability to engage with the project team.

The case study selected is based on one of the largest housing associations (HAs) located in
the West Midlands region of the UK (hereafter named HAX). HAX has been procuring social
housings using the traditional construction method. HAX has recently recognised the benefits
of integrating house delivery within the business after an internal market research and decided
to adopt OSM as a major delivery approach to align with the funding body’s requirement and
the national strategy to adopt Modern Methods of Construction (MMC) as well as to help to
meet the housing delivery target to increase 60% of the number of houses delivered per annum.
The long-term goal for OSM adoption is to continue developing the offsite products improving
house delivery pace, and reducing their capital and operational costs and life-cycle carbon
emissions, and improving social tenants’ quality of living. Therefore, HAX intends to select
the most suitable OSM method to meet their needs however, has no means of examining the
performance of the competing OSM methods. This case study is selected for intellectual
purpose since it is considered a typical perspective of factory house production and because it
presents the opportunity for gathering information for the different units of analysis i.e. cases
within a case (Denzin and Lincoln 2000), on both the static and semi-automated linear
production methods.

6.6.4 Data collection strategy – techniques and methods
One major strength of the case study methodology identified by researchers (Schell 1992, Yin
1994) is the ability to deal with multiple sources of evidence. According to Schell (1992), case
study research may be based on the use of multiple sources of evidence or multiple cases. The
multiple sources of evidence allow for methodological triangulation to be carried out (Schell
1992). Also, there are arguments that multiple sources of evidence serve as a complement for
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each other and provide a more comprehensive picture of the study (Ahmed et al. 2016) thus
reinforcing the result of the research.
The major determinant of the data collection technique is the nature of the information and
enquiry required regarding the study. However, data collection techniques are more suitable
for some research methodologies and objectives than others (Ahmed et al. 2016, Miah and
Genemo 2016). The data collection techniques chosen in this study were selected to match the
research objectives and questions (Figure 6.7). The next sub-sections outline the essentials of
each technique used in the study.

Data Collection

Secondary Data

Technical Document Analysis

Observation

Existing completed as-built
designs – LSF 2storey and
3storey semi-detached buildings

 Literature material
 Industry standards
 Manufacturer s approach

static method)

Factory construction of a
hybrid system (panelised+
volumetric) OSM using the

Production line design and
arrangement for static and
semi-automated linear methods

static production method

Discussions/Focus Groups
Discussion – Attendance of
project meeting and continuous
correspondence with project
team

Focus group – 5 participants
(two expert consultant,
architect, civil engineer,
production line designer)

Semi-structured Interviews

Phone conversation and faceto-face interviews with key
project team members at
required stages of the
knowledge
modelling

Figure 6.7: Data collection strategy

6.6.4.1 Data collection techniques and methods - Research questions 1, 2 and 3
For research questions 1, 2 and 3, the gathering of knowledge was approached through two
methods: secondary data from literature review and technical document analysis as follows:


Secondary data (Literature): establishing what knowledge is in existence and
building on that knowledge was deemed necessary to allow these three questions to be
answered. Secondary data on OSM classification, OSM cost drivers and knowledge
modelling methods were gathered to develop the conceptual framework/model to
enable knowledge reuse in the OPW ontology. Documents used include published
academic articles, industry standards such as Uniclass and IFC classification, and rule
development following W3C’s guidelines.



Technical document analysis: the need for this method of gathering data is to expand
on the generic classifications derived from secondary sources to reflect the actual real115

life OSM classifications suitable for process modelling. The documents used in the
knowledge extraction stage include completed as-built design drawings to extract
information on product classification using a bottom-up approach.
6.6.4.2 Data collection techniques and methods - Research question 4
Research questions 4 concerns the development of the semi-formal and formal knowledge
modelling methods using a process mapping tool and an ontology formal modelling approach.
Data collection to fulfil this question required fieldwork exercise. Data was collected using
three methods: observations, technical document analysis, interviews and focus group
discussions.


Technical document analysis: the first step to gathering data on the production process
was to get an understanding of the production line workflow, equipment/tools,
workforce requirements and standards/protocols used in the product development stage.
Highly technical and confidential documents were used at this stage to develop a
preliminary process model using BPMN notations. This includes the production line
design for the static and semi-automated methods of OSM production. Also, analysis
of as-built design of past projects was used to further develop the conceptual
classification system to capture details such as material types, products, specific
components, etc. Also, a review of cost plan documents for selected projects was done
to extract information on rates build-up and labour requirements for activities in the
production processes.



Observations: the next stage after the initial knowledge extraction was an observation
process to study the production sequence of the static OSM method in order to answer
some questions on the initial process map. The observations were done by visiting the
sites located in the West Midlands region, UK.



Interviews: interviews were also conducted with professionals from various companies
involved in the project. This includes the engineering company contracted for the
design of the production, the project consulting team from the HA in charge of
production and resourcing for the project, the steel manufacturing company and the
architectural company in charge of the DfMA aspect. This stage was crucial for gaining
clarifications on the documents being analysed and to get an opportunity to probe for
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more explanation where required. The interviews were semi-structured to allow for free
flow communication and interactions between the researcher and the participants and
allowed the researcher to gain insight into the respondent's knowledge, experience, and
perceptions about the context (Ahmed et al. 2016). The semi-structured interview
method was selected because both structured and unstructured methods could not allow
for the required moderate flexibility deemed suitable for the study. These sessions were
recorded for analysis and future reference purposes.


Discussions and focus groups: Several project meetings were held during the data
collection phase which was attended by the researcher as an opportunity to meet with
other companies involved in the project (Architectural, Civil Engineering,
Manufacturing solutions, etc.) for a discussion session on the knowledge-based system.
Additionally, as a means of reviewing and evaluating the process model developed, two
focus group sessions were organised involving 5 key participants from the project (two
expert consultants, one architect, one civil engineer, and one production line design
engineer). The reason for this is to ensure that expert knowledge is captured in the
process model and consequently the ontology is an accurate representation of the OSM
business. Given the constraints imposed by the national lockdown in the UK, the focus
groups were done virtually using Microsoft Teams with sessions automatically
recorded for data analysis purposes.

The data collection method for research question 5 will be discussed in section 6.8.

6.6.5 Data analysis – Thematic and content analysis method
Analysing research data is critical to any research and influences the validity of the results
obtained. The ability to draw valid and reasonable inferences from data is considered one of
the core competency of a researcher (Ormerod 2010). Data analysis is defined as a process of
converting raw data into a meaningful conclusion (Ahmed et al. 2016). For this study, the data
collected are mainly qualitative data (from literature review, interviews, discussions, focus
groups, technical documents) therefore, only qualitative data analysis methods are applicable.
The process of analysing qualitative data is generally subdivided into two: (i) inductive analysis
and (ii) deductive analysis.
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The inductive analysis method involves deriving categories of knowledge from data as they
emerge. According to Elo and Kyngäs (2008), the inductive method is well suited in a case
where information about a phenomenon is minimal and the knowledge in the field is
fragmented. Deductive analysis on the other hand has been encouraged when the purpose of
the study is theory testing and the categories of knowledge have been derived from previously
established facts (literature) about a phenomenon (Elo and Kyngäs 2008). Both the content
analysis and thematic analysis methods of analysing qualitative research can be used for these
two approaches. Content analysis is defined as an objective and systematic way of quantifying
a phenomenon by filtering its content into fewer related categories and a suitable method for
analysing data obtained for human interaction or from written documents (Miah and Genemo
2016). Thematic analysis on the other is recommended for analysing and organising textual
content (Ahmed et al. 2016).

Both methods of analysis were used at various stages during the course of this study. The
deductive approach was used in analysing literature content for the purpose of developing a
conceptual model while the inductive analysis approach was adopted in analysing the data
obtained from the case study through interviews, discussions, focus groups and document
analysis. A three-stage process was adopted: preparation, organising and the reporting stages.
The content analysis method was used for analysing data obtained from the observation,
interviews, discussion and focus group transcript text. Also, used for analysing the information
in the case study technical documents. This was carried out by creating a list of categories from
the data, then systematically collating information from text using codes and clustering of
themes.

6.7 Computational Modelling – Methods, tools and languages
6.7.1 Ontology development methodology – METH-ONTOLOGY
Ontology development requires a selection between choices of tools, methods and languages
to be used in the knowledge modelling process. Most methodologies for building ontologies
have been developed through the experiences of people as they develop their various
knowledge-based systems (Jones et al. 1998) and each of the ontology methodologies has a set
of laid down activities for the ontology developer to follow. For this research, ‘Meth-Ontology’
has been selected as the methodology to be implemented. This method is well adopted and
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recommended by many researchers in the field (Fernandez et al. 1997, Jones et al. 1998,
Corcho et al. 2003, Saad and Shaharin 2016). The Meth-Ontology approach is also considered
suitable for building ontology from scratch, reusing existing ontologies or re-engineering
ontologies (Corcho et al. 2003). The knowledge model in this study was built using the
approach laid down in Meth-Ontology. This approach is considered one of the most mature
methods (Fernandez et al. 1997, Corcho et al. 2003) because it thoroughly analyses the
lifecycle of an ontology, based on evolving prototypes, by identifying the stages in which an
ontology moves through its lifetime. It also specifies activities to be completed for each stage,
the techniques to be adopted in going about them and identifies the output expected of each
activity. Also, the method is well focused on the maintenance phase of an ontology which is
not common for other methods (Jones et al. 1998).

The reason for selecting this method for the study is because of the flexibility the approach
gives to the ontology developer. Meth-Ontology is independent of any tool/application and
gives flexibility in terms of knowledge formalisation as it does not require the use of existing
ontologies from a specific application as do most other methods (Fernández 1999, Corcho et
al. 2003). The ontology development process in this study followed three stages as outlined in
the Meth-Ontology approach with a number of activities carried out for each stage: (i) project
management phase; (ii) development phase and (iii) support phase (Figure 6.8).
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Project Management Activities
Planning, control and quality assurance
Feasibility study

Scheduling - Time

Resource alocation

Risk analysis

Ethical considerations

Development-Oriented Activities

Specification
Purpose of ontology, domain of interest, end-users identification, competency questions.

Conceptualisation
Structure domain knowledge, informal representation, conceptual model development

Formalisation
Transform the conceptual model into a semi-formal (semi-computable) model

Implementation
Represent the formal model in a machine readable language – computational language

Maintenance
Updating and correcting the ontology

Support Activities
Knowledge Acquisition
Evaluation
Integration
Documentation

Figure 6.8: Ontology development process and life cycle (adapted from Corcho et al.
2003)
The structured method adopted in building the OPW ontology according to Meth-Ontology set
out stages for the development process which are: specification, conceptualisation,
formalisation, implementation, and maintenance. The following explains how these stages
have been implemented in the study.
1. Specification: During the specification stage, the objectives and purpose of building
the OPW ontology were identified which is to systemise OSM knowledge so as to
enable automated process analysis and retrieval of process-related data. This was
followed by determining the scope of the ontology (limited to the production phase
only). The targeted audiences and the end-user requirements were also identified. In
order to ensure that the ontology covers the intended needs and is fit for purpose, a set
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of competency questions were developed intended for the ontology to answer by
consulting with professionals from the OSM manufacturing case study. This is essential
in order to help picture how the proposed system might work. A scenario-based
approach was used to develop the competency questions.
Scenario – Offsite manufacturer’s perspective
A manufacturer’s main goal is to make profits from their business. In order to remain
competitive and encourage continuous improvement of their business, an offsite
manufacturing company needs to be able to evaluate their business processes to
determine the best approach to deliver value to their customers. Relating to the OPW
ontology, some set of competency questions were identified which the proposed
ontology will be expected to answer.
The OPW ontology is expected to capture knowledge on different production processes
and their corresponding resource requirements such as manpower and tool used in the
different methods. This is very essential in the ABC approach that information on
individual activities can be retrieved for the purpose of analysing their added value,
which leads to the first competency question.
Competency Question 1: What activities are involved in manufacturing a house
using various systems of OSM (i.e. panelised, volumetric or hybrid methods) and
what resources are consumed by these activities?

Following from question 1, since the knowledge on processes involved in building a
house has been modelled, some metadata could be attached to this knowledge to allow
for analysis of the various OSM processes. An example of this is retrieving information
on the cost and time of each activity in an OSM production process. This also will
support ABC modelling method thus leading to the second and third questions.
Competency Question 2: What is the cost of each activity performed in the factory
house building process for the various OSM methods?
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Competency Question 3: What is the time spent on each activity and in the associated
workstation involved in producing a house in the various OSM method?

Finally, the knowledge in the ontology and the metadata on cost and time can be further
analysed in terms of the performance of the competing OSM methods in order to allow
OSM companies to evaluate alternative ways of achieving their objectives and
supporting continuous improvement. The lean value system analysis approach will be
adopted in assessing and classifying the activities in the OSM production process based
on the three categories: VA, NVA and NNVA. This leads to the fourth and fifth
questions.
Competency Question 4: What proportions of the activities involved in the
production process of different OSM methods fall in the categories value-adding,
non-value-adding and/or necessary non-value-adding?

Competency Question 5: What is the percentages/value of the cost and time spent on
the various categories of activities in the competing OSM production methods?

These requirements have been used to guide the OPW ontology development in terms of
identifying the knowledge to be captured and modelled, and how such knowledge should be
modelled in order for the ontology to be able to generate data to support informed decisionmaking on the various OSM methods.

2. Conceptualisation: Having identified the scope and objectives of the ontology, the
knowledge gathering phase was initiated. The conceptualisation phase of the ontology
is to represent the knowledge in the form of intermediate representation (IR) using
informal or semi-formal external representation which is independent of any
implementation language (Corcho et al. 2003) and can be easily understood by the
domain expert (i.e. non-ontology experts) in ensuring that knowledge in the model is
accurately represented. This was achieved using the BPMN language/notation in
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modelling the various production processes for OSM methods and their activities as
BPMN can be easily understood by non-experts.

3. Formalisation: This stage involved representing the knowledge in a semi-formal or
semi-computable form. In this regard, a UML class diagram was developed and used
to represent the architecture/layout of the proposed OPW ontology by representing the
concepts (classes), subclasses, instances, properties (attributes), and relationships that
are needed in the ontology to fulfil the stated objectives.

4. Implementation: The process of formally representing the ontology in a machinereadable language was facilitated in the ontology builder – Protégé. Protégé allowed
for the ontology to be modelled with the chosen language for the research (OWL) and
also building rules using SWRL. The reasoning was performed with the JESS reasoned
supported in Protégé.

5. Maintenance: The last phase is continuous maintenance and update of the ontology to
capture new concepts, individuals and/or relationships as deemed necessary during the
course of the research.

To achieve these development activities, some other independent support activities were
carried out concurrently to ensure the success of the OPW ontology development. These
include knowledge acquisition at every stage of the development, integration of other existing
ontologies in the domain as required, and the evaluation of the model as the knowledge is being
modelled as follows.

6. Knowledge acquisition: Continuous acquisition of knowledge and information on
OSM classification, OSM cost drivers and OSM processes was an ongoing process
throughout the ontology development phase. The data collection method is outlined in
section 6.6.4.

7. Integration: A review was conducted to consider the possibility of extending some of
the existing ontologies relevant to the research area to determine if knowledge can be
integrated. It is necessary that any extension of an ontology leads to a result that is
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lightweight, efficient, and conceptually coherent, in order to support adoption and
implementation. In this case, the existing ontologies relating to OSM do not contain the
low-level factory shop floor knowledge required for the process modelling in this study.
However common vocabularies and definitions sourced from literature as captured in
the conceptual classification framework (Figure 5.1) were adopted at a high level for
better communication.

8. Evaluation: This is used to refer to the verification and validation of the ontology as a
technical process that validates the correctness of the ontology (Ferndndez et al. 1997).
During the course of developing the OSM ontology, the ontology was being evaluated
from time to time to determine the validity in terms of completeness, consistency and
to avoid redundancies. This was done by running some simple queries to test if the
ontology returns expected result as would an expert in the field and also test that the
requirements of the competency questions are being met. Also, a reasoner was initiated
to observe inconsistencies and redundancies if any.

6.7.2 Ontology development tool – Protégé
The ontology editor tool Protégé was used in developing the knowledge model. One of the core
reasons for selecting this tool is that it allows for the use of different inference engines and it
is platform and language independent (Corcho et al. 2003). Protégé provides support for life
cycle activities associated with ontology development while also supporting extensibility to its
architecture to allow for more flexibility and functionality to be integrated. One other reason
for which protégé was considered well suited for this study is that it is domain-independent due
to being an open-source independent application. Considering the requirement needed in the
study for building the OPW ontology and documenting the process, Protégé features many
interesting plugins – OWL, SWRL OntoViz, etc. which were handy during the ontology
development and result reporting stages thus, adding more functionality to the ontology
environment.

6.7.3 Ontology development language – OWL and SWRL
Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a semantic mark-up language for sharing and publishing
ontologies on the World Wide Web (WWW). As identified in section 4.4.1, OWL is developed
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as an extension to RDF and used when there is a need to process information content rather
than just presenting information to humans (W3C 2004). OWL is the selected language used
in modelling the OSM ontology in this study because it facilitates greater machine
interpretability through the provision of additional vocabularies along with its usual formal
semantics (Corcho et al. 2003). OWL also allows for explicit representation of terms and
relationships between such terms which is the main aim of an ontology. With this, OWL
provides more expressiveness than other languages like RDF, XML, RDF Schema.

6.8 Model Validation – Use case and expert evaluation approach
The fifth research question is about testing and validating the OPW ontology. To address this
question, a two-staged validation method was designed for use in the study comprising of (i)
internal (logic) validation and (ii) external (expert) validation (Figure 6.9).
6.8.1 Logic Validation – Scenario-based testing
Scenario-based validation using a use case of an actual OSM project was adopted in this study.
A use case is defined as a set of actions prepared by a system that provides observable results.
The OPW ontology contains various integrated rules developed in order to generate results for
the intended purpose. Therefore, a number of scenarios based on a sample OSM project (the
use case) were tested to determine if the ontology is able to provide expected results on the
competency questions (i.e. logic testing). This process is termed the internal validation method.
The use-case selected is a completed project of a light steel-framed (LSF) 3bedroom semidetached house. This use case was used in populating the ontology with instances and used to
generate results for the two units of analysis in this study (i.e. the semi-automated linear and
static production methods).
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Figure 6.9: Validation Process

6.8.2 Expert Validation
The second stage validation – expert validation method was used in validating the semi-formal
process models and results generated OPW ontology. First, the process models developed were
evaluated by domain experts via focus group discussion to ensure that the interpretation of the
production process of the units of analysis is accurate before modelling the knowledge in the
ontology. This method was then later used as external validation to evaluate the final results
from the ontology. Domain experts comprising representatives from the case study
organisations were asked to complete a competency framework questionnaire (see Appendix
B).
The result from the ontology was presented to the experts and the content validation method
was used to evaluate the results. The content validity approach, also known as the validation
by review commonly used in related studies (Ijomah and Childe 2007, Lucko and Rojas 2010)
was used to verify how well the results from the OPW ontology represents reality, and how
well suited it is to the need of industry practitioners. The criteria used in the assessment include
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accuracy, clarity, adaptability, and completeness of the model as used by previous researchers
(Ijomah and Childe 2007).

6.9 Ethical Consideration
This research complied with Birmingham City University's (BCU) principle for ethical
conduct. Major ethical considerations with regards to data collection have been identified and
the research has been through BCU ethical clearance procedure. Data collected through the
case study have been handled carefully in compliance with data handling policies and
intellectual property protection guidelines for Birmingham City University approved in 2013.
Participating individuals’ details have also been handled with the highest level of
confidentiality and/or anonymity and participants have been informed of arrangements for
publications of research results with all issues of co-authorship and acknowledgements agreed
upon.
The dignity, rights, safety and well-being of participating companies and professionals was a
key consideration for the research. Informed consent was obtained at every planned discussion
and meeting and participants are made aware of the aftermath use of the data. All collected
data are handled with confidentiality and used for academic purposes only. An ethical form has
been filled and approved for this research in compliance with the university’s research policy
(see Appendix A).

6.10 Chapter Summary
In summary, the critical realist philosophical viewpoint was adopted in this study which led
the author to take an abductive approach to conduct the research study. The philosophical stand
and approach selected favours the use of a combination of methods in achieving the objectives
of the research. Thus, an embedded single case study method was the preferred research design
for gathering information. Observations, interviews, document analysis, and focus group
discussions were employed for gathering primary data needed for the development of OPW
ontology. This was followed by the computational modelling of the knowledge in an ontology
development tool – Protégé.
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The OPW ontology was developed using the Meth-Ontology method and validated with a twostage validation approach. The first stage consists of testing the logic of the model using a use
case on panelised OSM system while the second stage involved an expert validation approach
where an external review of the results from the ontology was carried out by domain experts.
The next chapter presents the conceptualisation and implementation stage of the ontology
development process following the Meth-Ontology approach.
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7. CHAPTER 7: COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING –
INTELLIGENT KNOWLEDGE MODELLING OF OSM
PROCESS KNOWLEDGE
7.1 Introduction
The previous chapter explained the methodology used for the data collection for knowledge
modelling in the OPW ontology. An embedded single case study design consisting of two units
of analysis was selected for this study. Also, the methodology for the ontology development
selected for this study is the Meth-Ontology approach. The specification phase of the ontology
development has been described by setting identifying the set of objectives of the proposed
ontology (section 6.7.1). The next stages in the ontology development process following the
Meth-Ontology approach are the conceptualisation, formalisation and implementation phases.
This chapter will follow the Meth-Ontology procedure starting from stage 2 (conceptualisation)
to stage 4 (implementation) in fulfilling the objectives of the study. This chapter will start first
by explaining the conceptualisation of OSM process knowledge through detailing the
production line design using a workstation arrangement of both the static and semi-automated
production methods. Semi-formal representations of the OSM production process of the two
units of analysis will be developed using BPMN language and notations. Also, this knowledge
will be formalised and transformed into a semi-computable model through a UML class
diagram in representing the architecture of the proposed system at a high level and identifying
key relationships between the concepts in the proposed ontology. Finally, the knowledge will
be implemented in an ontology development tool – Protégé – using computable ontology
language – OWL.

7.2 Overview of DfMA business with OSM
The study aims to model the knowledge of OSM production processes from the point of
material delivery to work stations to the transportation of the finished manufactured products
to the site. The scope does not include the design phase of the product and assembly/installation
of finished products on the construction site. Thus, it is imperative to study the manufacturing
organisation and their business in order to understand the value chain as well as capturing other
support or indirect activities that contribute to the production of the finished product. Figure
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7.1 shows an overall generic hierarchical structure of a typical OSM business which will serve
as a basis for developing the process maps/models for the units of analysis in this study.

Whole process view of the
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Figure 7.1: DfMA Business system hierarchy

Level 1 in the hierarchy (Figure 7.1) captures an overview of a major OSM organisation overall
business process then narrows down further to the various departments in the business and the
high-level individual processes involved in each department (Level 2). There are various
systems of OSM houses production ranging from panelised, volumetric of hybrid systems of
OSM representing the types of finished product from an OSM factory (Level 3). Information
on the processes involved in these systems of OSM products will also be captured in the process
map. Also, each of these OSM systems can be produced using various OSM production
methods (Level 4) depending on the needs of the customer. Finally, the process of producing
houses using the various OSM methods involves some major activities to be carried out on the
factory shop floor (Level 5).
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However, for the various OSM production methods or systems, there are differences in some
aspects. For instance, the activities involved in each stage may differ depending on the
equipment used, workflow arrangement, resource requirements, etc. These differences may
impact the performance and efficiency of the various competing OSM methods. Therefore, the
next section will develop a representation of the workflow of the two units of analysis in this
study which is needed in developing the process maps to capture the activities performed in
the production processes.

7.3 Conceptualisation stage – Representing OSM production processes
The end product from an OSM production line depends on the type of OSM system desired for
a project. The major systems of OSM can be grouped as (i) panelised, (ii) volumetric (boxes),
or even a mix of both (iii) hybrid. Regardless of the system intended, the 2Dimensional
elements in form of panels will usually be produced which can then be formed into a
3Dimensional element for the volumetric product. In the panelised OSM system, the key
elements (products) relating to house production are the wall, floor and ceiling. Also for the
panelised systems of house production, the key stages involved are i) assemble the steel
sections, ii) install the cladding, and iii) apply finishes to the internal side of the panels. In the
case of the volumetric system, the finished panels need to be assembled into pods before
transporting to the site therefore the fourth stage of pod assembly would be required (see Figure
7.1).

7.3.1 Workflow of static OSM production method
The static production method for house building as done in HAX factory is used as a reference
in this study and will be described. In the static system, the production is done in silos with
various team members working on different types of products in a gang (Figure 7.2). The frame
and cladding assembly production processes are done in one station (Station 1) thus provisions
are made for raw material storage and storage of finished products (the panels) close to the
station. Once the assembly is completed, the products are moved to the internal fit-out and
finishing station (Station 4 and 5) where the required level of finishing is applied. The work is
carried out mostly by factory operatives and causal workers. However, specialist trades are
needed for some finishing work and are required to move from one station to another to render
services on products. Some panels may be transferred to the pod assembly stations (Stations 2
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and 3) if the volumetric or hybrid product is required. Finished batches of building elements
are then moved to a temporary storage area in the factory and later transported to the site.
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Figure 7.2: Static production workflow

7.3.2 Workflow of semi-automated linear OSM production method
The semi-automated linear method for factory house building was designed and simulated by
the production engineering company for HAX as an alternative to the static method in order to
compare the value-added with the automation of some key tasks and the use of a more
structured workflow (Figure 7.3). This comprises two automated lines for frame and cladding
assembly (Line 1 and Line 2) consisting of automated machines and various robotic arms. The
last stage involving internal fit-out is to be done manually (Line 3, 4 and 5). Compared to the
static method, production is done on an assembly line with dedicated stages/stations. The
production line in this method operates with constant work cycles to allow for synchronous
flow supported by operatives located at strategic positions. Each station has a dedicated number
of production teams and the unfinished products/units are moved in various dedicated
interconnected stages. The products move on a conveyor system and are picked up by fork-lift
or trolleys to be loaded on transport vehicles. The batch manufacturing method is used instead
of a singular house build method where the tool is set up for a particular batch type of frame at
a time. Also, this method requires an area for stockpiling where materials are held in a holding
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area. Finished batches of building elements (the product) are moved to a temporary storage
area in the factory and later transported to the construction site.
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Figure 7.3: Semi-automated linear production workflow

7.4 Conceptualisation stage: Process Mapping Using BPMN
language/notations
The next step in the conceptualisation of OSM production process knowledge is to model the
activities in each workstation of both units of analysis and to capture the sequences of these
activities from the start to finish of the product development in the factory. The process
modelling using BPMN notations is done in a series of nested diagrams where each diagram
represents the different levels of details of the DfMA Business system hierarchy (as illustrated
in Figure 7.1).
7.4.1 Understanding BPMN Notations/Language
The main elements of the BPMN language are illustrated in Figure 7.4. The events notation is
used to denote various consequences at different stages in a process. The process could be
started manually by a user or anyone involved in a business. The message start event is used
when the process is started from a message which is mostly emails or a web service. The timer
start event is used to represent a cyclical pattern of events which could be on a daily, weekly,
monthly, etc basis. Intermediate events are events that occur during the execution of a process.
The message intermediate event represents exchanges between two pools. The timer
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intermediate denotes a flow restriction such as a task that can only be done after a particular
time. The signal event represents the transfer of signals between systems in a process.
Similarly, the end events are used to denote the termination of a process which also be initiated
with a message (message end event) or a signal indicator (signal end event).
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Figure 7.4: Major notations for BPMN language

The process workflow is shown using connectors (flow). Connectors can be used to denote
activity sequence flow, message flow between parties/systems and data (artefact) association
with a process. The gateways are used to divert the flow of the process. The activities are
represented in different types. A manual task represents activity performed without any
automation or use of workflow. A service task (automated task) represents activities done
automatically. A user task represents works performed by a user of a system (such as office
staff). The sub-process denotes a process that is collapsible and involving several other tasks.
The loop task involves activities that are often done repeatedly or iterative in nature. The
gateways are used to control convergence and divergence of the process sequence. The
exclusive gateway causes the flow to be diverted in only one direction such as a decision point.
The inclusive gateway causes a process flow to take one or more paths depending on a
condition. The parallel gateway causes the process to slit into multiple flows and can be used
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to denote activities done in parallel. Pools represent an organisation, separate organisations or
external relationships. The swim lanes represent different aspects of a particular organisation
such as the teams, departments, individuals, etc. within a process and their interactions.

7.4.2 Process Mapping of OSM production process knowledge (Level 1)
As illustrated in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3, each production line in an OSM production method
contains various workstations, and some activities will be performed in these workstations. In
order to analyse the performance of the units of analysis, these activities need to be identified
to enable formalisation of the knowledge in the ontology. Appendix D – contains the
breakdown of the process maps for various stages involved in the factory house building
process for the two units of analysis (static and semi-automated methods). Both the production
activities and support activities involved in the OSM product development stage are captured.
This is represented by first capturing the high-level procedures/processes from the organisation
(Level 1), to the departments in the organisation (Level 2) and then the factory shop floor
activities (Level 5) based on the business hierarchy (see Figure 7.1). This will allow allocation
of direct cost and overhead cost in analysing the processes.

As an example, the BPMN notation is used to represent the manual process for assembling a
volumetric pod in the factory (Figure 7.5). The process map captures individual activities
performed on the factory shop floor and also information on the workforce required and the
flow of activities. Additionally, equipment used in the process are identified as well as the
documents necessary to complete these tasks. The activities have been coded using some
numbering for unique identification of the tasks and easy communication.
The time taken to complete each activity is also observed and recorded and has been separated
into four categories (i) process time (relating to working directly on a product), (ii) waiting
time (relating to activities that involve waiting), (iii) loading time (relating to moving materials,
partially completed products or completed products around the factory) and (iv) inspection time
(relating to quality or health and safety). These four categories constitute the overall cycle time
for each activity. For instance, for an activity involving loading and waiting, the cycle time is
calculated by summing up the loading and waiting time. This data will then be formalised in
the ontology to enable automated reasoning and computation of process data.
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Figure 7.5: Manual Volumetric Pod Assembly Process Map

7.5 Formalisation Stage: Semi-formal representation of OSM Process
knowledge
The third phase of the ontology development process is to formalise the knowledge into a semicomputable model. A UML class diagram (also known as a structural diagram) is one of such
language that helps to represent and visualise the structure of a system, in this case, the OPW
ontology by showing various aspects; (i) concepts – both classes and subclasses (ii) their
properties (attributes) (iii) operation and (iv) the relationships between instances of a class
(Figure 7.6). The UML class diagram presents the architecture of the OPW in a semi-formal
representation by showing a high-level view of the knowledge structure. The top compartment
shows the name of the major concepts/class relevant to the OPW ontology, the second/middle
compartment displays some of the major attributes (i.e. named properties) of the class and the
last/third compartment is used to input some operations (rules or codes) related to the class.
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Figure 7.6: Semi-formal knowledge representation in UML Class Diagram

For the OPW ontology (Figure 7.6), there are 10 major classes (Level 1 denoted with bold text)
required to formalise the production process knowledge of the offsite methods. These include
concepts such as (i) OSMFactoryProductionMethod – for classifying all types of production
systems (ii) Production Process – for classifying the processes involved in each method, (iii)
WorkStation – for capturing the categories of activities in each station (iv) ProcessType –
relating to the workflow of events in the production process, (v) Activity Type – for classifying
the activities using the VSA method (vi) Activity – for classifying the different types of
activities performed on the factory shop floor, (vii) Resources – relating to resources consumed
in the processes (viii) Product – relating to the finished product/output from the production line
and (ix) House – for classifying the final product after assembly at the destination point, which
is onsite, (x) Cost Driver – relating to the cost drivers of each activity performed in the
production process of the products.
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The subclasses of the major classes are represented (Level 2) with the isA relationship to denote
a parent-child relationship. Some relationships between the various classes are also
represented. The key attributes/properties needed to include semantics in the ontology include
data properties such as Cost, Time, Distance, Length, Width, etc., and object properties such
as hasComponentPart, consume, isComposedOf, hasOutput, etc. These attributes of the
instances of a class will enable classification and reasoning on the knowledge in the ontology.

As an example, an OSM production method (OSMProductionMethod) ‘consistOf’ production
processes (ProductionProcess), and each production process (ProductionProcess) ‘consistOf’
various workstation (WorkStations). There are different sequences of events in each
workstation (ProcessTypes) which could be parallel, sequential, or iterative in nature. Also,
each workstation (WorkStation) ‘consistOf’ activities (Activity), and these activities (Activity)
‘consume’ resources (Resources) which can be labour, plant/equipment, materials, or overhead.
The cost of the activities is driven by some factors (CostDriver), and activities can be classified
as VA, NVA or NNVA (ActivityType). Finally, the output of any production method
(OSMProductionMethod) is the products from the finished production line (Product).

7.6 Implementation Stage: Formal development using the OPW ontology
using OWL and SWRL
The implementation stage of the ontology requires the formalisation of the knowledge in an
ontology language. This is important in order to achieve two things, the form (syntax) and
content (semantics) evaluation. The correct form is needed to enable automatic reasoning on
the knowledge and the tool chosen for this study is Protégé ontology builder/editor which is
based on the formal representation standard – OWL2.
7.6.1 Creating taxonomies – Classes and subclasses in the OPW ontology
Defining the class hierarchy in an ontology is an important aspect of knowledge modelling to
allow reasoning in the KBS. Classes in ontology are also known as concepts and are used to
represent sets that contain individuals by describing the requirements for membership of such
classes. When using OWL2 formal representation, all classes and subclasses in the ontology
are categorised under a SuperClass named ‘Thing’ (see Figure 7.7). For the OPW ontology,
there is a need to model the knowledge of the competing production methods by describing the
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processes involved, the resources consumed and the output from the process (i.e. the products).
The high-level classes and subclasses presented in the UML class diagram (see Figure 7.6)
have been further expanded to contain more subclasses as illustrated in Figure 7.8.

SubClass

SuperClass

Class/
Concept

Figure 7.7: OPW ontology taxonomies showing the parent-child relationship

Because OWL classes are assumed to overlap which means that an individual can be an
instance of more than one class, the ontology has been modelled to separate different classes
where necessary by asserting disjointness of one class from another class. For instance, an
individual under the class activity cannot be classified as both a direct labour and an indirect
about. That is, a Programmer is different from a Quality Inspector. Also, an activity can only
be one of the following (i) value-adding (ii) non-value adding (iii) necessary non-value adding.
These classes, attributes, and relationships will enable retrieval of data on the instances
modelled in the OPW ontology to support analysis of the production workflow of the units of
analysis. The structure of the OPW ontology developed is published on the web for sharing,
and reuse of the production knowledge relating to OSM.1

1

The OPW ontology can be accessed from: https://edlirak.github.io/oho-pro/index-en.html
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Figure 7.8: OWL Implementation for the OPW Ontology: Classes and Subclasses

7.6.2 Properties (attributes) in the OPW ontology
Properties in OWL are used to represent relationships are classified as either object properties
or datatype properties. Object properties link an individual to another individual while datatype
properties link an individual to a data value such as integer, string, float, etc. Both types are
properties needed in the ontology and have been used to support reasoning and rule
development for the OPW ontology.
The object properties used in the OPW ontology are described in Figure 7.9. The relationships
identified in the formalisation stage of the ontology development with the UML class diagram
(see Figure 7.6) have been implemented as object properties in the OSM process ontology. For
instance, the object property ‘consume’ links class ‘Activity’ to class ‘Resource’ i.e. Activity
consume Resources. Inverse properties have also been defined in the ontology for better
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semantics to allow for a reverse expression to be made as shown in Figure 7.9. The inverse
property of ‘consume’ is thus ‘isConsumedBy’ which applies to the classes participating in the
‘consume’ relationship. For instance, an expression can be made as follows: ‘Resource’
isConsumedBy ‘Activity’.

Inverse Property

Object Properties

Figure 7.9: Object Property Matrix showing property types and restrictions as modelled
in Protégé.

OWL2 also allows certain restrictions to be assigned to properties defined in an ontology. An
example of this is specifying the boundaries of the properties by defining the domain and range.
Therefore, the domain of a property specifies the initial class while the range of the property
specifies the second class. This concept was implemented in the OPW ontology for some
properties in order to create restrictions. For instance, the object property hasComponentPart
has a domain class ‘House’ and has a range class ‘Product’. This implies that the property
hasComponentPart can only be used to link an individual from the classes ‘House’ and
‘Product’ i.e. an OSM house (which could be any house type) is composed of component parts
ranging from various products from the production line (such as walls, floors, stairs, etc.).
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Datatype properties have also been defined in the OPW ontology to model the attributes of
individuals/instances of a class. For instance, data relating to cost and time needs to be
associated with individuals in the class ‘Activity’. The datatype properties used in the OPW
ontology are illustrated in Figure 7.10. Similar to the object properties, datatype properties can
also have restrictions specified. Some of the restrictions defined are involving the domain and
range of the data properties. For instance, the property hasMaterialCount has a range of the
value type xsd:integer, thus implying that materials can only be counted in whole numbers.

DataType Properties

Figure 7.10: DataType Property Matrix showing property types and restrictions as
modelled in Protégé.
Lastly, the final type of restrictions assigned to both the data and object properties are defining
the characteristics of such properties. OWL2 supports the following types of properties in an
ontology – Functional, Inverse functional, Transitive, Symmetric, Asymmetric, Reflexive, and
Irreflexive properties. All object properties can have various characteristics while datatype
properties can only have the functional characteristic.
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The functional characteristic is used when an individual can only participate once in a
relationship or can only have one value of a particular property. This characteristic is applicable
to both the object and data property types and has been implemented in the OPW ontology as
illustrated in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10. For instance, the object property hasNextActivity is a
functional property which implies that an individual participating in this relationship can only
have ONE relationship with another individual via the property hasNextActivity (i.e. an activity
in a production sequence can only have ONE other activity in the sequence directly next after
that activity). Similarly, the datatype property hasProcessTime is a functional property thus, an
individual can only have ONE datatype property via ProcessTime. In literal terms, an activity
can only have one process time. The inverse functional property is used to characterise the
inverse of a data property as being functional.

The transitive property type is used to indicate inheritance relationship such that if an individual
from Class A is related to an individual from Class B, and an individual from Class B is related
to an individual from Class C via the same property, then the property holds true for individuals
from Class A and C (i.e. the individual from class A is related to the individual from class C).
An example of the implementation of this in the OPW ontology (see Figure 7.9) is with the
property belongsTo denoted as a transitive property. This implies that IF an individual from
the class ‘Activity’ has a relationship belongsTo with an individual in class ‘WorkStation’, and
an individual in class ‘WorkStation’ has a relationship belongsTo with another individual in
class ‘ProductionProcess’, THEN the individual in class ‘Activity’ also belongsTo the class
‘ProductionProcess’.
The other property characteristics have not been used in the OPW ontology as they do not apply
to the objectives specified for the ontology.

7.6.3 Restrictions in the ontology – Creating class definitions
In an OWL ontology, restrictions also known as axioms are used to denote constraints to a
class. Restrictions are also created in order to describe individuals based on the relationship
they participate in so as to enable reasoning and classification in the ontology. OWL2 supports
three types of restrictions, the quantifier restrictions in form of an existential or universal
restriction, the cardinality restriction in form of minimum, maximum or exact, and the
hasValue restriction.
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The Existential restriction represents the class of individuals that participate in at least one
relationship along a specified property and is also referred to as someValuesFrom (denoted by
some ∃). The Universal restriction represents the class of individuals that only have relationship
along a given property to other individuals of a specified class and referred to as allValuesFrom
(denoted by only ∀). In the OPW ontology, the existential restriction have been used to define
and categorise individuals in the class ‘Activity’ into VA, NVA and NNVA as illustrated in
Figure 7.11. As an example, the class ‘Necessary_Non_Value_Adding’ have been described
in the OPW ontology as a class of individuals that must be an ‘Activity’ and must have the
object property hasInspectionTime some value that is xsd:double. ‘Some’ means that for an
individual (i.e. an activity) to be classified as Necessary-non-value adding, it must have some
InspectionTime attributed to it.

Description

Class Definition/
Restrictions

Disjoint classes
assertion

Figure 7.11: Modelling restriction and defining classes in the OPW ontology

7.7 Rule Development – Semantic web rule language (SWRL) Rules
So far, the knowledge implementation in the ontology with OWL has defined the major classes,
subclasses, attributes, and axioms relevant to the OPW ontology. However, as identified from
the literature review, the OWL is unable to create some expressions especially when it relates
to computing values. OWL is based on the open-world assumption (OWA) due to being
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originally focused on the semantic web, which is an infinite repository based on unlimited
resources and knowledge. Hence, OWL has limited expressions in some cases, which is why
SWRL rules are needed to allow for these expressions to be included in the ontology.
Therefore, some process rules need to be integrated into the OPW ontology to enable the
computation of process-related data. Some SWRL rules have been included in the OPW
ontology to allow for mathematical expressions such as calculating cost, time, and also
supporting reasoning in the ontology. As the OPW ontology is aimed at answering some set of
competency questions, the rule development has been focused on these questions. Figure 7.12
illustrates the implementation and integration of rules in the OPW ontology, these rules will be
further expanded and explained in the following sections.

SWRL Rules Implementation in OSM Process Ontology

Figure 7.12: SWRL development in the OPW Ontology

7.7.1 SWRL Rules – Time-based rule implementation in the OPW ontology
In analysing the performance of the units of analysis in regards to time as the key proformance
indicator (KP1), there is a need to generate certain information from the ontology such as the
time spent on activities, work stations, and on a production line in total. Data on the duration
of each activity as gathered from the case study has been modelled directly into the OPW
ontology as asserted knowledge. Also, some activities are classified under the class
‘ActivitySequence’ as either a ‘StartActivity’ or ‘FinishActivity’ to denote their position in the
process. Some SWRL rules have been implemented in the OPW ontology in other to convert
the asserted duration from minutes to hours (durationInWorkHour) for each activity (Table
7.1), and to indicate the time at finish/end (durationAtFinish) of each individual activity as they
occur in the production process (Table 7.2). This information will allow the development of
the rules further in identifying time taken for different production methods.
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Table 7.1: SWRL rule to calculate the duration of an Activity in Hours
Rule 1: Calculate Duration In Work Hours of Activity
Activity(?a) ^ hasCycleTime(?a,
hasDurationInWorkHours(?a, ?dh)

?ct)

^

swrlb:divide(?dh,

?ct,

60)

->

Table 7.2: SWRL rule to assign the finish time of activities in a process
Rule 2: Indicate Duration at Finish of First Activity in a production process
Activity(?a) ^ First_Activity(?fa) ^ hasCycleTime(?fa, ?dh) -> hasDurationAtFinish(?fa,
?dh)
Rule 3: Calculate Duration at Finish of Last Activity in a production process
Activity(?p)
^
isNextActivityOf(?p,
hasDurationAtFinish(?np,
?ptd)
^
hasDurationAtFinish(?p, ?nptd)

?np)
^
hasCycleTime(?p,
?npd)
swrlb:add(?nptd,
?ptd,
?npd)

^
->

Rule 4: Calculate Duration at Finish of the Next Activity in a production process
Activity(?p)
^
hasNextActivity(?p,
hasDurationAtFinish(?p,
?ptd)
^
hasDurationAtFinish(?np, ?nptd)

?np)
^
hasCycleTime(?np,
?npd)
^
swrlb:add(?nptd,
?ptd,
?npd)
->

Activities in the OPW ontology represent the most finite level of the day-to-day tasks carried
out on the factory shop floor. However, these activities largely occur not as a standalone entity,
but rather in multiples in a workstation. Also, activities in each workstation can be carried out
either sequentially, or in parallel depending on the production plan. For the purpose of the case
study, the BPMN diagrams mapping the activities in each production process (see Appendix
D) have been used as a guide in modelling the activities in each workstation. Having modelled
the knowledge on the activities in each OSM method and implemented rules for calculating the
time for each activity, it is now possible to calculate each sequence of activities in a
workstation.
To achieve this, each set of activities in a process is classified under the class ‘StartSequence’,
‘SubSequence’, or ‘LastSequence’. This is to enable the identification of the step-by-step
process involved in the production process. Consequently, each sequence represents the set of
activities carried out in each workstation which could be carried out as either sequential or
parallel activities. However, given the challenges with SWRL where some mathematical
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expressions such as deriving a summation of various values are not supported, the approach
taken is to transfer the value of the durationAtFinish of the last activity in the sequence as the
durationFromStart of the next activity in the sequence and so on to generate the rotal time
taken in each production process. The following SWRL rules were developed in the OPW
ontology to calculate the durationFromStart in minutes (Table 7.3) of the processes (sequential
and parallel).
Table 7.3: SWRL rule to assign the start time of activities in a process
Rule 5: Indicate the duration from start of first process in a sequential process
Sequential_Process(?sp) ^ StartSequence(?sq) ^ hasStartActivity(?sq,
hasCycleTime(?stp, ?std) -> hasDurationFromStart(?sq, ?std)

?stp)

^

Rule 6: Indicate the duration from start of a sub/mid process in a sequential process
Sequential_Process(?sp) ^ SubSequence(?ss) ^ isNextSequenceOf(?ss, ?sq) ^
hasFinishActivity(?sq, ?sf) ^ hasDurationAtFinish(?sf, ?d) -> hasDurationFromStart(?ss,
?d)
Rule 7: Indicate the duration from start of a last process in a sequential process
Sequential_Process(?sp) ^ LastSequence(?ss) ^ isNextSequenceOf(?ss, ?sq) ^
hasFinishActivity(?sq, ?sf) ^ hasDurationAtFinish(?sf, ?d) -> hasDurationFromStart(?ss,
?d)
Rule 8: Indicate the Finish Activity in a parallel process
Parallel_Process(?pp) ^ hasLongestActivity(?pp, ?lp) -> hasFinishActivity(?pp, ?lp)

Now that the ontology is able to assign start and finish time of all activities in a sequence and
also to the work stations where these activities are perfomed, the next step is to calculate the
cycleTime of each process in the production line from the already derived value of
durationsFromStart. The cycleTime represents the overall time taken to complete a set of
activities in a process either sequential or parallel. The set of activities performed in a
workstation forming a process are identified as either sequential or parallel processes. Also,
these processes are classified based on the time of occurrence in a chain as ‘Start Sequence’
(to denote the first process in a production line), ‘SubSequnece’ (to denote mid processes in a
production line) or ‘LastSequence’ (to denote the last process in a production line). Also, the
object property hasNextSequence is created to allow identification of the flow of processes in
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an OSM production method. Table 7.4 presents the SWRL rules for calculation the cycle time
of processes on a production line.
Table 7.4: SWRL rule to calculate the cycle time of processes in a work station
Rule 9: Calculate cycleTime of a StartSequence in a sequential process
Sequential_Process(?sp) ^ StartSequence(?sa) ^ hasFinishActivity(?sa,
hasDurationAtFinish(?sf, ?st) -> hasCycleTime(?sa, ?st)

?sf)

^

Rule 10: Calculate cycleTime of a SubSequence in a sequential process
SubSequence(?sp) ^ hasNextSequence(?sp, ?sn) ^ hasDurationFromStart(?sp, ?st) ^
hasDurationFromStart(?sn, ?st1) ^ swrlb:subtract(?dh, ?st1, ?st) -> hasCycleTime(?sp,
?dh)
Rule 11: Calculate cycleTime of a LastSequence in a sequential process
Sequential_Process(?sp) ^ LastSequence(?sa) ^ hasFinishActivity(?sa, ?sf) ^
hasDurationAtFinish(?sf, ?st) ^ hasDurationFromStart(?sa, ?dh) ^ swrlb:subtract(?df, ?st,
?dh) -> hasCycleTime(?sa, ?df)
Rule 12: Calculate the cycleTime of a parallel process
Parallel_Process(?pp) ^ hasFinishActivity(?pp, ?lp) ^ hasCycleTme (?lp, ?ds) ->
hasCycleTime(?pp, ?ds)

Having developed the rules for calculating the duration/time spent on processes performed
(either sequential or parallel classified under the class ‘ProcessType’) in each workstation on a
production line, it is now possible to assign the cycle time in each workstation by aggregating
the cycle time of the processes performed in the work stations. The values of cycleTime
obtained are assigned to the individuals under the class ‘WorkStation’. Also, a workstation in
the factory production process consists of at least one activity carried out in that workstation
as part of the production process. Work stations also follow a defined sequence similar to how
activities are performed. For instance, the activities in the class ‘FrameLoad’ station would
occur before the activities in the class ‘TEKSrew1’ station, while the activities in the class
‘TEKSrew1’ station have to be completed before activities in class ‘TEKSrew2’ station and so
on. The following SWRL rules are used to calculate the cycle time in each workstation.
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Table 7.5: SWRL rule to assign the cycle time of work stations in a production line
Rule 13: Calculate durationFromStart of WorkStation in a production process
Work_Station(?w) ^ consistOf(?w, ?a) ^ Sequential_Process(?sp) ^ isStartActivityOf(?a,
?sp) ^ hasDurationFromStart(?sp, ?dh) -> hasDurationFromStart(?w, ?dh)
Rule 14: Calculate Cycle Time in a Work Station
Work_Station(?w) ^ consistOf(?w, ?a) ^ Sequential_Process(?sp) ^ isSubActivityOf(?a, ?sp)
^ hasCycleTime(?sp, ?dw) -> hasCycleTime(?w, ?dw)
Similarly, since OSM production processes comprise one or more workstations, the cycle time
of the various processes can be calculated by aggregating the cycle time of the workstation in
the processes. The class ‘Production Process’ in the OPW ontology represents the high-level
key stages involved in a factor house building method. For the purpose of this case study, these
are grouped under five processes (see Figure 7.1) which include (i) panel frame assembly, (ii)
panel cladding assembly, (iii) pod frame assembly (iv) floorboard assembly and (v) internal
fit-out and finishing processes.
The panel frame and cladding assembly process could be done using the manual method or the
semi-automated method on a production line. Therefore, the time involved with these two
methods needs to be estimated to allow for process analysis. The following SWRL rules have
been developed in order to calculate the cycleTime involved in each of the production processes
(Table 7.6).
Table 7.6: SWRL rule to calculate the cycle time for OSM production stages
Rule 15: Calculate DurationFromStart of an OSM Production Process
Production_Process(?p) ^ hasStartStation(?p, ?ws) ^ Activity(?a) ^ belongsTo(?a, ?ws) ^
hasDurationFromStart(?ws, ?ds) -> hasDurationFromStart(?p, ?ds)
Rule 16: Calculate DurationAtFinish of an OSM Production Process
Production_Process(?p) ^ hasFinishStation(?p, ?ws) ^ Activity(?a) ^ belongsTo(?a, ?ws) ^
Sequential_Process(?sp) ^ isFinishActivityOf(?a, ?sp) ^ hasDurationAtFinish(?a, ?df) ^
hasDurationFromStart(?p, ?ds) ^ swrlb:subtract(?dr, ?df, ?ds) -> hasDurationAtFinish(?p,
?dr)
Rule 17: Calculate Cycle Time of an OSM Production Process
Production_Process(?p) ^ hasDurationFromStart(?p, ?wf) ^ hasDurationAtFinish(?p, ?wl)
^ swrlb:subtract(?df, ?wl, ?wf) -> hasCycleTime(?p, ?df)
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Finally, in order to analyse a process based on the lean technique of VSA, the process waste in
any process must be quantified by identifying the VA, NVA and NNVA aspects (refer to
section 3.2.1). In the OPW ontology, each of these classes of activities has been defined by
creating restrictions using the Existential definition - someValuesFrom denoted by some ∃ (see
section 7.6.3). Since the duration of each activity is already modelled in the ontology and the
activities can be automatically classified by the reasoned based on the class definition, it is
possible to calculate the cycle time of each category of activities. Therefore, The following
SWRL rules have been developed in the OPW ontology to calculate the cycleTime of the
various categories of activities in an OSM production process (Table 7.7).

Table 7.7: SWRL rule to calculate the cycle time for various activity categories
Rule 18: Calculate CycleTime of a Non Value Adding Activity with Waiting Time Only
Activity(?a) ^ Non_Value_Adding(?a) ^ hasWaitingTime(?a, ?wt) -> hasCycleTime(?a, ?wt)
Rule 19: Calculate CycleTime of a Non Value Adding Activity with Loading Time Only
Activity(?a) ^ Non_Value_Adding(?a) ^ hasLoadingTime(?a, ?lt) -> hasCycleTime(?a, ?lt)
Rule 20: Calculate CycleTime of a Non Value Adding Activity
Activity(?a) ^ Non_Value_Adding(?a) ^ hasLoadingTime(?a, ?lt) ^ hasWaitingTime(?a, ?wt)
^ swrlb:add(?t, ?wt, ?lt) -> hasCycleTime(?a, ?t)
Rule 21: Calculate CycleTime of a Neccessary Non Value Adding Activity
Activity(?a) ^ Neccessary_Non_Value_Adding(?a) ^ hasInspectionTime(?a, ?t) ->
hasCycleTime(?a, ?t)
Rule 22: Calculate CycleTime of a Value Adding Activity
Activity(?a) ^ Value_Adding(?a) ^ hasProcessTime(?a, ?t) -> hasCycleTime(?a, ?t)

7.7.2 SWRL Rules – Cost-based rule implementation in the OPW ontology
Since the knowledge involving the cycleTime of activities, workstation and various production
processes can now be retrieved from the ontology, another application of the OPW ontology is
to analyse and compare the resources consumed in various processes based on the cost incurred
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in the product development process. Also, this will enable analysis of the waste in the process
in terms of cost incurred in performing the various types of activities i.e. VA, NVA, and NNVA
In order to achieve this, some SWRL rules have been implemented in the ontology to enable
retrieval of cost-related data for the various resources consumed by each activity in a factory
production process also known as the process cost.
However, in the ABC modelling method, the cost driver is a major factor that drives the cost
up or down and plays an important role in estimating the cost of activities. Therefore, a class
‘CostDriver’ was modelled in the OPW ontology which consists of various cost drivers
identified for the purpose of this study. Based on the ABC framework used in this study (see
Figure 5.3), the process cost of performing an activity comprises the cost of (i) labour (direct
or indirect), (ii) plant/equipment and (iii) administrative overhead. Therefore, SWRL rules will
be developed to enable estimating the cost of these resources in the OPW ontology.
Estimating the cost of labour is a straightforward one since the OPW ontology already includes
knowledge of the labour requirements for each activity and also information on the hourly rates
for each labour category. Also, knowledge of the duration of each activity is present in the
ontology. Therefore, the following rules have been implemented in the OPW ontology to
generate and assign labour costs to activities in a production process or work station (Table
7.8).
Table 7.8: SWRL rule to calculate the Labour cost of an activity
Rule 23: Calculate Labour Cost of an Activity in a Production Process
Activity(?a) ^ Labour(?l) ^ consume(?a, ?l) ^ hasCostDriver(?a, ?dr) ^ hasLabourCount(?a,
?c) ^ hasLabourHourlyRate(?l, ?r) ^ hasDurationInWorkHours(?a, ?d) ^
swrlb:multiply(?lc, ?c, ?r, ?d) -> hasLabourCost(?a, ?lc)

In terms of the plant/equipment cost. The straight-line depreciation method has been adopted
for this study. This is because the effect of depreciation relating to the major plants in the
production line and other small movable equipment needs to be considered in generating the
plant cost for each activity performed in the production process. Some data type properties
have been implemented in the OPW ontology to allow for estimation of labour cost using the
straight-line method. This includes properties such as (i) hasEconomicLife – denoting the
economic life span of equipment (ii) hasSalvageValue – denoting the value of the equipment
at the end of its economic life (iii) hasPeriod – denoting the year of production (iii)
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hasTotalPlantCost – denoting the total cost of all plant/equipment at the year of purchase (iv)
hasAllocationBase – denoting the total hours per period (v) hasAllocationRate – denoting the
rate of using the plant per hour in a period (vi) hasTotalProductionQuantityPerEconomicLife
– denoting the total number of products to be produced during the economic life of the plant
(vii) hasDepreciationExpense – denoting the cost of plant per period.
Information such as the salvage value and the expected life span of the equipment were
obtained from the partner engineering company that designed the production line for the case
study. The following step-by-step rules have been implemented in the OPW ontology to
generate the cost of equipment for activities in a production process (Table 7.9).
Table 7.9: SWRL rules to calculate the plant/equipment cost of performing an activity
Rule 24: Calculate Depreciation Expense for an Asset in a given year
Plant(?p) ^ hasTotalPlantCost(?p, ?pc) ^ hasSalvageValue(?p, ?sv) ^ hasEconomicLife(?p,
?el) ^ swrlb:subtract(?up, ?pc, ?sv) ^ swrlb:divide(?de, ?up, ?el) ->
hasDepreciationExpense(?p, ?de)
Rule 25: Calculate Unit of Production Rate for Asset in a period (rate of plant per unit)
Plant(?p)
^
hasDepreciationExpense(?p,
?de)
^
Production_Year(?y)
^
hasProductionYear(?p, ?y) ^ hasProductQuantity(?y, ?q) ^ swrlb:divide(?upr, ?de, ?q) ->
hasUnitOfProductionRate(?p, ?upr)
Rule 26: Calculate Cost Pool for each activity (Total Allocated Cost)
Activity(?a) ^ hasAllocationRate(?a, ?r) ^ Plant(?p) ^ consume(?a, ?p) ^ hasCostDriver(?a,
Machine_Hour)
^
Production_Year(?y)
^
hasProductQuantity(?y,
?q)
^
hasProductionYear(?p, ?y) ^ swrlb:multiply(?tc, ?q, ?r) -> hasTotalCostAllocationBase(?a,
?tc)
Rule 27: Calculate Allocation Base of Activity
Activity(?a) ^ Plant(?p) ^ hasDurationInWorkHours(?a, ?d) ^ consume(?a, ?p) ^
hasCostDriver(?a,
Machine_Hour) ^
hasProductionTimePerPanel(?p,
?t)
^
swrlb:divide(?ab, ?d, ?t) -> hasAllocationBase(?a, ?ab)
Rule 28: Calculate Allocation Rate of Activity machine time per hour
Activity(?a) ^ Plant(?p) ^ consume(?a, ?p) ^ hasCostDriver(?a, Machine_Hour) ^
hasUnitOfProductionRate(?p,
?ur)
^
hasProductionTimePerPanel(?p,
?t)
^
swrlb:divide(?ar, ?ur, ?t) -> hasAllocationRate(?a, ?ar)
Rule 29: Calculate Plant cost of an activity
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Activity(?a) ^ hasDurationInWorkHours(?a, ?d) ^ Plant(?p) ^ consume(?a, ?p) ^
hasCostDriver(?a, Machine_Hour) ^ hasAllocationRate(?a, ?r) ^ swrlb:multiply(?ac, ?d,
?r) -> hasPlantCost(?a, ?ac)

It is now possible to calculate the process cost of activities since the OPW ontology includes
data on the cost of labour and plant for all activities performed in the production stage of a
house. However, in terms of the process cost, some activities consume both labour and plant
(i.e. activities involving a mix of machining and manhour), while some require only manual
labour (manhour) or plant (i.e. automated machining in a case where the activity is performed
in an automated production line without any human intervention) only. Therefore, the rules
developed in the OPW ontology have been implemented to cater to such dynamics.

Table 7.10: SWRL rules to calculate the process cost of activities
Rule 30: Calculate Process Cost of Activities involving Labour and Plant
Activity(?a) ^ Production_Activity(?a) ^ hasLabourCost(?a, ?d) ^ hasPlantCost(?a, ?p) ^
swrlb:add(?c, ?p, ?d) -> hasActivityCost(?a, ?c)
Rule 31: Calculate Process Cost of Activities involving only Plant
Activity(?a) ^ Production_Activity(?a) ^ hasPlantCost(?a, ?d) -> hasActivityCost(?a, ?d)
Rule 32: Calculate Process Cost of Activities involving only Labour
Activity(?a) ^ Production_Activity(?a) ^ hasLabourCost(?a, ?d) -> hasActivityCost(?a, ?d)

Finally, the cost of activities performed in the product development stage can bow be retrieved
from the OPW ontology. Therefore, it is now possible to aggregate these costs and assign the
cost to the products (building elements/components) that consume the activities in order to
generate the cost of each product. This approach using the ABC method has been implemented
in the OPW ontology to assign both the direct activity cost (class ‘ProductionActivity’) and the
overhead activity cost (class ‘SupportActivity’). In this case, the cost of the product (cost
object) is the cost of the direct material and the process cost makes up the cost of an item (cost
object). This leads to the final rule (Table 7.11) for estimating the cost of a product.
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Table 7.11: SWRL rules to calculate the cost of a product the production process
Rule 33: Calculate and assign Cost of a Product
Product(?b) ^ Activity(?a)
hasActivityCost(?b, ?c)

^

consume(?b,

?a)

^

hasActivityCost(?a,

?c)

->

The rules implemented in the OPW ontology now make it possible to analyse the two units of
analysis focused on in this study. Data on the cost and time of producing different products in
both the manual/static and the semi-automated linear methods of production can be retrieved
from the ontology to enable analysis of the two competing methods of production. Also, the
process waste involved in both methods can be calculated and used as a means of evaluating
the performance of the production workflow of each method as well as for monitoring the effect
of changes made in the processes.

7.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter described the conceptualisation, formalisation, and implementation stages of the
OPW ontology. In this chapter, the business process of a typical OSM company has been
described by studying the processes at different levels in the organisation while focusing on
how it supports the production of building products on the factory shop floor. The workflow
arrangement of the two units of analysis considered in this study (the static and semi-automated
linear production methods) has also been described. The process maps of the production
methods are modelled using the BPMN language integrating key aspects in a process such as
resources and information flow including the actors in the processes, documents generated or
consumed during the processes, and major tools/equipment needed to complete some of the
processes.

Also, the development and implementation of the OPW Ontology in Protégé have been
discussed. Firstly, a conceptual model illustrating the structure of the ontology was developed
using a UML class diagram, this was then formally implemented in an ontology using OWL2
by describing 10 major classes relevant to the OPW ontology and also the development of
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properties (object and data type), axioms, and attributes in the ontology. Some process rules
relating to estimating the cost and time of OSM processes have been developed and explained
in this chapter. The next chapter will present the testing and validation of the knowledge
modelled in the OPW ontology by means of a use case of an actual OSM project.
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8. CHAPTER 8: TESTING, EVALUATION AND
VALIDATION OF ONTOLOGY – USE-CASES OF 3BED
SEMI-DETACHED HOUSE TYPE
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the knowledge implemented in the OPW ontology is evaluated and tested by
experimenting with the set of competency questions expected for the ontology to answer. A
two-stage validation approach is also adopted by first testing the internal logic of the ontology
using a use case of a real-life scenario of an already completed 3Bed semi-detached house
(hereafter known as Type 1 House). The use case is devised to provide a proof-of-concept of
the capability of the OPW ontology in supporting evaluation and analysis of OSM methods to
support informed decision-making on choices. The internal logic validation process was done
using SPARQL and SQWRL query languages supported by Protégé to retrieve information
from the knowledge base. This was followed up with external validation by domain experts to
access the results from the tool and its implications. This chapter also provides some further
statistical analysis on the data from the experimental results in comparing the performance of
the units of analysis. A root cause (RC) analysis is also carried out to determine the causes of
process waste in the house building process for OSM methods.
The chapter is presented in three parts. Part one presents the experimental results and answers
generated from the OPW ontology based on the competency questions, part two presents
further analysis of the time, cost and value analysis comparisons for both methods of
production, and part three presents a root cause analysis of the sources of process waste in
OSM production methods.

8.2 Overview and description of Use Case - Panelised System OSM
The use case selected for testing the ontology is a case of a 3BED semi-detached house type
(hereafter House-Type 1). House-Type 1 is made of light steel-framed (LSF) solution using the
panelised system of OSM (drawings are reproduction for academic purposes only). The
production system used in this project is the OSM panelised solutions comprising of 2Dimensional end products. For the factory production, the external frame of the house is
divided into a total of 32 panels which are the output from the production process. This consists
of 20 external clad panels and 12 internal panels for the party walls (Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2).
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For clarity purposes, these panels are named based on their positioning in the building when
looking (taking reference) from the front side of the building (Table 8.1).
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Figure 8.1: Twenty Clad Panels from the Production Line
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Figure 8.2: Twelve Internal Panels from the Production Line

Table 8.1: Naming convention for wall panels in Type 1 house
Group
BuildingElement

Element
WallPanel

Wall Panels

Ref






Lower Front Left Panel
Lower Front Right Panel
Upper Front Left Panel
Upper Front Right Panel

1
2
3
4






Lower Rear Left Panel
Lower Rear Right Panel
Upper Rear Left Panel
Upper Rear Right Panel

5
6
7
8










East Lower Gable Left Panel
East Lower Gable Right Panel
East Upper Gable Left Panel
East Upper Gable Right Panel
West Lower Gable Left Panel
West Lower Gable Right Panel
West Upper Gable Left Panel
West Upper Gable Right Panel

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16






East Left Apex Panel
East Right Apex Panel
West Left Apex Panel
West Right Apex Panel

17
18
19
20






PW East Lower Gable Left Panel
PW East Lower Gable Right Panel
PW East Upper Gable Left Panel
PW East Upper Gable Right Panel

21
22
23
24
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PW West Lower Gable Left Panel
PW West Lower Gable Right Panel
PW West Upper Gable Left Panel
PW West Upper Gable Right Panel

25
26
27
28






PW East Left Apex Panel
PW East Right Apex Panel
PW West Left Apex Panel
PW West Right Apex Panel

29
30
31
32

As the house type is semi-detached, some of the panels are similar or identical for ease of
production and are typically flipped around during the production process in order to maintain
the correct positioning of components such as doors and windows. Therefore, for the purpose
of modelling the knowledge in the OPW ontology, these panels were asserted to be the same
as their opposite panels in identifying the instances of the house type (Table 8.2). The naming
convention also follows the position of the various panels. For instance, GF represents the
ground floor, FF represents the first floor, LSF represents light steel frame. Therefore, the
Instance 3BED_GF_Front_LSF_01 can be interpreted as an instance of a wall panel of 3Bed
house type, located on the ground floor front, light steel frame panel with number code 01.

Table 8.2: Identifying individuals/instances for the OSM process ontology
Ref

Panels

1



Lower Front Left Panel

2



Lower Front Right
Panel

3



Upper Front Left Panel

4



Upper Front Right
Panel

5



Lower Rear Left Panel

6



Lower Rear Right
Panel

Instances
3BED_GF_Front_LSF_01

3BED_FF_Front_LSF_02

3BED_GF_Rare_LSF_06
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Position

7



Upper Rear Left Panel

8



Upper Rear Right Panel

9



East Lower Gable Left
Panel

10



East Lower Gable
Right Panel



West Lower Gable Left
Panel



West Lower Gable
Right Panel

11



East Upper Gable Left
Panel

12



East Upper Gable Right
Panel



West Upper Gable Left
Panel



West Upper Gable
Right Panel

17



East Left Apex Panel

18



East Right Apex Panel

19



West Left Apex Panel

20



West Right Apex Panel

21



22



25



PW East Lower Gable
Left Panel
PW East Lower Gable
Right Panel
PW West Lower Gable
Left Panel
PW West Lower Gable
Right Panel

13

14

15

16

26



3BED_FF_Rare_LSF_07

3BED_GF_Gable_LSF_03

3BED_FF_Gable_LSF_04

3BED_Roof_Gable_LSF_0
5

3BED_GF_PartyWall_LSF_
08
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23



24



27



28



29



30



31



32



PW East Upper Gable
Left Panel
PW East Upper Gable
Right Panel
PW West Upper Gable
Left Panel
PW West Upper Gable
Right Panel

3BED_FF_PartyWall_LSF_
09

PW East Left Apex
Panel
PW East Right Apex
Panel
PW West Left Apex
Panel
PW West Right Apex
Panel

3BED_Roof_Gable_PartyW
all_LSF_10

8.3 Populating instances/individuals in the OPW ontology
Individuals in the ontology also known as instances are used to represent the lowest level of
granularity in the domain described. In the OPW ontology, the instances under the class
‘Product’ in the ontology represents specific building elements that are derived from the
production process. While the instances under the class ‘House’ represent the complete house
after assembly on the construction site (Figure 8.3). Similarly, the activities performed on the
factory shop floor are modelled as instances of the class ‘Activity’. The modelling of these
activities has been guided by the BPMN process map (see Appendix D) which represents the
finite level tasks performed on the factory shop floor were populated as activities under the
subclasses ‘ProductionActivity’ and ‘SupportActivity’ (Figure 8.4). Consequently, following
the ABC methodology for cost estimating, the instances in class ‘Products’ are related with
instances in class ‘Activity’ i.e. each building element is associated with the activities
consumed in producing it.
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Instances

SubClass

Figure 8.3: Instances of Type 1 House - 3BED Semi-Detached
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Subclass of Class
Activity

Subclass of Class
Activity

Instances of
Support Activities

Instances of
Production
Activities

Figure 8.4: Instances of class ‘Activities’ in THE OPW ontology

In preparation for reasoning and retrieving knowledge from the OPW ontology, these instances
are assigned some slots/values to describe the properties and attributes of the instance. For
example, specifying the object properties such as the cost driver of the activities, asserting what
activity comes before or after, or stating the work station where the activity belongs. Similarly,
some data properties have been specified such as the time of the activity, the labour rate per
hour, the plant cost per hour, etc. (Figure 8.5).
As the objective is to analyse the processes, a comparison of two units of analysis (the static
and the semi-automated methods of production), for a like-to-like comparison between the two
methods, the workflows for wall panel production for the House-Type 1 have been chosen for
demonstration in this thesis. The static method is based on an actual production process while
the semi-automated method in the case study is based on a detailed scheme containing
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simulations of actual production information and detailed workflow incorporating automated
stages of sub-assemblies.

Class Hierarchy

Object Property
Assertion

Data Property
Assertion

Instance of class
ProductionActivity

Figure 8.5: Assigning properties to instances in the OPW ontology

8.4 Testing the OPW ontology – Internal validation of logic through
reasoning and knowledge retrieval
As the ontology is developed to answer a set of competency questions to meet the objectives
of the study, it is necessary to develop queries to help retrieve information on these questions
from the knowledge base. Hence, why the knowledge base has been instantiated in preparation
for the actual implementation. SPAQRL is the query language used for this purpose to
manipulate linked data such as the knowledge in an ontology and to generate results required
from users in the form of a triple pattern. SPAQRL represents a collection of RDF statements
that match the query with a set of data and returns information based on the already inferred or
asserted knowledge in the ontology. SQWRL, on the other hand, allows for pattern matching
specification to be generated from an ontology. These languages are available in Protégé and
supported by the tool.
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8.4.1 Experiment 1 – Competency Question 1: Querying the ontology for process-based
information
The first competency question involves retrieving information on activities involved in an
OSM production process of various building elements (products from the factory), and the
resources consumed by these activities.
Competency Question 1: What activities are involved in manufacturing a house
using various systems of OSM (i.e. panelised, volumetric or hybrid methods) and
what resources are involved in each process?

In order to fulfil this requirement, some object properties were created in the ontology to link
instances within the ontology. To avoid duplication, these properties were made transitive so
has to create a chain of information and relationships. The object properties ‘belongsTo’ and
‘consume’ were used for this purpose. This allows the expression ‘Product’ consumes
‘Activitiy’ and ‘Activitiy’ consume ‘Resource’ to be established in the OPW ontology.

SPARQL Query

Retrieved Results
from Query

Figure 8.6: SPARQL Query Result - Activities involved in a wall panel production
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For demonstration, a query was developed to retrieve information on the activities involved in
the production of a wall panel using the instance of ‘3BED_GF_Front_LSF_01’ (Figure 8.6)
and also to obtain information on the resources consumed by these activities (Figure 8.7). Also,
it is possible to retrieve information on the activities involved in a production process when
using either the static method of production or the semi-automated method of production.
Similarly, information on the activities performed on a specific workstation has been retrieved
from the ontology and the sequence of how these activities are performed through the object
property ‘hasNextActivity’, or ‘isNextActivityOf’.

Q2: SQWRL Query to retrieve
building element and
corresponding resource
consumed

Query Result:
Activities
consumed by
Building Element
Query Result:
Building Element
3BED_GF_Front_LSF_01

Query Result:
Resources consumed
by activities

Figure 8.7: SQWRL Query Result – Resources consumed by building element

8.4.2 Experiment 2 – Competency Question 2: Retrieving cost information of products
Apart from retrieving general information from the OPW ontology regarding processes,
methods, activities, resources, and products, involved in the product development stage, the
ontology is also able to initiate some computations to support the ABC method. The second
competency question relates to retrieving information on the cost of activities involved in an
OSM production process and linking these with the various building elements that consume
the activities.
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Competency Question 2: What is the cost of each activity performed in the factory
house building process for the various OSM methods?

The building elements are in turn related to a specific house type through the object property
‘hasComponentPart’ thus allowing for the cost of each product to be computed (see Chapter 7
for SWRL rules). The data property relating to this is the ‘hasActivityCost’ which is computed
by summing up the cost of resources consumed by activity through the properties
‘hasLabourCost’, ‘hasPlantCost’, and ‘hasOverheadCost’ depending on the resources
applicable to each activity. The activity costs thus form the process costs involved in producing
any product from the OSM methods. The data properties (‘hasLabourCost’, ‘hasPlantCost’,
and ‘hasOverheadCost’) are computed with the help of SWRL rules and are then fed back into
the knowledge-base as inferred properties (Figure 8.8).

Asserted object
property

Inferred object
property

Asserted data
property
Instance of
Production Activity

Inferred data
property

Figure 8.8: Reasoning Result – Asserting properties in the ontology to obtain cost
information

To test the ontology, a query was developed to retrieve information on the cost of activities
involved in the production of a type of wall panel with the static method of production, using
the instance of ‘3BED_GF_Front_LSF_01’ (Figure 8.9). The query result returned the activities
and the collected cost of each of the activities. This allows for the comparison of costs for
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different panels based on the activities they consumed, and also, based on the method of
production.
Similarly, another query result (Figure 8.10) returns the breakdown of the activity cost into
labour and plant costs. The labour cost involves the cost of man-hour spent working on the
activities while the plant cost includes the cost of small movable tools (such as forklifts) and
large static tools (production line equipment). It is worth noting that some activities only have
the plant cost and this is mostly applicable to activities performed using the semi-automated
linear method where the activities are automated and requires no human intervention.

SPARQL Query to
retrieve activity cost
of wall panel

SPARQL Query
Result with activities
and corresponding
costs

Figure 8.9: SPARQL Query Result - Activities cost of an instance of wall panel
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SPARQL Query to
retrieve activity cost
breakdown of wall
panel

SPARQL Query to
retrieve activity cost
breakdown of wall
panel

Figure 8.10: SPARQL Query Result - Activities cost breakdown of an instance of wall
panel

8.4.3 Experiment 3 – Competency Question 3: retrieving time information for processes
Experiment 3 is based on the third competency question, which relates to retrieving information
on time spent on activities, the time spent in each workstation and also the overall time taken
to complete production using either the static method or semi-automated method.
Competency Question 3: What is the time spent on each activity and in the associated
workstation involved in producing a house in the various OSM method?

This time information is denoted as the data type property ‘hasCycleTime’ in the OPW
ontology. The object property ‘belongsTo’ which is a transitive property allows the time
information to be passed down from the activities to the work station housing the activities,
and up to the final production method where these activities are performed. Such that, an
‘Activity belongsTo ‘WorkStation’ and ‘WorkStation’ belongsTo a ‘ProductionProcess’ and
the ‘ProductionProcess’ belongsTo an ‘OSMFactoryProductionMethod’. The cycle time of
these activities will thus be used to infer the cycle time for the workstation by the reasoner. For
instance, the activity ‘Nut and Bolt frame’ is performed on the ‘Manual Frame Assembly
station’ which is part of the ‘Frame Assembly’ production process and is applicable to the
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‘Static method’ of OSM production. Some SWRL rules have been developed in the ontology
to allow for computation of cycleTime (refer to section 7.7.1 for rules).
For a demonstration of the implementation of the rules in the ontology, a SPARQL query was
written to retrieve information on the time taken to complete each activity in the frame
assembly process when using the static production method (Figure 8.11). Another query relates
to generating the overall cycle time in various workstations in an OSM production process
(Figure 8.12). These queries imply that it is possible to analyse the time taken in producing
various OSM products when using the static method, or the semi-automated linear method of
production. Also, the data properties ‘hasDurationFromStart’ and ‘hasDurationAtFinish’ are
inferred by the reasoner and indicate the time at the start and end of an activity in a chain of
processes, either parallel or sequential.

SPARQL Query:
Activity
cycleTime

SPARQL Result:
cycleTime (min)

Figure 8.11: SPARQL Query Result – cycle time for activities in the static production
method.
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SPARQL Query:
Work station
cycleTime

SPARQL Result:
cycleTime (min)

Figure 8.12: SPARQL Query Result – cycle time for workstations in an OSM process

8.4.4 Experiment 4 – Competency Question 4: Analysing process waste
The next experiment based on the fourth competency question is to analyse the process waste
in various OSM production methods. There are various types of activities involved in the
production of OSM houses in the factory environment and these are classified as either
‘ProductionActivity’ or ‘SupportActivity’. However, not all of the time spent or cost accrued
in performing these activities is considered value-adding. These are known as the process waste
in the production process.
Competency Question 4: What proportions of the activities involved in the
production process of different OSM methods fall in the categories value-adding,
non-value-adding and/or necessary non-value-adding?

It is thus essential for the OPW ontology to be able to retrieve this information as doing this
task manually would have proven too challenging given the amount of information required to
be processed. The lean manufacturing theory relating to the 8 categories of process waste has
been used to determine the waste in the production processes by classifying activities as either
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VA, NVA or NNVA. For a demonstration on implementation of the rules in the ontology, a
SPARQL query was written to retrieve information on the types of activities involved in the
production of a wall panel using the instance of ‘3BED_GF_Front_LSF_01’ when using the
static production method or the semi-automated production method. Figure 8.13 illustrates the
query result listing the value-added activities and their corresponding cycle times in the
production of an instance of a wall panel. Similarly, Figure 8.14 and Figure 8.15 contain the
list of activities that are classified as both NNVA and NVA in a wall panel production process
respectively.
For the instance of the wall panel ‘3BED_GF_Front_LSF_01’, the result shows that there 26
activities in total involved in the production of that instance while 11 of these activities are
classified as VA, 5 of the activities are classified as NNVA while 10 of the activities are
classified as NVA i.e. a process waste that could be improved on. The results allow the analysis
of the time spent on each category of activities and the breakdown of the resources
consumed/cost incurred in the production process.

Inferred classification
by reasoner ontology

SPARQL Query:
Activity that are
Value-Adding

SPARQL Result:
cycleTime of
Activities
SPARQL Result:
11 Activities

Figure 8.13: SPARQL Query Result – cycle time for value-adding activities in a wall
panel production
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SPARQL Query:
Activity that are
Necessary-NonValue-Adding

SPARQL Result:
cycleTime of
Activities
SPARQL Result:
5 Activities

Figure 8.14: SPARQL Query Result – cycle time for necessary-non value-adding
activities in a wall panel production

SPARQL Query:
Activity that are
Non-Value-Adding

SPARQL Result:
cycleTime of
Activities
SPARQL Result:
10 Activities

Figure 8.15: SPARQL Query Result – cycle time for non-value-adding activities in a
wall panel production
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8.4.5 Experiment 5 - Competency Question 5: Analysing time spent on processes
The last experiment is based on the fifth competency question which is also identified as a
potential output from the OPW ontology. This is to allow analysis of various methods of OSM
production and in this study, the static and semi-automated methods are used as the two units
of analysis.
Competency Question 5: What is the percentages/value of the cost and time spent on
the various categories of activities in the competing OSM production methods?

As the ontology already contains knowledge on the two methods and the sort of activities
involved. This enables the offsite manufacturer or organisation to analyse both options in
aspects such as the time spent on various activities in a product development process and the
cost incurred. Potentially also, to determine where intervention is needed for continuous
improvement. A SPARQL query has been implemented to retrieve information on the cost and
time spent in the production of the wall panel instance ‘3BED_GF_Front_LSF_01’ for both
methods of OSM production. Figure 8.16 shows the result for the static method while Figure
8.17 shows the results for the semi-automated linear method of OSM production. These results
will be further discussed in the next section.

SPARQL Query:
Activity analysis
for wall panel in
a static method

SPARQL Result:
Activities in static
method

SPARQL Result:
Process
information
SPARQL Result:
Wall Panel
instance

Figure 8.16: SPARQL Query Result – Process Information for the static method of wall
panel production
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SPARQL Query:
Activity analysis for
wall panel in a semiautomated method
SPARQL Result:
Wall Panel
instance

SPARQL Result:
Activities in
semi-automated
method

SPARQL Result:
Process
information

Figure 8.17: SPARQL Query Result – Process Information for the semi-automated
method of wall panel production

8.5 Descriptive statistical analysis of experimental results
To enable the second stage of the validation involving domain expert analysis of the results
from the OPW ontology, there is a need for further analysis of the results in a plain language
separate from the query results from the ontology to enable communication with non-ontology
experts. This is achieved with the use of descriptive statistics through charts and graphs
displaying results from the ontology. The analysis in this section is an example of the result
generated from the OPW ontology from the units of analysis considered for this study. The
panelised system of OSM used in this case study is developed based on an actual case of the
static method of production, while the data for the semi-automated method is based on a
detailed scheme containing the simulations of actual production information and detailed
workflow incorporating automated stages of sub-assemblies. For the purpose of this analysis,
and for like-to-like comparison between the two methods, the workflows for wall panel
production comprising panel frame and panel cladding were used. To complete the analysis
and support reasoning in the knowledge semantic model, the economic life of major static
equipment/plant used in the production process is assumed to be 10 years (as specified by the
design team of the production line) while that of small movable tools is assumed to be 5 years.
Table 8.3 summarises the resource type to be included and excluded for the analysis of the
process cost. The boundary of the analysis for the cost comparison is the production stage of
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the product development starting from 1) the point of material delivery to work stations, to 2)
the point of loading the finished products in the transport trolley to the site. In terms of cost
analysis, some cost aspects have been excluded from the comparison in order to avoid
duplication since the values do not change for both units of analysis (static and semi-automated
methods). For instance, the material cost will stay the same for products in both the static and
semi-automated methods. Also, the factory space used for the analysis is the same hence
aspects like rent, building maintenance, etc. will remain the same. However, the electricity
consumption in the semi-automated method will be considerably more than in the static method
hence included in the scope of the analysis.
Table 8.3: Resource type for analysis
Scope

Resource Type

Inclusion

Direct Plant/Equipment
Direct Labour
Support Labour
Electricity

Exclusion

Material
Rent
Gas and Water
Building Maintenance and repair
Factory management charges
Business Rates

The following sections will analyse the results from the OPW ontology based on the time and
cost consumed in the product development process. Additionally, analysis of the process waste
generated in both units of analysis is carried out. The process wastes are analysed using the
lean manufacturing theory relating to 8 categories of process waste (see Chapter 3) to analyse
the activities in the process for the two methods and the waste involved in order to quantify the
improvement where applicable and to provide recommendations for CI. The activities as
identified in the process map (see Appendix D) were classified into three types, VA, NVA and
NNVA.
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8.5.1 Process Analysis - Static method OSM production
To facilitate comparison of the cost of a panel using the static method with the semi-automated
linear method, assumptions were made regarding the production schedule (Table 8.4). Also,
the demand for factory-manufactured houses may vary within the time frame considered. Thus,
assumptions based on the 10-year business plan for production provided by the case provider
are made regarding the annual production target throughout the assumed economic life (10
years) of the equipment used for production (Table 8.5) to facilitate activity cost estimation
using the ABC method. For the static method, the factory in the case study allows 2 shifts per
day. Each shift comprises three gangs of workers and each gang includes 3 team members, an
additional quality inspector and a supervisor. The total labour input is calculated to be 3174
work hours per year (Table 8.4). Based on this assumption and the time taken to complete a
cycle in the production process, it is anticipated that the equivalent output from the factory is
4498 panels per annum. Since there are 32 panels required to build the prototype house, the
factory has the maximum capacity to produce 140 houses per annum based on this arrangement
(Table 8.5).
The calculations above are based on the full production capacity of the factory arrangement
without any disruption. According to the business plan, the production capacity is developing
from 50% for the first year to 100% for the last year as shown in Table 8.5.

Table 8.4: Production volume/schedule for static production
Weeks Per Year

46

Hours Per week

34.5

Hrs per year

3174

Number of shifts

2

Team/Gang

3 gangs of 3 workers per shift (i.e. 2 fixers, 1 casual worker),
Additional 1 Quality Inspector and 1 supervisor per shift.

Annual Volume (in full

4,498 panels

capacity)
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Table 8.5: Anticipated annual production target for factory manufactured houses using
static method of production
Year/Period

Equivalent no.
of wall Panels
per year
2245
2699
3374
3374
3374
3374
3823
3823
4273
4498

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Production Capacity
(Units of houses)

Equivalent Capacity
Usage
(%)
50
60
75
75
75
75
85
85
95
100

70
84
105
105
105
105
120
120
134
140

Figure 8.18 shows the process cost analysis of a wall panel production (i.e. instance
3BED_GF_Front_LSF_01) using a static method based on the estimates from the reasoner of the

OPW ontology tool. A detailed breakdown of the result is attached in Appendix C (Table 11.1
– Table 11.6).

Process Cost per Panel in Static Method
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50

Production Volume (%)

Figure 8.18: Process cost per wall panel vs annual production volume in Static Method
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The process cost in Figure 8.18 illustrates the result from the analysis of the process cost of a
product (wall panel) depending on the annual volume of production. Some considerations have
been put in place in generating this cost such as the cost of rework embedded in the static
method. Based on observation and consultation with production experts, the static method has
a higher rework rate with a 15 – 20% chance of rework on major activities due to minor errors
or deviations from drawings and specifications requirements. Therefore this is considered when
recording cycle time for rework activities. Another challenge with static/manual production is
that the identified VA activities done by operatives may also include some idle time. However,
it is challenging to identify or quantify waste embedded in such activities. Therefore, an
allowance has been recorded for some of these activities to denote the wasted time in the
processes due to human working habits (see Appendix C).
Similarly, Figure 8.19 illustrates the breakdown of the process cost in order to determine the
proportions of waste in the process by separating the process cost into VA, NVA and NNVA
proportions.

Process Cost Analysis
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Figure 8.19: Process cost analysis for static method of production

8.5.2 Process Analysis - Semi-automated linear method OSM production
In the semi-automated linear method, similar to the method used in analysing the static method,
the cycle time for each activity in the batch manufacturing line has been modelled for the new
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production line. The cycle time recorded and used for the analysis is the estimated maximum
process time for each activity in every station. In this method, the time recorded is based on
simulations from the production engineers according to the workflow arrangement and
estimated time of product movement through different stages using the simulated model.

Similarly, to facilitate comparison of the process cost of a panel using the automated method
when compared to the static process, the same assumptions have been made regarding the
production schedule (Table 8.6). According to the data obtained from the production
engineering company that designed the production line, overall efficiency of 85% was assumed
across the equipment/plant on the production line. With the cycle time per panel (Appendix C,
Table 11.7 – Table 11.14), this gives an estimate of the annual production target quantity for
the products as 19,200 panels. Since there are 32 units of the product required to build the shell
of the prototype house type, the factory has the capacity to produce 600 houses annually based
on this arrangement. However, given that this is a fairly new investment and for the sake of
future projection, the planned production schedule is varied through the economic life of the
equipment to reflect possible demand and supply variants (Table 8.7).
Table 8.6: Production volume/schedule for automated line
Weeks Per Year

46

Hours Per week

34.5

Hrs per year

3174

Number of shifts

2

Team/Gang

1gang comprising of – 2 workers stationed on the production
line, and 1 programmer/supervisor.

Projected Annual Volume

19,200 panels

(in full capacity)

Table 8.7: Anticipated annual production target for factory manufactured houses using
the semi-automated method
Year/Period

1
2

Production Target
(No. of wall Panels per
year)
1,920
3,840

Production Target
(No. Units of houses
per year)
60
120
180

Equivalent Capacity
Usage
(%)
10%
20%

5,760
7,680
9,600
14,400
16,320
19,200
19,200
19,200

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

180
240
300
450
510
600
600
600

30%
40%
50%
75%
85%
100%
100%
100%

Appendix C (Table 11.7 – Table 11.14) contains a breakdown of the data on process cost and
time of a panel generated from year 1 to year 10 (i.e. from producing at the minimum and
maximum capacity). The values are plotted in a graph (Figure 8.20) illustrating the process
cost of a panel based on different volumes of production annually, while Figure 8.21 illustrates
the breakdown of the proportions of the process cost to analyse the process waste in this method
of production.
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Figure 8.20: Process cost per wall panel based on annual production volume
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Process Cost Analysis
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Figure 8.21: Process cost analysis for the semi-automated method of production

8.5.3 Process cost comparison of the two units of analysis – Static vs Semi-automated
production methods
Further analysis is carried out to compare the process cost of a product in both units of analysis
i.e. cost per panel. The cost per panel for the static method is compared with that of the semiautomated method according to the various volume of production (Figure 8.22). Since the
process cost in the static method is close and does not change significantly based on the volume
of production. The cost at the maximum capacity has been used in the comparison while
varying the volume of production in the semi-automated method of production.
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Figure 8.22: Comparison of process cost per panel for wall panel production.

In addition, Figure 8.23 illustrates the breakdown proportion of the process cost in both units
of analysis based on process waste categorisation in the process.
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Figure 8.23: Breakdown analysis of cost of activities performed for wall panel production.
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8.5.4 Assessing the process cost based on the choice of OSM method
In terms of the process cost associated with the production stage of the two units of analysis,
for the static method and based on the result use-case demonstrated, it cost £76.52 to produce
a wall panel at 50% capacity of the factory. When the output from the factory is increased to
the maximum capacity of 100%, the cost per panel drops to £70.01 (Figure 8.18). This is not a
significant difference, and this revelation can be explained in two aspects. The static method
of OSM, similar to onsite conventional method of construction is a labour-intensive process
and majority of the activities performed are manual in nature, therefore, the output of the
production line is driven by the productivity of the workers. The minor difference in process
cost when the volume of production is increased is a result of the reduced depreciation expense
of some of the small flexible tools used in the production process such as fixing tools.
Therefore, the volume of output from the production line can only be increased by increasing
the manpower (such as adding another gang) and this has no major impact on the cost of the
product.

In contrast, the semi-automated method has a process cost of £20.68 per panel when performing
at 50% of its capacity and the cost drops to £12.65 when the factory is running at a maximum
capacity of 100% (Figure 8.20). This is different from the trend observed in the static method.
The cost saving in this method of production can be linked to the result of the process being
driven by large static plant/equipment on the production line with minimal human intervention.
The equipment has a depreciation expense spread over its economic life therefore, the more
products being produced, the lesser the production process cost.
Ultimately, at maximum output, the cost of the product in a semi-automated method is
approximately 82% cheaper than in the static method of production. However, this cost-saving
is dependent on the volume of production and one of the challenges with the OSM market is
being able to project the market in terms of demand as identified by (Lang et al. 2016). As the
semi-automated method is capital intensive to set up, this makes it a risk for housebuilders, if
demands of factory manufactured houses is considerably lower than the capacity of the
production line thus, may partly explain the reason why housebuilders continue to implement
non-standardised practices as discussed in Zhang et al. (2020) and Pasquire and Connolly
(2002). In order to encourage the use of automation and advanced manufacturing practices in
construction, it is important to determine the break-even point to support informed decisions
by intended OSM users. Upon further analysis of the process cost with both methods of
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production (Figure 8.22), results show that the semi-automated method breaks even with the
ad-hoc static method when the volume of production is around 12% of its capacity.

Also with the semi-automated method, at 20% volume, around 120 units of houses production
annually, the process cost per panel is 35% lower than the maximum capacity in the static
method which equates to 140 houses annually in the current setting (except if the production
space and manpower is increased). This implies that the implementation of advanced
manufacturing systems and automation in construction processes although requires a
significant initial capital investment, the semi-automated method can attain a competitive price
if demand is similar to the current market. Also, as previous studies by Shostak and Houghton
(2008) and Griffith and Jefferys (2013) has reported the pressure on the UK housing sector to
increase low-cost housing delivery to combat the housing shortage experienced, it is clear that
the government have to start considering the use of the semi-automated method as a means to
meet the demands of affordable homes since this method of production produces more for less
price.

8.5.5 Time comparison of two units of analysis – Static vs Semi-automated production
methods
Similarly, analyses have been carried out to compare the total time spent per panel in the
production process and also the cycle time taken to complete the production of a unit of wall
panel in both units of analysis. As the production time per panel does not depend on the volume
of production, the values obtained from the previous analysis stay the same regardless of the
volume of production and are plotted in Figure 8.24. It takes a total of 127 minutes to produce
a unit of wall panel in the static method. The aggregated total process time in the semiautomated method is 58 minutes, i.e. a linear production without any overlapping of subprocesses (i.e. processes for each station). As stations are grouped to produce concurrently for
the semi-automated method, the processing time per panel is the maximum time taken for a
sub-process, which is 6.78 minutes per panel (Figure 8.24) relating to activities 5.39 and 5.47
(see Appendix C for details).
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Figure 8.24: Comparison of time taken on activities performed for wall panel
production.

In addition, Figure 8.25 illustrates the breakdown proportion of the time spent on various
categories of activities in both units of analysis based on the value-added time and the NVA
waste categorisation.
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Figure 8.25: Breakdown of time taken on activities performed for wall panel production.
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8.5.6 Assessing the process time based on the choice of OSM method
The results from the analysis also quantify the time taken to produce a unit of the product and
the output from the units of analysis. It takes 127 minutes for a product to move through the
production line in the static method while it takes 58 minutes in the semi-automated method
i.e. total time per panel (Figure 8.24). However, since the workflow of the semi-automated
method is structured with pre-determined stages, the process is not a finish-to-start process
therefore as one the product leaves a workstation, the next product follows. This brings the
cycle time per panel in the semi-automated method to 7 minutes per panel while the static
method remains at 127 since the production is done in silos. Consequently, the use of automated
and structured stages presents a time saving of up to 94% less than the use of the static method
of production. This explains why the annual production capacity of the semi-automated method
is 600 houses while the static method can only produce 140 houses in a similar arrangement
(i.e. up to 77% less output in the static method). Also, as the semi-automated method automates
some key activities with the use of robotic arms for the fabrication of the steel frame for wall
panels, this reduces the time required significantly compared to the manual assembly method.
Also, the precision is improved and less prone to error therefore rework time is mostly
eliminated.

As reviewed in the previous literature chapters, although OSM has been gaining interest and
increased adoption due to government intervention, the UK housing industry is still not able to
meet the demands of affordable house needs and the growing population (GOV.UK 2020).
Perhaps this could be linked to the persistent use of the static method of production and nonstandardised practices similar to the traditional onsite method. The results have shown that the
annual volume of houses produced could be increased significantly with the implementation of
automation in the factory workflow. It is apparent that this is where the industry should be
gearing towards, however, the demands of factory manufactured houses is a key determinant.

8.5.7 Assessing the process waste generated depending on the choice of method
In regards to the waste generated in the production process of both units of analysis. The
semantic ability of the ontology helped to automatically classify the activities in the production
process based on the lean principle of assessing waste in a process. Activities are classified as
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VA, NVA or NNVA to meet the objective of analysing the improvements realised by moving
construction activities into a controlled factory environment.
Firstly, the process waste has been broken down in terms of the cost consumed on these
categories of activities. In the static method, the proportion of the process cost consumed on
NVA activities remains the same regardless of the volume of production (Figure 8.19) while
for the semi-automated method, the proportion of process cost for NVA activity increases with
an increase in volume/output from the production line (Figure 8.21). The trend in the static
method is expected since the process is labour intensive and the activities that add no value to
the product development will be repeated for each product. However, the trend observed in the
semi-automated method is surprising since one would expect the cost of NVA activities to
reduce as the number of output increases. Upon further assessment, the increase in the
proportions of the NVA activities in this method is linked to the manually performed tasks
where the labour hour spent on those tasks remains the same irrespective of the volume of
production. Thus, while the cost of automated activities decreases with the volume of
production, the cost of the manual activities remains the same and these are the majority of the
NVA tasks performed of the production line, e.g. material delivery and rework.

Comparing both units of analysis in terms of cost of waste in the process, results show that
both methods have a similar percentage of NVA cost which makes up 41% of the product cost
(Figure 8.23). However, the time spent on NVA activities per product is estimated as 37% for
the semi-automated method and 45% for the static method (Figure 8.25). The results estimated
are similar to values obtained for the traditional onsite methods reported in previous research,
i.e. up to 50% non-value added activities (Liu et al. 2011, Nikakhtar et al. 2015). The result
implies that not much improvement has been realised from the static method of production in
terms of process waste, which is coherent with what has been suggested previously. However,
even the semi-automated method contains 37% of the time spent on NVA activities which is
still a considerable amount of time. As a majority of these activities are manually performed
tasks, this is a good insight for offsite manufacturers in terms of analysing their processes and
trying to implement better ways of performing the tasks.
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8.6 Results from root cause (RC) analysis of process waste
Finally, the last stage of the data collection process was done through the focus group
discussion with experts to help identify some of the root causes (RC) of the process waste
generated in the production process. This is specifically relating to the NVA activities which
are the main waste in the process. The activities categorised as NVA were therefore identified
and the process wastes relating to these activities have been assessed. The RC analysis of the
sources of the process waste is presented in Table 8.8.
Table 8.8: RC analysis for static production method NVA activities
Production Line
Activity
Code
1.4

1.5

Waste

Activity
Material
delivery

Sorting
steel
sections

Rework
on frames

Why 2

Needs to
be moved
from store
to
production
area
Moving
materials
from
storage

Inventory
checks need to
be carried out

Process too
slow, causing
an impact on
production
flow

Variable task
duration

Storage not
close to
production line

Space
management

Factory
arrangement

Inefficient
factory
arrangement

Variable
task
duration

Non-balanced
line

Non-balanced
flow

Ill designed
space to pick
and store
frames

Inefficient
work station

Inventory
needs to be
completed

To ensure
correct
materials are
being chosen
Bottleneck in
production
flow

Ensure
specifications
are being
followed
Bottleneck in
production
flow

Correct
drawings in
place

Problem from
push
production
method
Lack of
investment in
automated
inspection
systems

Human
error from
operatives
such as
omission
Cement
Board not
pre-cut
from
supplier
Human
error from
operatives

Delay in target
which causes
work to be
rushed

Time
constraints to
meet customer
demands

Inefficient flow
of production
with many
delays

Process is slow
due to dust
generation

Process not
automated for
machine cut

Delay and
waiting in the
process such as
stage sign off
by Q1
Process not
automated for
machine cut

Inexperienced
trades carrying
out the works

Re-skilling of
workforce not
adequately
invested in

Lack of
investment in
people and
skills training

Lack of
investment in
people and
skills training

Operatives
having to wait
for checks to be
completed to
execute next
process
Operatives
moving from
material storage
to line

QI
inspection
process too
slow

Quality
inspector
working on
other jobs

Operatives not
skilled to selfcheck

Lack of
investment in
automated
inspection
systems

Lack of
investment in
automated
inspection
systems

Fork lift
truck not
available

Not forecasted
correctly with
new orders

Lack of
understanding
of Supply &
Demand

Lack of
understanding
of Supply &
Demand

Wall joints not
properly
connected

Rushed
work and
quality of
install not
adequate

Not enough
CAPEX
invested for
more than one
fork lift truck
Too much of a
backlog

Work shifts not
planned
correctly

Work not
planned
correctly

Inefficient
process flow
design

Operatives
waiting for stock
on the
production line

Movement
and
Transportation

Moving and
transporting
materials from
store to
production area
Operatives
sorting
appropriate
frames from
material batch
Batches of
materials waiting
to be processed

Waiting

Waiting

Defect

Waiting for
quality
inspection to be
completed slows
down the
following
process
Frame joints not
properly
connected

1.9

Measuring
and
cutting CP
Board

Overprocessing

Extra processing
on cement board
before being
used

1.10

Check
alignment

Overprocessing

Too many
quality checks
that could be
avoided

Waiting

1.11

Load
cement
board on
frame

Movement

1.14

Rework
on joints

Defect

5Whys of lean
Why 1

Waiting

Inventory

1.8

Issue/
Symptom

Not
enough QI
inspectors
to meet
production
flow
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Why 3

Why 4

Trades not
being used to
full capacity
during shifts

Why 5
(RC)
Inefficient
process flow
design

Process not
automated for
machine cut

1.18

Visual
inspection
on
bonding

Overprocessing

Too many
quality checks
that could be
avoided

Too many
mistakes
made
previously

Ill planning of
work and
orders

Not enough
skilled
workforce

Lack of
investment in
people and
skills training

Lack of
investment in
people and
skills training

Waiting

Operatives
having to wait
for QI to be
completed

QI
inspection
process too
slow

Quality
inspector
working on
other jobs

Operatives not
trained to self
QI

Rushed
and quality
of install
not
adequate
Too many
mistakes
on joint
fixings

Too much of a
backlog with
too many
defects

Not enough
skilled
workforce

Lack of
investment in
automated
inspection
systems
Lack of
investment in
people and
skills training

Lack of
investment in
automated
inspection
systems
Lack of
investment in
people and
skills training

Rushed work
and quality of
install not
adequate

Too much of a
backlog

Work shifts not
planned
correctly

Inefficient
process flow
design

Too many
mistakes
on joint
fixings
Rushed
and quality
of install
not
adequate
Movement
of workers
in the
factory

Rushed work
and quality of
install not
adequate
Sequencing
broken down
due to too
many defects in
previous panels
Large amount
of work in
progress (WIP)

Too much of a
backlog

Work shifts not
planned
correctly

Inefficient
process flow
design

Too much of a
backlog with
too many
defects

Not enough
skilled
workforce

Lack of
investment in
people and
skills training

Overproduction

Overproduction

Overproduction

Not due to
arrive
onsite

Overproduction

Push
manufacturing
system

Push
manufacturing
system

Push
manufacturing
system

1.19

Rework
on joints

Defect

EPDM and
window joints
not properly
fixed

1.21

Visual
Inspection
on subframe
fixing
Rework
on sub
frame

Overprocessing

Too many
quality checks
that could be
avoided

Defect

Sub-frame not
properly fixed

1.28

Final
rework on
defect
wall

Defect

Panel did not
pass quality
checklist

1.29

Load
finished
panels to
transport
trolley
Transport
and load
finished
panels to
storage

Movement

The need to
move completed
batch from work
area

Transportation

Movement of
finished panels
to storage area
because not
ready to deliver
to site

1.22

1.30

8.6.1 Assessing the RC of waste in the production process
Upon further assessment of the root cause (RC) of the process waste generated relating to the
proportion of NVA activities in the manufacturing process, some constraints in the processes
were revealed (Table 8.8). In regards to the static method, a large proportion of the process
wastes are from activities involving waiting (W) and movement (M). For these types of waste,
factory/workstation arrangements and inefficient process flow were reported as the RC of the
issues. The ad-hoc nature of activities led to a non-guaranteed cycle time for each activity as
no standardised sequence was adopted. Activities like Quality Inspection (QI) is a major source
of delay in the static method due to operatives waiting for inspection to be completed in order
to move on to the next step. Although QI is highly important to avoid scraping finished panels
due to defects, it also causes waste of over-processing (P) because of the number of
intermediate inspections incorporated in the process, which are too many and could perhaps be
streamlined.
The workflow design of the semi-automated method addressed some of the issues of the static
method. For instance, the use of a manufacturing line with dedicated stages improves the
workstation arrangement and the process flow as a result. A visual inspection system displaying
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the position of fault screws was included in the semi-automated method manufacturing line,
which enables the operators stationed in the rework to fix the fault in a speedy manner and as
the accuracy of the robotic arms is around 95%, the chances of these rework being carried out
is reduced. This eliminates some of the waste relating to waiting and movement in the static
method.

Another major waste in the static method is due to the frequent rework required in the process
and the time spent on completing these activities. In the static method, the chances of process
waste due to defects, thus resulting to rework, is around 20% upon assessment. In contrast, the
need for rework is projected to be below 5% in the semi-automated method according to the
simulated data since key activities related to fixing the panels are automated. The efficiency of
the robotic arms is estimated at 95% by the manufacturer.
However, although the semi-automated method helped in eliminating some of the process
waste in the static method, both methods have some similar waste due to the push
manufacturing method (batch system production) adopted. This causes inventory to be built up
in the process. As the batch manufacturing method is adopted, there is a need to have a storage
area in the factory to stack the work-in-progress (WIP) panels until they are ready to be moved
to the construction site and the estimated waiting time is between 4-5 days in the static method.
The identified process waste results in an added cost for a single unit of the product and could
perhaps increase the cost of offsite production and reduce the competitiveness of OSM houses
as compared with houses built on-site.

8.7 Validation of results – External validation with expert evaluation
The second stage of the validation process for the OPW ontology involved seeking domain
expert evaluation of the results from the ontology. The use case project used in testing the OPW
ontology is based on a case study involving the production process information of a specific
company (i.e. house design and production activities used in instantiating the OPW ontology).
A non-disclosure agreement has been put in place thereby necessitating some restrictions in
relation to the validation process. Therefore, the experts chosen for the validation process are
construction practitioners from the case study directly involved in the use case project. This
consists of representatives from three different participating companies involved in the project.
A total of five experts participated in the validation process, including four industry personnel
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working on the case project and one academic (domain expert in ontology development) to
validate the semantic model structure and composition. These experts have a minimum of one
year of experience working on OSM and are capable of evaluating the results from the OPW
ontology (Figure 8.26).

Years of Experience in OSM

Less than a year

40%

40%

1 to 5 years
6 to 10 years
11 to 20 years
Above 20 years

20%

Figure 8.26: Participants years of experience with OSM

The validation process took place in form of a group discussion. The researcher first presented
the findings of the research and a demo of the OPW ontology which was then followed by a
question and answer session. Then the experts were given time to analyse the results from the
semantic model before filling out the expert validation questionnaire based on the three
assessment criteria considered relevant to the objective of the study ( Appendix B). The
following sections present the results from the validation process.
8.7.1 Assessment Criteria 1: Accuracy and clarity
The first criteria used in validating the OPW ontology assess how accurate the results from the
ontology are and the clarity of the information retrieved from the ontology. Three questions
based on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 0 to 5 (denoting strongly disagree to strongly
agree) have been used to assess the opinion of experts on the OPW ontology developed.
Responses are mostly positive with a mean value of 4.4/5 regarding the reliability of the results
(Figure 8.27), and a mean value of 4.6/5 in the opinion of experts on the practicality of the
terminologies used (Figure 8.28) and the methodology used (Figure 8.29) in the tool.
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Figure 8.27: Participant responses on the reliability of results from OPW ontology

2. The terminologies used are clear and practical
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Figure 8.28: Participant responses on the practicality of terminologies used in OPW
ontology
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3. The methodology design and structuring are logical
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Figure 8.29: Participant responses on the methodology used in OPW ontology

8.7.2 Assessment Criteria 2: Usefulness & Adaptability
The second criteria used in validating the OPW ontology assesses the applicability of the results
retrieved in addressing process design issues for OSM methods in real life and how well the
results from the tool can be applied to another context. Four questions based on a 5-point Likert
scale ranging from 0 to 5 (denoting strongly disagree to strongly agree) have been used to
assess the opinion of experts on the OPW ontology developed. The responses to the questions
asked are mostly positive with a mean value score of 4.4/5 regarding if the tool is beneficial to
users (Figure 8.30) and if the scope of the tool is wide enough to suit the needs of users (Figure
8.32). Similarly, a mean value score of 4.8/5 was recorded on the opinion of experts on the
applicability of the knowledge in real-life scenarios (Figure 8.31), while a mean score of 4.2
was recorded regarding the flexibility of the tool and how transferable the knowledge is to other
OSM scenarios (Figure 8.33).
This indicates that overall, the experts agree on the results from the ontology and have testified
that it applies to the real world and useful for assessing the performance of OSM methods.
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4. The tool proves to be advanced and beneficial to users
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Figure 8.30: Participant responses on the usefulness of the OPW ontology
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Figure 8.31: Participant responses on the applicability of the OPW ontology in real-life
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6. The OSM production workflow tool covers a wide
scope
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Figure 8.32: Participant responses on the scope of the OPW ontology

7. The knowledge base developed is flexible and
transferable
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Figure 8.33: Participant responses on the flexibility of the OPW ontology

8.7.3 Assessment Criteria 3: Completeness
The third criteria used in validating the OPW ontology assesses how capable the results from
the ontology are in terms of providing answers to the competency questions intended to be
addressed. Two multiple-choice questions have been used to assess the opinion of experts for
rating the developed tool. 80% of the experts that participated in the validation of the OPW
ontology rated the results as an advanced level while the remaining 20% rated at the
intermediate level (Figure 8.34). Also, there is a mixed opinion regarding the completeness of
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the tool in responding to the competency questions (Figure 8.35) however, non of the
participant is of the opinion that the ontology requires more work in addressing the objectives
stated at the specification stage of the development of the model.
However, additional feedback was given by the experts in terms of extending the OPW
ontology to capture more production lines and if a user interface can be developed to allow
end-users without knowledge of ontologies to query the ontology for results. This aspect will
be addressed in the next chapter.
8. This work, its application and results are:

20%
Simple
Intermediate
Advanced
Expert

80%

Figure 8.34: Participant opinion in rating the research work done

9. The knowledge-based tool:

40%

40%

Requires more work
Is Capable
Is Good
Is Excellent

20%

Figure 8.35: Participant opinion in rating the tool developed
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8.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter described the methodology for evaluating and testing the OPW ontology
developed by analysing the two units of analysis using a use-case of a 3Bbed semi-detached
house type with a panelised system of OSM. The first stage presents the findings of the
experimental process in OWL/SWRL following the 5 sets of competency questions expected
for the OPW ontology to answer. This aspect covered the initial stage validation exercise within
the context of an internal approach using the reasoning in the ontology. Pallet reasoner was
used in the ontology to generate inferred results while SPARQL and SQWRL query languages
were used in querying the ontology. The query results returned shows a consistent logic in the
ontology as the rules run without inconsistency being discovered by the reasoner.
The results from the OPW ontology have also been further analysed to enable comparison of
the values obtained for both units of analysis by comparing the cost, time and waste generated
from the production process. This was followed on by an expert validation exercise, by
comparing the values from the sematic model to those obtained from the judgement of an
expert. Finally, a root cause analysis was implemented for determining the sources of the
process waste by analysing the NVA activities in the production process.
In the next chapter, the results from the experiment and analysis will be discussed in the context
of the objectives of the research, thus leading to a conclusion being reached based on the
research objectives set out initially for the research. This will also be supported with some
relevant recommendations.
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9. CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
9.1 Introduction
The purpose of this research work is to develop a proof-of-concept knowledge-based process
analysis tool to enable the analysis and evaluation of alternative OSM production methods.
The intelligent knowledge-based tool was developed using a newly constructed OSM
production workflow (OPW) ontology that maps the production processes of alternative OSM
methods using a bottom-up approach. To demonstrate its use, the ontology was tested using a
case study comprising two units of analysis: (i) the static OSM production method and (ii) the
semi-automated linear OSM production method. The research problem for this study is
addressed by 5 different objectives to enable the fulfilment of the research aim. In this chapter,
the main findings of the study will be discussed and conclusions will be reached on the
objectives of the research work based on the results obtained from the previous chapters.
The chapter is laid out into different subsections providing discussions on how the findings
from the research have addressed the objectives of the study. Also, some recommendations are
provided for future work and the main contributions to knowledge are discussed along with
some practical implications identified.

9.2 Main findings
This study presents a novel approach to analysing production processes for the OSM methods
of construction by integrating the concept of artificial intelligence through the use of semantic
knowledge-based modelling methods. The work done has been demonstrated through the
newly developed OSM Production Workflow (OPW) ontology and how it can be applied for
obtaining process data for assessing and evaluating alternative OSM methods and production
processes. The research work also demonstrates how semantic technologies can be applied to
link production data to offsite manufactured products. The OPW ontology can complement
widely adopted data exchange schema used in the construction industry such as IFC. The latter
focuses on geometric data exchange. Thus, the use of OPW ontology adds another dimension
of knowledge relating to production workflow. The linkage between production data and
building design data is a novel development as the use of ontology for modelling knowledge
of the OSM domain enables integration of multiple sources of knowledge into a single data
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source while simultaneously capturing the reasoning of experts through the use of semantic
models built in the system. The OPW ontology can be queried, monitored and improved
continuously over time to capture changes due to changes in business processes, operation
processes, resource redeployment and the introduction of new products. While the case in this
study is based on two methods of OSM production, it is expected that house building processes
will contain a level of similarities in relation to the concepts/classes, subclasses and
relationships in the processes. The approach used in this study can thus be expanded to analyse
other production methods, OSM systems, and processes. This will support a more informed
choice of OSM methods with more quantifiable data recorded in the system in the long run.
The findings are presented in three key parts: (i) assessment of the impact of platformindependent knowledge-based systems in formalising and sharing knowledge (ii) assessments
of the process benefits with various OSM method choices and (iii) assessments of the process
waste in the various OSM method choices and the constraints resulting to the waste.

9.2.1 Conclusion for Objective 1
1. To examine the contemporary issues with existing knowledge of OSM and where necessary
to develop theoretical definitions and classifications to support better understanding and
communication in the OSM domain.
OSM as a domain has been reviewed in this study to identify issues with the knowledge in the
domain to enable systematisation of such knowledge to support various tasks. Finding from the
review suggests that there is a great level of misconceptions about the definition and
taxonomies used in the domain. This study, therefore, proposed a definition and classification
approach which combines the essential elements of existing classifications with the aim of
supporting formalisation of the domain knowledge and for easy communication. The following
conclusions have been drawn on this objective.


Although OSM is defined differently by most researchers in the field, most existing
definitions mostly cover the essential aspect that distinguishes OSM concept from the
conventional approach. However, elements of the benefits of modularisation and
standardisation are largely missing from most of the definitions.



There is a significant lack of consensus on OSM classification approach thus leading to
misunderstanding on what should be regarded as part of OSM and what is not.
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Researchers tend to classify OSM based on the particular theme of their study or the
purpose for which the classification is needed.


Existing classification systems in the UK such as Uniclass and IFC are limited in terms
of providing a detailed level classification for OSM required to distinguish it from
construction using the traditional approach. These classification systems require further
support to give coherent OSM classes and sub-classes, and also should be extended to
cover missing elements and serve as a basis for a unified approach for classifying OSM.

Although an attempt has been made in this study to develop a generic definition and
classification system for OSM. This is only based on high-level concepts and essentially
identifies common traits and includes most distinguishable aspects from previous classification
systems. The generic classification for OSM will need to be extended in order to provide a
more robust system that fits for different purposes such as cost, time and risk analysis in relation
to the method. The researcher believes that to fully benefit from the classification system, there
is a need to adopt both top-down and bottom-up approaches. The attempt to review previous
works on classifications in this study to develop the high-level OSM classification is an
example of a top-down approach to integrate the existing ideas and concepts. Efforts will need
to be spent on developing the classification further using a bottom-up approach as well, i.e.
through capturing knowledge from individual cases of offsite (e.g. steel, timber or concrete
offsite systems), as OSM knowledge is likely highly specialised and can involve a lot of
localised properties that is not necessarily possible to be generalised without learning from
actual cases. This approach has been adopted in this study to develop the OPW ontology by
following the bottom-up approach for populating the classification system with low-level
concepts using a case study.

9.2.2 Conclusion for Objective 2
2. To apply industry-based approaches for analysing manufacturing processes and determine
a suitable approach for evaluating the performance of competing OSM processes.
The study looked into assessing suitable methods for analysing processes and the available
tools and techniques used in the manufacturing sector with the aim of learning from this sector
on how OSM methods shall be analysed to meet the manufacturing requirements. In response,
this study has identified lean-based techniques such as ABC, VSA and 5Whys as suitable
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methods for assessing manufacturing processes of OSM. In addition, the techniques have been
applied in analysing the production process of two OSM methods using a case study. The
following conclusions have been drawn from the analysis.


It has been determined in this study that the value system analysis (VSA) and 5Whys
methods are the best suited in analysing the activities of the various OSM methods for
the developed tool given the ease at which these methods can be implemented by nonlean experts in analysing the manufacturing processes. Also, the expertise and amount
of data required in implementing these methods are fairly accessible thus making the
results of the analysis traceable. Industry practitioners will welcome those intuitive
tools when a user interface is further developed where non-expert interaction with the
tool can be done.



The study concludes that the activity-based costing (ABC) method is better suited for
analysis manufacturing-based processes involving the use of large static tools and
automation such as the OSM method, compared to the resources-based method widely
adopted in the construction industry. This is because ABC allows businesses to take a
process view of their processes by enabling the breakdown of cost and time into
categories based on the value-added to the process. However, as identified in previous
studies, one of the criticism is that this method is data reliant and tedious to undertake
due to the high volume of data for processing, the use of artificial intelligence (AI) such
as expert systems for automating the reasoning process of an expert offers a means of
benefiting from the accuracy of this method.

9.2.3 Conclusion for Objective 3
3. To investigate the use of knowledge acquisition and modelling methods and languages and
determine the best-suited approach to support formalisation and systematisation of OSM
knowledge in a tool to support objective (2).
In response to this research objective, a critical review of knowledge-based modelling methods
and languages has been completed in this study and the use of OWL and SWRL has been
selected for the development of the OPW ontology. The conclusions are drawn from the
implementation of the knowledge using these methods are outlined as follows.
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It has been demonstrated in this study that knowledge-based engineering through
ontology knowledge modelling is capable of handling data of multiple forms. Also,
OSM knowledge has been systemised in the development of a production workflow
analysis tool. This method is efficient and fast in enabling the retrieval of quantitative
data of OSM processes required for decision support. One of the benefits of the
semantic model is the speed at which the reasoning takes place. For instance, ABC, as
a costing method used in this study, has been criticised as being time-consuming and
tedious due to the amount of data needed for generating cost information. The use of
the tool automates the estimation through the use of a reasoning facility in the ontology,
which has the capability in handling both production and design-related data. It is done
through formalising the knowledge of ABC for automated reasoning. In addition, the
classification function in the ontology allows new knowledge to be generated such as
classifying activities into VA, NVA and NNVA categories to identify non-value added
activities. The reasoning process in the OPW ontology using OWL and SWRL takes an
average of 60 seconds when the reasoner is invoked and around 10 seconds to return
results when queried. This is very efficient when compared to manual methods to
estimate costs.



The use of ontology for knowledge modelling has been demonstrated to be efficient in
knowledge capture and sharing, and is capable of giving intelligent context-specific
data, which would be useful for process design analysis in the OSM domain. The OPW
ontology developed in this study has been able to link meta-data in relation to time,
cost, resources, and sequences to model the production workflow of two different OSM
methods. The experimental results from the use case of a typical factory-manufactured
house have been used in obtaining insight on the sources of process waste by breaking
down the process data into categories of value-adding in the process. As identified in
the previous literature studies, this type of knowledge is not readily available in a BIM
model and the data needed to support this analysis can prove tedious to gather as it
involves data from different sources. The result from the study thus proves the
capability of knowledge engineering systems in handling a high volume of data needed.
This builds further on previous attempts by researchers (Staub-french et al. 2002,
Abanda et al. 2011, 2017, Nepal et al. 2013, Lee et al. 2014) in the construction domain
to develop platform-independent knowledge that can be easily integrated to obtain rich
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data that are not restricted for use by particular software as the knowledge in the
ontology can be converted into RDF and XML data suitable for use in many platforms.

The OPW ontology has demonstrated that it is flexible and adaptable as the knowledge
modelled in the ontology has been applied to evaluate alternative production methods
using cases of OSM projects. The results returned demonstrate the capability of the
ontology in facilitating the comparison of processes. The knowledge can be extended
to capture other methods of production, types of products and other assessment matrices
since ontology can be reused and recycled, which will also contribute to structured
knowledge sharing in the construction domain.

9.2.4 Conclusion for Objective 4
4. To assess the performance of competing OSM production methods using the tool developed
based on the outcome of objective (2) using an example of methods involving non-standardised
and standardised processes.
Research objective 4 relates to assessing the performance of two alternative OSM methods by
examining the data generated from the developed tool. The following conclusions have been
drawn based on two units of analysis in this study:


The study concludes that moving the production of houses offsite using the static
method does not provide a significant improvement of the process in terms of waste.
45% of the production time in the static method is spent on NVA activities which are
close to the 50% NVA time reported for the traditional onsite method. This is as a result
of the static method of OSM being a labour-intensive process and the majority of the
activities performed are manual in nature therefore the output of the production line is
driven by the productivity of the workers.



The automation of key activities in the production process and structured workflow
(through the semi-automated method) offers a time saving of up to 94% more than if
the same task is done manually in the same environment (the use of the static method
of production). Consequently, the introduction of automation of key activities in the
production process allows up to 77% more output (productivity) from the factory while
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also reducing rework on products as the precision is improved by using machines that
are less prone to error.


Based on similar factory conditions, the process cost of an OSM product is 82% less
via the semi-automated method than the static method of production, at maximum
production capacity. The semi-automated method breaks even with the ad-hoc static
method at around 12% production capacity.



The process cost of the semi-automated method alone (excluding fixed cost) per
product is about 35% lower than that of the static production method on average. Thus,
the implementation of advanced manufacturing systems and automation (e.g. semiautomated method) in OSM processes can create saving if the initial fixed cost
investment, e.g. on plant and facilities can be offset by the saving in process cost
depending on the volume of works.

9.2.5 Conclusion for Objective 5
5. To investigate the constraints in the performance of the OSM methods from objective (4) and
determine the causes of these constraints so as to support informed decision-making and
continuous improvements.
Another objective of the research relates to evaluating some of the constraints in the factory
housebuilding process and how these can be improved. The breakdown of the time spent on
production revealed that there is still a considerable amount of NVA activities embedded in the
factory production process despite the industry claims on OSM being a leaner approach than
the onsite method. The results generated from the OPW ontology have been further analysed
using the lean 5Whys method to reveal some of the issues and constraints in the current practice
with the OSM methods and the conclusions drawn are as follows.


It is discovered in this study that a large proportion of the process waste in the static
method of OSM is a result of waiting and non-productive movement of resources within
the factory environment. The major constraints leading to this process waste is the
factory workstation arrangement and inefficient process flow resulting from the ad-hoc
nature of activities. There is no guaranteed cycle time for each activity and no
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standardised sequence. Therefore, the nature of the production method leads to the
process waste.


Quality Inspection (QI) although is encouraged as a good practice to be embedded in
manufacturing and construction processes, this activity contributes to process waste
from over-processing and is a major source of delay in the process, especially in the
static method of production. In the static production method, the number of
intermediate inspections to mitigate the risk of scrapping defective products is higher
and this contributes to the proportion of NVA cost and time spent on these activities.
Having better precision and increasing the quality of the work at the first attempt can
be used to mitigate this constraint. Therefore, offsite manufacturers should look into
automating the key tasks that are prone to rework as this leads to a 15% less chance of
rework in the process thus saving time and cost of processing.



The use of batch production systems in OSM methods is a major source of process
waste due to inventory built up in the process. It is discovered that finished products
(i.e. completed modules) can be stored up to 4-5 days in the factory before being
transported to construction sites. Thus, a lot of waiting and storage are incurred in OSM
processes in both structured and non-structured workflow processes leading to wasted
cost. This could consequently increase the cost of offsite production and reduce the
competitiveness of OSM methods as compared with traditional methods built on-site.
Considerations need to be made in the OSM domain for integrating manufacturing
concepts such as ‘one-piece flow’ and ‘just-in-time’ (JIT) delivery to reduce NVA cost
further.

9.3 Research contribution and practical implication
The main contributions of the research output are summarised according to the contributions
to existing knowledge and practice in the following sections.
9.3.1 Contribution of research to knowledge
1. The output of this research contributes to the body of literature on offsite concepts,
definition and classification, through the generic classification framework developed
for the OSM domain knowledge and provides a means of supporting clear
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communication and knowledge sharing in the domain. The developed generic
classification system method helps to minimise identified issues relating to
fragmentation of OSM knowledge due to the various conflicting understanding and
duplications of concepts in the domain.

The generic classification system thus

facilitates communication in the domain. The classification system can be adapted by
expanding the high-level categories and populating these with related subclasses to suit
other purposes such as populating product and process concepts to suit cost and time
estimation, development of knowledge systems through the re-use of shared
conceptualisation, etc.

2. The methodology and approach used in this research by integrating the value system
analysis (VSA) and activity-based costing (ABC) methods for analysing a process is a
novel approach for evaluating and optimising the performance of a manufacturing
process. This approach is useful in generating detailed process-related data to support
cost/time-based analysis of OSM processes and opens a new vista for accurately
generating detailed level process data that allows a process view of various processes
thus can be adopted in evaluating future case studies on OSM methods.

3. The results from the analysis have also contributed to existing knowledge on the root
causes of process waste in competing methods of OSM by revealing some key aspects
that need to be considered in order to obtain a good performance of OSM processes.
Also, the result from the study provides quantitative evidence of the performance of
competing structured and non-structured OSM methods thus contributing to knowledge
on the comparison of the output of these methods.

4. The knowledge structure and rules integrated into the OPW ontology have been
published on the web for knowledge sharing and re-use in the domain. This is a major
contribution that enables researchers in the domain to reuse existing classification and
terminology while expanding further on some concepts where necessary. This
contributes to the ultimate goal of formalising knowledge to enable the realisation of
the next-generation web – the semantic web with linked data.
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9.3.2 Contribution of research to practice
1. In this study, a platform-independent semantically rich and formal representation of
OSM knowledge (including its systems, methods, processes, and products) was
developed. The approach used in this tool and detailed breakdown of data generated is
novel in that it allows easy application of the ABC methodology in the construction
sector different from the RBC method commonly used. Therefore, the OPW ontology
enables construction professionals to take a process view of their approaches by
benefiting from the rich and more comprehensive data involved with the use of ABC
that would have otherwise been challenging or difficult to model.

2. The methodology used in this research by integrating the value system analysis (VSA)
and activity-based costing (ABC) methods can be adapted by existing and prospective
OSM organisations as an optimisation approach in assessing their processes and
determining areas of possible improvements. This is particularly useful at the product
development (production and manufacturing stage) phase to gather detailed
information on the performance and lessons learnt for continuous improvement (CI).

3. This tool developed is flexible and can be adapted by OSM housebuilders for
developing a company-specific tool that captures their specific business processes to
support the evaluation of their processes and to promote continuous improvement.
Achieving these could therefore increase the uptake of OSM in the construction
industry and collectively, thus taking full advantage of its benefits.

4. The use of a platform-independent system and the inclusion of semantic web
technologies such as Linked Data (LD) and Web Ontology Language (OWL) models
has proven to better address the challenges of interoperability and unambiguous
knowledge systematisation. Therefore, existing processes used in the construction
industry such as Building Information Modelling (BIM) can benefit from real-life data
input of manufacturing processes of building elements through the knowledge
integration using the OPW ontology. This will be a major advantage in helping offsite
housebuilders to design out waste from their processes.
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9.4 Research challenges and limitations
In this study, a bottom-up approach to data collection was adopted due to the need for capturing
context-specific data on OSM processes. Despite the strength of the case study method in the
exploration of complex issues in their real-life context, some weaknesses have been associated
with this method. Case studies are traditionally perceived as a less desirable method compared
to surveys or experimental methods (Schell 1992, Yin 2009) due to insufficient rigour and nonsystematic procedural approach making them more prone to bias and subjectivity. Another
major barrier and criticism of using the case study method is in the sense of its validity when
it comes to generalising results which is particularly common in the case of a single case (Schell
1992, Yin 2009). Therefore, the limitations of the methods and techniques used in relation to
the research questions are identified. The research is limited by the following factors:


Sample size – single case study design: only one case study was used in developing
the ontology and this also only applies to the steel frame offsite solution. Therefore, the
developed knowledge model may not fit well for other solutions such as timber frame
or concrete buildings as the methods and techniques involved may vary. However, this
can be resolved by expanding the ontology to capture new classes, subclasses, instances
and relationships that will allow for a different product design or scenario to be
computed.



Generalisation: since the case study is based on the steel frame offsite solution, the
knowledge modelled in the OPW ontology only covers products and processes
involving light steel frame (LSF) OSM. This means that the results from the ontology
may only be generalizable to similar cases of steel OSM. However, as the essence of
the study is to establish a proof-of-concept, this is not considered a significant limitation
because the essence of designing case studies is to optimise understanding of a
phenomenon rather than the focus on generalising beyond (Denzin and Lincoln 2000).
Also, since analytical generalisation is what is intended for in the research design,
generalising the unique set of results from this study to a broader theory is possible thus
defining other aspects/domains in which the result can be generalised is possible (Yin
2009). It is believed that OSM products and processes for house building may be similar
in some ways such that it is possible to transfer the knowledge to other OSM types such
as those using different materials such as timber or concrete.
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Computational method: The ontology development language used also has its
limitations. The expressivity of OWL-DL is limited and may not be able to cover the
level of reasoning required for some tasks, such as expressing advanced mathematical
concepts in cost and time estimation. However, this drawback has been addressed by
extending the ontology to include some SWRL rules.

9.5 Recommendations and Future work
9.5.1 Research Objective 6 (Recommendation)
6. To validate the developed tool and provide guidance/recommendations on the use and
application
As part of this research objective, some recommendations have been proposed for future work
by domain experts. The OPW has been validated using a two-staged validation method
involving an internal/logic validation and an external/expert validation approach. the ontology
has been tested based on the set of competency questions laid out for the ontology to answer
and the model has been successful in retrieving data in response to the questions. Also, the
OPW ontology has been validated based on 3 major sets of criteria set by experts. The opinions
of experts have been consistent and positive about the outputs generated from the developed
tool. The following recommendations have been provided on the tool developed by the experts
that participated in the validation process.


Although the OPW ontology captures the required knowledge for performing different
analyses and estimations on OSM processes, the current limitation of the ontology is
the fact that the knowledge is collected from a limited number of production lines.
Therefore, it is recommended for future work that the knowledge base shall be
expanded to incorporate other production workflow designs to enable more choices in
production workflow designs.



For future work, considerations should be given to the expansion of OPW ontology to
cover both the design and assembly stages and processes of a product. This will enable
a more robust scenario-based assessment by alternating variables in the various stages
to determine the impact of changes on various methods.
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It is recommended that the work is taken further to develop a user interface where the
OPW ontology can be queried by non-ontology experts in order to support wider use
of OPW by industry participants. Making a user-friendly interface would require the
additional need for both an API to input parameters in the ontology to enable evaluation,
as well as retrieving useful information out. It can also enable users to generate reports
from the system such as how the costs are made up, the makeup of the VA, NVA and
NNVA for the various rates of production, number of personnel at each production %,
etc.



Lastly, for future work, the OPW ontology could be expanded to include the knowledge
required for the assessment of other process assessment metrics such as life-cycle cost
and carbon footprint. This is particularly important to allow a more holistic judgment
of the performance of alternative OSM methods.
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Appendix B – Expert validation form
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Research Title: Development of a knowledge-based production process analysis tool for
offsite manufacturing method of construction

Dear Participant.
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the expert validation process. The researcher intends
to validate the Offsite Manufacturing Production Workflow (OPW) ontology developed and
your feedback is a part of expert validation which will help ensure that the knowledge modelled
in the ontology is applicable to real-life problems and is novel in nature.

About the tool:
The

aim

of

the

knowledge-based

engineering

tool

is

to

enable

offsite

housebuilders/manufacturers to analyse their processes. It will facilitate the retrieval of
qualitative and quantitative data on aspects like, cost, time, waste, process sequences, resource
consumption etc. to support informed decision making and continuous improvement.

The ontology is intended and designed to answer the following competency questions:
Question 1: What activities are involved in manufacturing a house using various systems of
OSM and what resources are involved in each process?
Question 2: What is the cost of each activity involved in producing a house using the OSM
method?
Question 3: What is the time spent on each activity and workstations involved in producing a
house using the OSM method?
Question 4: What proportions of the activities involved in the production process of different
methods are value-adding and/or non-value adding?
Question 5: Compare the process information for different production methods i.e. the cost
and time spent on the various categories of activities in the various OSM production methods?
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I would appreciate if you could take a few minutes to share your expert opinions about the
work conducted. Your input and participation in the study will be kept confidential and at no
point will your true identity be disclosed. Personal details are not required for the feedback.
Please complete and return this form at the end of the full presentation.
Thank you.
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Expert Validation & Feedback Form
Assessment Criteria 1: Accuracy & Clarity
( Circle, whichever is applicable)
Strongly

Strongly

Disagree

Agree

1. The estimates seem to be reliable in a variance of 0 - 10% 1

2

3

4

5

2. The terminologies used are clear and practical

1

2

3

4

5

3. The methodology design and structuring are logical

1

2

3

4

5

4. The tool proves to be advanced and beneficial to users

1

2

3

4

5

5. The designed tool finds application in real-life scenarios

1

2

3

4

5

6. The OSM production workflow tool covers a wide scope

1

2

3

4

5

7. The knowledge base developed is flexible and transferable 1

2

3

4

5

Assessment Criteria 2: Usefulness & Adaptability
( Circle, whichever is applicable)

Assessment Criteria 3: Completeness ( Cross whichever is applicable)
8. This work, its application and results are: simple intermediate advanced expert

9. The knowledge-based tool :requires more rework  is capable is good is excellent
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Fill in the details as applicable:
What is your overall opinion on the usefulness of the research and ontology developed? Any
suggestions for improvement?

Background and Details:
What is the name of the Organisation you work for?

.

What is your current role in the Organisation?

.

How many years of professional experience do you have in relation to offsite method of
construction? ___years ___months

Thank you!
Please return this form to the presenter at the end of the full presentation or email it to
Kudirat.ayinla@mail.bcu.ac.uk.
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Appendix C – OPW Ontology Data Analysis Results
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Table 11.1: Process analysis for production line with 50% of annual capacity (Year 1 –
70 Unit Houses)
Static Production Line
Activity
Code

5.4
5.5

5.6
5.7
5.8

5.9

5.10

Activity

Material
delivery
Sorting
steel
sections
Nut and
bolt
Frame
Quality
inspection
Rework
on frames
Measuring
and
Cutting
CP Board
Check
alignment

Time (min)

VA
Cost

NVA
Cost

Type

NVA

10

10

7.42

7.42

NVA

10

10

6.25

6.25

VA

35

5

21.87

NNVA

5

NVA

10

VA

15

NVA

2

2

1.25

1.25

7

4.37

4.37

5

12.50

30

NNVA
Time

Cost
per
Activity
(ABC)

Cycle
time (CT)

VA Time

NVA
Time

Cost (£)

5

21.87

1.04

1.04

6.25

10

9.37

15

6.25
9.37

5.11

Load CP
Board on
frame

NVA

7

5.12

Screw
board to
frame

VA

20

5.13

Quality
inspection
on fixings

NNVA

5

NVA

5

5

3.12

3.12

NVA

3

3

2.23

2.23

5.14

5.29

Rework
on failed
joints
Load
finished
panels to
transport
trolley

15

5

NNVA
Cost

12.50

0.83

0.83

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

127

60

57

10

£76.52

£43.75

£30.90

£1.88

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

47

45

8

100

57

40

2.5
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Table 11.2: Process analysis for production line with 60% of annual capacity (Year 1 –
84 Unit Houses)
Static Production Line
Activity
Code

5.4
5.5

5.6
5.7
5.8

5.9

5.10

Activity

Material
delivery
Sorting
steel
sections
Nut and
bolt
Frame
Quality
inspection
Rework
on frames
Measuring
and
Cutting
CP Board
Check
alignment

Time (min)

VA
Cost

NVA
Cost

Type

NVA

10

10

7.42

7.42

NVA

10

10

6.04

6.04

VA

35

5

21.14

NNVA

5

NVA

10

VA

15

NVA

2

2

1.21

1.21

7

4.23

4.23

5

12.08

30

NNVA
Time

Cost
per
Activity
(ABC)

Cycle
time (CT)

VA Time

NVA
Time

Cost (£)

5

21.14

1.04

1.04

6.04

10

9.06

15

6.04
9.06

5.11

Load CP
Board on
frame

NVA

7

5.12

Screw
board to
frame

VA

20

5.13

Quality
inspection
on fixings

NNVA

5

NVA

5

5

3.02

3.02

NVA

3

3

2.23

2.23

5.14

5.29

Rework
on failed
joints
Load
finished
panels to
transport
trolley

15

5

NNVA
Cost

12.08

0.83

0.83

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

127

60

57

10

£74.33

£42.27

£30.18

£1.88

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

47

45

8

100

57

41

2.5
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Table 11.3: Process analysis for production line with 75% of annual capacity (Year 3-6
– 105 Unit Houses)
Static Production Line
Activity
Code

5.4
5.5

5.6
5.7
5.8

5.9

5.10

Activity

Material
delivery
Sorting
steel
sections
Nut and
bolt
Frame
Quality
inspection
Rework
on frames
Measuring
and
Cutting
CP Board
Check
alignment

Time (min)
VA
Time

Cost (£)
NVA
Time

NNVA
Time

Cost per
Activity (ABC)

VA
Cost

NVA
Cost

Type

Cycle time (CT)

NVA

10

10

7.42

7.42

NVA

10

10

5.83

5.83

VA

35

5

20.41

NNVA

5

NVA

10

VA

15

NVA

2

2

1.17

1.17

7

4.08

4.08

5

11.66

30

5

20.41

1.04

1.04

5.83

10

8.75

15

5.83
8.75

5.11

Load CP
Board on
frame

NVA

7

5.12

Screw
board to
frame

VA

20

5.13

Quality
inspection
on fixings

NNVA

5

NVA

5

5

2.92

2.92

NVA

3

3

2.23

2.23

5.14

5.29

Rework
on failed
joints
Load
finished
panels to
transport
trolley

15

5

NNVA
Cost

11.66

0.83

0.83

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

127

60

57

10

£72.17

£40.82

£29.48

£1.88

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

47

45

8

100

57

41

2.6

251

Table 11.4: Process analysis for production line with 85% of annual capacity (Year 7&8
– 120 Unit Houses)
Static Production Line
Activity
Code

5.4
5.5

5.6
5.7
5.8

5.9

5.10

Activity

Material
delivery
Sorting
steel
sections
Nut and
bolt
Frame
Quality
inspection
Rework
on frames
Measuring
and
Cutting
CP Board
Check
alignment

Time (min)
VA
Time

Cost (£)
NVA
Time

NNVA
Time

Cost per
Activity (ABC)

VA
Cost

NVA
Cost

Type

Cycle time (CT)

NVA

10

10

7.42

7.42

NVA

10

10

5.73

5.73

VA

35

5

20.07

NNVA

5

NVA

10

VA

15

NVA

2

2

1.15

1.15

7

4.01

4.01

5

11.47

30

5

20.07

1.04

1.04

5.73

10

8.60

15

5.73
8.60

5.11

Load CP
Board on
frame

NVA

7

5.12

Screw
board to
frame

VA

20

5.13

Quality
inspection
on fixings

NNVA

5

NVA

5

5

2.87

2.87

NVA

3

3

2.23

2.23

5.14

5.29

Rework
on failed
joints
Load
finished
panels to
transport
trolley

15

5

NNVA
Cost

11.47

0.83

0.83

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

127

60

57

10

£71.15

£40.14

£29.14

£1.88

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

47

45

8

100

56

41

2.6

252

Table 11.5: Process analysis for production line with 95% of annual capacity (Year 9 –
134 Unit Houses)
Static Production Line
Activity
Code

5.4
5.5

5.6
5.7
5.8

5.9

5.10

Activity

Material
delivery
Sorting
steel
sections
Nut and
bolt
Frame
Quality
inspection
Rework
on frames
Measuring
and
Cutting
CP Board
Check
alignment

Time (min)
VA
Time

Cost (£)
NVA
Time

NNVA
Time

Cost per
Activity (ABC)

VA
Cost

NVA
Cost

Type

Cycle time (CT)

NVA

10

10

7.42

7.42

NVA

10

10

5.66

5.66

VA

35

5

19.80

NNVA

5

NVA

10

VA

15

NVA

2

2

1.13

1.13

7

3.96

3.96

5

11.31

30

5

19.80

1.04

1.04

5.66

10

8.48

15

5.66
8.48

5.11

Load CP
Board on
frame

NVA

7

5.12

Screw
board to
frame

VA

20

5.13

Quality
inspection
on fixings

NNVA

5

NVA

5

5

2.83

2.83

NVA

3

3

2.23

2.23

5.14

5.29

Rework
on failed
joints
Load
finished
panels to
transport
trolley

15

5

NNVA
Cost

11.31

0.83

0.83

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

127

60

57

10

£70.35

£39.60

£28.88

£1.88

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

47

45

8

100

56

41

2.7
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Table 11.6: Process analysis for production line with 100% of annual capacity (Year 10
– 140 Unit Houses)
Static Production Line
Activity
Code

5.4
5.5

5.6
5.7
5.8

5.9

5.10

Activity

Material
delivery
Sorting
steel
sections
Nut and
bolt
Frame
Quality
inspection
Rework
on frames
Measuring
and
Cutting
CP Board
Check
alignment

Time (min)
VA
Time

Cost (£)
NVA
Time

NNVA
Time

Cost per
Activity (ABC)

VA
Cost

NVA
Cost

Type

Cycle time (CT)

NVA

10

10

7.42

7.42

NVA

10

10

5.62

5.62

VA

35

5

19.68

NNVA

5

NVA

10

VA

15

NVA

2

2

1.12

1.12

7

3.94

3.94

5

11.25

30

5

19.68

1.04

1.04

5.62

10

8.44

15

5.62
8.44

5.11

Load CP
Board on
frame

NVA

7

5.12

Screw
board to
frame

VA

20

5.13

Quality
inspection
on fixings

NNVA

5

NVA

5

5

2.81

2.81

NVA

3

3

2.23

2.23

5.14

5.29

Rework
on failed
joints
Load
finished
panels to
transport
trolley

15

5

NNVA
Cost

11.25

0.83

0.83

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

127

60

57

10

£70.01

£39.36

£28.77

£1.88

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

47

45

8

100

56

41

2.7

254

Table 11.7: Process analysis for production line with 10% of annual capacity (Year 1 –
60 Unit Houses)
Semi-Automated
Production Line

Time (min)

NVA
Cost

Type

Cycle time (CT)

5.33

Material
delivery

NVA

2

2

0.67

0.67

NVA

2

2

4.41

4.41

NVA

8.73

8.73

1.46

1.46

NNVA

1

5.35
5.36

5.37

5.38

NNVA

NNVA

0.5

5.39

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections

VA

6.78

5.40

Transfer
frame to
inspection
and rework
station

NVA

0.5

5.41

Visual
Inspection on
Frame

NNVA

0.5

5.42

Manual
rework on
failed joints

NVA

1

5.43

Tooling and
frame moves
to turnover
and transfer
system

NNVA

0.5

NVA

1

NNVA

4.31

5.44

5.45

Automatically
unclamp
frame and
Lift frame off
tooling
Turnover
frame and
transfer to
fixing station
2

NNVA
Time

VA
Cost

Activity

Tool set-up
for batch
Sorting
frames
Verify and
Inspect Setup
Clamp
section in
place
Transfer to
fixing station
1

NVA
Time

Cost per
Activity (ABC)

Activity
Code

5.34

VA
Time

Cost (£)

NNVA
Cost

1

0.17

0.17

0.2

0.41

0.41

0.5

1.02

1.02

13.81

6.78

13.81

1.02

0.5

0.5

1.02

1.02

1.02

0.17

1

0.5

0.17

1.02

1.02

2.04

1

4.31

2.04

8.78

8.78

5.46

Datum frame
and Clamp
frame in place

VA

1

1

2.04

2.04

5.47

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections
together

VA

6.78

6.78

13.81

13.81

5.48

Frame
transfers to
CP Board and
Rework
Station

NNVA

0.5

0.5

1.02

1.02

5.49

Visual
inspection on
frame
connection

NNVA

0.5

0.5

1.02

1.02
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5.50

5.51

5.52

5.53

5.54

Manually
Rework on
failed joints
Deliver CP
Board in kits
to loading
area
Load CP
board
Transfer
frame to CP
Board Screw
station
Screw CP
board to
frame

NVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NVA

1

1

0.33

0.33

NVA

1

1

2.37

2.37

NNVA

0.5

VA

7.33

0.5

1.02

14.93

7.33

1.02

14.93

5.55

Visual
Inspection on
connections

NNVA

0.5

5.56

Manually
rework on
framed joints

NVA

1

NNVA

0.78

0.78

1.59

1.59

NNVA

5.1

5.1

10.39

10.39

NVA

2

5.57

5.58

5.59

Frame
transfers to
Unload
station
Tilt frame to
90degrees
and lift off
line
Load panels
on transport
trolley

0.5

1.02

1.02

0.17

1

0.17

0.67

2

0.67

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

58

22

21

15

£86.50

£44.59

£13.45

£28.46

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

38

37

26

100

52

16

33

256

Table 11.8: Process analysis for production line with 20% of annual capacity (Year 2 –
120 Unit Houses)
Semi-Automated
Production Line

Time (min)

NVA
Cost

NNVA
Cost

Type

Cycle time (CT)

5.33

Material
delivery

NVA

2

2

0.67

0.67

NVA

2

2

2.37

2.37

NVA

8.73

8.73

1.46

1.46

NNVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NNVA

0.2

0.2

0.20

0.20

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.51

0.51

5.35
5.36

5.37

5.38

5.39

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections

VA

6.78

5.40

Transfer
frame to
inspection
and rework
station

NVA

0.5

5.41

Visual
Inspection on
Frame

NNVA

0.5

5.42

Manual
rework on
failed joints

NVA

1

5.43

Tooling and
frame moves
to turnover
and transfer
system

NNVA

0.5

NVA

1

NNVA

4.31

5.44

5.45

Automatically
unclamp
frame and
Lift frame off
tooling
Turnover
frame and
transfer to
fixing station
2

NNVA
Time

VA
Cost

Activity

Tool set-up
for batch
Sorting
frames
Verify and
Inspect Setup
Clamp
section in
place
Transfer to
fixing station
1

NVA
Time

Cost per
Activity (ABC)

Activity
Code

5.34

VA
Time

Cost (£)

6.91

6.78

6.91

0.51

0.5

0.5

0.51

0.51

0.51

0.17

1

0.5

0.17

0.51

0.51

1.02

1

4.31

1.02

4.39

4.39

5.46

Datum frame
and Clamp
frame in place

VA

1

1

1.02

1.02

5.47

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections
together

VA

6.78

6.78

6.91

6.91

5.48

Frame
transfers to
CP Board and
Rework
Station

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.51

0.51

5.49

Visual
inspection on
frame
connection

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.51

0.51
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5.50

5.51

5.52

5.53

5.54

Manually
Rework on
failed joints
Deliver CP
Board in kits
to loading
area
Load CP
board
Transfer
frame to CP
Board Screw
station
Screw CP
board to
frame

NVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NVA

1

1

0.33

0.33

NVA

1

1

1.38

1.38

NNVA

0.5

VA

7.33

0.5

0.51

7.47

7.33

0.51

7.47

5.55

Visual
Inspection on
connections

NNVA

0.5

5.56

Manually
rework on
framed joints

NVA

1

NNVA

0.78

0.78

0.79

0.79

NNVA

5.1

5.1

5.19

5.19

NVA

2

5.57

5.58

5.59

Frame
transfers to
Unload
station
Tilt frame to
90degrees
and lift off
line
Load panels
on transport
trolley

0.5

0.51

0.51

0.17

1

0.17

0.67

2

0.67

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

58

22

21

15

£45.50

£22.29

£8.90

£14.31

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

38

37

26

100

49

20

31

258

Table 11.9: Process analysis for production line with 30% of annual capacity (Year 3 –
180 Unit Houses)
Semi-Automated
Production Line

Time (min)

NVA
Cost

NNVA
Cost

Type

Cycle time (CT)

5.33

Material
delivery

NVA

2

2

0.67

0.67

NVA

2

2

1.69

1.69

NVA

8.73

8.73

1.46

1.46

NNVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NNVA

0.2

0.2

0.14

0.14

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.34

0.34

5.35
5.36

5.37

5.38

5.39

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections

VA

6.78

5.40

Transfer
frame to
inspection
and rework
station

NVA

0.5

5.41

Visual
Inspection on
Frame

NNVA

0.5

5.42

Manual
rework on
failed joints

NVA

1

5.43

Tooling and
frame moves
to turnover
and transfer
system

NNVA

0.5

NVA

1

NNVA

4.31

5.44

5.45

Automatically
unclamp
frame and
Lift frame off
tooling
Turnover
frame and
transfer to
fixing station
2

NNVA
Time

VA
Cost

Activity

Tool set-up
for batch
Sorting
frames
Verify and
Inspect Setup
Clamp
section in
place
Transfer to
fixing station
1

NVA
Time

Cost per
Activity (ABC)

Activity
Code

5.34

VA
Time

Cost (£)

4.60

6.78

4.60

0.34

0.5

0.5

0.34

0.34

0.34

0.17

1

0.5

0.17

0.34

0.34

0.68

1

4.31

0.68

2.93

2.93

5.46

Datum frame
and Clamp
frame in place

VA

1

1

0.68

0.68

5.47

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections
together

VA

6.78

6.78

4.60

4.60

5.48

Frame
transfers to
CP Board and
Rework
Station

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.34

0.34

5.49

Visual
inspection on
frame
connection

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.34

0.34
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5.50

5.51

5.52

5.53

5.54

Manually
Rework on
failed joints
Deliver CP
Board in kits
to loading
area
Load CP
board
Transfer
frame to CP
Board Screw
station
Screw CP
board to
frame

NVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NVA

1

1

0.33

0.33

NVA

1

1

1.01

1.01

NNVA

0.5

VA

7.33

0.5

0.34

4.98

7.33

0.34

4.98

5.55

Visual
Inspection on
connections

NNVA

0.5

5.56

Manually
rework on
framed joints

NVA

1

NNVA

0.78

0.78

0.53

0.53

NNVA

5.1

5.1

3.46

3.46

NVA

2

5.57

5.58

5.59

Frame
transfers to
Unload
station
Tilt frame to
90degrees
and lift off
line
Load panels
on transport
trolley

0.5

0.34

0.34

0.17

1

0.17

0.67

2

0.67

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

58

22

21

15

£31.79

£14.86

£7.34

£9.59

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

38

37

26

100

47

23

30
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Table 11.10: Process analysis for production line with 40% of annual capacity (Year 4 –
240 Unit Houses)
Semi-Automated
Production Line

Time (min)

NVA
Cost

NNVA
Cost

Type

Cycle time (CT)

5.33

Material
delivery

NVA

2

2

0.67

0.67

NVA

2

2

1.35

1.35

NVA

8.73

8.73

1.46

1.46

NNVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NNVA

0.2

0.2

0.10

0.10

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

5.35
5.36

5.37

5.38

5.39

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections

VA

6.78

5.40

Transfer
frame to
inspection
and rework
station

NVA

0.5

5.41

Visual
Inspection on
Frame

NNVA

0.5

5.42

Manual
rework on
failed joints

NVA

1

5.43

Tooling and
frame moves
to turnover
and transfer
system

NNVA

0.5

NVA

1

NNVA

4.31

5.44

5.45

Automatically
unclamp
frame and
Lift frame off
tooling
Turnover
frame and
transfer to
fixing station
2

NNVA
Time

VA
Cost

Activity

Tool set-up
for batch
Sorting
frames
Verify and
Inspect Setup
Clamp
section in
place
Transfer to
fixing station
1

NVA
Time

Cost per
Activity (ABC)

Activity
Code

5.34

VA
Time

Cost (£)

3.45

6.78

3.45

0.25

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.17

1

0.5

0.17

0.25

0.25

0.51

1

4.31

0.51

2.19

2.19

5.46

Datum frame
and Clamp
frame in place

VA

1

1

0.51

0.51

5.47

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections
together

VA

6.78

6.78

3.45

3.45

5.48

Frame
transfers to
CP Board and
Rework
Station

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

5.49

Visual
inspection on
frame
connection

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.51

0.51
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5.50

5.51

5.52

5.53

5.54

Manually
Rework on
failed joints
Deliver CP
Board in kits
to loading
area
Load CP
board
Transfer
frame to CP
Board Screw
station
Screw CP
board to
frame

NVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NVA

1

1

0.33

0.33

NVA

1

1

0.84

0.84

NNVA

0.5

VA

7.33

0.5

0.25

3.73

7.33

0.25

3.73

5.55

Visual
Inspection on
connections

NNVA

0.5

5.56

Manually
rework on
framed joints

NVA

1

NNVA

0.78

0.78

0.40

0.40

NNVA

5.1

5.1

2.60

2.60

NVA

2

5.57

5.58

5.59

Frame
transfers to
Unload
station
Tilt frame to
90degrees
and lift off
line
Load panels
on transport
trolley

0.5

0.25

0.25

0.17

1

0.17

0.67

2

0.67

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

58

22

21

15

£25.22

£11.15

£6.58

£7.50

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

38

37

26

100

44

26

30

262

Table 11.11: Process analysis for production line with 50% of annual capacity (Year 5 –
300 Unit Houses)
Semi-Automated
Production Line

Time (min)

Cost (£)
Cost
per
Activity
(ABC)

Activity
Code

Activity

Type

Cycle
time
(CT)

5.33

Material
delivery

NVA

2

2

0.67

0.67

NVA

2

2

1.15

1.15

NVA

8.73

8.73

1.46

1.46

NNVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NNVA

0.2

0.2

0.08

0.08

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.20

0.20

5.34
5.35
5.36

5.37

5.38

Tool set-up
for batch
Sorting
frames
Verify and
Inspect Setup
Clamp
section in
place
Transfer to
fixing station
1

5.39

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections

VA

6.78

5.40

Transfer
frame to
inspection
and rework
station

NVA

0.5

5.41

Visual
Inspection on
Frame

NNVA

0.5

5.42

Manual
rework on
failed joints

NVA

1

5.43

Tooling and
frame moves
to turnover
and transfer
system

NNVA

0.5

NVA

1

NNVA

4.31

5.44

5.45

Automatically
unclamp
frame and
Lift frame off
tooling
Turnover
frame and
transfer to
fixing station
2

VA Time

NVA
Time

NNVA
Time

2.76

6.78

VA
Cost

0.5

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.17

1

0.5

0.17

0.20

0.20

0.41

1

4.31

NNVA
Cost

2.76

0.20

0.5

NVA
Cost

0.41

1.76

1.76

5.46

Datum frame
and Clamp
frame in place

VA

1

1

0.41

0.41

5.47

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections
together

VA

6.78

6.78

2.76

2.76

5.48

Frame
transfers to
CP Board and
Rework
Station

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.20

0.20

5.49

Visual
inspection on
frame
connection

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.20

0.20
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5.50

5.51

5.52

5.53

5.54

Manually
Rework on
failed joints
Deliver CP
Board in kits
to loading
area
Load CP
board
Transfer
frame to CP
Board Screw
station
Screw CP
board to
frame

NVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NVA

1

1

0.33

0.33

NVA

1

1

0.74

0.74

NNVA

0.5

VA

7.33

0.5

0.20

2.99

7.33

0.20

2.99

5.55

Visual
Inspection on
connections

NNVA

0.5

5.56

Manually
rework on
framed joints

NVA

1

NNVA

0.78

0.78

0.32

0.32

NNVA

5.1

5.1

2.08

2.08

NVA

2

5.57

5.58

5.59

Frame
transfers to
Unload
station
Tilt frame to
90degrees
and lift off
line
Load panels
on transport
trolley

0.5

0.20

0.20

0.17

1

0.17

0.67

2

0.67

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

58

22

21

15

£20.86

£8.92

£6.12

£5.83

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

38

37

26

100

43

29

28
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Table 11.12: Process analysis for production line with 75% of annual capacity (Year 6 –
450 Unit Houses)
Semi-Automated
Production Line

Time (min)

Cost (£)
Cost
per
Activity
(ABC)

Activity
Code

Activity

Type

Cycle
time
(CT)

5.33

Material
delivery

NVA

2

2

0.67

0.67

NVA

2

2

0.88

0.88

NVA

8.73

8.73

1.46

1.46

NNVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NNVA

0.2

0.2

0.05

0.05

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.14

0.14

5.34
5.35
5.36

5.37

5.38

Tool set-up
for batch
Sorting
frames
Verify and
Inspect Setup
Clamp
section in
place
Transfer to
fixing station
1

5.39

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections

VA

6.78

5.40

Transfer
frame to
inspection
and rework
station

NVA

0.5

5.41

Visual
Inspection on
Frame

NNVA

0.5

5.42

Manual
rework on
failed joints

NVA

1

5.43

Tooling and
frame moves
to turnover
and transfer
system

NNVA

0.5

NVA

1

NNVA

4.31

5.44

5.45

Automatically
unclamp
frame and
Lift frame off
tooling
Turnover
frame and
transfer to
fixing station
2

VA Time

NVA
Time

NNVA
Time

1.84

6.78

VA
Cost

0.5

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.17

1

0.5

0.17

0.14

0.14

0.27

1

4.31

NNVA
Cost

1.84

0.14

0.5

NVA
Cost

0.27

1.17

1.17

5.46

Datum frame
and Clamp
frame in place

VA

1

1

0.27

0.27

5.47

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections
together

VA

6.78

6.78

1.84

1.84

5.48

Frame
transfers to
CP Board and
Rework
Station

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.14

0.14

5.49

Visual
inspection on
frame
connection

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.14

0.14
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5.50

5.51

5.52

5.53

5.54

Manually
Rework on
failed joints
Deliver CP
Board in kits
to loading
area
Load CP
board
Transfer
frame to CP
Board Screw
station
Screw CP
board to
frame

NVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NVA

1

1

0.33

0.33

NVA

1

1

0.60

0.60

NNVA

0.5

VA

7.33

0.5

0.14

1.99

7.33

0.14

1.99

5.55

Visual
Inspection on
connections

NNVA

0.5

5.56

Manually
rework on
framed joints

NVA

1

NNVA

0.78

0.78

0.21

0.21

NNVA

5.1

5.1

1.39

1.39

NVA

2

5.57

5.58

5.59

Frame
transfers to
Unload
station
Tilt frame to
90degrees
and lift off
line
Load panels
on transport
trolley

0.5

0.14

0.14

0.17

1

0.17

0.67

2

0.67

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

58

22

21

15

£15.40

£5.95

£5.51

£3.94

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

38

37

26

100

39

36

26
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Table 11.13: Process analysis for production line with 85% of annual capacity (Year 7 –
510 Unit Houses)
Semi-Automated
Production Line

Time (min)

Cost (£)
Cost
per
Activity
(ABC)

Activity
Code

Activity

Type

Cycle
time
(CT)

5.33

Material
delivery

NVA

2

2

0.67

0.67

NVA

2

2

0.81

0.81

NVA

8.73

8.73

1.46

1.46

NNVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NNVA

0.2

0.2

0.05

0.05

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.12

0.12

5.34
5.35
5.36

5.37

5.38

Tool set-up
for batch
Sorting
frames
Verify and
Inspect Setup
Clamp
section in
place
Transfer to
fixing station
1

5.39

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections

VA

6.78

5.40

Transfer
frame to
inspection
and rework
station

NVA

0.5

5.41

Visual
Inspection on
Frame

NNVA

0.5

5.42

Manual
rework on
failed joints

NVA

1

5.43

Tooling and
frame moves
to turnover
and transfer
system

NNVA

0.5

NVA

1

NNVA

4.31

5.44

5.45

Automatically
unclamp
frame and
Lift frame off
tooling
Turnover
frame and
transfer to
fixing station
2

VA Time

NVA
Time

NNVA
Time

1.62

6.78

VA
Cost

0.5

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.17

1

0.5

0.17

0.12

0.12

0.24

1

4.31

NNVA
Cost

1.62

0.12

0.5

NVA
Cost

0.24

1.03

1.03

5.46

Datum frame
and Clamp
frame in place

VA

1

1

0.24

0.24

5.47

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections
together

VA

6.78

6.78

1.62

1.62

5.48

Frame
transfers to
CP Board and
Rework
Station

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.12

0.12

5.49

Visual
inspection on
frame
connection

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.12

0.12
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5.50

5.51

5.52

5.53

5.54

Manually
Rework on
failed joints
Deliver CP
Board in kits
to loading
area
Load CP
board
Transfer
frame to CP
Board Screw
station
Screw CP
board to
frame

NVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NVA

1

1

0.33

0.33

NVA

1

1

0.57

0.57

NNVA

0.5

VA

7.33

0.5

0.12

1.76

7.33

0.12

1.76

5.55

Visual
Inspection on
connections

NNVA

0.5

5.56

Manually
rework on
framed joints

NVA

1

NNVA

0.78

0.78

0.19

0.19

NNVA

5.1

5.1

1.22

1.22

NVA

2

5.57

5.58

5.59

Frame
transfers to
Unload
station
Tilt frame to
90degrees
and lift off
line
Load panels
on transport
trolley

0.5

0.12

0.12

0.17

1

0.17

0.67

2

0.67

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

58

22

21

15

£14.10

£5.24

£5.36

£3.49

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

38

37

26

100

37

38

25
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Table 11.14: Process analysis for production line with 100% of annual capacity (Year 8
to10 – 600 Unit Houses)
Semi-Automated
Production Line

Time (min)

Cost (£)
Cost
per
Activity
(ABC)

Activity
Code

Activity

Type

Cycle
time
(CT)

5.33

Material
delivery

NVA

2

2

0.67

0.67

NVA

2

2

0.74

0.74

NVA

8.73

8.73

1.46

1.46

NNVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NNVA

0.2

0.2

0.04

0.04

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.10

0.10

5.34
5.35
5.36

5.37

5.38

Tool set-up
for batch
Sorting
frames
Verify and
Inspect Setup
Clamp
section in
place
Transfer to
fixing station
1

5.39

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections

VA

6.78

5.40

Transfer
frame to
inspection
and rework
station

NVA

0.5

5.41

Visual
Inspection on
Frame

NNVA

0.5

5.42

Manual
rework on
failed joints

NVA

1

5.43

Tooling and
frame moves
to turnover
and transfer
system

NNVA

0.5

NVA

1

NNVA

4.31

5.44

5.45

Automatically
unclamp
frame and
Lift frame off
tooling
Turnover
frame and
transfer to
fixing station
2

VA Time

NVA
Time

NNVA
Time

1.38

6.78

VA
Cost

0.5

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.17

1

0.5

0.17

0.10

0.10

0.20

1

4.31

NNVA
Cost

1.38

0.10

0.5

NVA
Cost

0.20

0.88

0.88

5.46

Datum frame
and Clamp
frame in place

VA

1

1

0.20

0.20

5.47

Insert TEK
Screw to hold
sections
together

VA

6.78

6.78

1.38

1.38

5.48

Frame
transfers to
CP Board and
Rework
Station

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.10

0.10

5.49

Visual
inspection on
frame
connection

NNVA

0.5

0.5

0.10

0.10
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5.50

5.51

5.52

5.53

5.54

Manually
Rework on
failed joints
Deliver CP
Board in kits
to loading
area
Load CP
board
Transfer
frame to CP
Board Screw
station
Screw CP
board to
frame

NVA

1

1

0.17

0.17

NVA

1

1

0.33

0.33

NVA

1

1

0.54

0.54

NNVA

0.5

VA

7.33

0.5

0.10

1.49

7.33

0.10

1.49

5.55

Visual
Inspection on
connections

NNVA

0.5

5.56

Manually
rework on
framed joints

NVA

1

NNVA

0.78

0.78

0.16

0.16

NNVA

5.1

5.1

1.04

1.04

NVA

2

5.57

5.58

5.59

Frame
transfers to
Unload
station
Tilt frame to
90degrees
and lift off
line
Load panels
on transport
trolley

0.5

0.10

0.10

0.17

1

0.17

0.66

2

0.66

Total Time (Min)/Cost (£)

58

22

21

15

£12.65

£4.46

£5.20

£3.00

Total Time/Cost (%)

100

38

37

26

100

35

41

24
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Appendix D – Process Maps for OSM Production Process
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Figure 11.1: Offsite Business Organisation Level Process Map (Level 1)
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Sign Contract
Documents

End
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Inspect quality
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Figure 11.2: Offsite Departmental Level Process Map (Level 2)
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Figure 11.3: Manual frame and cladding assembly process map for the static production method
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Figure 11.4: Automated frame assembly process map for semi-automated linear method
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Figure 11.5: Automated cladding assembly process map for semi-automated linear method
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Figure 11.6: Manual cladding assembly process map for semi-automated linear method
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Figure 11.7: Manual Internal fit-out Process Map
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Figure 11.8: Manual Volumetric Pod Assembly Process Map
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TOWARDS AN ONTOLOGY-BASED APPROACH TO MEASURING
PRODUCTIVITY FOR OFFSITE MANUFACTURING METHOD
Kudirat Ayinla1, Franco Cheung2 and Abdel-Rahman Tawil3
1&2

School of Engineering and the Built Environment, Birmingham City University, Millennium Point,
Birmingham, West Midlands, B4 7XG, UK
3

School of Computing and Digital Technology, Birmingham City University, Millennium Point,
Birmingham, West Midlands, B4 7XG, UK

The steady decline of manual and skilled trades in the construction industry has increased the recognition of offsite
manufacturing (OSM), an aspect of Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DFMA) methods as one way to boost
productivity and performance. However, existing productivity estimation approaches are carried out in isolation
thus limiting the sort of result obtained from such systems. Also, there is yet to be a holistic approach that enables
productivity estimation using different metrics and integrates experts’ knowledge to predict productivity and guide
decision making at the early development stage of a project. This study aims to develop a method that can be used
to generate multiple estimations for all these metrics simultaneously through linking their relationships. An
ontology-based knowledge modelling approach for estimating productivity at the production stage for OSM
projects is proposed. A case study of panel system offsite is used as a proof-of-concept for data collection and
knowledge modelling in an ontology. Results from the study through the use of rules and semantic reasoning
retrieved cost estimates and time schedule for a panel system production with considerations for different design
choices. It is thus proven that systemising the production process knowledge of OSM methods enables
practitioners to make informed choices on product design to best suit productivity requirements. The developed
method helps to reduce the level of uncertainty by encouraging measurable evidence and allows for better
decision-making on productivity.
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INTRODUCTION
The improvement of productivity and performance has long been an area of interest in the
construction sector. Labour productivity in construction is reported to be low compared to that
of other sectors, e.g. manufacturing (Eastman and Sacks 2008), which has led to several
questions including whether productivity is accurately measured in the first place. This is
mostly linked to the long-standing inefficiency associated with conventional methods of
construction. The impact of low productivity is significant as it affects economic growth and
welfare of a country. For instance, the level of productivity has been linked directly to the
affordability of housing (Tran and Tookey 2007). Traditionally, the performance measurement
of construction works is based on project time, cost and quality. More recently, other indicators
such as client satisfaction and environmental requirements, etc. have been included (Bassioni
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et al. 2004, Robinson et al. 2005). The use of performance benchmarking through key
performance indicators (KPIs) are very common in the industry (Robinson et al. 2005, Yang et
al. 2010). These criteria are mostly qualitative and can be subjective. More importantly, there
is arguably a lack of productivity measurement, including estimating and measuring the actual
productivity with the use of KPIs. There are also views that the construction industry in many
countries are not doing well in terms of measuring productivity (Tran and Tookey 2007, Kenley
2014) due to the craft-based nature of the industry.
Since the recent propagation of cross-industry learning from other sectors (e.g. manufacturing)
to construction in the UK (Pan and Sidwell 2011), the industry has started to implement
production processes similar to that of manufacturing. An example is through the
implementation of Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DFMA) concepts such as offsite
manufacturing (OSM). OSM presents a way to reduce the number of on-site personnel by
moving some major aspects of the construction process to a controlled environment and is
continuously getting recognised as a way to boost the productivity of the construction industry
(Huang et al. 2009). As construction operations are being moved to manufacturing in OSM, it
gives the industry an opportunity to consider approaches being used in manufacturing such as
the use of knowledge-based approaches through ontology knowledge modelling to estimate,
measure and improve productivity. An ontology is used to formally represent knowledge in a
particular domain and supports rules and reasoning in order to facilitate computer processing
and knowledge sharing. The development of ontology can enable automated productivity
estimation, which can be essential to facilitate continuous improvement as it can provide realtime estimates as feedback for design development.
In this study, a review of existing productivity measurement methods and frameworks
commonly used in the construction sector is carried out in order to acquire an understanding of
their applications, limitations, and to identify opportunities for improvement. The potential for
the use of ontology in modelling the knowledge of the product development stage of OSM
projects for estimating productivity is revealed using the case of a panel system manufactured
off-site. A framework to represent the ontology for cost and time productivity estimation is
proposed and implemented using the ontology editor (Protégé) to facilitate reasoning and
computation. This is supported with semantic rules to enable estimation of the production cost
and time for offsite manufacturing method.
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PRODUCTIVITY IN A CONSTRUCTION CONTEXT
Performance and productivity are sometimes used interchangeably by practitioners. However,
these words are different and are measured using a set of different criteria. Performance
measurement is said to involve a process of establishing a set of parameters/criteria of desired
results at which actual results are measured against (Yang et al. 2010). Productivity, on the
other hand, is defined as the level of efficiency in terms of using resources in the production of
goods and services (Tran and Tookey 2007). Productivity is calculated as a measure of an
output of a process to the corresponding input over a given period of time (Cox et al. 2003).
Performance measurement includes a more comprehensive analysis of some indicators which
can be both financial (e.g. turnovers, cash flow, profit and share price) and non-financial(e.g.,
client satisfaction, client changes, motivation, business performance and health and safety)
(Cox et al. 2003). Hence, productivity is an aspect of performance or can be described as a
measure of ‘process performance’.
According to previous researches (Kenley 2014, Yi and Chan 2014), the productivity in the
construction industry has different meanings across the disciplines. Although it is mostly
measured as the ratio of input and output, the expected type of input and output differs based
on disciplines. A common approach in measuring construction productivity is to observe from
different levels. Kenley (2014) categorised it using three levels: (i) onsite productivity measured according to labour output, activity scheduling and resource management (as the
classification may not have taken into account off-site activities, a more appropriate expression
would be project level productivity) (ii) firm productivity - measured best practices,
innovativeness and management ability across projects, (iii) industry productivity measured
according to research, training, standards, investments and skills. At each level, productivity
has different methods of measurement. This study looks at a more finite level than project level,
i.e. offsite production level. The measurement at the offsite production level is described in the
next section.
Measuring construction productivity with respect to time, cost and quality
A commonly used technique for measuring productivity at an offsite production level is the
evaluation of the ‘man hour per unit’. This approach is used to measure labour productivity by
determining the ratio of the input to output (i.e. input/output). Usually, a lower value indicates
better result (Park et al. 2005, Malisiovas 2010). The measurement metric for this method is
the labour time taken to produce an output. Although simple and direct, the limitation of this
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method is its inability to measure accurately when the unit output encompasses more work
efforts that are not easily quantifiable (Cox et al. 2003). This could be partly because the
relationships between variables cannot be determined with this method. Other time-based
models include experienced-based models and work sampling method. Experience-based
method is one of the oldest methods that have existed before the development of technologybased approaches, where productivity is mainly measured based on expert’s experience and
compared to previous similar projects (Malisiovas 2010). The reliability of this method is not
guaranteed due to the uniqueness of construction projects and the subjectivity of personal
judgement. Work sampling method uses a statistical sampling theory to measure the time
involved to complete various activities. It identifies productive work hours from the overall
work hours by collecting data through methods such as video recording, observation tour, timelapse photography and many more (Thomas et al. 1990). The limitation of these time-based
models for control is that they ultimately focus on measuring the time taken to produce an
output alone, which can be at the expense of controlling other factors such as cost and quality.
Reducing the time taken does not equate to obtaining the best quality and optimum cost.
There exist also some cost-based models that utilise cost as a measure of productivity. A
common and simple approach is the evaluation of ‘cost/unit’ i.e. the pounds’ value associated
with producing one unit of work. This is an aggregation of cost variables such as the material,
labour, plant, and waste. Similar to the ‘man-hour per unit’ method, this approach also fails to
give an accurate measure for a more complicated unit of output. Another method using cost
metric is the cost reporting method used to monitor productivity rate by benchmarking and
comparing cost against past projects. This is mostly used internally by organisations and
requires historical data from past projects (Malisiovas 2010). Data collection can be very time
consuming and prone to error. Also, possible causes of low productivity cannot be determined
hence, limited opportunity for improvement. Lastly, productivity can be measured using the
quality of work as the metric of measurement. The ‘quality control/rework’ method measures
productivity by calculating the change in time and cost (i.e. man-hours and aggregated cost)
for an output due to a repair work (Cox et al. 2003). Reducing the amount of rework on a job
reduces the unit cost and thus profit for a specific task is increased.
The discussed methods all present a good means of measuring the productivity of a process.
However, they are limited to the use of just one metric at a time for measuring productivity as
typically, cost, time, or quality productivity matrices are estimated and measured
independently. Also, there is a challenge in collecting relevant information for estimation and
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comparison. For instance, an increase in output may not lead to an improvement in quality.
Likewise, reduced time may reduce the cost associated with labour, it does not change other
cost variables such as materials, plant, waste, and rework. Therefore, there is a need to develop
an approach that can be used to generate multiple measurements for all the metrics
simultaneously through linking their relationships. The multiple productivity measurements
will give a greater opportunity to improve design decisions.
Ontology-based productivity measurement for DMFA project
Ontology is the act of ‘formally’ representing ‘explicit’ knowledge based on a shared
‘conceptualization’ (Gruber 1995). It is used to formalise the shared world view (idea or
knowledge) of a community so as to aid understanding and communication. Ontologies are
capable of modelling knowledge in a domain as well as their interrelationship and features as
an advancement of locally-based knowledge repositories as it enables the use of artificial
intelligence to facilitate automated expert advice (Cutting-Decelle et al. 2007). The
development of rules in an ontology facilitates reasoning which is used to generate results that
mimic an expert's decision. Given these functions, ontology can be applied in facilitating
multiple productivity measurements. This is particularly important in terms of generating
multiple units of productivity measurements simultaneously in a factory production line
setting.
OSM involves different variables and input that can be measured in terms of productivity.
Compared to conventional construction methods which are labour intensive and workforces
are the dominant productive resources (Yi and Chan 2014), OSM involves moving construction
operation to a closed environment and the use of methods similar to manufacturing. Hence,
reduced human labour is needed to complete a task in OSM. The productive resources for a
manufacturing method are both the tools (robotics, machines) and the workforces (onsite and
offsite) as the construction method is not craft-based. Therefore, whereas labour input is the
most measured factor for the conventional method, there is arguably a need to include other
inputs in the case of manufacturing. For DFMA projects, these inputs will typically include
product related features (such as the size, weight, structural stability), production and assembly
factors (in terms of sequence, activities, and resources). Therefore, systemising knowledge of
the different stages of OSM through creating an accurate representation of the relationships
between productivity metrics with an ontology can facilitate automatic generation of multiple
measurements of productivity.
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The ontology development in this study aims to represent the underlying principles and
concepts of OSM as well as their interrelationships to enable productivity measurement.
Experts’ knowledge is also modelled in the knowledge-base so as to facilitate reasoning and
improve the output from the computation.
METHODOLOGY
In order to fulfil the aim of the research (to understand the production process of OSM so as to
estimate the productivity of the process) a case study approach is selected. This method is
considered the best match in fulfilling the aim of the research because a holistic in-depth
exploration and understanding of OSM production process is required (Yin 2009). This sort of
data (primary data) required for developing the ontology is not readily available in literature
and most likely gathered through an in-depth study of the phenomenon (OSM) in its real-life
context. A single-case design is adopted as the study seeks to develop a proof-of-concept and
one case is deemed acceptable to prove or disprove the idea (Yin 2009). The choice of case
study is guided by (i) availability of data on different types of product and processes (ii) use of
advanced methods production process (robots) that allows time metric to be measured
automatically. The selected case fulfils these criteria.
The use case features a light steel frame (LSF) panelised offsite production process on a
manufacturing line in the factory for a 2-storey semi-detached house. Multiple sources of data
are used to develop the ontology for real-time productivity estimation. Data collection was
done in two phases, first is through document review (technical documents including as-built
drawings, process flow documents, cost and time schedule documents, and quality reports).
The data from this stage is used to populate the product and process ontology (i.e. concepts
generation and classifications) and compilation of information about the production and
assembly sequences, resource allocations, and cost and time schedules. The second phase of
data collection was done through focus groups and discussions with professionals (the design
and production team). The purpose is to capture expert knowledge regarding design decisions
that influences productivity and also to verify the ontology developed. The last stage
verification also features a validation process where expert result is compared to the result from
the ontology.
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Figure 9: LSF panel system semi-automated linear production process
The production method modelled in this case is a ‘semi-automated linear production process’
where stages are sequential and some of the processes are automated (Figure 1). The
breakdown of the production sequence on the line is identified and the corresponding task at
each stage modelled. The 2-storey semi-detached house is separated into panels - wall panels,
floors panels, etc. Each of these is further broken down into a number of smaller units panels
(up to 32 external units) as output from the production line. The factory production process
consists of two major stages – frame assembly (building skeleton) and cladding assembly
(building enclosure). The materials, upon reaching the factory move through these stages
(which are further broken down into tasks) until each unit is completed (Figure 1). The
ontology thus models the knowledge of the input and the process to measure the output. Rules
and queries included in the ontology are those that enable the answers on productivity and
design factor implication to be retrieved.
The ontology development process follows Meth-ontology approach, one of the ontology
development methods widely encouraged by researchers because it thoroughly analyses the
lifecycle of an ontology (Fernandez et al. 1997, Corcho et al. 2003). The Meth-ontology
guideline steps followed are: (i) the specification of objectives (ii) gathering information from
a case study (iii) the conceptualisation - development of a semi-formal representation of the
knowledge (iv) the formalisation - representing the knowledge formally using an ontology
builder/editor (Protégé) (v) the implementation - representing the ontology in a machinereadable language (Web Ontology Language - OWL) (vi) the evaluation of results. Due to the
interest in cost and time estimation, the high-level classification and properties used to describe
the products is according to the UK standards based on the New Rules of Measurement 2 (RICS
2012). For lower level classification, there is not enough granularity in NRM2 to classify the
complex offsite concepts. Thus, a bottom-up approach according to how experts are classifying
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components and aggregating cost per unit is adopted based on the case study to develop the
ontology.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The analysis and results follow the MethOntology approach explained in the previous section.
The first two stages have been covered in the methodology section.
(i) Conceptualisation – this stage features the development of a semi-formal representation of
the knowledge gathered. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the system which is designed such
that information on specific intended questions (i.e. related to cost/unit or time/unit) can be
retrieved. Their relationships follow as: panelised production system (PanelSystemProduction)
is composed of some production stages (ProductionStages) and has outputs in the form of
panels (Products). The products are composed of some materials (Material), and the production
stages are composed of some activities (JobTask) which requires operatives (Labour) and tools
(Tools) to be executed.
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Figure 10: Structure of the OSM Panel System Productivity
(ii) Formalisation – the knowledge from the conceptual design is further developed formally in
an ontology builder/editor (Protégé). Each class is populated with subclasses and property
assertions is used to build relationships between the instances of a class or to link an instance
to a data value. Object properties are included to describe the relationship between a product
and its resources or production process (Figure 3). Data-type properties are included to allow
the computation of values used to determine productivity such as length, width, height, area,
quantity, counts, etc. The productivity in terms of cost/unit is determined through aggregation
of labour, material, plant, transportation and waste costs. Similarly, the time/unit is determined
through an aggregation of the man-hour (work done by operatives), tooling time (for robots
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operations), loading time (putting the panels in position) and waiting time (from one station to
another). To allow the ontology to compute the cost/unit and time/unit for each panel, Semantic
Web Rule Language (SWRL) rules are included to facilitate reasoning and enable inferences
about an instance.

Figure 11: Modelled concepts in the ontology with Protégé
(iii) Implementation - the ontology is represented in a machine-readable language (Web
Ontology Language - OWL) to enables rich set of modelling constructors. Rules are built into
so as to query the ontology to retrieve information such duration of activities/task, type and
number of operatives for a task, materials for a panel etc. In order to calculate cost, quantities
must first be calculated. For wall panels, the quantity of cladding material for each wall panel
is first calculated and this is multiplied by the corresponding unit rate. The SWRL rule to
calculate the quantity and then the cost are as follows:
WallCladdingComponents(?wc)

^

hasLength(?wc,

?l)

^

hasHeight(?wc,

?h)

^

?a)

^

hasUnitCost(?c,

?u)

^

swrlb:multiply(?ca, ?l, ?h) -> hasWallArea(?wc, ?ca)
WallCladdingComponents(?c)

^

hasWallArea(?c,

swrlb:multiply(?q, ?a, ?u) -> hasMaterialCost(?c, ?q)
For this rule, an instance of a wall cladding (e.g. Cement Board) with an already specified
length and height (in the ontology) is invoked and the SWRL built-in function – swrlb:multiply
is used to relate these data in order to compute the quantity of the material. This results from
running the rule are then picked up by the reasoner and fed back into the ontology as inferred
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properties (see Figure 3). However, swrl built-ins are not able to create expressions for
obtaining a sum of a set of instances (i.e. nx) due to the open world reasoning assumption.
Therefore, the SQWRL's operators are used to query the ontology in order to retrieve
information for this purpose. A query is this used to select the duration (time) of the production
stage of a panel as follows:
WallPanel(?p)

^

hasProductionStage(?p,

?pr)

^

hasLoadingTime(?pr,

?lt)

^

hasWaitingTime(?pr, ?wt) ^ hasManHour(?pr, ?mh) ^ hasToolingTime(?pr, ?tt) ^
swrlb:add(?t, ?lt, ?tt, ?wt, ?mh)

.

sqwrl:makeBag(?b, ?t)

.

sqwrl:size(?n, ?b) ->

sqwrl:select(?p, ?pr, ?n, ?lt, ?wt, ?tt, ?mh, ?t)
From the query result (Figure 4), the total time for all activities for the wall unit (panel 4) can
be calculated by summing up the retuned values. This gives an estimate of cycletime/unit (t)
for that product through an aggregation of the sum of the man-hour (mh), tooling time (tt),
loading time (lt) and waiting time (wt).

Figure 4: SWRL rules to enhance reasoning and computation in the ontology
Also, the results from Figure 4 includes some design decisions specified on the product and
process. Evaluations of the implications of design changes on products (e.g. size, weight and
geometry of the panels) and process changes (e.g. reduced/increase labour for a particular
operation and/or the introduction of robots to automate some activities) are captured in the
knowledge-based system. An example is implemented in the ontology through a rule to
evaluate the implication of panel sizing on cost and time per unit. The rule is included in the
ontology to classify an instance of a wall panel with an area greater than 30m2 as big and thus
consequently increase the number of operatives (for handling) in all stations by one.
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WallPanel(?x) ^ hasWallArea(?x, ?a) ^ swrlb:greaterThan(?a, 30) -> LargePanel(?x)
LargePanel(?lp) ^ hasOperativeCount(?p, ?c) ^ swrlb:add(?b, ?c, 1) -> hasLabour(?lp, ?b)
For this rule, an instance of a wall panel with an area greater than 30m2 is considered big and
thus consequently, an increase of plus one on the number of operatives at all stations in order
to give allowance for handling. This rule is to guide decisions and inform choices regarding
considerations of alternatives where possible.
DISCUSSION
The results from the analysis show that there is a possibility of estimating both cost and time
metrics of productivity simultaneously. The SWRL rules enabled inclusion of mathematical
expressions and formula to calculate the cost of the products by determining the quantities of
materials and subsequently the costs of labour, materials, and machining for each offsite panel.
After running the rules and invoking the reasoner, the cost of materials, labour and plant for
each component of a panel are generated (Figure 4). Similarly, the rules developed are used to
estimate the production time for each panel, the result from the reasoner generates the material
loading time, tooling time, waiting time and man-hour (Figure 4). This presents a way to
generate cost and time metrics and combine previous measurement approaches commonly used
in the industry such as cost/unit (Cox et al. 2003) and time/unit (Malisiovas 2010). Also,
experts' knowledge on design implications and production sequence captured in the ontology
influences the result from the reasoning process.
The challenge with the use of the knowledge-based system and the rule development is that it
is limited to some simple mathematical expressions. For instance, generating the overall total
cost/unit and time/unit for all 32 panels is challenging because of the limited capabilities of
SWRL and summing up the results from individual panels needs to be done manually or using
other systems (e.g. Excel). This implies that there is a need to achieve these other tasks using
other means. Using an external user interface and system can come handy in performing these
tasks. An Application Programme Interface (API) such as OWL-API can be used to link the
knowledge-base with an external application to perform these operations. OWL-API can
interact with the ontology to fetch data needed to generate estimates for cost/unit and time/unit.
Also, compared to the onsite construction method, one of the challenges encountered in
formalising the knowledge is that offsite processes vary in products, process, and equipment
used for manufacturing; e.g., timber offsite production varies significantly in products,
processes, and techniques from that of steel or concrete. Similarly, compared to manufacturing,
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construction projects are often times unique and sometimes have non-repetitive operations thus
limits the effort in measuring productivity of the process. The ontology will need to be
expanded in its capacity so as to capture changing conditions that happen frequently in
construction. Continuous changes or alterations in the OSM processes or operations are
necessary to cope with the market requirements, and largely influenced by individual project
requirement.
CONCLUSIONS
The study presents an ontology-based approach to estimating cost and time metrics for
measuring the productivity of the manufacturing process of offsite method using a panel system
OSM as a proof-of-concept. It is proven that an ontology-based estimation is effective in
allowing more than one metric of productivity measurement to be obtained such as cost and
time. The study concludes that the development of an ontology to capture the knowledge of the
OSM products and processes although will not directly improve productivity, can help with
decision support on product and process design at the PD stage which can influence
productivity significantly. The use of an ontology to model alternatives choices at the PD stage
will be able to give a clearer picture of output for every change in input through the estimation
of the process performance indicators. Given that the use of rules (i.e. SWRL) is limited to
some mathematical expressions, further work on communicating with the ontology through an
Application Programme Interface (API) such as OWL-API and linking with other systems will
need to be explored to perform these operations.
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Abstract
Purpose: Offsite manufacturing (OSM) is continuously getting recognised as a way to increase
efficiency and boost productivity of the construction industry in many countries. However, the
knowledge of OSM varies across different countries, construction practices and individual
experts thus resulting into major misconceptions. The lack of consensus of what OSM is and
what constitutes its methods creates a lot of misunderstanding across AEC industry
professionals hence, inhibiting a global view and understanding for multicultural collaboration.
Therefore, there is a need to revisit these issues with the aim of developing a deeper
understanding of the concepts and to ascertain what is deemed inclusive or exclusive.
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Approach: A state-of-the-art review and analysis of literature on OSM was conducted to
observe trends in OSM definitions and classifications. The paper identifies gaps in existing
methods and proposes a future direction.
Findings: Findings suggest that classifications are mostly aimed towards a particular purpose
and existing classification system are not robust enough to cover all aspects. Therefore, there
is need to extend these classification systems to be fit for various purposes.
Originality: This paper contributes to the body of literature on offsite concepts, definition and
classification, and provides knowledge on the broader context on the fundamentals of OSM.

Keywords: Offsite manufacturing; prefabrication; definition; classification; literature review

1. Introduction
The construction industry has for a long time been associated with inefficiencies, which is
argued to be mostly facilitated by the traditional procurement and method of construction
(Barbosa et al. 2017). This together with the increasing expectations of clients and end users
creates pressure and opportunities for the industry to improve. Many governments, particularly
those from the developed countries have created various incentives to encourage cross-industry
learning from other industries such as automotive, aerospace and manufacturing with focuses
on developing more efficient alternative construction methods through accommodating
automation and standardisation of processes (Pan and Sidwell 2011, Hairstans and Smith
2018). In the UK, for instance, the government commissioned reports such as Latham (1994)
and Egan (1998) have previously identified the needs and barriers for technologically-driven
innovations. Offsite manufacturing (OSM) is seen as the approach to improve the products
from the industry (Cabinet Office, 2011; HM Government, 2013), and a requisite to changing
the craft-based and labour-intensive nature of the construction industry (Gibb and Isack 2003,
Miles and Whitehouse 2013).
However, despite the recent increasing propagation of OSM, its diffusion and acceptance is
still quite low in both developed and developing countries (Goulding et al> 2015). So far,
apparent observation gathered from various publications on OSM shows a significant amount
of issues inhibiting its wider acceptance in the construction industry of various countries. To
start with, there is a lack of consensus or coordinated effort with regards to agreeing what shall
be included in its definition (Yunus and Yang 2012, Baghchesaraei et al. 2015). The lack of
consensus further compounds the issue of how to appraise various OSM methods and compare
them with traditional construction method (Song et al. 2005, Blismas et al. 2006b, Yitmen
2007, Pan et al. 2008, Abdullah and Egbu 2010, Arif and Egbu 2010, Yunus and Yang 2012,
Haron et al. 2015). Other issues reported involves the unavailability of documented sources of
information about modularization (Murtaza et al. 1993, Aldridge et al. 2001, Pasquire et al.
2005).
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Although there are a lot of publications on OSM, the knowledge is not well structured and
described as being fragmented (Blismas and Wakefield 2007, Jabar et al. 2013). Some previous
studies have reviewed the concept of OSM and developed different classification systems.
Most of these classification systems are either based on the type of finished product (Gibb
2001, Gibb and Isack 2003, Jaillon and Poon 2009), the process of manufacture (Lawson et al.
2010), the geometrical configuration of the product (Badir et al. 2002, Thanoon et al. 2003),
or even the location of production (Mostafa et al. 2016). Kamar et al., (2011) reviewed the
concept of Industrialised Building Systems (IBS) with the aim to develop a common definition
and classification. However, the study is limited in terms of analysis and synthesis for
recognising the commonalities and differences in definitions. Also, the classification system
developed is only based on OSM products and missing other aspects like process and people
captured in other literature materials.
This study aims to further the work of these researchers by synthesizing existing knowledge
on OSM in construction through systematically evaluating the concepts of OSM from reviewed
publications, and developing a more inclusive working definition and a comprehensive
formalised classification of offsite vocabularies to enable common basis of evaluation and
improve communication. The review includes (i) an evaluation of the definitions of OSM
evolved over time (ii) an analysis of OSM taxonomies according to literature and other UK
classification systems, (iii) development of a working definition and classification system for
various purposes.
2. Methodology: Literature review analysis
A systematic analysis of exiting literature on OSM published since the 90s was carried out to
identify its development and application in the construction industry. The review was
conducted through four stages as illustrated in Figure 1: planning, screening and extraction,
analysis and discussion, and documentation.

Offsite

Review of issues on OSM concept

Stage1: Planning

Definition

Identifying keywords and database
Classifications

Searching databases (electronic)

Academic

Government

Corporate

databases

reports/standards

bodies e.g. NBS

Criteria and credibility assessment
Stage 2:
Screening and

Gathering of relevant articles

extraction
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Knowledge extraction
65 publications

Construction
domain?
Related Scope?
Peer reviewed
journal?

Figure 1: Research methodology and process flow chart
Stage 1: Planning
A search strategy was adopted to gather relevant publications on the subject area. Firstly, a set
of relevant keyword phrases were identified for the search using the electronic database ScienceDirect; some of which include ‘offsite construction’, ‘prefabrication in construction’,
‘offsite manufacturing’, ‘offsite fabrication’, ‘industrialised building systems’, ‘system
buildings’, ‘modern methods of construction’, ‘modular construction’, building classification
system etc. Use of keyword phrases is considered more application due to the need of ensuring
that an exhaustive coverage by means of including as much work relevant for developing a
comprehensive list of different definitions and classifications of OSM is achieved.
Supplementary searches were also carried out using other popular academic databases
including Google Scholar, ASCE Library, Wiley, IEEE and Scopus. To include literature of
OSM regarding its applications in practice, relevant government publications, industry
standards and guidelines for OSM were also reviewed, e.g. published articles by corporate
bodies such as BuildOffsite, National Building Specification (NBS), buildingSMART,
Construction Industry Council (CIC), International Council for Research and Innovation in
Building and Construction (CIB) and OffsiteHub) on offsite research and classification
systems. The search resulted into a huge number of articles being retrieved.
Stage 2: Screening and extraction
The initial keyword search generated thousands of articles. To narrow the number of articles
down, publications that are not construction related were eliminated. Further screening
exercise was conducted where each article was skimmed through (for instance their abstract
and conclusion) to examine their suitability to the analysis of the individual subjects. Articles
with focus on peripheral subjects of OSM were considered out of scope and therefore excluded
in the review. Remaining articles were then further screened out based on the criteria of (i) the
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credibility of such publications i.e. whether they are published in a peer reviewed journal or at
least examined through a peer-review process, or widely recognised for industrial reports and
textbooks and (ii) the type and source of such article. Overall, 65 journal papers/conference
papers/books/reports were found suitable (Figure 2) and reviewed ranging from the 90s
(although there was no restriction based on the year of publication during the screening
exercise). . Reviewed publications were subsequently organised into themes according to the
objectives of this study (Figure 3).

Stage 3: Analysis and synthesis of information
The selected papers were analysed and synthesised according to their similarities and
differences in order to develop an insight on the topic and also identify gaps in current
knowledge. This led to a high-level classification based on product, process and people which
is followed up by an explanation of how they can be applied.
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3. Defining offsite manufacturing (OSM) method
Definitions of OSM from 18 references are reviewed. Table 1 extracts and groups the
definitions according to 4 categories - (i) Pre (as in prefab, prefabrication and preassembly),
(ii) Building (as in industrialised building system and system building), (iii) Offsite (as in offsite
construction and offsite manufacturing), and (iv) Modern methods (as in modern method of
construction and modern method of house building - defined by Pan et al. (2012) and highlights
the common aspects of the definitions.
Table 1: Definitions of terms
Cat
ego
ry
‘Pr
e’

Term

Some key definitions

Sourc
e

Preassem
bly

“a process of manufacturing and assembly
of building components in a factory
environment prior to transportation … for
installation.”
“describe the manufacturing process of
components in a controlled environment …
are assembled together to form components
parts for installation”
“a manufacturing process and transporting
to a site … to be erected or assembled.”

(Gibb
and
Isack
2003)
(Jaillo
n and
Poon
2009)
(Bagh
chesar
aei et
al>
2015)
(Richa
rd
2005)

Prefabric
ation

“… process of building components or full
modules in … a factory environment….”
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“… a manufacturing process, generally
taking place at a specialized facility and
involves joining different materials to form
a component part of the final installation”
“The manufacture of housing components
offsite in a factory setting”

‘Bu
ildi
ng’

‘Of
fsit
e’

Industria
lised
building
system
(IBS)

System
building
(SB)
Industria
lised
house
building
(IHB)
Offsite
industrial
isation
(OI)
Offsite
construct
ion
(OSC)
Offsite
manufact
uring
(OSM)

Offsite
manufact
uring
(OSM),
offsite
construct
ion
(OSC)

“… a manufacturing and preassembly
process in which joining of materials to
forma component part takes place at a
specified facility”
“… a construction process that involves the
use of standardised mass produced building
components in a factory or on site,
transported and assembled into a structure
using appropriate machinery”
“… it requires the integration of smaller
components and subsystems into an overall
process/product with a full utilisation of
industrialised production, transportation
and assembly techniques”
“…adopts the concept of mass production of
building components in a controlled
environment either onsite or offsite”
“… is used for describing a strategically
different process- and product-oriented
alternative to traditional project-oriented
house-building methods and principles”
“… a process of moving construction
operations traditionally undertaken on site to
a manufacturing environment prior to final
installation in required position”
“… the creation of built environment in a
factory environment such that part of the
construction process …
“…a process that requires a higher
percentage of the value-adding activities
being carried out offsite (in a controlled
environment) with just installation and
finishing done onsite.”
“… a unique mix of general construction
procedures integrated into a production flow
line ...”
“collectively used to describe a method of
production and delivery through factory
manufacture and assembly”
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(Jaillo
n and
Poon
2008)
(Stein
hardt
et al>
2014)
(Chian
g et
al>
2006)
(Musa
et al>
2015)

(Roy
et al>
2007)

(Kama
r et al.,
2011)
(Lessi
ng et
al.
2015)
(Zhai
et al.
2014)
(Mtec
h
Group
2007)
(Jonss
on and
Rudbe
rg
2014)
(Naser
eddin
et al.
2007)
(Miles
and
White
house
2013)

‘M
ode
rn
met
hod
s’

and
offsite
fabricati
on (OSF)
Modern
method
of house
building
Modern
method
of
construct
ion
(MMC)

“manufacture of homes in factories with
potential benefits”

(Post
2003)

“as a description of new products, techniques
and technologies in construction”

(Miles
and
White
house
2013)
(Girms
cheid
and
Scheu
blin
2010)

“… industrialisation as the use of advanced
technology (mechanical tools, computerised
systems) in a continuous process to improve
efficiency in terms of standardisation,
modularisation and mass production”

Observing from Table 1, the definitions seem to focus on either the nature of the finished
product or outcome that is obtained (Musa et al. 2015, Roy et al. 2007, Li et al. 2016), the
process of carrying out the construction (Mohd Kamar et al., 2011; Zhai et al. 2014; Lessing
et al. 2015), or both (Miles and Whitehouse 2013, Baghchesaraei et al. 2015, Lessing et al.
2015). The common concept found in a number of definitions from the Pre and Offsite groups
is the adoption of a manufacturing process, in which part of the production as components are
assembled in a controlled working environment. The Building group contain the same
fundamental concept together with standardisation or mass production as an additional element
in the definitions, which arguably is a main contribution of the “higher percentage of the valueadding activities” in Jonsson and Rudberg (2014). The Modern methods group appears not
limited to methods that integrate a manufacturing process and thus are more inclusive as
alternative methods to traditional construction. (McKay 2010, Tennant et al. 2012, Kolo et al.
2014). For instance, some Modern methods techniques are used in conjunction with onsite work
hence forming a hybrid systems construction without any manufacturing process involved (e.g.
Arbizzani and Civiero, 2013), which cannot be classified to be under the Offsite or Pre group.
Thus, the other three groups can be considered as a sub-set of Modern methods and hence the
authors do not consider Modern methods to be interchangeable with the other three groups.
According to Table 1, it is established that OSM terminologies in the Pre, Building and Offsite
categories can be used interchangeably. However, the term ‘modern methods’ is a broader
terms, which using the definition for OSM will not be considered satisfactory. OSM used in
this paper is thus described as:
‘the creation of a value-adding built environment through a combination of
conventional construction procedures and production processes (as in product
manufacturing) in which components for construction are produced in a controlled
environment, and are transported and installed in the final position onsite.’
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It is important to note that the controlled environment referred to in the above definition is not
limited to activities outside of a construction site. In the situation where a site is big enough to
accommodate a factory or yard for production purpose, the production process can actually be
onsite as seen in Young et al., (2015). Nevertheless, the finished components are required to
be transported and installed to the final positions disregarding whether the production process
is onsite or offsite. Also, the definition follows that of Jonsson and Rudberg's (2014) in
capturing “value-adding” as the main rationale for offsite manufacturing processes as contrast
to the counterpart of conventional onsite processes. It is then implied that value can be added
through the adoption of standardisation, mass production, mass customisation and lean
methodology as concepts found and applied in manufacturing processes.
4. Taxonomy of offsite manufacturing
4.1 Review and analysis of classification systems – based on literature
One general acknowledged classification for OSM adopted by most researchers (Gibb 2001,
Gibb and Isack 2003, Jaillon and Poon 2009, Arif and Egbu 2010, Quale et al. 2012) is the
subdivision of offsite manufacturing based on product orientation i.e. generic types according
to the geometric shape, assembly approach, extent of offsite operation, and state of completion
of the product. This type of classification was first suggested by Gibb (1999) with four groups
identified, namely: whole building/modular, volumetric pre-assembly, non-volumetric preassembly and component manufacture & sub-assemblies (Table 2). Although widely
recognised and accepted, Gibb’s classification seems incomplete as other researchers (e.g.,
Abosoad et al., 2009; Hashemi and Hadjri, 2014) have identified similar product-oriented
classification that incorporates panellised and hybrid systems products, which deviates from
Gibb’s (1999) classification. Inconsistencies are noticed in the various classifications. For
instance, pods is considered as an independent type from volumetric systems according to
Hashemi and Hadjri (2014) and Steinhardt et al. (2014) but the type is well within Gibb’s
definition for the volumetric sub-category as pods are three-dimensional volumetric building
parts (Gibb, 2001). Perhaps, the type ‘modular’ is most confusing as Steinhardt et al. (2014)
use the term ‘modular’ to refer to a level of prefabrication in a 6-level progressing continuum
of a prefabricated house, from materials for a house (Level 1) to a complete house (Level 6)
while other studies such as Arif and Egbu (2010), Gibb (1999), Mtech Group (2007) and Quale
et al. (2012) consider ‘modular’ as a type of whole building offsite method. Also, Doran and
Giannakis (2011) use the term ‘modular’ instead of offsite construction and sub-divide it
according to (i) pure modular, (ii) hybrid modular, and (iii) onsite modular depending on the
level and type of onsite activities. Their classification distinguishes onsite or offsite works
involved in using a modular method with more attention to the design and construction
approaches than the type of products or state of completion of a building. Furthermore, the
location of production is used by Bari et al, (2012) and Mostafa et al. (2016) in their
classification.
Mtech Group (2007) classified offsite according to the market sub-sectors including (i)
complete structures (i.e., for permanent or reloadable volumetric units), (ii) structural elements
and systems (i.e., for foundation, substructure, superstructure, building envelope or building
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services), (iii) civil engineering (i.e. for pre-assembled civil engineering structures) and (iv)
special (i.e. for special structures or project specific offsite construction). Recognising the lack
of common definitions and the arbitrary nature in classifying offsite construction, the suggested
sub-sectors clearly follows the lineage of product-oriented classification such as Gibb’s (1999)
with slightly different groupings.

Table 2: OSM taxonomy according to literature
Group
Product
orientation

Classification
e. Whole
building/modular

Definition
…make up the actual
structure and fabric of the
building. They enclose
usable spaces and may be
fully finished or partly
finished

Examples
Retail outlets,
office blocks and
motels, concrete
multi-storey
modular units.

f.

Volumetric preassembly

Three-dimensional building
parts that enclose a usable
space. Installed onsite
within independent
structural frames and do not
independently form the
building itself.

Toilet pods, plant
room units, kitchen
spaces, stair shaft
and building service
risers and lifts,
shower rooms etc.

g. Non-volumetric
pre-assembly

Two-dimensional building
components that do not
enclose a usable space.
May include several other
sub-assemblies that
constitute part of a building.

Pipework assembly,
wall panels,
structural sections
such as slabs,
beams, columns etc.

h. Component
manufacture &
sub-assemblies

Factory manufactured items
that are manufactured
offsite and will no way be
considered for onsite
production.

Bricks, tiles,
window, lighting,
door furniture etc.

f.

Three-dimensional
volumetric building units

Volumetric
systems

(Abosoad et
al. 2009)

g. Panellised
systems,

Two-dimensional building
components

h. Hybrid systems

A mix of two or more subcategories and usually a
combination of the
volumetric and panelised
sub-categories

i.

Sub-assemblies
and component
systems

Small factory manufactured
items

Bricks, tiles,
window, lighting,
door furniture etc.

j.

Modular

Whole house building

Retail shops, whole
residential houses
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Source
(Gibb 1999,
Arif and Egbu
2010, Quale
et al. 2012)

e.g. Slabs

f.

Panel systems
(open & closed)

g. Volumetric
systems

Two-dimensional building
components
Three-dimensional
volumetric building units

Kitchen, bath

A mix of volumetric and
panel systems subcategories

Brick/block

(Hashemi and
Hadjri 2014),
(Hashemi
2015)

h. Pods
i.

Hybrid systems
(semivolumetric)

j.

Sub-assemblies
and components

g. Construction
materials

Small factory manufactured
items
Standard building materials
for construction

Timber or bricks

h. Components

Low level pre-cut or
assembled components

Trusses, doors

i. Panels

Structural elements defining
space

Walls

j. Pods

Volumetric units added to
existing structure

Bathroom pods

k. Modular

Volumetric units, joined
onsite to form house

Part-house

l. Complete

Whole house

g. Sub-assembly
components

Whole houses including
multiple rooms and fittings.
Factory-produced items not
counted as full systems

h. Volumetric

Factory-produced 3D units
that enclose usable space

Bathroom pods,
plant rooms, lift
shafts

Floor cassette, roof
cassette

i. Panelised

Factory-produced flat panel
units assembled onsite to
produce the 3D structure.
Preassembled volumetric
units that jointly form the
whole building

Hotel modules

j. Modular

A combination of
volumetric and the
panellised units
Load bearing components

Tunnel form,
aircrete

(Steinhardt et
al. 2014)

(Abanda et al.
2017)

k. Site-based
l. Hybrid
h. Frame system
(pre-cast or
steel)

i.

Panellised
system

2D components
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Precast concrete
framing,
prefabricated
timber framing
system and steel
framing system

( Kamar et al.,
2011)

j.

Onsite
fabrication

Roof truss,
balconies,
staircases, toilets,
lift chambers

k. Sub-assembly
and components
l.

Block work
system

m. Hybrid System

A mix of two or more subcategories
3D modules systems

Modular
type

Location of
production

n. Volumetric and
modular system
d. Pure modular

e. Hybrid modular

Combination of onsite and
offsite methods which
allows customisation and it
is associated with a higher
requirement for
coordination

f.

Pre-manufacture of modules
onsite thus accommodating
greater flexibility in terms
of transportation
Involves transferring
building operations from
site to factory

Onsite modular

c. Offsite
production

d. Onsite
production

Market subsector

Do not accommodate
changes, design is
predetermined thus renders
the client fully obliged to
accepting the available
design options

(Doran and
Giannakis
2011)

(Bari et al.
2012, Mostafa
et al. 2016)

Involve casting structural
building elements at the site
before erecting to its actual
location

e. Complete
structures
(permanent or
reloadable)

Relocatable
volumetric units,
Permanent
volumetric units

f. Structural
elements and
systems

Foundation
Substructure
Superstructure
Building envelope
Building services
Preassembled civil
engineering
structures
Special structures

g. Civil
engineering
h. Special
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(Mtech Group
2007)

Production
process

Geometry
and
configuration

d.

Static
production

Module is manufactured
in one position, and
materials, services, and
personnel
are brought to the module

e.

Linear
production

Manufacturing process
is sequential, and is carried
out in a discrete number
of individual stages that is
analogous to automotive
production lines

f.

Semi-automated
linear
production

Based on the same
principles of conventional
linear production as nonautomated lines, but tend to
have more dedicated stages.

c.

Factory
production

Features moving assembly
lines with different stations

d.

Workshop
production

Small open-plan buildings
where products are moved
between material and
workers and modules are
assembled without being
moved
Load bearing structures that
transfer vertical and/or
lateral load.

d. Linear or
skeleton

(Lawson et al.
2010)

(Duncheva
and Bradley
2016)

Beams and columns
system,

e. Planar systems

Structures where load are
distributed through large
floor and wall panels

Panellised systemsslab, floors

f.

Structures that do not
support vertical loads itself
Load bearing structures that
transfer vertical and/or

Three dimensional
modules
Include beams and
columns

Box systems

d. Frame systems
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(Warszawski
1999)

(Badir et al.
2002)

lateral load to the
foundation.
e. Panel systems
Refer to structures that
carry load through slabs
(i.e. floor) and wall panels
f. Box systems

d. Frame or post
and beam system

e. Panel system
(2D structural
elements)

Structures where load are
distributed through large
floor and wall panels.

f. Box system (3D
elements)

Systems that employ threedimensional modules for
fabrication of habitable
units, which are capable of
withstand load from various
directions due to their
internal stability.
Load bearing components,

d. Frame

Others

Structures that do not
support vertical loads itself
but rather depends upon the
panel systems to carry their
load an also provide lateral
stability.
Structures that carry the
loads through their beams
and girders to columns and
to the ground

e. Panel

2D components ideal for
façade application whether
straight, curved or angled.

f. Cell
h. Frame system

3D modules systems

Slabs (i.e. floor)
and wall panels

Kitchen and
bathroom pods

(Roy et al.
2007)
(Thanoon et
al. 2003)

Baghchesaraei
et al. (2015)

Musa et al.,
(2015)

i. Panel system
j. Onsite
fabrication
k. Sub-assembly
and components
l. Block work
system
m. Hybrid system
n. Volumetric /
Modular system

Another product aspect that has been used for classification is according to its geometry and
configuration. For instance, researchers have come up with a classification for industrialised
building systems (IBS) based on the geometry and configuration of framing components
regardless of their enclosing materials. Warszawski (1999) gives IBS classification as (i) linear
or skeleton (as in beams and columns) systems, (ii) planar systems (panellised systems) and
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(iii) three dimensional or box systems. Similar classifications are used by Badir et al. (2002)
for precast concrete IBS and Roy et al. (2007) for housing. There is, however, a major doubt
about this type of classifications in terms of its completeness and practicality. According to
Thanoon et al., (2003), some new innovative systems could not be classified under this
categorisation, such example is the interlocking load bearing blocks, which does not fall into
any of the three categories. Additionally, Lawson et al. (2010) classified OSM according to
various production processes as: static production, linear production and semi-automated linear
production depending on the design of the production line while Duncheva and Bradley (2016)
termed the processes as: factory and workshop production. Both classifications are similar in
definitions but Lawson et al.'s (2010) classification gives room for a combination of both with
their semi-automated linear production category.
The review reveals different perspective on OSM classification and a lack of consensus with
regards to how OSM is to be classified, and what is deemed inclusive and what is not. The lack
of a generic and standard classification has led to confusion and discrepancy especially when
a classification system is needed in order to perform specific task (e.g. cost estimation). For
instance, according to Kamar et al. (2011), the block work system sub-category is being
separated from components and sub-assemblies even though most definitions of sub-assembles
insinuates that block work is an example of this category. Also, Baghchesaraei et al. (2015) in
their recent study argue that prefabrication should be divided according to criteria such as
materials, methods, and structural configuration. However, their classification can only be
grouped under structural/geometrical configuration. Similarly, Musa et al., (2015) argue that
the classification of IBS should be based on three criteria – materials, process and systems.
However their classification does not reflect enough the categories they proposed.
4.2 Review and analysis of classification systems – based on UK construction industry
standards systems
Apart from the attempts by researchers in previous studies to classify OSM, some standards
classification systems have also been developed in the UK construction sector for classifying
OSM for different purposes, e.g. for design and building information modelling such as (i)
Uniclass 2015 classification system and (ii) Industry Foundation Classes respectively. These
classifications systems are reviewed and compared to the existing taxonomies in literature
materials.
(1) Uniclass 2015 is a classification system used to represent all construction sector in the UK.
The classification system is aimed at providing a structured library of materials and product
model and project information (Afsari and Eastman 2016). It provides an information structure
which is useful for categorising information for costing, briefing, preparation of specification
documents and layering of CAD drawings (Delany 2015).
Table 3: Uniclass 2015 classification for prefabricated frames and walls (Source: NBS
2015)
Group

Element/Code

Systems/Codes
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20

Frames (EF20_10)

25

Walls (EF_25_10)

Prefabricated framed and panelled structures
(Ss_20_10_60)
Prefabricated room systems
(Ss_20_10_65)
Composite pods
(Ss_20_10_65_15)
Concrete pods
(Ss_20_10_65_17)
Prefabricated metal wall systems
(Ss_25_12_85_60)
Prefabricated glass block wall systems
(Ss_25_13_33_64)

For off-site products, the top level of classification under Uniclass 2015 is ‘Entity’, which is a
discrete unit such as a building, bridge or tunnel (Delany 2015). The information for these suite
according to the Uniclass can be broken down further into Elements, Systems and Products
according to the level of granularity. An element can be made up of a system or a collection of
systems and a system is composed of individual products. For instance, the element ‘wall’ for
a building can be composed of two systems, masonry wall systems and prefabricated metal
wall systems. Masonry wall systems will typically include a collection of insulation,
blockwork, brickwork, and wall finishes whereas prefabricated metal wall systems may include
a collection of metal studs, metal joist, plasterboard, insulation and wall finishes. The products
for the prefabricated metal wall systems may include aluminium, hardwood, light steel frames
(LSF) etc. In Uniclass 2015, prefabricated systems and product are not independently
classified, rather they are listed together across each element group thus making it difficult to
extract a holistic product list if a fully prefabricated building is involved. As a result, efforts
was made to identify instances of prefabricated systems in the element groups Frames (group
20) and Walls (group 25) as an example for the review (Table 3).
Based on the classification, panelled offsite structure and room systems are classified under the
group element frames, which do not follow the trend and definitions previously examined in
the literature (section 4.1). Review of literature materials describes frame offsite systems as
load bearing structures that transfers vertical loads (Badir et al. 2002, Kamar et al. 2011), which
in their case can be prefabricated columns or beams. Thus, a prefabricated room or pod system
(i.e. volumetric) does not qualify under the frames group element. Also, a wall being a twodimensional system is normally classified as a panelised system of OSM whereas it is classified
differently from panels in Uniclass 2015. If classifications are a means of grouping things with
similar characteristics, then a prefabricated metal-framed wall system is more likely a branch
of panellised elements. Also, there is no classification for whole house offsite systems, which
is a typical product category different from a room unit volumetric system (Gibb 1999) as
reviewed earlier. To conclude, it is difficult to consistently evaluate OSM options with the use
Uniclass 2015’s classification.
(2) Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) was first developed to serve as a standard format for
data exchange in the AEC industry. It is a high-level object-oriented data model for all types
of AEC projects that gives a hierarchical structure of different aspects ranging from building,
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geometry properties, materials properties, organisations and many more (Froese 2003). IFC
classification is used to arrange the objects of common characteristics or purposes
(buildingSMART 2016). IFC classifies object models and allows different classification
systems to be referenced (Grani 2016) in a situation where there is need to adopt a specific
classification system or where IFC does not include enough information of properties and
attributes of an object (Grani 2016). The latest standard is IFC4 Addendum 2, which was
published in 2016 (buildingSMART 2016). IFC classifies building element as IfcElementType
when populating values for export (IfcExportAs) between different applications and systems.
The group ifcSharedBuildingElements (Table 4) represents the high level categories of building
elements used to represent the architectural design of a building according to IFC4.
IFC4 group element however does not include provisions for prefabricated systems such as
volumetric units (e.g. pods, room units) and whole building systems, also prefabricated panel
systems are not specifically categorised. This is perhaps because the data exchange format (i.e.
IFC) has been mainly driven by the need of designers who are traditionally not trained to design
with the use of OSM. Thus, the data structure in IFC emulates the traditional approach to
element classification and attribute assertions. This is a major concern to use IFC as a basis for
sharing information of prefabricated elements as it may result in a lot of inconsistency and
incompleteness regarding the information created and shared.

Table 4: IFC4 Add2 building element classification (Source: buildingSMART 2016)
Group
IFC Shared Building
Elements

Type
IfcBeamTypeEnum
IfcBuildingElementProxyTypeEnum
IfcBuildingSystemTypeEnum
IfcChimneyTypeEnum
IfcColumnTypeEnum
IfcConnectionTypeEnum
IfcCoveringTypeEnum
IfcCurtainWallTypeEnum
IfcDoorTypeEnum
IfcDoorTypeOperationEnum
IfcMemberTypeEnum
IfcPlateTypeEnum
IfcRailingTypeEnum
IfcRampFlightTypeEnum
IfcRampTypeEnum
IfcRoofTypeEnum
IfcShadingDeviceTypeEnum
IfcSlabTypeEnum
IfcStairFlightTypeEnum
IfcStairTypeEnum
IfcWallTypeEnum
IfcWindowTypeEnum
IfcWindowTypePartitioningEnum

5. Discussion
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5.1 Classification system for OSM
The review from the previous sections reveals the differences in classifications of OSM. By
synthesizing the data retrieved from previous studies for the purpose of comparing evidence to
generate new construct, it is established that various factors influences how OSM is classified,
this includes: materials type, production methods, products types and sizes, and structural
configuration. These various factors can however be grouped under three high-level concepts
which are (i) based on product (ii) based on process (iii) based on people (Figure 4). This
classification system in Figure 4 summarises the different approaches previously reviewed and
should help achieve consistency in terms of the use of agreed vocabularies and also enhance
communication. The use of OSM related keywords in the definitions and classifications is due
to the rationale behind the development of structured knowledge. The aim is to use a set of
approved vocabularies by the experts in the field in order to aid communication.
One major advantage of classifying in this approach is the ability to make the classification
robust enough and suitable for different purposes. For instance, the knowledge of OSM may
be needed for various purposes such as costing, risk management, scheduling, production
sequence planning and many other tasks. A further explanation of these are outlined in sections
5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.
OSM
classification
system
Product based

Prefabricated
Products

Work sub-sector

Process based

Geometry and
configuration

Procurement
process

Material

Componenets and
subassemblies

Structural

Frame/load bearing
systems

Steel

Traditional (e.g.
Design-Bid-Build)

Frames

Special structures

Planar systems

Concrete (precast)

Design and build
(e.g. DFMA)

Panelised

Building services

Box systems

Timber

Hybrid

Building envelope

Composite

Volumetric

Finishes internal/external

Assembly process

Degree of prefab complete or partial

People based

Production process

Onsite production
workforce

Static

Offsite production
workforce

Pure

Linear

Onsite-Offsite
production
workforce

Management
Contracting

Hybrid

Semi-automated
linear

Construction
Mnangement

Partial

Automated Linear

Whole
building/Modular

Figure 4: OSM Classification
5.1.1 Product-based classification
The product-based classification for OSM is according to the characteristics and types of the
end/finished product of an offsite manufacturing process, which include: the types of
prefabricated elements, component materials, geometry and sector of work for a product (Table
5). This classification is useful for identifying types of offsite manufactured products and
grouping them for specific purposes. For instance, the product-based classification will be
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useful for elemental costing purposes to attribute properties to each offsite elements or
components. As an example, a prefabricated product typically has a material type, geometry
and also fall under a specific work sub-sector (e.g. a panelised offsite product made from timber
has a plane geometry, and can either be grouped as a structural element – e.g. load-bearing
wall, or building envelope – e.g. curtain walls). Accordingly, the knowledge of offsite products
is enriched through defining the relationships between the various properties and the influence
on the final cost of such element.
Table 5: Definition of concepts in the product-based classification
Class
Prefabricated
Products

Subclass
Components and
sub-assemblies
Frames

Panelised

Wall panels, floors
panels etc.

Hybrid

Roofs

Volumetric

Toilet pods, plant
room units, kitchen
spaces, stair shaft and
building service risers
and lifts, shower
rooms etc.
Retail outlets (shops
and stores), office
blocks and motels

Whole building

Work sub-sector

Structural

Building services
Building envelope

Geometry and
configuration

Columns, beams,
foundations, walls
etc.
Pods, Lifts, plant
room etc.
Façade systems, roof
systems

Finishes
Special structures

Plaster, paints etc.
Unique structures e.g.
stadia

Frame system
Planar system

Beams and columns
Slab, floors, wall
panels etc.
Kitchen and
bathroom pods etc.
Lightweight steel etc.

Box system
Materials

Instances
Bricks, tiles, window,
lighting, door
furniture etc.
Beams, columns,
bracings etc.

Steel
Concrete (precast)

Self-compacting
concrete, lightweight
concrete etc.
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Description
Factory manufactured items that are
produced offsite and certainly not
considered for onsite production.
Load bearing structures that transfer
vertical and/or lateral load to the
foundation.
Two-dimensional building components
that do not enclose a usable space and
may include several other sub-assemblies
that constitute part of a building.
A mix of two or more sub-categories and
usually a combination of the volumetric
and panelised sub-categories.
Three-dimensional building parts that
enclose a usable space but do not
independently form a building itself.

They enclose usable spaces and make up
the actual structure and fabric of the
building. Usually a low rise complete
building which may be fully finished or
partly finished
Primary physical parts of a building

Systems installed in buildings to enhance
functionality
The exterior of a building which serves as
physical separator between the interior
and exterior of a building
The final surface of a building element
Structures that require engineering
creativity and specialist design, analysis
and construction
Load-bearing structures
Two-dimensional components that may be
straight, curved or angled
Three-dimensional modules that do not
support vertical loads itself.
A metal part containing iron as a primary
material
Comprising of a mixture of cement,
aggregate and water where components
are manufactured in a central plant and

Timber

Composite

Bamboo, Oak,
plywood, soft wood
etc.
Fibre-reinforced
polymer (FRP), PVC
polyester etc.

later brought to the building site for
assembly.
Wood suitable for engineering purposes.

Comprising two or more
constituent materials with significantly
different physical or chemical properties

5.1.2 Process-based classification
OSM can also be classified based on its processes including the procurement process (i.e. the
sequence of design to production and whether the design approach attempts to integrate the
ease of manufacture and efficiency of assembly or to address conventional construction design
concerns), the assembly process (i.e. the extent in which manufactured components are
complete for assembly) or production process (i.e. the methods employed in producing the
manufactured components such as the use of innovative technologies and amount of
skilled/unskilled labour required) (Table 6). For instance, an OSM project can be procured via
a traditional design-bid-build approach where the subcontractor or specialist contractor
undertakes production in a way similar to the onsite approach (i.e. static production method).
Alternatively, a production can be carried out sequentially on a line with the use of robotics
stationed at strategic points to hasten the process (i.e. an automated linear production). In a
situation where the advantages of modularisation is more desirable, all components can be
factory manufactured with only assembly done onsite (i.e. pure prefab). Describing OSM in
this manner is advantageous for purposes such as planning and scheduling of the production
and assembly processes.
Table 6: Definition of terms in the process-based classification
Class
Procurement
process

Instances
Traditional – design-bidbuild
Design and build - DFMA

Management Contracting
Construction Management

Production
process

Static

Linear
Semi-automated linear

Automated linear

Description
Where the client appoints consultants to design the
development and then a contractor to construct the works,
the contractor has little or no influence on the design.
A single contractor to design and build the work and the
contractor has a say in the design process. The contactors
has little or no influence on the design.
A management contractor contracts and manages the
work to other work contractors to construct the work.
A construction manager to serve as a representative of the
client in coordinating all work contracts and other trade
contractors
A process where prefabricated elements are
manufactured in one position, and materials, services,
and personnel are brought to the fabrication point.
Production process is sequential and carried out in a
discrete number of individual stages.
Based on the same principles of conventional linear
production as non-automated lines, but tend to have more
dedicated stages
Linear production with sequential stages that are
automated
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Assembly
process

Pure prefab

Hybrid prefab

Partial prefab

All activities carried out in a controlled environment
(either offsite or onsite) with only assembly and
installation done onsite.
Comprising of both onsite and offsite prefabricated
components assembled together. For instance, an onsite
factory produced element joined together with an offsite
purchased structural element to make a complete
structure.
A mix of offsite factory produced components and onsite
cast insitu components.

5.1.3 People-based classification
This category gives information on the degree of prefabrication and category of workforce
required for an offsite product manufacture i.e. whether products are manufactured/assembled
using onsite or offsite labour, or a combination of both (Table 7). The choice of
production/assembly process influences the type/characteristics of workforce required. If a
higher degree of prefabrication is sought, the amount of work that needs to be finished off in
the factory will be higher and thus, required more onsite activities and workforce, and a few
workforce onsite for just assembly. This classification system may be used in carrying out tasks
such as risk assessment or health and safety analysis both onsite and offsite, as well as
generating onsite/offsite labour cost for offsite manufactured products.
Table 7: Definition of terms in the people-based classification
Class
Organisation

Instances
Offsite
Onsite

Onsite-offsite

Description
Involves transferring building operations from site to factory
using factory located personnel.
Involves the production of building elements at the site
before erecting to its actual location using site based
personnel.
Involves a mix of both offsite and onsite production and
assembly team.

6. Conclusion and future work
6.1 Conclusion
Offsite manufacturing (OSM) as a domain is reviewed to identify issues with its definitions
and classification systems. Finding from the review suggest that there is a great level of
misconceptions about its definition and taxonomies. This paper proposes a definition and
classification approach which combines the essential elements of existing classifications. The
following conclusion has been drawn from the review:




Although OSM is defined differently by most researchers in the field, most existing
definitions covers mostly the essential aspect that distinguishes OSM concept from the
conventional approach. However, elements of the benefits of modularisation and
standardisation are largely missing from most of the definitions.
There is a significant lack of consensus on OSM classification approach thus leading to
misunderstanding on what should be regarded as part of OSM and what is not.
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Researchers tend to classify OSM based on the particular theme of their study or the
purpose for which the classification is needed.
 Existing classification system in the UK such as Uniclass and IFC are limited in terms
of providing a detailed level classification for OSM compared to traditional approach.
These classification systems needs to be consistent in describing major OSM classes
and their sub-classes, and also should be extended to cover missing elements and serve
as a basis for a unified approach for classifying OSM.
Although attempt has been made in this study to develop a generic definition and classification
system for OSM. This is only based on high-level concepts and essentially to identify common
traits and include all aspects from previous classification systems. The generic classification
for OSM will need to be extended in order to provide a more robust system fit for different
purposes. The authors believe that to fully benefit from the classification system, there is a need
to adopt both top-down and bottom-up approaches. The attempt to review previous works on
classifications in this study to develop the high-level OSM classification is an example of a
top-down approach to integrate the existing ideas and concepts. Efforts will need to be spent
on developing the classification further using a bottom-up approach as well, i.e. through
capturing knowledge from individual cases of offsite (e.g. steel, timber or concrete offsite
systems), as OSM knowledge is likely highly specialised and can involve a lot of localised
properties that is not necessarily possible to be generalised without learning from actual cases.

6.2 Future work
This research has highlighted areas of opportunities with regards to OSM classification. Based
on the classification system developed, there are several areas of research arising from the
study which will need to be pursued. There is need to consider the application of more scientific
approaches recognised for knowledge development in a specific domain. An example is the
use of ontology knowledge modelling approach for the formalisation of offsite vocabularies to
enable knowledge extraction and facilitate communication. This would benefit from the
bottom-up approach through the use of case studies to determine finite level classes, subclasses
and properties and their corresponding relationships so as to facilitate automated retrieval on
information for various purposes (e.g. cost estimation). The formalisation of offsite knowledge
through an ontology development gives transparency and the ease of communication for
professionals, and the potential to automate advices using software applications.
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Abstract. Offsite Manufacturing (OSM) is a modern and innovative method of construction with the
potential to adopt advanced factory production system through a more structured workflow,
standardised products, and the use of robotics for automation. However, there have been challenges in
quantifying improvements from the conventional method, which leads to the low uptake. The concept
of a digital twin (DT) is useful for OSM, which enables production to be represented virtually and
visually including all activities associated with it, resources, and workflow involved. Thus, essential
information in the product development process such as cost, time, waste, and environmental impacts
can be assessed. However, the data required to have accurate results and better-informed decisionmaking come from heterogeneous data formats (i.e. spreadsheets and BIM models) and across different
domains. The inclusion of semantic web technologies such as Linked Data (LD) and Web Ontology
Language (OWL) models has proven to better address these challenges especially in terms of
interoperability and unambiguous knowledge systematisation. Through an extensive systematic
literature review followed up by a case study, an ontology knowledge structure representing the
production workflow for OSM is developed. A real-life use case of a semi-automated production line
of wall panel production is used to test and demonstrate the benefits of the semantic digital twin in
obtaining cost and time data of the manufacturing for assessment. Results demonstrated the potential
capability and power of capturing knowledge for an ontology to assess production workflow in terms
of cost, time, carbon footprint thereby enabling more informed decision making for continuous
improvements.

Keywords: Offsite Manufacturing. Production Workflow · Digital Twins · Ontologies.
Process Modelling.
12. 1

Introduction

OSM is an aspect of design for manufacturing and assembly (DfMA) that moves most of the
construction processes to a factory environment where components are assembled to form
modules and then transported to a final point for assembly, usually the construction site
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(Meiling et al. 2012b, Pan and Goodier 2012, Quale et al. 2012). The benefits of this method
have been widely studied, e.g. reductions in construction time, increased quality, low health
and safety risks, low environmental impact, reduced whole-life cost, and a consequent increase
in predictability, productivity, whole-life performance, and profitability (Blismas et al. 2006a,
Pan et al. 2008, Pan and Goodier 2012). While most benefits are claimed to be the outcome of
the process improvements due to the workflow in a factory environment (Pasquire and
Connolly 2002), quantitative assessment of the benefits is not evident. Unlike operations onsite
that focus predominately on the organization of labour and materials, the planning of OSM is
more complex involving the organisation of various production line workflows, design
configurations of different workstation arrangements, different automation processes, and
various levels of human intervention.
The use of DTs have the benefits of simulating processes and is capable of allowing powerful
data collection to enhance efficiency in the value chain (Boje et al. 2020). Previous
development of DTs has been mainly on the use of immersive technology such as augmented
reality (AR) and application of DTs with Building Information Modelling (BIM) (Boje et al.
2020). However, these applications have been mostly focused on the design and construction,
and/or operational aspects of assets with little application on the manufacturing or production
stage of a building (Zhuang et al. 2021).

This study proposes an ontology-based digital twin for assessment of the performance of OSM.
Disregarding the challenges of semantic DT application, such as the need to handle highvolume streaming of data in a semantic context, provide integration of semantic models with
analytical solutions, semantically link simulations to specific use-cases, and learn semantic
models over time, the use of semantic web technologies or ontologies is known for being
efficient in knowledge capture and sharing, and are capable of giving intelligent real-time and
context-specific data, which would be useful for design development in the OSM domain. This
paper explains how the modelling of OSM workflow can be supported by automated
quantitative assessment from an OSM ontology developed.
13. 2 Literature Review
14. 2.1 Semantic Web Technologies for Construction Digital Twins
A DT is a virtual model of the real product (Rožanec et al. 2020), consistent with its
corresponding physical entity capable of simulating and mirroring the behavior and
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performance of the physical entity (Zhuang et al. 2021). For OSM, a DT is a virtual digital
replica of a building’s physical components and production methods that collects real-world
information about the physical and production line workflow via sensors and other wireless
technology. The “twin” is continuously updated with data collected from multiple
heterogeneous sources across different construction domains and provides valuable insights
about the performance, operation, or profitability using advanced analytics, machine-learning
algorithms and artificial intelligence (AI). As such, a DT can serve as the backbone for OSM
and as a more significant means for improving offsite construction efficiency.

A DT for the modelling of OSM production workflow needs to consider several aspects ranging
from physical components (e.g. Buildings machine tools, part types to be produced, etc.) to
production methods (e.g. process plans, production logics, etc.), from production workflow
(e.g. placement of production resources in the factory layout) to organizational management
(e.g. roles of the involved actors), from costs (e.g. labour, nominal power consumption of a
machine tool) to dynamics (e.g. evolution of the states of a resource) with data generated and
captured across the entire product lifecycle. Thus, the effectiveness of a DT relies on the robust
construction of intelligent services and framework to be put in place (e.g., simulation,
prediction, forecasting) to support the various heterogeneous systems and technologies
involved in construction (Terkaj and Urgo 2014).

Emerging Building Information Modelling (BIM) tools and technologies have changed the way
information about the built environment is created, stored, and exchanged between involved
stakeholders (Szuba et al. 1999). When completed, the computer-generated BIM model
contains precise geometry and relevant data needed to support the construction, fabrication,
and procurement activities needed to realize the building (Alonso et al. 2019), and even more
data on the time schedule, cost estimation, and maintenance management (Khajavi et al. 2019).
The use of BIM models has not benefited from real-time data inputs of the object data from
OSM, as the focus in practice has been on improving the design collaboration, construction
activities such as logistic management as well as operational and management of an asset.
However, BIM lacks semantic completeness in areas outside the scope of the components and
systems of a building. Thus, the need for an all-inclusive, sustainable approach that considers
dynamic data at different levels (Boje et al. 2020). In order to enable and encourage this
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exchange, a common schema has been developed, which is specifically referred to as Industry
Foundation Classes (IFC). Since the advent of the IFC, more integrated methods to share
construction data have emerged and have since become adopted industry-wide. At the same
time, digital technologies across the board are advancing at an ever-increasing pace, taking
advantage of the Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) agents (data analytics,
machine learning, deep learning, etc.). The success of a DT relies on the various processes and
data layers that are intended to support construction intelligent services and applications
assuming a robust framework is in place to support the various heterogeneous systems and
technologies involved.

The evolution of BIM should be carefully framed within a paradigm that factors people,
processes, and other emerging technologies in an increasingly inter-connected world through
the application of sensor networks (Khajavi et al. 2019). Building/infrastructure-related
information can be directly or indirectly integrated within available digital technologies in a
BIM-enabled environment, a broad list of related research work is detailed in (Lu et al. 2020).
The use of semantic models (ontologies) as demonstrated by IFC for openBIM is particularly
useful as it links data of many contexts. The DT paradigm aims to enhance existing
construction processes and BIM models, with their underpinning semantics (e.g., IFC, COBie)
within the context of a cyber-physical synchronicity, where the digital models are a reflection
of the construction physical assets at any given moment in time [13]. The current limitation is
that the data shared from IFC is only based on the geometry of a building while COBie data is
operational. There has been little focus on modelling the knowledge of the manufacturing and
production aspects with regards to the use of OSM. This sort of data is not captured in a BIM
model thus limiting the potential interventions in terms of optimizing processes and increasing
efficiency during the manufacturing stage of building assets. Given that a DT continuously
receives data from different sources, there is a need to develop proper ontologies for data
representation and formalization.

2.2 Semantic Digital Twin Representation through Ontologies

Ontologies are a well-established approach for leveraging data and information sources with
semantics, thus providing a shared, machine-understandable vocabulary for information
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exchange among dispersed agents (e.g. humans and different machines) interacting and
communicating in a heterogeneous distributed intelligent system (Zhong et al. 2015). There
have been previous studies on the application of domain ontologies for supporting data
capturing in DT. Chevallier et al. (Chevallier et al. 2020) propose to build a Smart Building
Digital Twins reference architecture that is based on various domain ontologies such as
ifcOWL for the infrastructure, SSN (Semantic Sensor Network), and SOSA (Sensor,
Observation, Sample, and Actuator) for IoT description and Vakaj et al. (Vakaj, E. et al. 2021)
developed the Offsite Housing Ontology to support offsite housing design evaluation. DTs are
independent of tools and servers where each IoT is associated (linked) to its physical counter
object. Using ontologies, all the information produced by sensors, which reflect the state of a
Smart Building over time could be associated with their physical ifcOWL counterparts.

The review of existing literature in the OSM domain was conducted to reuse terminologies and
existing knowledge classification. The review also considered the possibility of extending
some of the existing ontologies relevant to the research problem. Ontologies such as ifcOWL
ontology generated from the IFC standards (Pauwels and Terkaj 2016), Building Topology
Ontology (BOT) (Holten and Ferdinand 2020) describing the topology of buildings, and
Building Product Ontology (BPO) (Wagner and Uwe 2019) for describing building products,
are very useful for modelling the AEC domain information in a Linked Building Data format.
However, BOT and BPO ontologies were purposely implemented as lightweight ontologies to
promote reuse and do not include specific DfMA concepts for offsite manufacturing which is
a challenge. Similarly, while MASON (Lemaignan et al. 2006) provides the core concepts of
manufacturing, extending it to include the complexities and depth of analysis of buildings, and,
more so, offsite buildings, creates a substantial challenge with redundancy and complexity. It
is necessary that any extension of an ontology leads to a result that is lightweight, efficient, and
conceptually coherent, in order to support adoption and implementation. As argued by Kalemi
et al. (Kalemi et al. 2020), ontologies in complex domains that attempt to be all-inclusive often
are not optimal for purpose: a prominent example in construction is the development of BOT
as a way of addressing ifcOWL’s complexity.

Hence, the study further complements these ontologies by modelling low-level concepts
relating to the production stage of an OSM building workflow. The semantic DT approach
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proposed in this study provides a viable way of crossing from a BIM worldview with its
existing ifcOWL knowledge domain, towards a holistic view which promises greater
possibilities by the intersection of production knowledge through descriptive and formal
domain models using ontological inferences in real-world situations. Given that a DT
continuously receives data from different sources, there is a need to develop proper ontologies
for data representation and formalization, and it will be beneficial for the DT to also incorporate
data on production workflow for monitoring factory shop floor efficiency as illustrated in
Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Digital Twin Semantics for Smart OSM Construction Services
15. 3

OSM Production Workflow (OPW) Ontology

The OSM production workflow (OPW) ontology aims to model the knowledge of the
production process of a factory-manufactured building from the point of material delivery to
the transportation of the finished manufactured products to the site. The data gathering process
is based on the case study of OSM house production involving various units of analysis (i.e.
the cases of two production methods, static production and semi-automated linear production
methods of factory house building). The multidisciplinary knowledge required to define the
main concepts and their relationships is collected from different sources as illustrated in Figure
2.
Data Collection

Secondary Data

Technical Document Analysis

Observation

Existing completed as-built
designs – LSF 2storey and
3storey semi-detached buildings

 Literature material
 Industry standards
 Manufacturer s approach

static method)

Factory construction of a
hybrid system (panelised+
volumetric) OSM using the

Production line design and
arrangement for static and
semi-automated linear methods

static production method

Discussions/Focus Groups
Discussion – Attendance of
project meeting and continuous
correspondence with project
team

Focus group – 5 participants
(two expert consultant,
architect, civil engineer,
production line designer)
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Semi-structured Interviews

Phone conversation and faceto-face interviews with key
project team members at
required stages of the
knowledge
modelling

Fig. 2. Knowledge collection strategy
The data collection is followed by the ontology development exercise. The OPW ontology
design and development is guided by the Meth-ontology methodology, which is considered
one of the most mature methods for ontology development (Fernandez et al. 1997, Corcho et
al. 2003). Four stages were followed comprising:
–

Specification: identifying the purpose of ontology and defining some competency
questions.

–

Conceptualization: capturing domain knowledge via various sources of information
such as literature review and case studies, and informal representation of knowledge
gathered.

–

Formalisation: knowledge representation in semi-formal languages ready for
implementation.

–

Implementation: formal representation of the knowledge in an ontology using a
machine-readable language (OWL).

A set of competency questions are defined and used to guide the knowledge modeled in the
ontology. Relevant knowledge and data to answer those queries in the ontology are
semantically modeled using the OWL. For the proposed OPW ontology, the set of competency
questions include:
–

What activities are involved in manufacturing a house using various systems of
OSM (i.e. panelised, volumetric or hybrid methods) and what resources are
involved in each process? (See Experiment 1);

–

What is the hierarchy of events and process flow based on the factory layout, and
which activities fall in each workstation and production methods? (See
Experiment 1);

–

What are the time and cost spent on each activity and ultimately workstations
involved in producing a house using the OSM method? (See Experiment 2);

–

What is the proportion of waste generated from activities involved in the
production process of different methods? (See Experiment 3).

3.1 Classification and Relations in the OPW Ontology
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For the OPW ontology, there are 8 major classes (Level 1) required to formalise the production
process knowledge which relates to all offsite methods (Figure 3). These include concepts such
as (i) OSMFactoryProductionMethod – for classifying all types of production systems (ii)
Production Process – for classifying the processes involved in each method, (iii) WorkStation
– for capturing the categories of activities in each station (iv) ProcessType – relating to the
workflow of events in the production process, (v) Activity – for classifying the major tasks
performed on the factory shop floor, (vi) Resources – relating to resources consumed in the
processes (vii) Product – relating to the final product from the production line and (viii)
Building – for classifying the final product at the destination point, which is onsite.

The subclasses of the major classes are represented (Level 2) with the isA relationship to denote
a parent-child relationship.
Finally, some relationships between the various classes are represented. The key
attributes/properties needed to include semantics in the ontology include data properties such
as Cost, Time, Distance, Length, Width, etc., and object properties such as hasComponentPart,
consumes, isComposedOf, hasOutput etc.

Product
(House Type)

hasOutput

OSM Factory
Production Method

Type1 House (3bed
Semi-Detached)

hasComponentPart

Type2 House (2bed
Semi-Detached)

Building
Element

Panel Frame Assembly

-hasQuantity

-hasProcessCost
-hasProductUnitCost
+calcQuantity

Panel Cladding
Assembly

ProcessType
consistOf

IsA
consistOf

+calcDirectMaterialCost

Finishing

+calcProcessCost
+calcProductUnitCost

Activity/Task
hasComponentPart
consumes

Direct Material
-hasMaterialType
-hasSize
-hasManufacturerID
-hasMaterialUnitRate
-hasCount

Resources
isA

Static/Adhoc Manufacturing Method
Semi-Automated Line Manufacturing
Method

Production Process

-hasDirectMaterialCost

isA
isA

consistOf

consumes

-hasResourceCost
+calcResourceCost

WorkStation
-hasStartActivity
-hasNextActivity
-hasSubsequentActivity
-hasFinishActivity
-calcDurationInWorkHours

Sequential
isA

Parallel

Iterative

-hasProcessTime
-hasLoadingTime
-hasWaitingTime
-hasCycleTime
-hasActivityCost
+calcCycleTime
+calcActivityCost

isA

isComposedOf

isA

isA

Subcontractor
-hasCount
-hasUnitRate
-hasSubcontractorCost
+calcSubcontractorQuantity
+calcSubcontractorCost

Direct Labour
-hasCount
-hasLabourHourlyRate

-hasLabourCost
+calcLabourQuantity
+calcLabourCost

Direct
Equipment
-hasCount
-hasEquipmentCost
-hasDayRate
+calcPlantQuantity
+calcPlantCost

Overhead
-hasCount
-hasUnitRate
-hasOverhaedlCost
+calcOverheadQuantity

+calcOverheadCost

Fig. 3. Classes, subclasses, and properties of the OPW ontology
As an example, an OSM production method (OSMProductionMethod) ‘consistOf’ production
processes (ProductionProcess), and each production process (ProductionProcess) ‘consistOf’
various work station (WorkStations). There are different sequences of events in each
workstation (ProcessTypes) which could be parallel, sequential, or iterative in nature. Also,
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each work station (WorkStation) ‘consistOf’ activities (Activities), and activities (Activity)
‘consume’ resources (Resources) which can be labour, plant/equipment, materials, or overhead.
Finally, the production methods (OSMProductionMethod) have the products as outputs
(Product). These classes, attributes, and relationships will enable retrieval of data on the
instances in the ontology to support analysis of the production workflow for design making
and continuous improvement. The OPW ontology developed is published on the web for
sharing, and reuse of the production knowledge relating to OSM.2
16. 4

Use Case of a Static and Semi-automated Linear Methods of OSM

Production
Having finalised the knowledge modelling in the ontology, a use case of a type of OSM
production process was selected to enable the population of the ontology with instances and
retrieval of data, i.e. a semi-automated linear method of factory house building. The data used
for the workflow and activity modelling are based on an actual project using the static method
and the design and simulation of a semi-automated production process by a partner production
engineering company.

The workflow of the static and semi-automated linear method used in the use case is illustrated
in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. The static method involves an ad-hoc manual production
sequence predominantly dependent on labor resources while the semi-automated method
features a structured workflow where production is done on an assembly line with dedicated
stages/stations. The production of a wall panel is composed of three stages, the first being frame
assembly and another for cladding assembly. The third stage involving finishing is to be done
manually for both methods. The semi-automated consists of automated machines such as
various robotic arms, and some human interventions and tasks embedded in the workflow. The
third stage involving applying finishes is to be done manually. The completed units are moved
on a conveyor system and are picked up by fork-lift or trolleys to be loaded on transport
vehicles. The batch manufacturing method is used instead of a singular house build method
where the tool is set up for a particular batch type of frame at a time. Finished batches of wall
panels are moved to a temporary storage area in the factory and later transported to site. The
use-case selected for testing the ontology is a case of a 3BED Semi-detached house type
(hereafter House-Type 1). House-Type 1 is made of Light Steel Framed (LSF) material using

2

The OPW ontology can be accessed from: https://edlirak.github.io/oho-pro/index-en.html
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the panelised system of OSM. For the factory production, the external frame of the house is
divided into a total of 32 panels which are the output from the production process. This consists
of 20 external clad panels and 12 internal panels for the party walls.
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Fig. 4. Static production arrangement
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Fig. 5. Semi-automated linear production arrangement
Experiment 1: Querying the Ontology for Retrieving General Information Relating to
the Production Line
The first experiment demonstrates the various types of data that can be retrieved from the
semantic model regarding the production process of a building element. In this test, the
semantic model is queried to generate data on the activities involved in the production of an
instance of a wall panel (i.e. 3BED-GF-Front-LSF-01) and the resources consumed in the
process (Figure 6). The query returns data about the production process that can enable
understanding of the processes and the consumption of resources. This information can
potentially compare various methods of production for the same building type in terms of
workflow, chain of events, and performance.
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Q2: SQWRL Query to retrieve
building element and
corresponding resource
consumed

Query Result:
Activities
consumed by
Building Element
Query Result:
Building Element
3BED_GF_Front_LSF_01

Query Result:
Resources consumed
by activities

Fig. 6. SQWRL Query Result - Process Information for an instance of wall panel
Experiment 2: Retrieving and Analyzing Cost Information of Products
The second competency question relates to retrieving information on the cost of activities
involved in an OSM production process and linking these with the various building elements
that consume the activities.

SPARQL Query to
retrieve activity cost
breakdown of wall
panel

SPARQL Query to
retrieve activity cost
breakdown of wall
panel

Fig. 7. SPARQL Query Result - Activities cost of an instance of wall panel with the static
production method
The building elements are in turn related to a specific house type through the object property
‘hasComponentPart’ thus allowing for the cost of each product to be computed. The data
property relating to this is the ‘hasActivityCost’ which is computed by summing up the cost of
resources consumed by activity through the properties ‘hasLabourCost’, ‘hasPlantCost’, and
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‘hasOverheadCost’ depending on the resources applicable to each activity. The activity costs
in turn form the process cost in producing any product from the OSM method. The data
properties (‘hasLabourCost’, ‘hasPlantCost’, and ‘hasOverheadCost’) are computed with the
help of SWRL rules and are then fed back into the knowledge base as inferred properties. To
test the ontology, a query was developed to retrieve information on the breakdown of the cost
of activities involved in the production of a type of wall panel with both methods of production,
using the instance of ‘3BED-GF-Front-LSF-01’. The query result returned data on the cost of
each activity based on the labour and plant consumed in the production of the wall panel
instance (Figure 7). This information can be useful for the manufacturer in analyzing the
process cost of any building element while reviewing which activities consumes the most
resources and why based on two alternative approaches.
Experiment 3: Analysing Cost and Time Spent on Processes in Various Production
Methods
The third selected test case allows the analysis of the time spent on the various categories of
activities between two methods of OSM production, the static and semi-automated methods,
and analyzing value-adding in terms of time and cost. The aim is to compare the process
information for each production method.

Fig. 8. SPARQL Query Result - Activities cost of an instance of wall panel with the static
production method
As the ontology already contains knowledge on the two methods and the sort of activities
involved, this will allow the manufacturer to analyse both options in aspects such as the time
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spent on various activities in a product development process and the cost incurred. Potentially
also, to determine where intervention is needed for continuous improvement.

A SPARQL query was written to retrieve information on the cost and time spent in the
production of the wall panel instance ’3BED-GF-Front-LSF-01’ for both methods of OSM
production. Figure 8 shows the result for the static method while Figure 9 shows the results for
the semi-automated linear method of OSM production.
The query result returned data on the cost and time of each activity consumed in the production
of the wall panel. This information can be useful for the manufacturer in analyzing the
efficiency of the various methods of production and in determining the output/productivity that
can be attained.

Fig. 9. SPARQL Query Result – Activities cost of an instance of wall panel with the semiautomated production method
17. 5

Conclusions

This paper shows a newly developed OSM Production Workflow (OPW) Ontology and how it
is applied to obtain knowledge from the ontology to evaluate processes. It demonstrates how
semantic technologies can be applied to link production data to offsite building components.
OPW can complement widely adopted data exchange schema such as IFC as the latter focuses
on geometric data exchange by adding another dimension of knowledge relating to production
workflow.
The linkage between production data and building elements is a novel development of semantic
DT, addressing the manufacturing aspect of the building life cycle that has not been widely
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explored. The implication is significant as the use of ontology enables multiple usages of a
single data source. OSM production can be queried, monitored, and improved continuously
over time. This will allow the development of a variety of applications to be used in relation to
production, e.g. measuring efficiency or optimising modular product and processes, and so on.
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Abstract
There is a growing interest in the use of offsite manufacturing (OSM) in the construction
industry disregarding criticisms of lacking real improvement from some offsite approaches
adopted by housebuilders as compared to their onsite counterparts. Quantitative performance
measures from previous studies are based on conventional onsite methods, with little attention
paid to the performance and process improvements derived from various OSM methods.
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In response, a case study was conducted based on two OSM methods using standardized and
non-standardized processes for the production stage of a factory-manufactured wall panel.
Value system analysis and root cause analysis using the 5Whys method was adopted to evaluate
possible improvements in terms of process waste. The study reveals that OSM production
methods that replicate site arrangements and activities involving significant manual tasks do
not necessarily provide a marked improvement from the conventional onsite method. Thus,
there is a need to re-evaluate the processes involved to eliminate such embedded process wastes
as non-value-added time and cost and to consider automating critical activities. The analysis
adopted in the case study provides measurable evidence of the performance gained from having
a structured workflow over a non-structured workflow. It also reveals how process wastes are
generated in the production process of wall panels offsite.
Keywords: lean manufacturing; offsite manufacturing; process waste; process modeling; root
cause analysis, 5whys.
Introduction
Offsite manufacturing (OSM) methods are becoming increasingly popular in the housing and
construction sectors. OSM methods provide opportunities to exploit the lean production system
in manufacturing and achieve “lean construction” − a concept to reduce and eliminate wastes
(including both physical and process wastes) in the construction processes (Howell 1999, Dave
et al. 2013). The benefits of OSM have been widely studied, including reduced construction
time, health and safety risks, environmental impact and whole-life cost, increased quality,
increased predictability, productivity, whole-life performance, and profitability (Blismas et al>
2006a, Pan>et al> 2008, Pan and Goodier 2012). According to Pasquire and Connolly (2002),
these benefits are the outcome of process improvements from implementing lean
manufacturing in a factory environment. However, although most of the benefits are linked to
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process improvements at the production phase, little attention has been paid to how the choice
production method may improve or reduce their acquisition.
It is reported that offsite manufacturing companies are inheriting lean manufacturing
approaches in their processes to minimize cost (Zhang et al. 2020) through optimization of the
design and construction processes by taking into account lean principles (Gbadamosi et al.
2019). This sometimes necessitates various levels of automation to be implemented in OSM
workflow to improve efficiency and productivity (Zhang et al. 2016), including the
introduction of robotic systems in production, transportation, and assembly. While the offsite
approach is continuously developing and advancing, the process benefits from lean
implementation may not be fully realized depending on the approaches to production adopted
due to practices in OSM processes being similar to conventional onsite methods (Zhang et al.
2020). For instance, researchers (Pasquire and Connolly 2002, Zhang et al. 2020) have reported
non-standardized practices in OSM processes and emphasized the need to avoid repeating
‘onsite practices under a roof’. This is because, compared to the traditional onsite method,
OSM needs to be taken as a process-oriented approach, where the benefits of standardization
and repetitions can be applied (Fernández-solís 2009). This implies the need for offsite
manufacturers to take a process view to establish and quantify improvements in their product
development practices and to make informed decisions on their choice of methods.
Several tools are available to support the analysis of processes. Of these, business process
modeling (BPM) is used in various industries, such as Engineering, IT, and software
development and Manufacturing (Nurcan et al. 2005, Doomun and Jungum 2008, Shi et al.
2008). This aims to eliminate functional boundaries − focusing on how things are done (the
process) rather than what is done (the product) (Barber et al. 2003). BPM is well recognized
for its ability to facilitate a shared understanding of the process by enabling an understanding
and analysis of the product/service development process of an organization (Aguilar-Savén
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2004, Akasah et al. 2010). It enables the modeling of actual (AS-IS) and proposed (TO-BE)
processes in order to identify gaps in current practices and ways to address them (Doomun and
Jungum 2008). The TO-BE model mainly involves a computer-simulated workflow, which
provides anticipated results prior to investment, which in turn reduces the scheduling and
financial risks of an organization (Nikakhtar et al. 2015).
This study evaluates the alternative production methods of OSM by quantifying and analyzing
the process wastes embedded in these methods in practice, based on the activities involved in
a typical factory housebuilding process. Applying a case study approach containing two units
of analysis (i.e., two different OSM production methods representing the AS-IS and TO-BE
processes), the root causes of eight categories of the process waste from the two alternative
production methods are analyzed using business process modeling (BPM). The study
contributes to presenting quantitative evidence of the performance of structured and nonstructured OSM methods in terms of process waste, to support informed production workflow
design decision making.
Process benefit realization of OSM method of construction
Traditional construction activities are labor-intensive by nature with mainly the performance
of workers as a critical factor affecting productivity. OSM attempts to streamline and automate
production in a controlled factory environment. It adopts a lean manufacturing approach to
optimize production performance and efficiency (Vernikos et al. 2013, Gbadamosi et al. 2019).
The benefits of OSM can be grouped into five types: process, product, organizational,
marketing, and social/environmental benefits. The key aspects and examples of benefits for
each type as identified in past literature are summarised in Table 1. These benefits may explain
why the construction industries in many countries are being encouraged to standardize and
automate the production processes through the application of OSM.
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The OSM workflow involves a variety of concurrent and iterative activities, structured
production sequences, and various levels of automation. It is significantly different from the
activities, construction sequence, and use of plant and machinery for conventional linear onsite
workflow (Zhang et al. 2020). OSM has been classified with respect to the product, process,
and people (Gibb 1999, Arif and Egbu 2010, Quale et al. 2012, Ayinla et al. 2019), which
provides the necessary elements for understanding the different systems in OSM. Although the
various benefits are well recognized, the adoption of OSM in practice has been slow. The
approaches for evaluating alternative production methods are not well understood. Also, there
has been no quantification of the benefits of different types of OSM methods through
systematic evaluation.
Table 1: Categories of OSM benefits
Benefits
Process benefits

Key aspects
Time

Productivity

Safety

Performance

Product benefits

Quality

Example
Improved delivery in terms of
better logistics due to fewer trades
on site.
Delivery speed of up to 50-60%
less than conventional methods.
Standardisation and economy of
scale.
Improved working environment
and less distractions.
Incorporation of some sort of
automation.
Increased occupational health and
safety by improved working
conditions.
Dry construction process.
Lean production approach:
standardising processes that leads
to formalised procedures,
specialisation and a controlled
production process.
Better quality products resulting
from improved working conditions
and quality management.

Reference
(Miles and Whitehouse
2013).

(Pasquire and Connolly
2002, Gibb and Isack
2003, Eastman and
Sacks 2008, Pan and
Sidwell 2011, Quale et
al. 2012)
(Pasquire and Connolly
2002, Bertelsen 2005,
Höök and Stehn 2008,
Lawson et al. 2010,
Kolo et al. 2014).
(Pasquire and Connolly
2002).

(Gorgolewski 2005,
Larsson and Simonsson
2012).

Cost

Lower unit cost of components as a
result of savings from mass
production and standardisation.
Increased cost certainty.

(Ozaki 2003),

Organisational
benefits

Management

(Zakaria et al. 2018).

Marketing benefits

Client
satisfaction

Project management and
programme improvements also
termed “the structural factor”.
Client satisfaction as a result of
mass customisation – that allows
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(Cheung et al. 2016).

Social/environmental
benefits

Waste

customers to interact with OSM
suppliers and building relationships
in the exchange.
Waste reduction as OSM presents
the advantage of executing projects
with minimal amount of waste
generation.

Impact

Environmental impact reduction.

Health

Improved health and safety
practices.

(Höök and Stehn 2008,
Arif and Egbu 2010,
Quale et al. 2012, Mao
et al. 2013, Shamsuddin
et al. 2013).
(Gorgolewski 2005,
Nahmens and Ikuma
2012).
(Pan and Sidwell 2011).

According to Lawson et al. (2010), OSM can take the form of simply replicating the onsite
method, or automating activities using line manufacturing similar to automotive production.
Automation is one core aspect for productivity gain, and OSM methods can be classified into
four categories according to the level of automation involved:


Static method – where prefabricated elements are manufactured in one position, and
materials, services and personnel are brought to the fabrication point. This mostly
replicates the onsite construction method in a factory environment.



Linear method – where the process is sequential and carried out in a discrete number
of individual stages. Most activities are carried out manually by factory operatives.



Semi-automated linear method – which shares the same principles as the linear method
but tends to have more dedicated stages and individual tasks may be automated.



Automated linear method – which comprises linear production with fully automated
sequential stages.

Although the four categories may be very similar, or identical, major tasks and products as a
result, their activities and production and assembly specifications (such as resource
requirement, information flow, and sequences of activities) can vary significantly. Previous
studies (e.g., Pasquire and Connolly 2002, Zhang et al. 2020) criticized the approach by
housebuilders using the static method as not realizing the full benefit of offsite production, and
simply carrying out the manufacturing process as a ‘mini construction project’ in an enclosed
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space, thus replicating onsite construction inefficiencies. On the other hand, largely automating
activities may not be always beneficial. This is due to the general trade-off between the level
of automation in design and the amount of investment required to facilitate automation. Yet,
while the static method may result in low productivity, it is flexible and arguably can be used
to produce products with a wider range of designs. This poses the question of which benefits
from Table 1 are obtained from which OSM methods, especially in the process category.
Previous research related to the evaluation of OSM methods in construction work includes
studies of their approach to applying lean and the critical success factors involved (Meiling et
al> 2012b, Pearce>et al> 2018), strategies for integrating offsite production technologies (Pan
et al. 2012), barriers to lean implementation (Shang and Sui Pheng 2014), company’s lean
thinking implantation (Zhang et al. 2016) and design processes with reference to lean principles
(Gbadamosi et al. 2019). These studies have typically evaluated the OSM approach at a high
level. One aspect that has not been well researched is the process benefits acquired in terms of
waste embedded in the competing OSM production methods.
Process waste in lean manufacturing
The traditional mass production line, known as the ‘push system’, contains standardized parts
that are processed following a station-by-station plan. This can lead to an unsynchronised flow
of processes, and often overproduction as a result (Wilson 2010). In contrast, the lean
manufacturing method implements a ‘pull system’, involving such concepts as pulling products
forward and a single unit flow (Howell and Ballard 1998). Implementing a balanced and
synchronized operation helps reduce waste in the process and prevents inventory build-up as
the process flows smoothly. The term ‘lean’ is used to denote ‘less’ resources (Koskela 1992).
Lean manufacturing aims to minimize process waste and maximize value by meeting service
demands with minimal inventory. In practice, it relies on the use of a set of tools that assist in
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the identification and steady elimination of process waste (Howell and Ballard 1998), which
arises from activity-centered thinking (Howell 1999).
Process waste in this regard is anything in addition to the minimum requirement for a business
operation to function, i.e., the minimum amount of equipment, materials, and manpower vital
to production. Previous studies suggest that there are five major aspects of minimization:
material, investment, inventory, space, and people (Wilson 2010). Process waste can be
classified into seven categories as summarised in Table 2 (Melton 2005, Wahab et al. 2013,
Nikakhtar et al. 2015). However, some researchers (e.g. Wahab et al. 2013) have argued that
there should be additional waste relating to people’s ability not being fully utilized: thus,
leading to an additional category of “unused or underused talent” as explained in Table 2.
Process waste can also be classified according to (i) waste generated from non-value-adding
activities (NVA), and (ii) unavoidable waste generated due to the nature of the work, e.g.,
indirect work (Koskela 1992, Nikakhtar et al. 2015). The latter is unavoidable due to product
quality, health and safety, or specific customer requirements. Thus, they are necessary nonvalue-adding activities (NNVA). For an activity carried out in a process to be considered valueadding (VA), three criteria must be fulfilled: (i) it must physically transform the product a step
further, (ii) the customer must be willing to pay for the change, and (iii) it must be correctly
carried out with no need for rework (Wilson 2010).
Table 2: Different types of process waste in manufacturing processes
Type
Overproduction
(OP)

Waiting
(W)

Description
Production of excess product thus
leading to other types of waste such as
the need to store, transport, inventory
and rework on the waste.
Workers being ideal for whatever
reasons either in the short or long term
not adding value to the customer.
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Example of cause
Result of making products too early.
Products that cannot be sold due to defects.
Imbalanced production process



Short-term waiting as a result of an unbalanced
line



Long-term waiting for results from this, such as
waiting due to machine failure.



Intermediate product waiting for processing.

Transportation
(T)

Over-processing
(P)

Movement
(M)

Inventory
(I)
Defect
(D)

Un/Under used
Talent
(UT)

Moving parts around between
processing steps, production lines and
shipping products to the end consumers.

Processes/steps in product development
beyond the needs of customers.

Unnecessary and non-value-adding
movement of people. Active workers
looking busy does not equate to adding
value to a product or process.
Intermediate storage of products, raw
materials, equipment, tools, etc.
Producing defective work requiring
additional work or generating scrap
leading to a waste of material,
manpower and machine processing time
and overall a loss of production unit.

More people involved in the job than
necessary and not leveraging the
potential of workers to the optimum.



Large amount of work in progress (WIP)
inventory



Moving pallets of intermediate products within
the factory or between/to site



Movement of materials continuously before final
destination



Over specification



Overdesign



Iterative design



Poor and inefficient processing equipment



Looking for tools or materials



Inefficient workstation design



Queued batches of materials waiting to be used.



Warehouse/site inventory not translating to sales



Error in design



Error in processing



Miscommunication



Omission






Uneven work distribution
Unchallenged employees
Wrong staff to task
Wasteful admin task

There is considerable research pertaining to quantifying the process waste involved in various
traditional onsite construction activities. For instance, Lee et al. (2012) analyzed the waste
involved in an onsite steel erection process for a university building, recording 56.93% NVA
activities. Mossman (2009) also reported 56-65% NVA, 30-35% NNVA and only 5-10%
value-adding (VA) activities in the traditional construction process. Similarly, Forsberg and
Saukkoriipi (2007) found the average time spent by workers on productive activities in the
traditional construction method to be only 30% of the overall construction time. This form of
quantification has not been well addressed for the various OSM methods. A recent study by
Zhang et al. (2020) concluded that the lead time is reduced by 20% from the factory ‘stickbuilt’ method of OSM with the introduction of semi-automation in the production line.
However, few published studies have analyzed process wastes in the OSM production
workflow, particularly between the various OSM methods.
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Evaluation tools for lean manufacturing and process modeling
The need to analyze process waste necessitates an evaluation of the techniques available in
practice. There are various tools and techniques used in supporting lean manufacturing. Lean
tools can be focused on various aspects, such as waste, inventory, quantity, quality, people, and
process controls. However, techniques with objectives of identifying or eliminating process
wastes or non-value-adding activities – including value system analysis (VSA) and the 5whys
method (Murugaiah et al. 2010) – are used for analyzing processes and identifying sources of
waste located throughout the process and are the focus in this study. In order to visualize a
process, business process modeling (BPM) tools are used as a means of systematically
describing the activities in a process, such as their relationships and information flow: it helps
to understand the best way to perform a task by describing its operational performance that
produces an output (Nurcan et al. 2005).
There are various tools developed for modeling business processes that focus on one or a
combination of aspects, such as functional, information, organization, or behavioral aspects in
a process. Business Process Mapping Notation (BPMN) is an advanced language due to its
more advanced explanatory power. BPMN is clearer and is easier to understand by non-experts
since it is similar to a flow chart. There are also industry-specific tools used in manufacturing,
e.g., Value Stream Mapping (VSM) as an approach to modeling materials and information flow
in a production process as the product makes its way through the value stream (Sundar et al.
2014). BPMN is used in this study and some concepts from VSM, such as waste and cycle
time, are included in the process model for analysis.
Research method
The study requires an in-depth analysis of processes, which is heavily data reliant. The presence
of data silos, typically existing in the context of construction businesses, creates complexity in
the modeling processes. Hence, a case study research method is chosen as it is known for its
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strength in allowing for a holistic in-depth exploration of a subject in its real-life context (Yin
2009). There are two types of case study design: multiple and single case study designs. A
single case study involves the use of only one case, while a multiple case study involves a
combination of two or more cases that are used to build a theory about a phenomenon (Yin
2016). For this study, a single case study design has been selected to conduct the exploratory
research required – the standpoint being that the single case study approach is better for creating
high-quality theory, and better when the aim is to shed light on a single setting (Yin 2009).

Data collection and strategy
Understanding a business organization and its operation is challenging as the researchers are
detached from the business operation. This is overcome through an exploratory study
investigating the production processes closely over a period by first observing the AS-IS
process and then with the design and implementation of the TO-BE process. An iterative data
collection process is followed, with the use of a wide range of data including observations,
information from internal and published documents, interviews with key OSM experts within
the case company, and consolidated opinions from focus groups. The purpose of the case is
revelatory (Schell 1992), with an embedded single-case research design containing two units
of analysis − the production processes of static and semi-automated linear OSM production
methods − in order to obtain rich content in place of the breath that can be obtained in multiple
case design (Sarvimaki 2017). The static method workflow is the AS-IS model (i.e., actual
production workflow), while the semi-automated linear method is the TO-BE model (i.e.,
optimized production model). Figure 1 shows the combination of methods used for data
collection and synthesis at different stages of the study.
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The initial data collection process featured different approaches, starting from a review of
technical documents that include the production flow diagram, station design, building design,
and organization structure. Also identified is the key information required for analyzing process
wastes on the activities performed including their sequences, together with data that could not
be collected from documents, i.e., the primary data required for the analysis. For instance,
questions were set to identify the quantifiable aspects of each activity, such as delays and
waiting, as they cannot be captured directly in the documents. The primary data were then
collected through interviews with key experts and observation of production in the factory. The
output from this stage is used to develop an initial process model based on the activities
performed on the shop floor, and to sketch the shop floor arrangement of production space.
BPMN notations and protocols are used to represent the processes.

Embedded Case Study Research

Unit 2: Semi-Automated
Linear OSM Production
Method

Unit 1: Static OSM
Production Method

Data Collection

Stage 1: Process Model
Development

Observation,
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Technical
Document Analysis
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Initial
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Base Model

Data synthesis
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Results

Focus Group Workshop
( Experts from the projects)

Fig. 1. Research Design
An evaluation of the initial process map was then organized with the parties involved to enable
assessment of the model and ensure accurate representation of the activities, sequences, and
resource requirements involved. The output from this stage (Stage 1 in Figure 1) provides a
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base model for analyzing the process waste. The identified lean tools from the review are used
for value analysis and waste identification in the process according to the eight categories of
process waste: this was used to categorize the activities into VA, NVA, and NNVA,
respectively. Finally, a focus group comprising key experts of the existing production (such as
the production manager, director for the project, and the commercial manager) was formed to
identify the root causes of the waste using the 5Whys lean tool for root cause (RC) analysis −
a questioning method that identifies the root cause through asking the question, ‘Why does the
issue exist?’.

Case study – Panelised system OSM of light steel frame buildings
The case study is based on one of the largest housing associations located in the UK’s West
Midlands region (hereafter named HAX). HAX procures social housing using the traditional
method through contracting. It has recently recognized the potential for integrating house
delivery within the business after internal market research. The business decided to consider
OSM as a major delivery approach to align with the new funding body’s requirements and the
national strategy to adopt Modern Methods of Construction (MMC) as well as to help meet the
increased housing delivery target, i.e., 60% increase of the number of houses delivered per
annum. A consortium was formed with a steel manufacturer, an architect production engineer,
and a university to develop OSM house products.
While there is a need to determine a suitable OSM method to achieve the set objectives, this
data is not readily available. During the 2-year study period, HAX used the static method of
production for a house prototype to analyze the suitability of the method and the cost involved.
Concurrently, an OSM scheme was developed for the production of panels forming the
building frame and envelop of the houses using a semi-automated linear method. The semi-
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automated linear method in the case study is based on a scheme developed by the production
engineer. The scheme incorporates the simulations based on actual production information and
detailed workflow incorporating automated stages of sub-assemblies. For instance, the data for
the time cycle study is derived from industry-known values for discrete activities. Operator
times are based around MTM (Methods-time Measurement) standards while the transfer times
are based upon conveyor speeds of 10 meters per min and screw insertion times are based upon
trials carried out in previous applications for similar product production. The time cycle study
was run with a full sized layout as per the proposed placement of the loading bay and the
guarding, buffer station and pallet positions. The cycle time simulation was carried out using
the engineer’s company template that aggregates the cycle time taking into account the
overlapped activities in the production process.
The workflows for wall panel production were chosen for a like-to-like comparison between
the two methods. Lean manufacturing theory relating to the eight categories of process wastes
is applied to analyze the constraints of the two methods and the waste involved to quantify the
improvement in the TO-BE method and provide recommendations for CI.
Modeling and implementation
Static method OSM production process activities
The static production process of wall panel production as done in a HAX factory is used as a
reference for the process modeling: this is an actual (AS-IS) workflow intended to be compared
with the simulated workflow. For wall panel production, the key stages are to: 1) assemble the
steel frame for wall panels, 2) install the cladding on steel frames, and 3) apply finishes on the
cladded steel frames. In the static system, the production is done in silos. Various team
members and trade specialists where needed are required to move from one station to another
to render services on the panels. The station is arranged such that a team is working on a onepanel type/design while the processes within these stations follow no particular sequence. Also,
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there is no defined flow of materials or unfinished products between the various stations (see
Figure 2) and stations sometimes have an individual production plan. Figure 3 illustrates the
BPMN process map representing the activities in the static process (one of the stations, as the
activities are the same and are repeated for each station), which is a typical push system of
manufacturing.
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Fig. 2. Static Production Arrangement
The overall cycle time involved in a manufacturing process consists of (i) process time (relating
to working directly on a product), (ii) waiting time (activities that involve waiting), (iii) loading
time (relating to moving materials, partially completed products or completed products) and
(iv) inspection time (relating to quality or health and safety). The activities as identified in the
process map are classified into three types: value-adding (VA), non-value-adding (NVA), and
necessary non-value-adding (NNVA). For the analysis, the VA activities are activities with a
process time, NVA activities involve a waiting and loading time, while NNVAs are activities
involving an inspection time.
However, the challenge with manual production is that the identified VA activities carried out
by operatives may also include some idle time and it is difficult to identify or quantify the
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embedded waste involved. Hence, some of these may have been missed in the evaluation,
which is a limitation. The eight process waste categories are used to identify the NVA and
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Fig. 3. Production process model for wall panel construction using static method.
The cycle time for each activity is modeled using the average time it takes to complete a unit
of an offsite product of cladded wall panel for house construction. For each station, the work
for a batch is completed by a team of 5 workers: 3 fixers (one is a senior fixer also acting as a
supervisor), 1 casual worker, and 1 quality inspector. The activities performed can be
categorized into different levels for the purpose of the cycle time estimation, unit or batch level
activities. A unit-level activity is required to be carried out on each product while a batch-level
activity is performed on a batch of products and the time taken to complete the activity is
distributed equally to each unit. Activities 1.1 to 1.5, 1.29, and 1.30 are batch-level activities
and the cycle time will be shared by all products from the batch. Other activities are to be
performed on every unit of the product; hence, the cycle time recorded in Table 4 is the time
taken to complete the activity for each wall panel. Based on observations of the process, the
static method has a 15-20% chance of rework due to minor errors or deviations in the drawings
and specifications requirements. That is, for every 10 panels built, there is a chance of
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End Process

1.30
Offload batch
to storage
area

additional rectification work being needed on at least 2 panels. Therefore, this assumption is
considered when recording the cycle time for rework activities.

Table 3: Process waste analysis in static production method
Production Station
Activity
Code
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22
1.23
1.24
1.25
1.26
1.27
1.28
1.29
1.30

Lean Waste Aspects

Activity

Type

Team briefing
Resource allocation
Process coordination
Material delivery
Choosing suitable steel
profile sections
Nut and bolt frame
Quality inspection
Rework on frames
Measuring and cutting
cement plasterboard
Check alignment
Load CP board on frame
Screw board to frame
Quality inspection on
fixings
Rework on failed joints
Fix window and door
pods
Bond EPDM
Install breather
membrane
Visual inspection on
bonding
Rework on bonding
Install cladding subframe
Visual inspection on subframe fixing
Rework
Install cavity insulation
Install candy wall system
(backing board)
Install cladding–brickslip system
Install window and door
Quality inspection and
sign off
Rework on defect or
scrap
Load finished panels to
transport trolley
Load to storage area

NNVA
NNVA
NNVA
NVA
NVA

VA
Time
-

NVA
Time
5
5

NNVA

60
10
15
45

45
-

15
5
15
45

5
-

2
10
40
10

20
-

2
10
20
5

5

15
40

20

15
20

-

VA
VA

40
20

20
15

20
5

-

NNVA

5

-

-

5

5
120

60

5
60

-

5

-

-

5

5
30
60

20
45

5
10
15

-

60

45

15

-

80
5

60
-

20
-

5

5

-

5

-

5

-

5

-

5
709
100

350
49

5
332
47

27
4

NVA
NVA
VA
NNVA

W

x
x

T

P

x

M

I

Time (min)
Cycle time
(CT)
1
1
5
5

VA
NNVA
NVA
NVA

OP

D

UT

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

NVA
VA

x

NVA
VA

x

NNVA
NVA
VA
VA

x

VA
VA
NNVA

x

NVA

x

NVA
NVA

x
x

x
Total Time (Min)
Total Time (%)

1
1
-

Semi-automated linear method OSM production process activities
In the semi-automated linear method of wall panel production which is based on simulated
results as an alternative to the static method, some of the root causes of constraints in the static
method are addressed. This method comprises two automated lines for frame and cladding
assembly with the use of automated machines and various robotic arms (see Figure 4).
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Compared to the static method, production is in an assembly line with dedicated stations that
allow synchronous flow. Each station has dedicated production team members. Partially
completed units are moved in various dedicated interconnected stages. The units are moved on
a conveyor belt and the completed units are picked up by fork-lift trucks to be stored or loaded
on transport vehicles. The batch manufacturing method is used, which is a push system. Figure
5 illustrates the BPMN process map representing the activities in the semi-automated linear
process of wall panel production.
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Fig. 4. Semi-automated linear production arrangement
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Fig. 5. Production process model for wall panel construction using semi-automated method.
Similar to the method used in analyzing the static process, the cycle time for each activity in
the batch manufacturing line is modeled for the new production line using the estimated
maximum process time for each activity in every station (Table 4). With this method, the time
and waste predictions are based on the production engineers’ estimates using the simulated
production model according to the workflow arrangement and estimated time of product
movement through different stages. The activities contained in the process are also categorized
as either unit or batch level activities similar to the static method. In this case, activities 2.1 to
2.9, then 2.33 and 2.34 are batch-level activities, while others are unit-level activities: hence,
the cycle time is shared by the number of units of wall panels produced for the batch.
Table 4: Waste analysis in semi-automated production method
Production Line
Activity
Code

Activity

Waste Aspects
Type

OP

W

T

P
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M

Time (min)
I

D

UT

Cycle
time
(CT)

VA
Time

NVA
Time

NNVA
Time

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.20
2.21
2.22
2.23
2.24
2.25
2.26
2.27
2.28
2.29
2.30
2.31
2.32
2.33
2.34

Team briefing
Resource allocation
Process coordination
Pre-run PMS system
Load BIM model
Monitor system
Material delivery
Tool set-up for batch
Choosing suitable steel
profile sections
Clamp section in place
Transfer to screw
station
Screw frame on both
side
Tooling return
Lift frame off tooling
Visual inspection by
system
Rework on failed joints
Unload frame from
tooling
Transfer frame to
cladding line
Load CP board
Transfer frame for
mechanical fixing
Screw CP board to
frame
Visual inspection by
system
Rework on failed joints
Fix window and door
pod
Bond EPDM
Install breather
membrane
Install cavity insulation
Fix external decoration
support
Apply adhesive
Arrange briquette
Visual inspection and
sign off product
Rework on failed panel
Unload frames to
trolley
Offload batch to storage
area

NNVA
NNVA
NNVA
NNVA
NNVA
NNVA
NVA
NVA
NVA

1
1
2
2
5
5
2
5

-

5
2
5

1
1
2
2
5
-

NNVA
NNVA

0.5
0.5

-

-

0.5
0.5

VA

6.78

6.78

-

-

NNVA
NNVA
NNVA

0.5
1
1

-

-

0.5
1
1

5
2

-

5
2

-

0.5

-

-

0.5

5
0.5

-

5
0.5

-

VA

6.78

6.78

-

-

NNVA

1

1

-

-

5
40

35

5
5

-

VA
VA

20
20

20
15

5

-

VA
VA

20
6.78

20
6.78

-

-

VA
VA
NNVA

5
10
5

5
10
-

-

5

5
5

-

5
5

-

5

-

5

-

201
100

126
63

54
27

21
10

NVA
NNVA

x
x
x

x

x

x
x

NNVA
NVA
NNVA

x

NVA
VA

x

NVA
NVA

x

x

NVA

x

x

Total Time (Min)
Total Time (%)

Discussion
The process analysis of the two methods of OSM production revealed some data on the
differences in the units of analysis. A summary of the results of the comparison of both OSM
methods is provided in Figures 6 and 7. Based on Figure 3, for the static method, the total
number of activities required to produce a unit of wall panel is 30, with 37% of these activities
being non-value-adding (NVA). In contrast, the semi-automated method automates some of
the key activities and introduces additional steps to enable a structured workflow. This method
contains 34 activities in total, of which 26% are non-value-adding activities (NVA) since some
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human intervention is eliminated, which is an approximately 30% decrease in NVA activities
compared to the static method (Figure 6).
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Fig. 6. Comparison of proportion of activities performed for wall panel production.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of time taken for activities performed for wall panel production.
In terms of process time analysis, only 49% of the actual time spent in the production workflow
is value-adding time in the static method (Figure 7), which is at a similar rate to the onsite
methods reported in past literature, i.e., up to 50% non-value-added activities (Liu et al. 2011,
Nikakhtar et al. 2015). This implies that there is little improvement to the static method of
production in terms of reduced process waste, which supports the criticism by Zhang et al.
(2020) that some factory house building methods simply replicate onsite construction
inefficiencies. In contrast, in the semi-automated method, the use of robotic arms for the
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fabrication of the steel frame for wall panels significantly reduces the time required to manually
assemble steel members. Therefore, the semi-automated method reported improved
productivity with the VA time of 63% compared to 49% in the static method, which is an
increase of approximately 29% in the VA time. Also, it takes 201 minutes of overall lead time
(total time required from the first to the last workstation) to produce a single unit wall panel in
the semi-automated method, with 126 minutes of value-added time (actual process time). In
contrast, the static method takes 709 minutes based on the workflow to complete the processing
of a unit wall panel, with only 350 minutes of value-added time. This implies that the semiautomated method provides a 70% reduction in the lead time from the static method, which is
significantly greater than the 20% reported by Zhang et al. (2020). The variance can be
explained as a result of the production line design, workflow arrangement and level of
automation involved, as no two manufacturers incorporate the exact same process since the
manufacturing environment offers different options for producing the same product.
Upon further analysis of the root cause (RC) of the waste generated with the static method,
some constraints in the processes are revealed as detailed in Table 5. In terms of process waste
resulting from waiting (W) and movement (M), factory/workstation arrangement and
inefficient process flow were reported as the RC of the issues in the static method of production.
The ad-hoc nature of activities led to a non-guaranteed cycle time for each activity, as no
standardized sequence was adopted. Although activities relating to Quality Inspection (QI) are
classified as NNVA, QI is major source of delay in the static method due to operatives waiting
for inspections to be completed in order to move to the next step. Although QI is highly
important for avoiding scrapping finished panels due to defects, it is observed that this causes
over-processing waste (P) because of the excessive number of intermediate inspections
incorporated in the process which, as seen in the semi-automated method, could be reduced
with better efficiency enabled with the help of automation. For instance, the use of a
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manufacturing line with dedicated stages improves the workstation arrangement and flow as a
result. A visual inspection system displaying the position of fault screws was included in the
semi-automated method manufacturing line, which enables the operators stationed in the
rework station to quickly rectify faults. This system was introduced after the analysis of the RC
in the static method and results in the elimination of some waste relating to waiting and
movement in the static method.
Another major waste in the static method is due to the frequent rework required in the process,
where the chances of process waste due to defects, thus resulting in rework, is around 15-20%.
In contrast, the need for rework is projected to be below 5% with the semi-automated method
due to the efficiency of the robotic arm used for key activities (e.g., screwing and fixing) that
are prone to error. The 5% rework is mainly due to some value-adding manual activities e.g.,
bonding the breather membrane.
Table 5: Root cause (RC) analysis for static production method NVA activities
Production Line
Activity
Code
1.4

1.5

Waste

Activity
Material
delivery

Choosing
suitable
steel
profile
sections

Waiting

Operatives
waiting for stock
on production
line.

Movement
and
transportation

Moving and
transporting
materials from
store to
production area
Operatives
sorting
appropriate
frames from
material batch
Batches of
materials waiting
to be processed

Waiting

Inventory

1.8

Rework
on frames

Waiting

Defect

1.9

Measuring
and
cutting CP
Board

Issue/
Symptom

Overprocessing

Waiting for
quality inspection
to be completed,
which slows
down following
process
Frame joints not
properly
connected

Extra processing
on cement board
before being
used.

5Whys of lean
Why 1

Why 2

Needs to
be moved
from store
to
production
area
Moving
materials
from
storage

Inventory
checks need to
be carried out

Process too
slow, causing
impact on
production
flow

Variable task
duration

Storage not
close to
production line

Space
management

Factory
arrangement

Inefficient
factory
arrangement

Variable
task
duration

Non-balanced
line

Non-balanced
flow

Ill-designed
space to pick
and store
frames

Inefficient
workstation

Inventory
needs to
be
completed
Not
enough QI
inspectors
to meet
production
flow
Human
error from
operatives
such as
omission
Cement
board not
pre-cut

To ensure
correct
materials are
being chosen
Bottleneck in
production
flow

Ensure
specifications
are being
followed
Bottleneck in
production
flow

Correct
drawings in
place

Problem from
the push
production
method
Lack of
investment in
automated
inspection
systems

Delay in target
which causes
work to be
rushed

Time
constraints to
meet customer
demands

Process is slow
due to dust
generation

Process not
automated for
machine cut

Delay and
waiting in the
process, such
as stage sign
off by Q1
Process not
automated for
machine cut
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Why 3

Why 4

Trades not
being used to
full capacity
during shifts

Why 5
(RC)
Inefficient
process flow
design

Inefficient flow
of production
with many
delays
Process not
automated for
machine cut

1.10

Check
alignment

Inexperienced
trades carrying
out the works

Overprocessing

Too many quality
checks that could
be avoided

Waiting

Operatives
having to wait for
checks to be
completed to
execute next
process
Operatives
moving from
material storage
to line.

QI
inspection
process
too slow

Quality
inspector
working on
other jobs

Fork-lift
truck not
available

Rushed
work and
quality of
installation
inadequate
Rushed
and
quality of
installation
inadequate
Too many
mistakes
in joint
fixings
Rushed
work and
quality of
installation
inadequate
Movement
of workers
in the
factory

1.11

Load
cement
board on
frame

Movement

1.14

Rework
on joints

Defect

Wall joints not
properly
connected

1.19

Rework
on joints

Defect

EPDM and
window joints
not properly
fixed

1.22

Rework
on sub
frame

Defect

Sub-frame not
properly fixed

1.28

Final
rework on
defect
wall

Defect

Panel did not
pass quality
checklist

1.29

Load
finished
panels to
transport
trolley
Transport
and load
finished
panels to
storage

Movement

The need to
move completed
batch from work
area

Transportation

Movement of
finished panels to
storage area
because not ready
to deliver to site

1.30

from
supplier
Human
error from
operatives

Not due to
arrive
onsite

Re-skilling of
workforce not
adequately
invested in
Operatives not
skilled to selfcheck

Lack of
investment in
people and
skills training
Lack of
investment in
automated
inspection
systems

Lack of
investment in
people and
skills training
Lack of
investment in
automated
inspection
systems

Not enough
CAPEX
invested for
more than one
fork-lift truck
Too much of a
backlog

Not forecasted
correctly with
new orders

Lack of
understanding
of supply &
demand

Lack of
understanding
of supply &
demand

Work shifts not
planned
correctly

Work not
planned
correctly

Inefficient
process flow
design

Too much of a
backlog with
too many
defects

Not enough
skilled
workforce

Lack of
investment in
people and
skills training

Lack of
investment in
people and
skills training

Rushed work
and quality of
installation
inadequate
Sequencing
broken down
due to too
many defects in
previous panels
Large amount
of work in
progress (WIP)

Too much of a
backlog

Work shifts not
planned
correctly

Inefficient
process flow
design

Too much of a
backlog with
too many
defects

Not enough
skilled
workforce

Lack of
investment in
people and
skills training

Overproduction

Overproduction

Overproduction

Overproduction

Push
manufacturing
system

Push
manufacturing
system

Push
manufacturing
system

Nonetheless, although the semi-automated method helped eliminate some of the process waste
in the static method, some process waste relating to inventory (I) is similar in both methods
due to the batch production system adopted. This method of production causes inventory to
build up: thus a storage area is needed in the factory to stack the work-in-progress (WIP) panels
until they are ready to be moved to the site – resulting in an additional estimated waiting time
of between 4-5 days in the static method. This would consequently result in an added cost for
a single unit of the product and perhaps increase the cost of offsite production. There is a need
to consider and implement other lean practices targeted at preventing waste due to inventory
in the manufacturing process to increase the competitiveness of OSM houses as compared to
houses built onsite.
Conclusion
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The case study presents a systematic analysis of two offsite house building methods using two
lean tools of value system analysis and RC analysis. The efficiency of the production process
of a wall panel in terms of the eight process waste types is analyzed. The result from the study
reveals that up to 47% NVA time is spent in the production process in the static method
involving non-structured workflow, and a potential to reduce this to 27% with the semiautomated method of production. From the case analyzed, it is revealed that the overall lead
time taken to produce a unit wall panel (in the static method) can be reduced to up to 70% with
a more structured workflow and the automation of critical activities in the process (using the
semi-automated method). It is concluded, therefore, that the static method may not provide
significant improvement in process waste when compared to the onsite production method
based on the quantification results from previous studies. Similar unstructured processes are
used in both methods, leading to the repetition of such constraints with the onsite method in
factory production as wastes relating to waiting, movements, and defects. Thus, moving
construction to a factory environment does not necessarily provide the leanness desired, unless
approaches to lean manufacturing are incorporated (such as a structured workflow flow,
repetition, and automation).
This study is based on a case study of a specific production line design and workflow, only an
analytical generalization (Hyde 2000) can be achieved, e.g. based on the degree of similarity
between the two similar contexts, such as offsite manufactured products with similar
production to the steel framed panel in this case. In addition, while the study is based on only
one OSM system, i.e., a panelized system, similar processes and constraints are likely to be
present in other OSM systems such as volumetric or hybrid methods.
The study presents quantitative evidence of the performance of structured and non-structured
OSM methods in terms of eliminating process waste. The implication of the result is the need
for offsite manufacturers to take a process view of their production approach, recognizing the
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impact of automating critical activities and the importance of incorporating structured
workflow and repetition to support mass customization. This paper also documents a simple
approach that can be adapted to analyze other production methods and OSM processes to
support decision-making relating to the choice of OSM methods.
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